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ABSTRACT 
The Dunwich benevolent asylum cx)nstituted a significant slice of 
Queensland's social background for eighty years from 1866 to 1946, yet it has been 
subject to little investigation and almost nothing is known of its function or history. 
This dissertation aims to fill the gap by using a research model and interdisciplinary 
approach for what may be termed an institutional biography. 
By these means it can be seen that the benevolent asylum was isolated, but 
that the physical isolation was only a symptom of social abandonment. In housing 
the unwanted members of society who were embarrassments and liabilities, 
Dunwich served a social system driven by motives of economic progress. The 
asylum's function was not to help the weak and crippled but to hide them, the 
outcasts "whom nobody owned". 
Unwanted by both the Brisbane hospital and the colonial government, the 
institution was sent to Dunwich because of the availability of vacant buildings. For 
the next eighty years, without regard for the inmates or the staff who worked there, 
almost every type of person who was unable to fit in with society was admitted. The 
blind, crippled, mentally deficient, terminally ill, cancerous, tuberculosis and 
leprosy patients, inebriates and others were shipped indiscriminately to the island. 
Most were old. All but a handful accepted their fate uncomplainingly, not because 
they were happy but because they became "institutionally dependent". 
Debates on the purpose and effectiveness of the benevolent asylum appeared 
in the newspapers and parliament, but avoided the point that the benevolent asylum 
was a dumping ground for unwanted burdens on society. Even the reasons for 
closing were caught up in politics and societal prejudices rather than the question of 
what was best for the inmates. 
The situation was almost as bad for the staff. The superintendents were 
given too many responsibilities with too little support to carry them out. They were 
even expected to be the government presence on Stradbroke Island without the 
authority to do so. This led the benevolent asylum into an unwinnable conflict with 
other users of the island. Other staff lived in sub-standard accommodation, suffered 
poor employment conditions and experienced limited contact with the outside world. 
It is little wonder that they developed a strong benevolent asylum culture. 
Further to purely documentary and historical sources, the dissertation uses 
interdisciplinary methods to provide insights into Dunwich's operation. 
The actions, beliefs and values of the institution's staff and the public service 
are interpreted in the light of Charles Handy's organic model of "organisational 
culture" to study component groups within an organisation. 
Erving Goffman's work on "total institutions" is used to understand the 
position of the inmate. This is supported by the theories of Pauline Morris on the 
commonweal organisation and research by several psychologists on 
institutionalisation. The benevolent asylum fitted the pattern they described, of an 
institution set up for the benefit of the public rather than its residents, who were 
conditioned to obedience. 
Statistics are used where appropriate, principally to make sense of the large 
amount of data on the thousands of inmates who were at the benevolent asylum. 
Mark Billinge has argued that a community can be understood by studying 
its component institutions. Application of the basic elements of his theory shows 
that the undesirable aspects at Dunwich were a reflection of societal beliefs rather 
than an individual aberration. 
As an institutional biography, the dissertation shows the development of the 
benevolent asylum, examining the forces which formed it and the interactions 
within the institution and with its environment. The historical and interdisciplinary 
sources are represented by a structural research model comprising three elements: 
the sponsoring body (government), the institution (benevolent asylum) and the 
clients (inmates). The influences on the elements are grouped under two headings: 
environmental (social, political, economic and local) and cultural (the organisational 
cultures of the public service and benevolent asylum). 
It is through tracing these interrelationships that the conclusion is reached: 
nobody was willing to take responsibility for the benevolent asylum, which was left 
to manage as best it could in physical and social exile. 
I, Joseph Bernard Goodall, hereby state that this thesis has not been 
submitted in whole or in part to this or any other university for the purpose of a 
higher degree. The dissertation is an original piece of research. It is based on 
primary sources and, except where otherwise acknowledged, all conclusions are my 
own. All primary and secondary sources are acknowledged in the citations which 
are correct to the best of my knowledge. 
Signed 
i^^c^c::) 
seph B. Goodall. 
Rattle his bones 
Over the stones 
He's only a pauper 
Whom nobody owns.^ 
^ Children's rhyme, quoted in Ian Anstruther, The scandal of the Andover workhouse 
(London: Bles, 1973), p. 22. 
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PREFACE 
Extensive primary sources, frequent published allusions and a paucity of 
specific knowledge, all beg an historian to study the history of the Dunwich benevolent 
asylum. The challenge is that any kind of poorhouse in Australia has had very little 
attention until recently. This means that a history of the asylum breaks new ground in 
approaches and methods as well as exposing an aspect of Queensland history which is 
commonly encountered but rarely understood. 
The term "institutional biography" is carefully chosen for what is being 
attempted here. In the form of a biography, "the life and times of the Dunwich 
benevolent asylum", it is the study of how such an institution worked, the forces which 
shaped it and the groups which formed its component parts. 
Underlying this study is the belief that the benevolent asylum was a reflection 
of Queensland society - somewhat distorted, but a reflection all the same. The people 
associated with Dunwich - staff, inmates, visitors, relatives, the supervising home 
office and the parliament which sponsored it - were not aliens or from another time and 
place. They belonged to the society which the institution served, with all that society's 
attitudes, beliefs, values and prejudices. The view taken here reinforces Mark Billinge's 
argument that it is possible to understand a community through the study of its 
institutions. Nevertheless his advocacy of prosopography as an approach is not valid for 
the benevolent asylum where the different groupings of people lacked common 
background characteristics. Nor are aspects of his interpretation of institutions in terms 
of the class struggle. 
The proposition that Queensland's society has been strongly materialistic and 
economically-driven is commonly accepted as an element shaping the state's history. In 
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this dissertation the human cost of economic progress for its own sake is revealed 
through the benevolent asylum. 
However, the asylum was not a microcosm of society or even representative of 
one particular group. The attitudes and behaviour of staff and inmates were not only 
those of the wider community but also those of people in an institution. To understand 
them it would be at least as valuable to know about the psychology of institutionalised 
residents and the dynamics of a welfare institution as it was to know about Queensland 
social history. For this reason the sources are interpreted not so much in the light of 
historical understanding as through organisational and sociological theory. These 
interdisciplinary methods both assist in keeping the benevolent asylum the centre of the 
study and throw a new light on the records, by re-interpreting the behaviour of the 
historical actors in the context of assumptions and forces of which they were not 
necessarily aware. 
It is to be expected that work on an organisation of the size of the benevolent 
asylum would demand a statistical analysis of the inmates, but in what form and to what 
end? A great deal of information is summarised in the annual reports published by 
parliament. As the primary focus of the dissertation is the institution rather than the 
inmates, this is sufficient for the purposes of the argument. Case studies and statistics 
compiled from primary data would confirm the information given annually by the 
medical superintendents but would add little of value to an understanding of the 
institution. This is fortunate as a significant percentage of the applications for admission 
from which the summary tables came are missing, creating a gap after 1910 and 
destroying the random nature of a sampling process. 
This could in no way be claimed to be an exhaustive study of the benevolent 
asylum. Much more could be done on the lives of the people concerned, before they 
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came to Dunwich as well as after their arrival. Many of the systems and activities 
within the asylum which were peripheral to the thesis being proposed are brushed over. 
An historian with medical knowledge could glean a great deal about the day-to-day 
workings of the hospital wards by studying the day books instituted in 1917. All this 
would reveal more about the asylum and its people, but without greatly altering the 
perceptions provided by the work already done. 
The benevolent asylum appeared to occupy a position of low status within the 
public service. A serious study of other institutions, possibly using the research model 
outlined in the introduction, would confirm this. The culture and workings of the public 
service itself have been touched on, but only in very limited way. A study - or studies -
of the development and functions of the public service in Queensland and its 
relationship to government and society is long overdue. 
The research model used here is one of many approaches to studying an 
institution. It could be applied to institutions not part of the public service, or to any 
institutions which were not a physical unit but which interacted with society and served 
a client group. 
In pursuing this complex subject I have run up a long list of personal debts. 
It was important to get a "feel" for the benevolent asylum, people's attitudes and 
modem geriatric care. My interviewees were of great benefit in this regard, as well as 
supplying information and memories which appear in the text. A full list of my 
respondents appears in the bibliography. 
Thanks are also due to the staffs of the Queensland State Archives (especially 
Fiona Trifaro), the University of Queensland Library and the John Oxley Library. Dr 
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David Chant gave me advice on statistical work. Judith Trevan-Hawke helped with 
finding theories on institutionalisation. 
The manager and staff of the Eventide Home, Brighton, have spent a lot of time 
with me and shown interest in the project. I would like to make it clear that the 
conditions described in Eventide directly after its removal from Dunwich in no way 
resemble the institution which I visited recently, a result of sweeping changes mostly in 
the 1970s. 
Many of my friends have been inflicted with theories, ideas and pieces to read. 
They have responded with interest and encouragement. Jack Luchjenbroers has had 
many late sessions and learned a lot about the benevolent asylum. Dr Stanley Gerson 
has responded to my need to talk through ideas or try out arguments. Michael Cassidy 
helped with some of the field work. Denis James and my family, especially my brother 
Stephen Goodall, were some of many who offered continual encouragement. Warren 
Armitage, Kevin Fleming and Debbie Ottaway helped with production. The members 
of the old pre-industrial England colloquium from the University of Queensland's 
History Department, the Brisbane History Group and many other individuals have all 
played their parts in making the task a little less lonely. 
Since this project began, my wife Meredith and our children have had to put up 
with long hours in which I was never available, holidays in which I could not 
participate, and many of the difficulties associated with a dissertation's formulation and 
completion, but gained few of the rewards. Without the patience and support in my 
home I feel I would never have managed to finish. 
Dr Rod Fisher my supervisor, who helped, advised, criticised and encouraged 
me, is a fine scholar and outstanding teacher. In teaching me not only to write a thesis 
but also what it means to be an historian he has my greatest respect and my deepest 
gratitude. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
A NEGLECTED INSTITUTION. 
[William Walsh] said he considered the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich a 
more or less neglected institution - not neglected by the officers in charge, 
but by the public, and probably by the government for the time being... He 
always considered it a calamity that the inmates of the asylum at Dunwich 
and those of the lunatic asylum were situated so far from the metropolis, and 
therefore at such a distance from the visiting public' 
Sooner or later, the Dunwich benevolent asylum makes a brief appearance for 
most people who are studying Queensland social history. This is to be expected, as the 
institution existed as part of the Brisbane hospital in George Street before the colony 
was founded and did not close until after the second world war. It lasted at Dunwich for 
eighty years almost to the month, from November 1866 to October 1946, in what must 
be one of the longest "temporary" occupations in Australian history. Its influence 
spread beyond the thousands of people admitted and readmitted, to their families, 
friends, and others who knew (and feared) the benevolent asylum only by reputation. 
However, the asylum has been the subject of little serious study, notable 
exceptions being parts of Raymond Evans' master's thesis on Queensland government 
institutions and an article based on the thesis research.^ John Pearson's manuscript on 
the development of the state's social services mentioned the benevolent a.sylum in 
passing but Ross Fitzgerald, whose two volume history of Queensland dealt in part with 
the human cost of economic expansion, left out the benevolent asylum altogether. 
1 QPD 1884, p. 9. 
- Raymond Evan.s, Charitable institutions of the Queensland government to 1919, MA thesis. 
University of Queensland, 1969: "The hidden colonists; deviance and social control in colonial 
Queensland" in Social policy in Auslmlia: Some perspectives. 1901-J975, ed. Jill Roe (Sta^more, NSW: 
Ciissell, 1976). 
1 
Neither Ross Patrick in a medical history of Queensland nor Ronald Lawson in his 
detailed study of Brisbane society in the 1890s, mentioned it more than briefly.^ 
The result has been an institution that everybody knows nothing about. Tourists 
arriving at Dunwich ignore the few physical remains even though they cannot help 
walking past them, many older people can recall that there was "something at Dunwich 
for the old folk" and published histories make brief mention of an institution, but then 
there is a profound silence. Little else is known, from what happened there, who was 
sent there, or what the place was like for inmates or staff, to why it was founded or 
eventually closed. Not even the dates of starting and finishing are accurately recorded.'' 
There is no intrinsic rea.son for such a paucity of information on the benevolent 
asylum. The Queensland State Archives holds substantial records, especially those 
which were kept by the colonial secretary's office, the home office and the department 
of health and home affairs, the three government departments successively responsible 
for Dunwich. A vast number of letters survives for the entire eighty years as well as 
some visiting justices' reports and weekly returns, the hospital day books instituted in 
1917 and an early graves register. Admission registers up to 1907 have been kept, 
along with most death or funeral registers. The works department files are sources of 
much information relating to more than building. Annual reports for some years before 
and all years after 1885 as well as an inquiry conducted in 1884 appear in the 
parliamentary papers. The Queensland parliamentary debates (especially those on 
^ J.E.R Pearson, Tlie growth and development of social services in Queensland, JOL 
manuscript, 1952; Ross Fitzgerald, A history of Queensland: From the dreaming to 1915, (St Lucia: 
UQP, 1986); Ross Fitzgerald, A histoiy of Queensland: From 1915 to the 1980s, (St Lucia: UQP, 1984); 
Ronald Lawson, Brisbane in the 1890s: A study of Australian urban society (St Lucia: UQP, 1973); Ross 
Patrick, A histor\' of health and medicine in Queensland: 1824-1960, (St Lucia: UQP, 1987). 
^ In.spector of public institutions Arthur Manning was incorrect by a year in his chronology for 
the founding of Dunwich when he compilcxi his report in 1871 (DBA 1870 in QVP 1871, p.986). As the 
only easily accessible record it has been followed by most other wTilers. Ellie Durbidge and Jeanetie 
Covacevich confuse evacuation in 1946 with the year of degazettal, 1947. (North Stradbroke Island 
(North Stradbroke Island: Stradbroke Island Management Organization, 1981), p.83.) 
supply) yield political comments. Newspapers used the benevolent asylum as a source 
of "human interest" stories. The files on the schools at Dunwich and Myora, lands 
department files and other peripheral information can also be gleaned at the archives. 
Photographs are to be foimd in the John Oxley Library. 
Personal comment is harder to come by. There are some letters of staff, inmates 
and friends and a diary kept by the assistant superintendent for a few months in 1885. 
The transcripts of inquiries held in 1905 and 1906 are still in the archives. These 
sources and the 1884 inquiry previously mentioned allow the reader to hear at first hand 
different people's accounts of day to day life at Dimwich. 
The greatest disappointment is the disappearance of many of the applications for 
admission. They were originally tucked away in the colonial secretary's general letter 
bundles, where they can still be found at the state archives. After 1890 the applications 
were alphabetised and kept in special batches. Perhaps a third of those from between 
1890 and approximately 1910 have been lost. After 1910, some applications are found 
in general letter bundles, but most do not appear to have survived, making statistical 
analysis of the data difficult. 
Therein lies the problem for historians who come up against the benevolent 
asylum in social or regional histories. The abundance of information requires hours of 
research to assemble, time which writers on Brisbane society or public health systems 
can more valuably use elsewhere. Reconstructing the asylum from sources is a job for 
an "archival ferret" who is interested in it as a subject in itself.^ 
^ I have my supervi.sor, Dr Rod Fisher, to thank for a vivid description originally applied to the 
habits of historians who followed the advice of G.R. Elton. 
In that one word - interest - lies the reason that a history of the benevolent 
asylum has not been written before now. Until recently mental hospitals, benevolent 
asylums, orphanages and localities have attracted little attention from academic 
historians. On the other side of the historical fence, individuals who often did not 
consider themselves to be historians have produced works of varying quality on areas of 
personal interest. Hospitals are well represented in publication, while local histories are 
becoming increasingly popular. Often the authors were in "positions of power", either 
formally or socially, within the organisations or social systems about which they were 
writing.^ If not, they were commissioned by those people. Dunwich missed out as it 
produced no champions with the necessary literary skills.'' 
Generally non-professional institutional histories are still approached as 
"chronicles", unless the sponsors are sufficiently aware of the historical issues to find a 
trained historian to do the work and then accept his or her advice on the significance, 
and therefore the presentation, of the outcome.^ Consequently there is usually little 
attempt to fix the institution in time and place or identify dominant themes and no 
reference to broad historical theories. Unconscious omissions appear. A hospital 
history, while dwelling loving on a succession of mini-biographies of eminent surgeons 
who served there, can give so little information on the patients that the reader is 
imaware as to whether the capacity was 50 or 500 beds. At other times the omissions 
are deliberate, responding to a sensitive event which has historical significance but is 
^ Robert William Fogel, "Scientific history and traditional history", in Which road to the past? 
Two views of history, Robert William Fogel and G.R. Elton (New Haven; Yale UP, 1983), p.16. 
^ Bonty Dickson, the boatman from the Karboora, had a keen interest in Stradbroke Island 
history, but the transcript to his .speech on the benevolent asylum (Address on the Dunwich benevolent 
institution delivered to the Queensland Women's Historical Association, 9 June 1977, JOL manuscript) is 
hardly an exhaustive study. Nor was it meant to be. 
^ The distinction between "professional" and "non-professional" follows a model which places 
the weight on education rather than payment (Rod Fisher, History in the service of society: Academic, 
public, popular and applied (Brisbane: Tertiary Education Institute and the Department of History, 
University of Queensland, 1988), p. 2.) The joumalist-tumed-historian who has not received an historical 
training is, in this case, "non-professional". 
distressing to members of the organisation. There may be nothing wrong with these 
works (depending on the purpose to which they are put and the quality of expression), 
but as they are not scholarly undertakings their contribution to a model for writing the 
history of an institution is limited. 
This is not the case with the methodologies of public history. Rigorous method 
and irmovation are two hallmarks of this vital newcomer to the historical scene. Public 
historians are willing to tackle oral, visual and material sources as well as the traditional 
historian's documents. They are more comfortable with quantitative data, will stray into 
interdisciplinary fields and present information in a greater variety of ways than a 
scholarly prose form.^ The influence has come from academic historians who recognise 
the need to extend historiographical boimdaries. The Cambridge Group for the History 
of Population and Social Structures for example has had enormous impact on the 
analysis of society, by bringing non-historical, particularly quantitative methods, to the 
study of social groups.'° Lawrence Stone has suggested the value of searching the social 
sciences for "some formula, some hypothesis, some model, some method" which may 
help historical interpretation.^' Mark Firmane and John Ramsland are representative of 
Australian historians who have successfully incorporated statistical tables in their 
writing, while John Cole's thesis on Boonah in south-east Queensland was a massive 
pioneering work on statistical history and the uses of sociological methods. ^^  
^ Fisher, History in the service of society, pp. 11-12. 
"^  For example, Peter Laslett, Household and family in past time (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 
1972). 
" Lawrence Stone, "History and the social sciences in the twentieth century", in Charles F. 
Delzell (ed.). The future of history (Nashville: Vanderbilt UP, 1977), p. 19. 
' - Mark Finnane, Insanity and the insane in post-famine Ireland (London: Croom Helm, 1981); 
John Ramsland, Children of the back lanes: Destitute and neglected children in colonial New South 
Wales (Kensington, NSW: New South Wales UP, 1987); John R. Cole, The social dynamics of lifecourse 
timing in historical perspective: Transitions in an Australian rural community, Boonah, 1850-1978, PhD 
thesis, University of Queensland, 1981. 
Although .studies of the less prestigious institutions have slowly started to appear 
from amateur or professional historians, they are still fairly rare. In Queensland they 
range from Peter Ludlow's booklet on the Peel Island lazaret to an article on the 
Diamantina hospital for chronic and incurable patients, and Evans' thesis and journal 
article, already mentioned, on government charitable institutions.'^ 
The benevolent society of New South Wales is represented by a general 
information booklet, a journal article and Noel Gash's master's thesis. •'' The Parramatta 
female factory is the subject of a book by Armette Salt, while the New South Wales 
asylum appears in a chapter of Poverty's prison.^^ A.W. Street's "Penrith district 
di.spensary and benevolent society (1846-60)" is typical of a number of short articles, 
covering limited timespans, on specific institutions. Cage and Horsburg have also 
contributed in this area.^^ Brian Dickey has made a speciality of studies of the destitute, 
including reformatories, outdoor relief and provisions for the sick poor.' ' The state of 
13 Peter Ludlow, Peel Island: Paradise or prison? (Brisbane: Peter Ludlow, 1988); R.F.J. 
Wood, "'The Diam' A history of the Diamantina hospital". Journal of the Royal Historical Society of 
Queensland, vol. 11, no. 3 (1981-82), pp. 147-168. 
i'' Cyril Joseph Cummins, The development of the benevolent (Sydney) asylum: 1788-1855 
(Sydney: Department of Health NSW, 1971); C.H. Currey, "The foundation of the benevolent society of 
New South Wales on May 6, 1918", Journal of the Royal Australian Historical Society, vol. 48, pt 1 
(1962), pp. 1-17; Noel Gash, A history of the benevolent society of New South Wales, MA thesis, 
Sydney University, 1976. 
'5 Annette Salt, These outcast women: the Parramatta female factory 1821-1848 (Sydney: Hale 
& Iremonger, 1984); Anne O'Brien, Poverty's prison: The poor in New South Wales 1880-1918 
(Melbourne: Melbourne UP, 1988). 
'^ A.W. Street, "Penrith district dispensary and benevolent society (1846-60)", Journal of the 
Royal Australian Historical Society, vol. 35, pt 5 (1949), 286-294; Michael Horsburgh, "Government 
policy and the benevolent society". Royal Australian historical journal, vol. 63, pt 2 (1977), 77-93: 
"Child care in New South Wales in 1870", Australian social work, vol. 21, no. 1 (1976), 3-34: "Child 
care in New South Wales in 1890", Australian social work, vol. 30, no. 3 (1977), 21-49; R.A. Cage, 
"The origins of poor relief in New South Wales: A account of the benevolent society", Australian 
economic history review, vol. 20, no. 2 (1980), 153-69. 
'^ Brian Dickey, "The establishment of industrial schools and reformatories in New South 
Wales, 1850-1885", Journal of the Royal Australian Historical Society, vol. 54, pt 2 (1968), 135-51: 
"Charity in New South Wales, 1850-1914: Outdoor relief to the aged and destitute". Journal of the Royal 
Australian Historical Society, vol. 52, pt 1 (1966), 9-32: "The sick poor in New South Wales, 1840-
1880: Colonial practice in an amateur age". Journal of the Royal Australian Historical Society, vol. 59, 
pt 1 (1976), 16-31: No charity there: A short history of social welfare in Australia (Melbourne: Nelson, 
1980). 
hi.storical writing elsewhere in Australia is similar. Further afield, Margaret Tennant 
has completed a thesis and published articles on old men's homes and women's homes 
which make the New Zealand institutions soimd remarkably like the benevolent asylum 
at Dunwich. 18 From Britain, the source of our colonial attitudes to the poor and needy, 
comes a study of events surrounding a dispute over conditions in a specific workhouse, 
Andover. 1^  One book, simply called The workhouse, gives a general picture of the 
institutions and their history.20 However, although these few published works are 
probably the first drops in a flood of good quality institutional histories, there is at 
present little which deals specifically with benevolent asylums. 
The approaches adopted by historians taking an interest in institutions extend 
from a plain narrative of a single institution's history to an analysis of broad historical 
and social theories. Their studies fall roughly into five groups. 
The first consists of histories written on a narrative to expository level. Peel 
Island, The development of the benevolent (Sydney) asylum: 1788-1855 , Cage's "The 
origins of poor relief in New South Wales" and Woods' '"The Diam': A history of the 
Diamantina hospital" while concentrating on an institution, are limited to being general 
introductions. Norman Longmate's The workhouse and David Rothman's The discovery 
of the asylum serve this function in book length and attempt some historical 
explanation. 
The second group uses the approach of analysing particular events or short time 
periods. Some articles, often because of the constraints of space, are "snapshots" in 
'8 Margaret Tennant, "Elderly indigents and old men's homes 1880-1920", New Zealand 
Journal of histon', vol. 17, no. 1 (1983), 3-20; "'Magdelens and moral imbeciles': Women's homes in 
nineteenth century New Zealand", Women's studies international forum, vol. 9, no. 5 (1986), 491-502. 
'^ Ian An.struther, 'The scandal of the Andover workhouse (London: Bles, 1973). 
-^ Norman Longmate, The workhouse (London: Temple Smith, 1974). 
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time, as a title such as "Child care in New South Wales in 1870" made clear. Ian 
Anstruther's The scandal of the Andover workhouse also used a snapshot approach in 
that he explored the circumstances surroimding the 1846 parliamentary inquiry into 
abu.ses in a particular institution. This is a particularly effective way of focussing the 
study on an event, especially if it embodies a degree of change or reveals a deeper 
understanding of the institution. Nevertheless it fails to provide a model if there are no 
"events" or if the intention is to study the institution over a period of time. 
Another approach is to examine the systems to which the institutions belonged, 
or to use the institution to gain access to deeper historical insights, particularly of 
poverty or social control. Mark Fiimane's edited Policing in Australia, Andrew Scull's 
Decarceration and Museums of madness, Richard Scase's Industrial society and Stephen 
Carton's Medicine and madness used various institutions as elements of the whole, but 
reached beyond them to explore other themes. Medicine and madness for example 
traced the changes in the treatment of insanity which took place over a sixty years in 
New South Wales. Institutionalisation played a large, but not exclusive part.21 In 
Queensland, Raymond Evans' study of charitable institutions sought the commonalities 
of several institutions in order to determine the attitudes of Queensland society towards 
its outca.sts.2-
This use of the in.stitution as a medium is the most common approach, but as 
useful as it is in laying open a past society, the effect is to move the institution, if not 
from view, at least from centre stage. The focus becomes a philosophical stand, a 
2' Mark Finnane (cxi.), Policing in Australia: Historical perspectives (Kensington, NSW: New 
South Wales UP, 1987; Andrew Scull, Decarceration: Community treatment and the deviant - a radical 
view, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Polity Pre.ss, 1984): Museums of madness: The social organization of insanity 
in nineteenlh-centuiy England (London: Allen Lane, 1979); Richard Scase, (ed.). Industrial society: 
Class, cleavage and control (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1977); Stephen Carton, Medicine and 
madness: A social history of insanity in New South Wales, 1880-1940 (Kensington, NSW: New South 
Wales UP, 1987). 
-- Evans, Charitable institutions of the Queensland government: "The hidden colonists", 77-93. 
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history of poverty or social control, or a history of a class of institutions or 
organisations rather than concentrating on a single institution. In some cases the 
institution becomes a convenient collecting point for a population sample which is the 
real object of study, as in Annette Salt's history of the Parramatta female factory, 
although the institution figured more prominently than usual in the work. In addition 
Annette Salt had the advantage of a large established body of convict studies into which 
the female factory fitted. This is not the case for the Dunwich benevolent asylum. 
A great deal of historical interest has centred on poverty and social control. For 
many studies the records of institutions are used to analyse and illustrate these topics 
but the institution features hardly or not at all. John Ramsland's Children of the back 
lanes combined both in the regulation of pauper children, while Stephen Carton, in Out 
of Luck, traced the origins of Australian social policy. Brian Dickey's No charity there 
added a new dimension to the battle between poverty and dignity with his own family's 
memories and a Christian standpoint.^3 This has also been a fruitful groimd for Marxist 
or doctrinaire views of history. Pursuit of the themes in the many studies in this area 
leads quickly away from the institution and any form of historical narrative to the 
deeper levels of historical philosophy. 
One in.stitution, the mental hospital, has figured well in historical analysis. It is 
represented by studies of particular institutions, systems, theories, patients, 
practitioners, and even architecture, in Australia and overseas. So wide are the studies 
of the mental home that it appears to be an obvious exception to the proposition that it 
has traditionally belonged to the list of topics which were not "true history". 
-^ David Rothman, The discovery of the asylum: Social order and disorder in the new republic 
(Boston: Little, Brown & Company, 1971); Stephen Garton, Out of Luck: Poor Australians and social 
welfare 1788-1988 (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1990); R. Brown, "Poverty in Australia", The Australian 
quarterly, vol.35, no. 2 (1963). 75-9. 
This is not strictly correct. As those in "positions of power" have not written, 
nor commissioned, histories, the field has been left to the academic historians. During 
the 1950s there was an expansion of sociological writing on the treatment of mental 
illness. Then, in 1961, French scholar Michel Foucault published Histoire de la folie, 
which was translated and appeared in the United States in 1965 as Madness and 
civilization.-^ Although not the first historical work on insanity, it was seen as the 
definitive one. Foucault went on to consolidate his pre-eminence and establish himself 
as the prophet of the institution with Discipline and punish: The birth of the prison. 5^ 
Other publications revealed Foucault's real leanings: The history of sexuality, The birth 
of the clinic. The discourse on language. The archeology of knowledge. The order of 
things and a large number of articles by which he explained his historical beliefs.^^ He 
was primarily interested in understanding the origins of contemporary social conflicts in 
terms of knowledge and power. The discourse method imfamiliar to English speaking 
readers, coupled with Foucault's determination not to clarify his statements, his use of 
many disciplines, his lack of source acknowledgement and his reuse of vocabulary to 
apply to his own concepts, gave his statements an ethereal prophet-like quality. He was 
classified as a Marxist, a structuralist and a semiotician, but stubbornly refused to fit 
the mould of any.-^ 
As an historical philosopher, Foucault provided historians with a wide range of 
ideas which they could test in their own more detailed works. Almost every publication 
after the mid-1960s on the history of insanity owes something to Foucault. By making a 
-^ Michel Foucault, Madness and civilization: A history of insanity in the age of reason, trans. 
Richard Howard (New York: Vintage Books, 1973). 
-5 Michel Foucault, Discipline and punish: The birth of the prison, trans. Alan Sheridan 
(Harmond-sworth: Penguin, 1979). 
26 Alan Sheridan, Michel Foucault: The will to truth (London: Tavistock, 1980), pp. 227-34; 
Michel Foucault, Power, Truth, Strategy, ed. Meaghan Morris & Paul Patten (Sydney: Feral 
Publications, 1979). 
-" Charles C. Lemert and Garth Gillan, Michel Foucault: Social theory and transgression (New 
York: Columbia, 1982), pp.ix-xix, 57-91. 
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connection between insanity and the efforts of society to contain or control it, he 
opened a new dimension to the study of an institution, drawing it from a single entity to 
a part of the range of social problems. 
There were very strong links historically between the mental asylum and the 
poorhouse, workhouse or benevolent asylum. Often it was a matter of chance whether 
indigents foimd themselves in a home for the relief of the poor, relief of the mentally ill 
or in a gaol. Most institutions of any kind were established for the poorer and outcast 
members of society. Despite this, there are difficulties with a study of the Dunwich 
benevolent asylum following too slavishly the models established by the historiography 
of mental institutions. Firstly the nature of a new contribution is determined by 
predecessors in the field and in the history of mental institutions, as in convict studies, 
there is already a number of works. In time the workhouse will be as well covered, but 
not yet. 
Secondly the origin of the lunatic asylum and its development into a hospital, 
with the attendant medical changes from the alienists to the psychiatrists, gives an 
external structure to the history of an individual institution. Its practices can be 
compared with general changes, and those changes plotted in the history of the 
institution. No such external structure existed at Dunwich. Even the development of 
social welfare provisions such as the old age pension failed to make much impact. 
It is this point which makes Dunwich an anomaly in the pattern of institutions. 
Under Foucault's influence, they are often seen as a network of social control agencies. 
The view moves by easy steps to become one in which there is a concerted, plarmed 
policy of punishing the poor. Raymond Evans concluded: 
To fail irreparably, economically, as the sick pauper had done, or culturally, 
like the defeated, dissipated Aborigine was a mortal sin against the central 
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doctrines of social order. The failure was consequently pimished for the 
'crime' of sloth, profligacy or error... Where such suffering was so easily 
diagnosed within the ambit of sin, such remedies logically assumed the 
patterns of punitive correction.28 
This may be true, but the complete lack of interest in what happened at Dimwich 
hampers the attempt to find a deeper purpose which mirrors events at the Woogaroo 
mental asylum, Diamantina orphanage, the lazarets and other institutions. 
Furthermore, as the net is spread wider, it becomes apparent that an institution -
physical or lived - was the perceived answer for any nineteenth and early twentieth 
century need. Deaf and blind children were institutionalised for their education; 
mechanics' institutes sprang up with their halls and libraries as self-education for the 
lower classes; lodges and friendly societies provided a range of social and financial 
services to their members. Any activity required a committee, members and an 
organisation, preferably with a title such as "Society for improving the Spiritual 
Condition of Young Men engaged in the Drapery and other Trades". Even workmates 
who enjoyed going fishing would form themselves into an official fishing club. The 
drive for order and control needs to be seen as much in the light of the plethora of 
volimtary associations as the special institutions for the paupers, criminals and outcasts. 
This was not an issue with which Michel Foucault was particularly concerned, 
although his ideas stimulated others to explore it. In general, despite his reputation for 
the study of the institution, Foucault's work was a good example of the institution 
"moving from view". His interest in the institution lay in finding out how society got 
the way it is, not the institution itself. His approach was general, and with the exception 
of the detailed case study with which he characteristically opened each book, did not 
concern itself with details and specific facts. Neither did he spread his research as 
28 Evans, "The hidden colonists", p. 95. 
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widely as his adherents would like to believe. The "civilisation" in Madness and 
civilization went no further than France and its nearest neighbours, ignoring others such 
as the Asian civilisations altogether.29 His famed "multidisciplinary" approach was 
confined to the humanities and literary subjects: art, language and history with 
unacknowledged borrowings from broad social science principles rather than the 
application of statistics to test an assertation or the exhaustive reading of an area of 
psychology to explain a specific behaviour. This should not detract from his originality, 
but it is a warning that historical perceptions, methodologies and approaches have gone 
a long way since Michel Foucault's contributions in the 1960s and 70s. 
Therefore the abundance of models, precedents and theoretical frameworks are 
of little benefit to this history of the Dimwich benevolent asylum. Most do not lend 
themselves to combining a concentration on the institution with an analysis which will 
make a contribution to historical understanding. Those which do - studies of the mental 
hospitals - rely on a body of supporting philosophy and theory which does not yet exist 
for the benevolent asylum. As a result the approach adopted here applies analytical 
depth to the workings of the institution rather than the society which surrounds it. 
There is even a great need for work on the administrative environment in which 
the benevolent asylum existed. Nothing has been written about the government 
departments which administered the welfare institutions, or for that matter, any other 
aspects of Queensland government. Douglas Eraser's The public service of Queensland 
is virtually a handbook of dates and departments. Administrative history in Queensland 
is four essays on specific aspects of public administration and does not attempt a 
29 An anthropologist criticising Foucault's ethnocentricity could also point out that strong value 
judgements have been made in omitting cultures such as the Australian Aboriginal or American Indian. 
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comprehensive history.^^ This bears out William Thorpe's observation on nineteenth 
century Queensland society that "Despite the plethora of political studies, there is 
surprisingly little analysis of power. State apparatus or the bureaucracy. The stress 
remains largely on individual politicians, personalities and the surface workings of 
government".3' With no information on the administrative background, it is hard to 
judge whether a decision was the result of political ideology, government policy, 
administrative restructuring or the personal whim of an under secretary. 
The search for explanation leads into fields generally far removed from accepted 
historical sources. An understanding of the lives of the inmates can only be gained by 
appreciating that they were part of an institution. Erving Goffman studied "symbolic 
interactionism" in his book on asylums, using the irmovative approach of considering 
the inmates first and the staff hardly at all. Criticisms have been levelled at his narrow 
empirical base and selection of documentary sources, a methodology emphasising 
similarities rather than differences between institutions and his lack of a stated thesis or 
definition of terms. Despite all this. Asylums remains a decisive study of the power 
struggle between the institution and the inmate. Goffman's themes have been reinforced 
by detailed work in psychology, where "induced hospital dependency", 
"in.stitutionalisation" and "learned helplessness" have been extensively explored as a 
result of the concerns over the effects of long term care programmes.^2 
^^  Douglas Were Eraser "The public service of Queensland" in Sir Douglas Eraser, Malcolm 
Thomis, Colin Clark & Denise Conroy, Administrative history in Queensland (Brisbane: Royal 
Australian Institute of Public Administration, 1986). 
^^  William Thorpe, A social history of colonial Queensland: Towards a marxist approach, PhD 
thesis. University of Queensland, 1985, p. iv. Again, this is not peculiar to Queensland, as was pointed 
out in .some reminiscences on the New South Wales colonial secretary's department (A.G. Kingsmill, 
Witness to history: A short study of the colonial secretary's department (Sydney: Alpha Books, 1972), 
foreword). 
2^ Erving Goffman, Asylums: Essays on the social situation of mental patients and other 
inmates (Chigago: Aldine, 1962); Kathleen Jones and A. J. Fowles, Ideas on institutions: Anaylsing the 
literature on long-term care and custody (London: Roulledge & Kegan Paul, 1984), pp. 21-26. 
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With the growth of practical treatments for people who are old, physically 
incapacitated, mentally retarded or mentally ill, a public consciousness of the problems 
of the helpless and institutionalised is now being generated. Put away. Living and dying 
at Murray Manor, Old age: The last segregation and The disposable people are stark 
titles which put the authors' themes clearly.^^ In Australia the 1980s saw a series of 
reports on care of the aged and nursing homes conditions, often highly condemnatory 
and recommending major changes in funding and approach.^ 
These studies tended to ignore the staff except in apposition to the irunates, 
patients or residents. Organisational theory, even though it had no specific relationship 
to asylums or institutions, was the key to understanding how the staff thought and 
acted, and why. The application of Charles Handy's organisational culture models gave 
new insights into the problems confronting staff and the home office which 
administrated the benevolent asylum. He focussed not on rules and regulations in the 
organisational structure but the effect of people and their value systems. ^ ^ 
What does the benevolent asylum tell us about the society to which it belonged? 
Mark Billinge has pointed out that the community can be understood by understanding 
its component institutions, "formal or informal, built or simply 'lived'": 
^^  Pauline Morris, Put away: A sociological study of institutions for the mentally retarded 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1969); Jaber F. Gubrium, Living and dying at Murray Manor (New 
York: St. Martins Pre.ss, 1975); Claire Townsend, Old age: The last segragation (New York: Grossman 
Publi.shcrs, 1971); James Gardner & Art Veno, The disposable people: Life and death in Queensland's 
asylums (Broadway: Planet Press, 1979). 
-^•^  The major reports were; L.B. McLeay (Chairman), In a home or at home: Accomodation and 
home care for the aged. Report to the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Expenditure 
(Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1982); Senate Select Committee on Private 
Hospitals and Nursing Homes, Private nursing homes in Australia: Their conduct, administration and 
ownership (Giles Report), (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1984); Catherine Rhys 
Heam, Centre of Applied and Business Research, Quality staffing and dependency: Non-government 
nursing homes (The Heam Report), (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Sen.ice, 1986); 
Department of Community Services and Health, Nursing homes and hostels review. (Canberra: Australian 
Government Publishing Service, 1986); Chris Ronalds et al.. Residents' rights in nursing homes and 
hostels: funaI report. (Canberra: Australian Government Publishing Service, 1989). 
5^ Charles B. Handy, Understanding organisations (Middlesex: Penguin, 1976), pp. 176-211. 
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Here the private sensibility of the individual becomes transformed through 
collectivism into legitimized policy in the public domain, and group ideology 
itself takes on new meaning as part of the artillery in the struggle for class 
emancipation: the struggle of subordinates for first counter-hegemonic and 
eventually hegemonic status. This in turn, married to theories of action as 
well as of structure, in the maimer advocated by Giddens, provides an 
important cognitive lead towards the solution of the fundamental problem of 
how individuals in their contributions to the reproduction of specific 
institutions also change the nature of their (the institutions') personalities and 
in turn contribute to the reproduction of society more closely. "^ ^ 
Bruce Vladeck laid the blame for untrained, unmotivated staff and poor 
conditions in modem American nursing homes at the feet of a general public who did 
not want to confront difficult decisions.^^ For him the institution demonstrated not so 
much a struggle but a blind spot for which he condemned American society. 
In studying an institution, an assumption can be made that it consists of three 
key elements: the sponsoring body which funds and governs it; the institution itself 
(administrators, staff and workers); and the clients whom it serves. These will interact 
with each other within the context of two other elements: environment or external 
factors which will have an influence on the key elements of the institution, and culture, 
or beliefs and value systems in which the members of the key elements participate.^8 
This research model is represented diagrammatically in appendix figure 1.1. 
In the case of the benevolent asylum, both parliament cmd the public service 
contributed to its government. Environmental elements included social, political and 
^^  Mark Billinge, "Reconstructing societies in the past: The collective biography of local 
communities" in Period and place: Research methods in historical geography, ed. Alan H. Baker & Mark 
Billinge (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1982), p. 25. 
•'^  Bruce Vladeck, Unloving care: the nursing home tragedy (New York: Basic Books, 1980). 
8^ Sociologically there is no hard and fast line between "environment" and "culture". The 
distinction is made here purely in order to employ Charles Handy's theories in organisational 
administration. 
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economic forces as well as the local social environment of Stradbroke Island. The 
interacting cultures were the public service culture, the benevolent asylum culture and 
the medical culture (see appendix figure 1.2). 
The model is more effective as an investigative tool than as a writing guide. Its 
principal value lies in assisting the researcher to probe all the component parts of the 
institution and consider their relationships to one another. As full reporting would 
obscure the main emphases, the writing must be crafted around the outstanding 
characteristics of the in.stitution. At Dunwich this was administrative, physical and 
.social isolation with its results - fear, rumour and most of all, neglect. 
What is being attempted can be termed an institutional biography. Like a 
personal biography it is developmental in approach, dealing with the subject from birth 
to death, with some attention to antecedents and descendants. Unlike a personal 
biography, the analysis of internal conflicting forces which influence the behaviour of 
the subject are far more important than the interaction of the subject and the 
environment. While an institutional biography supposes that the institution has a life of 
its own, the chronological sequence of events by which most personal biographies are 
structured is probably not relevant. 
The subject of this thesis is not the inmates, nor Queensland society, but the 
Dunwich benevolent asylum. On a specific level, it explains the sort of people who 
were at the benevolent asylum, what life was like for them and what happened over the 
eighty years of the asylum's existence. Insights into the role of a welfare institution in 
Queensland's history are secondary. 
The methodological aim of the dissertation is to develop and apply a model for 
use in studying and writing about this institution in particular and possibly others. It 
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does so by examining groups and forces in interaction, in order to learn what values, 
attitudes and beliefs were revealed in the behaviour of the participants. 
Perhaps then, the neglect experienced by the benevolent asylum during its 
lifetime will be compensated for by the interest taken in its history and some 
contribution to historiography almost five decades after its passing. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
THE SUNLIGHT DIMS: 
Foundations of the Dunwich 
Benevolent Asylum 
That loathsome sight, England's New Poor Law Prison, 
Where poverty is punished more than treason; 
And the poor fed, - or, half starved rather say, 
On bone-broth, half a pint, doled twice a day; 
Thank heaven a building of so dark a shade 
In this glad land hath never rais'd its head, -
To dim the sunlight of our happy clime. 
And heaven insult, by making want a crime.^ 
The Colony of Queensland was proclaimed by its first governor. Sir George 
Ferguson Bowen, on 10 December 1859, "Amidst the acclamations of the exultant 
population, who were buoyant with the most sanguine hopes of a progress which should 
thenceforth surpass all their previous experience".^ A colonial government was 
established, which set about alleviating financial instability for some 20 000 colonists. 
The threat of economic failure was a real one. The treasury's assets when the 
colony began were just IVi pence, which were soon stolen.^ In 1866, a bank cra.sh 
drove Queensland close to insolvency, with conditions in the streets of Brisbane leading 
almost to revolution." The initial shock passed, but then drought struck the pastoral 
' Fredrick, "The Welcoming", Moreton Bay courier, 2A February 1849, p. 3. 
- Andrew Garran (ed.). Picturesque atlas of Australasia (1888; Sydney: Ure Smith, 197.5), p. 
356. 
^ Fitzgerald, Queensland to 1915, p. 121. 
'* William Thorpe, A Social history of colonial Queensland: Towards a marxist approach. PhD 
thesis. University of Queensland, 1985, pp. 232-240, 272-275. 
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indu.stry. It is doubtful whether Queensland would have survived this second disa.ster if 
it had not been for the di.scovery of gold in 1867, at Gympie.^ 
Along with an empty treasury, Queensland had inherited from New South Wales 
the few buildings and institutions previously controlled from Sydney - for example, 
some old convict buildings including the prisoners' barracks in which the Queensland 
parliament first sat, and a rudimentary education system. Economic difficulties 
combined with obstructionism from New South Wales meant that a government keen to 
build for the future found present problems far more urgent. The breadth of work 
started in the first years of the new colony, against such an unpromising background, is 
as much testimony to vision and hard work as to enthusiasm and confidence.^ 
Official energies were not confined to economic development, although 
education, social welfare, and law and order enjoyed a lesser priority. One necessary 
and growing service was the Brisbane hospital (previously the convict hospital) in 
George Street, where the supreme court now stands. It was financed by a combination 
of public subscription providing about a quarter of the money and government funding 
including court fines to make up the rest, which totalled in 1866 around £4000. By 
then, a hundred beds had been crammed into the decaying buildings, the committee was 
finding it hard to make ends meet, and the number of cases being treated was still rising 
rapidly.'^ Repeated submissions were made to the government for financial relief, but 
the treasury had little to spare. 
5 Fitzgerald, Queensland to 1915, pp. 128-130. 
^ W. Ross John.ston, Brisbane: the first 30 years (Brisbane: Boolarong, 1988), p. 74; Hector 
Holthouse, Illustrated history of Queensland (Adelaide: Rigby, 1978), p. 107; Charles A. Bemays, 
Queensland politics during sixty (1859-1919) years, (Brisbane: Government Printer, 1919), pp.6-8, 19-
20; Fitzgerald, Queensland to 1915, pp. 109-113, 125-128. 
^ "Evidence taken before the .select committee on the hospitals of the cx)lony", QVP 1866 p. 9, 
q. 1627. 
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The hospital was controlled by a committee elected by the subscribers, who in 
theory subscribed so that they could receive treatment if they were sick. In practice, 
anybody who could afford to do so, had no intention of going to the hospital. With 
antiseptic surgery not practiced in Australia until 1867 and the doctor's equipment no 
more technical than a set of obstetric forceps, there were considerable advantages in 
staying home and having the doctor visit, even if surgery was to be performed.8 It was 
the social duty of richer subscribers to see to the welfare of those who were not as well 
off as they were, and to nominate paupers who needed attention.^ 
The hospital's activities as summarised by Pugh's Almanac included a 
responsibility which has since been taken away from hospitals, and another reason for 
wealthier people avoiding them: 
Admitted - pay, 147, pauper, 394. Discharged - pay, 150; pauper, 304. Died 
- pay, 17; pauper, 39 (many of whom were in a dying state when admitted). 
On an average, from 50 to 60 out-door patients are relieved weekly. During 
the same period, 1493 paupers were relieved in money and rations (exclusive 
of several poor women with families, who were assisted to reach their 
husbands), the sum thus disbursed amounting to an aggregate to £378. 
The nineteenth century hospital was, unlike its late twentieth century 
counterpart, a place of relief for the destitute. As Pugh's description shows, the hospital 
handed out food and money and allocated bed space to the homeless. Generally, credit 
was given with a local shopkeeper to the value of 5 shillings a week for each person, a 
.system much used by destitute women.'^ The hospital was listed, not simply as the 
"Brisbane Hospital" but as the "Brisbane Hospital and Benevolent Asylum".•' 
^ Patrick. Health and medicine in Queensland, pp.368, 443; E.S. Jackson, "Some early 
Australian doctors". Medical journal of Australia, vol. 1, no. 5 (1926), p. 855. 
^ M. Jeanne Peterson, The medical profession in mid-Victorian London (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1978), p. 13; Johnston, Brisbane: The first 30 years, p. 111. 
'° "Report of the .select committee on the hospitals of the colony", QVP 1866, q. 44, p. 1620. 
' ' Pugh 's Almanac 1865, p. 99. 
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The exact nature of a benevolent asylum is hard to describe as there is no 
modem equivalent. The nineteenth century classification of people, their illnesses and 
disabilities was quite different to the practices of the late twentieth century. Psychology 
was unknown. The mentally ill, handicapped and poverty stricken were all classed as 
"charity cases" and catered for indiscriminately. The dying, cancerous, cripples, unwed 
mothers, unemployed young men, alcoholics, children, the blind, infirm old people, the 
mentally disturbed and retarded, were all lodged together where they could be fed, 
clothed and given some shelter. 
The benevolent asylum was a form of poorhouse. In England the poorhouse had 
developed, with early nineteenth century legislation, into the stricter regime of the 
workhouse. The first, established by a Bristol merchant named John Gary in 1668, was 
followed by others until, in 1723, an act of parliament enabled local authories to set up 
parish workhouses. Matthew Marryot of Buckinghamshire explained their purpose; 
"The advantage of the workhouse to the parish does not arise from what the poor 
people can do towards their own subsistence, but from the apprehension the poor people 
have of it".'^ In 1834 the most significant bill thus far was introduced in the British 
parliament, repealing or amending almost 500 existing acts, and setting up a poor law 
commission with unprecedented control over its area of responsibility. Under the new 
act, three poor law commissioners would regulate the operations of local workhouses. 
As vocal and bitter as he was, member of parliament William Cobbett attracted no 
parliamentary support for opposition to the new act, although he found an ally in the 
popular press.'^ 
Cobbett died before he could see his stand vindicated, but in 1847 parliament 
abolished the commission as recommended by a select parliamentary committee in the 
' - Lx)ngmate, The workhouse, p. 24. 
•^  Longmate, The workhouse, pp. 23-24, 57-58, 60-63. 
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previous year. The stimulus had come from revelations in the newspapers that in 
Andover, a Hampshire workhouse, the men had been reduced to gnawing the bones 
which had been sent there to be ground to fertilizer. Ian Anstruther described the 
conditions: "In the name of the sacred workhouse principle that life within should be 
'less eligible' than the lowest form of life without, every kind of crime was 
committed". The diet was reduced almost to starvation level, families were separated 
and tasks were set which were boring, demeaning and arduous. The master and mistress 
of the workhouse, ex-sergeant-major Colin McDougal and his wife punished inmates 
severely for infractions of the rules. McDougal was also a drunk who sexually 
interfered with the women. Conditions were much the same at Eton and Oxford, 
thereby showing that Andover was not unique.''^ When scandal over Andover erupted, 
McDougal lost his position but Dodson remained as chairman because no one could be 
found who was willing to replace him. The inmates saw no real change except the 
substitution of flints for bones in the grinders as flints were inedible as well as 
unpalatable. ^^  
The Australian version of the workhouse was the benevolent asylum, the first 
being opened as an alternative to outdoor relief by the New South Wales Benevolent 
Society, founded in 1818.^^ True to the spirit of the age, the society was a public 
charity partially supported by the government. Unlike the workhouse, it was not 
intended to be a place of committal. Frequently writers made the point that the colony 
had no workhouses like the ones "at home", just the much better benevolent asylums. 
There were subtle differences, but they were more proclaimed by enthusiastic advocates 
than evident in practice. 
•" Ansirulher. Andover workhouse, pp. 85, 97, 131, 132, 102-5, 134-9. 142. 
15 Ibid, pp. 142, 147-152. 
'^ Cyril Joseph Cummins, The development of the benevolent (Sydney) asylum 1788-1855 
(Sydney: Department of Health, 1971), p.6. 
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The Moreton Bay Benevolent Society was formed in October 1844 as a charity 
administered by citizens. In 1858 it was given responsibility for the Brisbane hospital as 
part of the New South Wales government's program of handing over hospitals to local 
committees.'^ Despite official help including partial funding from fines imposed for 
drunkenness, the committee soon found itself in need of both money and space. In 1858 
thirty-seven pauper inmates were taken to the single men's quarters of the old 
immigration depoot on the waterfront at South Brisbane. An immigration wardsman 
was paid a shilling a day to look after them. It was a temporary arrangement with plans 
for a separate building or institution, but the benevolent cases were moved back to the 
hospital before this came about.'^ 
In 1861 the fledgling Queensland government passed the Benevolent Asylum 
Ward Act, giving funding to all Queensland hospitals to set aside wards as benevolent 
asylums. In Brisbane there were three wards for "indoor relief": "N° 1 the new 
building towards George St for men, N° 2 the old Benevolent Asylum building for 
women and children, N° 3 a small ward next to, and adjoining the Chief Wardsman's 
Quarters, also for women".'^ 
This did not solve the problem. The hospital committee continually requested 
supplementary grants when it needed even more expenditure than it had anticipated.^o 
The money spent on the benevolent asylum for 1862 was £1 200, the total estimate for 
'^ Johnston, Brisbane: The first 30 years, pp. I l l & 170; Patrick, Health and medicine in 
Queensland, pp. 21-2. 
18 Minute book of the Brisbane hospital committee (8 April 1856-9 Dec 1858), 20 March 1858, 
QSA HOS I/D4. 
1^  Letter of secretary Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary, 26 August 1861, QSA 
COL/A 19, letter 2085 of 1861. 
-^ Letters of secretary Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary: 22 November 1860, 
QSA COL/A 9, letter 2154 of 1860: 20 December 1861, QSA COL/A 23, letter 3181 of 1861. 
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the entire hospital.2' Numbers of hospital patients were also rising. To make matters 
worse, outbreaks of fever among immigrants had overstretched the hospital to the point 
that tents had to be put up behind the cricket grounds at Green Hills (Petrie Terrace) to 
accommodate the patients.^^ Once again, the committee requested that the benevolent 
asylum be removed.^^ 
By 1863, with outdoor relief being paid at £30 a month and the sum increasing 
continually, with more and more people receiving both outdoor relief and 
accommodation, the hospital committee resolved "That the Brisbane Hospital and 
Benevolent Asylum be dissociated, and be converted into separate and distinct 
Institutions". It was suggested that the benevolent asylum be relocated with the purpose 
"For the maintenance and education of bereaved and deserted children: for the support 
of the indigent: and for the relief of the afflicted". The new building, a combined 
benevolent asylum and orphanage, was to have four wards each housing fifteen men 
until funds became available for extensions, when the women and children would also 
be moved from the hospital.^'^ 
During 1864 the committee continued its intermittent agitation for a solution to 
the benevolent asylum problem. In February it asked for the erection of a fence as the 
hospital could not control the inmates who were going out to get drunk. In response to 
2' Letter of secretary Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary, 22 December 1862, 
QSA COL/A 35, letter 3037 of 1862. 
2^ Fourteenth annual report of the committee of the Brisbane hospital, 15 January 1863, QSA 
COL/A 37, letter 461 of 1863. 
2^  Letter of secretary Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary, 19 November 1863, 
letter book of the Brisbane Hospital Committee 8 July 1862-7 May 1867, QSA HOS I/G2. 
-'* Letter of secretary Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary, 20 February 1863, QSA 
COL/A 37. letter 390 of 1863. 
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a query as to how many people were being relieved, the committee replied that there 
were seventy-four in April, with an average of ninety for the year.25 
By this time the government was plaiming a more sweeping solution to the 
committee's problems of old, crowded buildings in the form of a completely new 
general hospital on Bowen Bridge Road to the north of Brisbane. The committee, while 
happy to vacate its old decaying buildings, did not agree with the site as it was too far 
from the city. The government persevered so that in 1867 the hospital was ready for 
occupation, and has remained there ever since.26 
Meanwhile the benevolent asylum continued to be a thorn in the hospital 
committee's side. The asylum and the fever hospital were the subject of a lengthy 
discussion in January of 1865, but without any conclusions being reached.2^ Finally 
colonial secretary Robert Herbert responded to requests by visiting the benevolent 
asylum and promising to do something about the overcrowding. At first he accepted 
pressure from the hospital committee to remove the benevolent asylum, but on 
reflection he suggested a separate wooden building on the new hospital site.28 A plan 
two years away was not good enough for the committee, who instructed secretary P. 
Burke to write once again to Herbert. "At the present moment", Burke stated, "there is 
not a vacant bed for either a male or a female patient, or for a Benevolent Asylum 
25 Letters of secretary Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary: 27 February 1864, 11 
April 1864, Leuer book of the Brisbane hospital committee 8 July 1862-7 May 1867, QSA HOS I/G2. 
26 Letter of secretary Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary, 12 March 1864, QSA 
COL/A 52, letter 815 of 1864; Letter of secretary Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary, 30 
June 1864, QSA COL/A 56, letter 2001 of 1864. 
2^  Minute book of the Brisbane hospital committee (5 January 1865-3 January 1867), 26 
January 1865, QSA HOS I/D7. 
28 Letter of secretary Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary, 6 February 1865, QSA 
COL/A 64, letter 311 of 1865; Minute book of the Brisbane hospital committee (5 January 1865-3 
January 1867), 16 February 1865, 23 February 1865, QSA HOS I/D7; Letter of Brisbane hospital 
committee to colonial secretary, 3 February 1865, letter book of the Brisbane Hospital Committee (8 July 
1862-7 May 1867), QSA H0SI/D7. 
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inmate".29 Finally Herbert acceded and made arrangements for the benevolent asylum 
to be housed by the immigration department. 
The quarantine station at Dunwich on Stradbroke Island, controlled by the 
immigration department since separation in 1859, was currently vacant. The first use of 
Dunwich had been as an outstation to the convict settlement at Moreton Bay in 1827. 
There had been some sporadic efforts to grow cotton nearby, a Roman Catholic mission 
had been established and failed, and a desultory skirmish between soldiers and 
Aborigines had come to be known ironically as the "Battle of Kappembah". 
In 1850 Dunwich had achieved some notoriety when the ship Emigrant arrived 
with typhus on board just after the site had been declared a quarantine station. As the 
old convict station was in ruins, dashing the vague hope that it could be used for living 
quarters, the passengers were accommodated in tents made from the ship's canvas while 
the government attempted to get itself organised. Eventually the dead included the 
ship's surgeon, popular local doctor David Ballow who had gone to Dunwich to help 
out when the ship's surgeon fell ill, and an unknown number of passengers.^° 
Subsequently, permanent quarantine buildings were erected, mostly in 1863. A 
visitor in 1868 described them as: 
Five in number, stand[ing] in a line fronting the beach...the superintendent's 
house...and at back a large store room, cooking kitchen and offices. A large 
brick building...which...was the hospital. Next were two wooden buildings 
about twenty metres apart and a third about a hundred metres away.^^ 
29 Letter of secretary Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary, 28 April 1865, QSA 
COL/A 66, letter 1039 of 1865; Minute book of the Brisbane hospital committee (5 January 1865-3 
January 1867), 16 February 1865, 27 April 1865, QSA HOS I/D7. 
^^ That there is no conclusive list of the victims is further evidence of the lack of organisation 
which was the cause of protests in the district. 
^^ "Our benevolent asylum at Dunwich", Brisbane courier, 12 May 1868, p. 3. 
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Late in 1862 a department of land and works' letter had propo.sed 
superintendent's quarters, store, hospital and two barracks, with kitchens behind 
them.^2 ^ photograph taken in 1868 and a rough sketch map of 1864, which includes 
the remains of the convict station, show that the buildings were erected along a ridge of 
land running down to the jetty. The "beach" which the wards fronted was a swamp, to 
be drained some years later. ^ 3 
A third wooden barracks were added by 1865, when Sydney Moore, 
superintendent of the quarantine station at the time, wrote, "Hospital reser\'ed for the 
sick... N° 2 Ward...was placed at the disposal of the single women...N^s 2 and 3 
Houses were placed aside for Married Persons, and N^ 3 also contained maniac and his 
keeper". Moore also mentioned a store and offices, but not the accommodation for the 
single men.3"^  Harry Creaghe, who was one of the passengers under Moore's 
supervision, wrote that there were about thirty tents for them.^5 
When the Brisbane hospital committee wrote to the colonial secretary in April 
1865, requesting that the benevolent asylum be taken from the hospital and reiterating 
that the hospital could take no more people, the quarantine station had just fallen vacant 
with the release of the Hannah More on 11 April.^^ The committee was promised that 
the move would be made "in about a week", and after several delays, it occurred on 13 
2^ Letter of colonial architect to colonial secretary, 8 December 1862, QSA LWO/A 3, letter 
1265 of 1865. 
^^  Sketch map of Dunwich quarantine station, 1864, QSA COL A/51, letter 567 of 1864; 
Dunwich asylum 1868, JOL photographic collection, negative 62917. 
^^ Diary of Sydney Moore (acting superintendent Dunwich quarantine station), August-October 
1865, QSA COL A/72, letter 2943 of 1865. 
5^ Hany Creaghe, L-etters home to Ireland, RHSQ photocopy, p.6. 
^^  Letters of health officer Dr Purdie to colonial secretary: 24 March 1865, QSA COL/A 65, 
letter 738 of 1865; 4 April 1865, QSA COL/A 65, letter 825 of 1865. 
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May, the Brisbane courier soon reporting that the buildings of the quarantine station 
were "at present occupied by some of the inmates of the Benevolent Asylum".^^ 
By 1865 the station comprised a total of four residential blocks, other small 
buildings for cooking, stores and toilets, and the superintendent's quarters. The original 
brick hospital was occupied by the women, the wooden wards by the men. As the 
benevolent asylum expanded, this site would become the administrative and hospital 
section. Tents were available if the number of iimiates exceeded the ward space. ^ ^ 
The government accepted no more responsibility for the benevolent asylum than 
its accommodation and had no plans to make Dunwich the home of the institution. A 
letter referred to the "Temporary station - Dunwich".^^ At the end of May, the hospital 
asked the colonial secretary whether the iimiates now at Dunwich were still their 
responsibility. The reply was that medicine, clothing and supplies came from the 
hospital, "out of the funds placed in their hands for that purpose"."^ When .supplies 
were low, the hospital was informed so that more could be sent out, by a steamer for 
which the hospital paid.'^ ^ A request for leave by the medical officer Dr Jonathan Labatt 
was not considered by the government but passed to the hospital for a decision."^2 
^'' Minute book of the Brisbane hospital committee (5 January 1865-3 January 1867), 4 May, 11 
May, 18 May 1865, QSA HOS IID7;,Brisbane courier, 22 May 1865, p. 2. 
^^  Letter of colonial architect to under secretary works, 29 September 1885, QSA WOR/A 221 
of 1890, letter 7392 of 1885; DBA 1870 in QVP 1871, p. 986; DBA 1874, QSA COL/A 209, enclosed 
in letter 1487 of 1875; Block plan of benevolent asylum, 20 May 1893; QSA WOR/A 771 of 1897 (304), 
under letter 2831 of 1893. 
^^  Letter of benevolent asylum surgeon Dr Jonathan Labatt to colonial secretary, 29 May 1865, 
QSA COL/A 67, letter 1303 of 1865. 
^'^ Letter of secretary Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary, 27 May 1865, QSA 
COL/A 67, letter 1284 of 1865. 
•^^ Letters of the Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary, 9 June & 6 October 1865, 
letter book of the Brisbane hospital committee 8 July 1862-7 May 1867, QSA HOS I/G2. 
'*2 Minute book of the Brisbane hospital committee, 5 January 1865-3 January 1867, 22 June 
1865, QSA HOS I/D7. 
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Labatt had arrived in the colony in 1851, finishing his time practising in 
Warwick by being committed as a "dangerous lunatic" to the Brisbane gaol, the only 
available institution for such cases, under what medical historian Ross Patrick has 
referred to as "dubious circumstances"."^ A parliamentary inquiry after his release 
showed that the incarceration had not been justified. What was less dubious, however, 
was Labatt's turbulent personal life. At the time of his commitment his wife had left 
him, he had fought with several prominent Warwick citizens and he had broken the 
glass in the window of a house. He put his mental confusion down to being assaulted; 
the consensus of opinion even from the most sympathetic witnesses was that it was due 
to drink."*" The parliamentary committee made its report in September of 1864, and in 
May of 1865, despite these obvious personal failings, Labatt was put in charge of the 
benevolent asylum. 
He returned to Brisbane with the inmates when the quarantine station was called 
back into use at short notice. The hospital committee, warned that the asylum was about 
to be relocated, held an emergency meeting on 6 July 1865. In the face of their refusal 
to have the benevolent asylum back, the colonial secretary offered an immigration 
department building for the men if the women and children were accommodated by the 
hospital.''^ On the following day, the committee accepted. The secretary noted in 
addition, "I may also state that arrangements are made for the accommodation of the 
whole of the children at the fever hospital".'*^ Sixty irunates - men, women and children 
- were sent back from Stradbroke Island to Brisbane on 8 July where they remained 
^^ Patrick, Health and Medicine in Queensland, p. 450. 
"^ "Report from the select committee on the petition of Dr Jonathan Labatt", QVP 1863, pp. 
723-7; "Report from the select committee on the petition of Dr Jonathan Labatt and minutes of evidence", 
QVP 1864, pp. 1283-1301. 
"^5 Minute book of the Brisbane Hospital Committee (5 January 1865-3 January 1867), 6 July 
1865, QSAH0SI/D7. 
""^  Letter of secretary Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary, 7 July 1865, QSA 
COL/A 68, letter 1676 of 1865. 
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aboard the Platypus, wet and hungry, while their accommodation in Bri.sbane was 
sorted out.''^ The adults went to the commissariat stores building which had been 
deemed unsuitable in 1858 and the children to Green Hills fever hospital buildings, the 
beginnings of the orphanage.'•^ 
Over the next few months, more small steps were made towards the 
establishment of a colonial benevolent asylum. The appointment of Dr Labatt was 
belatedly confirmed in an August Government gazette, "to be the Medical 
Superintendent of Benevolent Patients under the care of this govemment".-^^ Secondly, 
inmates began to be drawn from more sources than the Brisbane hospital, as Ipswich, 
Warwick, Gayndah and Toowoomba hospitals were overcrowded and underfunded. 
Ipswich wanted tents for temporary accommodation immediately, and a new ward 
constructed as soon as possible.50 
In October the quarantine station fell vacant again and the benevolent asylum 
was re-established there at the begirming of November.5i Inmates from Ipswich arrived 
in Brisbane three weeks later and were sent on to Dunwich at the begirming of 
December.52 Yet within a month, on 30 December, the benevolent asylum was on its 
way back to South Brisbane to make way for more ships needing the island for 
'^ ^ Letter of benevolent asylum surgeon Dr Labatt to under secretary, 29 May 1865, QSA 
COL/A 67, letter 1303 of 1865; Inmates' petition, 10 July 1865, QSA COL A/68, letter 1711 of 1865. 
^^ Report of Dr Frederick Barton to Brisbane hospital committee, 20 March 1858, QSA HOS 
I/Dl; Petition of benevolent asylum inmates to colonial secretary, 10 July 1865, QSA COL A/68, letter 
1711 of 1865; DBA 1870 in QVP 1871, p. 985. 
'^'^ QGG 26 August 1865, vol. 6, no. 78, p. 735. 
5^  Letter of secretary Ipswich hospital committee to colonial secretary, 22 May 1865, QSA 
COL/A 66, letter 1036 of 1865; Letter of secretary Ipswich hospital committee to colonial secretary, 13 
November 1865, QSA COL/A 73, letter 3050 of 1865. 
5^  Diary of Sydney Moore (acting superintendent Dunwich quarantine station) August-October 
1865, QSA COL A/72, letter 2943 of 1865; Minute book of the Brisbane hospital comm.ittee (5 January 
1865-3 January 1867), 2 & 9 November 1865, QSA H0SI/D7. 
52 Letter of Ipswich hospital committee to colonial secretary, 25 November 1865, QSA COL 
A/64, letter 3145 of 1865, under letter 776 of 1866. 
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quarantine. 5^  The hospital inquiry of 1866 was told that the benevolent asylum was 
housed in the old immigration depot, a building so delapidated that when immigrants 
used it later that year their complaints would result in a new building being erected as 
rapidly as possible.5^ 
At the begirming of 1866 the benevolent asylum entered a kind of administrative 
limbo which lasted for almost a year and a half. During the previous December, 
arrangements had been made for the goverrmient to take it over rather than simply 
providing accommodation. This the immigration department did, replacing Labatt with 
immigration department officials after criticisms of his treatment of the inmates, an 
accusation of drunkenness and the physical state of the benevolent asylum showed him 
to be unsuitable. 55 Labatt was sent to St Helena as medical officer to the quarantine 
station and newly-established lock-up, where he was later found wandering in the bush 
suffering from delerium tremens. After a brief return to Dunwich in an unknown 
capacity, his services were finally dispensed with and he died in 1869.5^ 
53 Letter of Dr Labatt to colonial secretary, 21 April 1866, QSA COL A/78, letter 1136 of 
1866. 
5^  "Report of the select committee on the hospitals of the colony", QVP 1866, p. 1617, q. 10-
12; Inspector of public institutions A.W. Manning claimed in his report (DBA 1870 in QVP 1871, p. 
986) that the immigration department had rented the old company's wharf for the benevolent asylum, but 
his source of information was inaccurate for dating and he may also have been mislead as far as 
accomodation was concerned (Margaret Jenner, Yungaba 1887-1987: A century of service to migrants 
(Brisbane: Boolarong, 1987) p. 7). 
55 Letter of Brisbane hospital committee to colonial secretary, 15 January 1866, letter book of 
Brisbane hospital committee 8 July 1862-7 May 1867, QSA HOS 1/62; Letter of inmate James Virtue to 
colonial secretary, 15 January 1866, QSA COL/A 75, letter 133 of 1866; Inmates' petition, 16 January 
1866, QSA COL Ay75, letter 148 of 1866; QGG 17 March 1866, vol. 7, no. 32, p. 298; QGG 1 
September 1866, vol. 7, no. 104, p. 829. 
56 Dr Labatt, "Report of health of St Helena Quarantine", 7 March 1866, QSA COL A/80, 
letter 737 of 1866 under letter 1519 of 1866; Visiting justice Henry Buttanshaw, "Depositions of 
turnkeys regarding charges of Dr Labatt drunk", 4 April 1866, QSA COL A/80, letter 1519 of 1866; 
Letter of postmaster-general to colonial secretary, 5 July 1866, QSA COL A/81; Evans, Charitable 
institutions, pp 49-50, 152-153, 156. 
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From January 1866, surplus stores left at Dunwich were transferred to the 
government and the hospital seems to have had nothing more to do with the benevolent 
asylum.5^7 Nevertheless the asylum did not rate a separate section of the select 
parliamentary report on hospitals in the colony in 1866, as did the orphanage, the lying-
in hospital and the mental asylum. The benevolent asylum was discussed with witnesses 
from the Brisbane hospital, one of whom was able to give the amount of money 
received for the asylum but added that it had been "taken to the old immigration 
depot".58 Of the benevolent wards which were attached to the hospitals, the committee, 
evidently unaware of the arrangements made at the beginning of the year, 
recommended, "That a benevolent institution for the whole colony be erected at 
Dunwich, or some other suitable locality, to which the benevolent patients from the 
outlying districts should be forwarded".5^ Neither was the existence of the benevolent 
asylum recognised in the colonial secretary's office, where letters were still filed under 
the immigration department. Only when mail was found to be missing were 
arrangements made for an efficient postal service to Dunwich.^ 
Immigration agent John McDormell later recalled that when he took over the 
inmates at the begirming of 1866, "They had just arrived from Dunwich and were in a 
very filthy demoralized and disreputable state, and were not amenable to order or 
discipline". Another letter, from Dr William Hobbs the visiting surgeon, agreed with 
McDormell's view of the asylum and praised McDormell for the improvements that he 
had made since taking over from Dr Labatt. ^ ^ 
5^  Minute book of the Brisbane hospital committee (5 January 1865-3 January 1867), 14 
December 1865, 4 January 1866, 11 January 1866, QSA HOS I/D7. 
58 "Report of the select committee on the hospitals of the colony", QVP 1866, p. 1617, q. 10-
12. 
5^  "Report of the select committee on the hospitals of the colony", QVP 1866, p. 1617. 
^ Letter of postma.ster-general to colonial secretary, 5 July 1866, QSA COL A/81, letter 1819 
of 1866. 
6^  Letter of superintendent John McDonnell to colonial secretary, 4 May 1867; letter of Dr 
Hobbs to superintendent John McDonnell, n.d. (enclosed), QSA COL/A 90, letter 1046 of 1867. 
During 1866 an increasing number of inmates came from hospitals outside 
Brisbane.62 Weekly reports made within the immigration department started in June, 
showing that there were between sixty and seventy inmates there, mostly men, but with 
a handful of women. On the week ending 26 August, for example, there were fifty-
eight men and seven women.^^ John McDormell was officially appointed as 
superintendent to the benevolent asylum in September but was not resident either at 
South Brisbane or Dunwich.^ The direct supervision was in the hands of an 
immigration department wardsman and his wife. From February to October James 
Hamilton did the job, being replaced by John McFarland who would eventually go with 
the benevolent asylum back to Dunwich. 
During the week of 29 October to 4 November, the McFarlands, along with 
inmates Pat Meade, Will Hudson and James Stone, went out to the quarantine station to 
clean and prepare it for re-occupation. An officer-in-charge, Henry Nicol, was 
appointed, who brought the main contingent, now between eighty and ninety people, to 
Dunwich later in November. ^ 5 There it would remain for the next eighty years. 
This was, like so many other aspects of the foundation of the benevolent 
asylum, accidental. In 1866, when £5 000 was set aside for the construction of the 
buildings it was considered that the best location would be next to the new hospital by 
2^ Letter of secretary Ipswich hospital committee to colonial secretary, 29 January May 1866, 
QSA COL/A 75, letter 289 of 1866; Letter of secretary Gayndah hospital committee to colonial 
secretary, 21 March 1866, QSA COL/A 77, letter 646 of 1866; Letter of secretary Warwick hospital 
committee to colonial secretary, 16 March 1866, QSA COL/A 77, letter 763 of 1866; Letter of secretary 
Toowoomba hospital committee to colonial secretary, 24 October 1866, QSA COL/A 84, letter 2986 of 
1866. 
6^  Weekly report of the benevolent asylum 20-26 August 1866, QSA COL/A 82, letter 2367 of 
1866. 
^ Letter of superintendent John McDonnell to colonial secretary, 4 May 1867, QSA COL/A 
90, letter 1046 of 1867; Blue book for 1866, p. 36. 
5^ Weekly reports of the benevolent asylum, 29 October-4 November 1866, QSA COL/A 85, 
letter 3091 of 1866; 12-18 November 1866, QSA COL/A 86, letter 3302 of 1866. 
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then nearing completion on Bowen Bridge Road. Another suggestion was the military 
barracks at Petrie Terrace. The inspector of public institutions, A.W. Manning, while 
extolling the virtues of Dunwich, was also in favour of Peel Island, as construction 
costs would be less than in Brisbane.^^ 
It is doubtful whether the benevolent asylum would have stayed at Dunwich, if 
in the years following 1866 there had been as many calls upon the quarantine station as 
there had been when the immigration department first began to assume responsibility 
for the Brisbane benevolent wards. However, the succession of ships needing 
quarantine diminished at the same time as the financial priorities of the government 
changed in response to the economic depressions in 1866 and 1871.6''' Meanwhile, it 
was possible to quarantine ships on Peel Island, as had been done in 1865 when three 
ships arrived almost simultaneously.^ Of course, there were no buildings on Peel 
Island, but there had been none on Stradbroke from 1850 until 1863. In addition, the 
superintendent of the benevolent asylum could also be in charge of the quarantine 
station. 
Until there was the money to build a new institution, the benevolent asylum 
stayed at Dunwich. The use of Peel Island for quarantine purposes worked, the use of 
Dunwich for benevolent cases was convenient, the original problem of overcrowding in 
the hospitals was solved, and there was never any urgent necessity to take further 
action. 
66 DBA 1870 in QVP 1871, p. 986. 
6^  Thorpe, A social history of colonial Queensland, pp. 303 & 306. 
68 Letter of health officer Dr Purdie to colonial secretary, 30 July 1865, QSA COL/A 69, letter 
1940 of 1865. 
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In May 1867 the colonial secretary's office finally assumed complete control, 
establishing an administration which lasted until 1946.^9 The superintendent, John 
McDonnell, was transferred."^^ Officer-in-charge Henry Nicol died soon after and was 
replaced by Richard Watson in July. He praised the state of the benevolent asylum: "I 
found all in good order, with the exception of the Office which is bare of everything 
and to which I entreat your earliest attention... The ward privies require cleaning".^' 
Significantly, his praise had been directed at the state of the office and the 
record-keeping. The criteria by which McDonnell had been judged had been his ability 
to keep the place clean and ensure good order. The state of mind of the inmates had not 
been a factor, except when it led to "disobedience", but under the surface discontent 
was brewing. 
James Stone, who had lost his tobacco ration as a disciplinary measure, wrote to 
the colonial secretary complaining about the McFarland's "zeal for government"; 
Perhaps the next weekly return will show how much leather they charge 
themselves with for the Repairs of their children's shoes and the tobacco 
given for repairs. 
Mr McFarland would shew much more Zeal by telling the secret of how to 
maintain 7 souls on 141bs flour and meal for 6 months. 
He accu.sed the McFarlands of using the inmates as personal servants, drawing 
rations for their children needlessly, and misusing alcohol."^2 
6^  A separate section for the benevolent asylum in the index to the colonial .secretary's letter 
register was begun on 1 May 1867. 
^^  Letter of superintendent John McDonnell to colonial secretary, 4 May 1867, QSA COL/A 
90, letter 1046 of 1867. 
''^  Letter of superintendent Richard Watson to colonial secretary, 15 July 1867, QSA COL/A 
92, letter 1727 of 1867. 
2^ Letter of inmate James Stone to colonial secretary, 23 September 1867, QSA COL/A 95, 
letter 2392 of 1867. 
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The McFariands were having troubles of their own. An inmate, James Freeman, 
followed old Mrs Smith into the privy, where he "closed the door, raised her clothes 
and put his hand on her person". She screamed and hit him with her crutch. A local 
woman working there heard the commotion and ran to get Mrs McFarland, who arrived 
in time to see Freeman rurming away "with his pants down and his person expo.sed".^^ 
Another irunate absconded three times in four months. '^^  Complaints about the supply of 
flour and salt beef for February being bad received no response.^5 When contact with 
the mainland was limited and there were no facilities for storing perishable food, the 
di.scovery that a delivery of meat was tainted was a real problem.'^6 
The lack of enforceable rules was another source of difficulty. The first 
superintendent, McDormell, had wanted an act to control the benevolent asylum but was 
told that what was really needed was a set of regulations. The necessary act had already 
been passed, but regulations were yet to be appended. They were not forthcoming until 
1885.77 
At the beginning of 1868, both Watson and the McFarlands were replaced by 
the couple who had originally been at the benevolent asylum at South Brisbane, James 
Hamilton and his wife. Hamilton had been posted to St Helena when there were plans 
for its use as a quarantine station, but since the island was now destined to be a prison, 
the position had become redundant. His report on taking up duty shows that he was not 
7^ "Report ufKjn investigation re assault upon Mrs Smith by J. Freeman", 20 February 1867, 
QSA COL/A 88, letter 452 of 1867. 
74 Weekly report of benevolent asylum 11-17 March 1867, QSA COL/A 89, letter 682 of 1867. 
75 Weekly reports of benevolent asylum 4-10 February 1867, QSA COL/A 88, letter 454 of 
1867; 11-17 February 1867 & 18-24 February 1867, QSA COL/A 89, letter 612 of 1867. 
76 Weekly report of benevolent asylum, 23-29 September 1867, QSA COL/A 95, letter 2445 of 
1867. 
77 Letter of superintendent John McDonnell to colonial secretary, 13 March 1867, QSA COL/A 
89, letter 620 of 1867. 
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impressed with the state of Dunwich. Every place but number three ward was "in a 
very dirty state, especially the store room".78 
Hamilton remained in charge of the benevolent asylum until 1885, during which 
time his wife Brigid died and he remarried. An assistant wardsman (George Watkins) 
was appointed in 1871. Until 1885, James Hamilton, his wife Lucy and Watkins were 
the full time staff officers. 
Nevertheless the site was not actually fixed for several years. In 1871 inspector 
of government institutions A.W. Marming prepared a report on the institution. In it he 
urged a permanent settlement, whether at Dunwich, Peel Island or in Brisbane.7^ It took 
until May 1874, when Peel Island was declared to be the quarantine station, for 
Dunwich to finally become the permanent home of the benevolent asylum.^ ^^ 
In time the asylum grew to be a sprawling, shabby monster, lying on the fringe 
of Queensland society and south-east Queensland. Neglected, uncared-for and seen as 
the most convenient dumping ground for social flotsam and jetsam, it lurched along, 
somehow managing to avoid major outcries but never quite overcoming its makeshift 
and inauspicious start. 
There were 21 000 admissions and readmissions to Dunwich over eighty years. 
At its peak in 1903 the asylum "relieved" almost 1600 people in a year, averaging 
1 000 people a week in residence. Most of the inmates were men, almost six times 
78 Letter of immigration agent to colonial secretary 10 October 1866, QSA COL/A 84, letter 
2821 of 1866; Letter of wardsman James Hamilton to under secretary, 13 January 1868, QSA COL/A 
100. letter 120 of 1868. 
79 DBA 1870 in QVP 1871, p. 986. 
8*^  An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating to Quarantine, 77 Victoria, no. 9, QGG 
3 October 1863, vol. 4, no.87, p. 785; QGG 30 May 1874, vol. 15, no. 60, p. 1027. 
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more than the women, in proportions which did not change appreciably during 
Dunwich's hi.story. 
Accommodating such numbers of people necessitated a whole township of 
wards, hospitals, offices, storerooms, farm buildings and employees' houses. Most 
inmates stayed in the male or female divisions, while those who were ill were housed in 
the hospital wards. There was some independence for a few, who were given tents, 
purely because the wards were full, but allowing them more privacy than others. An 
early rough plan of the buildings shows the initial expansion along the ridge on which 
the quarantine station had been built, and the proposed female division (see appendix 
figure 1.5). 8^  
A map drawn in 1913 shows the benevolent asylum at its peak. It is an 
approximation of the institution for any time between 1890 and 1946. There were some 
changes, but by 1913 the principal buildings were in place with only the new mess 
room to be added during the year and later some more staff houses, mostly during the 
early 1930s (see appendix figure 1.6). The female division plarmed in 1885 was built 
and extended. New male wards were build out along the ridge of high land which, after 
the benevolent asylum was moved in 1946, would be the new town's main shopping 
centre. The consumptive camp could be seen near Polka Point, as well as the "top 
tents" for the more able inmates. The laundry and kitchen replaced the vegetable 
garden, and staff houses spread out away from the wards.^2 
*^  Letter of colonial architect to under secretary works, 29 September 1885, QSA WOR/A 221 
of 1890, under letter 7392 of 1885. The plan is inaccurate. There were three wards in a line, not four, 
on the landward side of the men's mess room. Smaller buildings were omitted. 
2^ Sketch survey map of benevolent asylum, Dunwich, 1913, QSA BEN 2/6; John Curtis, 
Interview, 17 September 1990. 
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Thus the characteristics which emerged in the first few years of the benevolent 
asylum's existence stayed with the institution for its entire history. The most marked 
was the fact that it was not wanted, either by the hospital who had shuffled it into the 
hands of the government or the government who had failed in its efforts to shuffle it 
back again. When the asylum became the responsibility of the government, it remained 
low on the priority list - last to be given staff (notwithstanding the rising inmate 
numbers) and last to be considered for physical improvements. Dunwich was 
chronically overcrowded and suffering from the problems of poor facilities. Decision-
making was continually based on expediency and convenience, even to the extent of 
failing to provide regulations for its management despite repeated requests. Only when 
complaints disturbed the equanimity of the supervising government departments was 
any interest taken in what happened there. 
Staff members, few as they were, were not qualified for the job, but supervision 
of their work was confined to little more than ensuring that the weekly reports were 
sent in on time. Bookwork, discipline and clean floors were the criteria by which the 
staff was judged for its effectiveness, while the care of inmates was hardly considered. 
The officials coped with this administrative and physical isolation by developing their 
own rules of conduct which first clashed with government in an 1884 legislative council 
inquiry. 
Food, clothing and shelter but little else was provided for the inmates unless by 
the generosity of individual people. There was nothing to occupy the inmates' time 
unless they responded to pressure for work at one of the many jobs which had to be 
done to keep the benevolent asylum running, a practice which soon caused grievances. 
Problems were also emerging over the wide spectrum people sent as benevolent cases, 
from children to old people, from people down on their luck, blind or crippled, to 
criminals. Dunwich would never quite lose its original purpose as a catch-all for anyone 
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who could not be accommodated elsewhere in society or in institutions with more 
specific purposes. 
Furthermore the ambivalent attitude to other users of Stradbroke Island was 
potentially troublesome. The people who gathered on the nearby reserve at Myora were 
needed to work, but their presence as anything but a labour supply was unwelcome. As 
the only government institution in the area, the benevolent asylum became an 
administrative centre dominating the island through the lack of regulations which could 
limit its power. Even the physical boundaries of the institution were vaguely defined. 
Superficially the benevolent asylum appears resistant to any influences, but the 
application of the model for an institutional study which is being used in this 
dissertation shows that it was dependent on the social and economic environments in 
which its successive sponsors - the Brisbane hospital and the colonial government -
worked. A belief that one duty of the hospital was to care for paupers and people of 
limited income was responsible for the benevolent wards. The social environment in 
which government intervened as little as possible while encouraging voluntary 
philanthropism made the colonial secretary unwilling to take on the institution. 
However the economic environment overcame the social, by making it impossible to 
keep the asylum in the hospital during tight financial times. A combination of social 
and economic environmental factors was responsible for the benevolent asylum's 
makeshift, uncertain begirming and the goverrunent's lack of interest before 1884. 
As this neglect continued, any number of events could be found to illustrate the 
progress of time at Dunwich, but closer examination fails to reveal any significant 
turning points (see appendix figure 1.7). A staff member whose association with the 
benevolent asylum stretched from 1925 to 1946 recalled, "It never altered from the day 
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I first went there - say about fifteen years of age - until I left. Nothing altered, as if a 
town stood still".8^ 
There is much truth in his observation. The arrival of the first medical 
superintendent to replace the lay superintendent in 1885 saw no appreciable decline in 
the death rate of inmates. Few of them were able to take advantage of the introduction 
of commonwealth pensions in 1909 and leave Dunwich. Although a new kitchen, which 
would be a local landmark for the next eighty years, was in operation by 1911 there 
was still no guarantee that the inmates would receive hot meals. Moving inebriates from 
Stradbroke Island to Peel Island and back again, or relocating the consumptives in their 
own camp and finally away from Dunwich, were tactics which solved the problems of 
bed space but in themselves did nothing for the people occupying the beds. 
Events considered to be landmarks in Queensland history, or which their 
initiators heralded at the time as of great importance, were barely noticed in the 
institution. The far reaching consequences throughout the Queensland medical and 
social fields of the formation of the department of health and home affairs in 1935 
hardly rippled the surface at Dunwich. Ironically, the operations of the benevolent 
asylum appear totally irmocent of the effects of the policies of any political party, yet 
the armual supply debate in parliament would be seen as an opportunity to advertise the 
achievements of one party against the failures of the other. The new nurses' registration 
board flatly refused to help with staff training at the asylum. The Australian Workers' 
Union which was flexing its muscles elsewhere only took up the problems of Dunwich 
workers under duress. 
What if the regulations were revised, the inadequate water supply system was 
replaced by another which still failed during the summer months, or a parliamentary 
^^  Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 1990. 
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inquiry made recommendations for administrational changes? For the inmates, and to a 
lesser extent the staff as well, the rhythms of life beat out to the coming of the boat 
twice a week and sago pudding on Sundays. The hearse would pass by to the cemetery, 
the lights in the wards would be turned off each evening. The same darkness would lie 
on the institution as it had done every other night, the same silence magnifying the 
.sounds of the water which stretched to the mainland. 
Was there, in that silence, contentment, despair or oblivion? Were the people of 
Dunwich outcasts of society or weary souls in search of a last few years of rest? Was 
the institution an asylum for those who could no longer cope with life in the community 
or a place where the casualties of Queensland's drive for economic growth could be 
hidden away? The begirmings of the benevolent asylum at Dunwich were sombre 
prophesies of an institution which would, for eighty years, epitomise a darker side of 
Queensland life. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
A FIT SUBJECT FOR ADMISSION: 
Image and Reality at the 
Dunwich Benevolent Asylum 
I certify that has been under treatment by me for a period of 
; that he is suffering from ; is physically unfit to work for a 
living; does not require constant medical attendance; and is a fit subject for 
admission to the Dunwich Benevolent Asylum.^ 
Suspicion of less fortunate members of society is a characteristic which seems to 
be always with us. The "wasters" who were castigated in fourteenth century England 
and the Elizabethan "sturdy beggars" found their descendants in the late twentieth 
century Australian "dole bludgers".^ If the nineteenth century protestant work ethic 
made men rich and a nation great, it also gave some foundation to the belief that the 
causes of poverty and helplessness were due to personal inadequacies. Such a belief was 
of vital importance in a society which was, by custom and religion, bound to accept 
some measure of responsibility for the weak, sick and poor, but also subjected itself to 
a critical self-examination. If poverty was caused by individual irresponsibility, it 
absolved from blame the structure of society and ultimately those people who governed 
that structure. It was a comfortable, satisfying theory which condemned dependent 
people to lives of neither comfort nor satisfaction. For them the humiliations of public 
charity were liable to become a reality with every change in economic or personal 
circumstances. 
^ Certificate of surgeon or physician on the application for admission to the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich. 
2 William Langland, "Piers Plowman", Fourteenth century verse and prose, ed. Kenneth Sisam 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1921), pp. 76-93. 
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Charity was only one of the purposes of the poorhouse. It was plarmed as the 
last place anyone wanted to be, where the occupants were kept from the embarrassed 
public gaze, but the forbidding walls were a constant reminder to potential charity cases 
of the horrors within. In this way the slothful would no longer persist in their sloth, nor 
would the sick malinger. ^  It is a measure of the contempt shown for the Dunwich 
irunates by the colonial secretary's officers that, having established an institution that 
no-one would enter except under the most extreme circumstances, they were constantly 
fearful that some people would remain there under false pretences. 
The regulations finally published in 1885 defined the type of people who were to 
be admitted: 
Persons eligible for admission to the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich are 
those who, owing to age or infirmity, are unable to maintain themselves, and 
have no friends or relatives who are willing or who can be compelled to 
support them.'' 
In short, two conditions were necessary. It was not sufficient that people were 
simply helpless, but that they were also in need of attention which another person or an 
institution was unable to give. Dr Booth-Clarkson summed it up in 1920 when he 
referred to a Dunwich irunate as being "one who is no longer able to hold his own in 
the world".5 
In his history of Queensland Ross Fitzgerald depicted a headlong rush for 
development at any price, in which anything or any one who got in the road of 
^ Lx>ngmate, The workhouse, pp. 46-7. 
^ "Regulations for the general management of the benevolent asylum at Dunwich", QGG 5 May 
1885, vol. 366, no. 81, p. 1508. 
^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 13 March 1920, QSA 
works department batch WOR/A 24417 of 1922, letter 12733 of 1920. 
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"progress" was lost in the stampede.^ His study was essentially political and economic, 
but his thesis remains valid for the paupers and chronically ill who could not keep with 
their more fortunate contemporaries. 
The social envirorunent played a major role in the selection and treatment of the 
benevolent asylum's client body. These elements of the model for an institutional study 
show that not only did the attitudes of people to the institution and irunates affect the 
irunates directly, but social opinion also influenced decision-making. Members of 
parliament and asylum staff (the sponsors and the institution) subscribed to the same 
views as most members of society, facilitating the mutation of general views into 
specific decisions and actions. 
* * * 
During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the dominant attitude 
was that benevolent asylum irunates were undeserving poor who, because they were not 
contributing to society, were lucky to get a bed. Matthew Reid, a member of the 
legislative assembly in 1893, regarded the Dunwich inmates as a "burden to the State".^ 
Another member of parliament was even more blunt in his description of the Dunwich 
irunates. To him they were derelicts. Challenged in his use of this word by James 
Stopford, William Vowles replied, "Yes he called old people derelicts. He considered a 
derelict was something which had gone past its use. There was nothing opprobrious in 
the term".8 
^ Fitzgerald, Queensland to 1915 & Queensland 1915 to the 1980s 
7 QPD 1893, p. 842. 
8 QPD 1915-16, p. 2414. 
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It was believed that idleness and addiction to drink led to the benevolent asylum. 
Theodore Unmack claimed in 1889 that there was a significant proportion of inmates 
who were not helpless. "Many of them", he said, "were there from the effects of drink 
and were their own worst enemies". He wanted them to be compelled to work or be 
dismissed.^ 
Before unemployment benefits were paid, and occasionally afterwards, there 
were abortive purges in which large numbers of these people were alleged to exist until 
it came time to root them out.^° Both James Hamilton and his successor Patrick Smith, 
who between them controlled the benevolent asylum for its first thirty years, suggested 
that employment be found for irunates.*^ Hamilton told the 1884 inquiry that he had 
informed the colonial secretary's office of idlers.^^ Dr Smith repeated his predecessor's 
views, blaming economic circumstances for the asylum numbers but also suggesting 
that work was available which the inmates did not take up.^^ 
In his keermess to keep the colony solvent, under secretary William Parry-
Okeden took note of Dr Smith's suggestion but not the stated cause when he gave him 
the job of identifying and discharging the able bodied irunates. An inquiry was set up 
headed by a police magistrate, but the huge number of supposedly able-bodied inmates 
9 QPD 1889, p. 1616. 
^^  Cyril Joseph Cummins recalls, "Periodically there were wholesale discharges of the able-
bodied younger group from the asylum, a device (under-age musters) which I still remember being 
implemented when I had administrative oversight of the Lidcombe State Hospital until 1965" (The 
development of the benevolent (Sydney) asylum 1788-1855), p. 6. 
11 DBA 1884 in QVP 1885, vol. 1, p. 645; DBA 1885 in QVP 1886, vol. 1, p. 767; DBA 1887 
in QVP 1888, vol. 1, p. 1105. 
12 DBA 1884 in QVP 1885, vol. 1, p. 645; "Progress report from the select comminee on the 
management of the benevolent asylum Dunwich", JLC, p. 16, q. 361-366 & app. K. 
1^  DBA 1886 in QVP 1887, vol. 1, p. 1191; DBA 1890 in QVP 1891, vol. 2, p. 267; DBA 
1893 in QVP 1894, vol. 1, p. 841. 
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numbered only fifteen to twenty, a negligible percentage of the weekly average of 
746.1^ 
In the light of this Smith pointed out, "It seems a fair assumption...that when 
more than two-thirds of the inmates are over sixty, the Institution is principally 
occupied by those for whom it is intended".i^ With the depression receding, he returned 
to urging that the able-bodied be discharged until finally admitting that the younger 
people were there for "good and sufficient reason". The ailments of the fifty-five 
irunates under forty years of age were: 
Paralysed - men,7; women,5; phthisical - men, 12; women, nil; crippled by 
rheumatism - men,5; women,2; maimed by accidents - men,4; women, nil; 
imbecile or weak-minded - men,4; women,6; diabetic - men,2; women, nil; 
blind -men,2; women,2; epileptic - men, nil; women,4. i^  
In the face of evidence to the contrary, people still believed that Dunwich 
harboured people who had no right to be there, i'' When a new female ward was being 
built in 1896, Smith enthusiastically recommended several irunates who were carpenters 
to do the job. The building was started while he was absent on sick leave and proceeded 
at a snail's pace imtil acting medical superintendent Dr Moloney requested in 
desperation that two carpenters be sent from the works department. Investigating the 
reason for the delay, the chief draftsman found that the irunates were physically 
incapable of doing the work - either climbing the scaffolding or lifting timber. For this 
i"* Letters of medical superintendentDr Smith to under secretary: 17 October 1893, QSA COL/A 
755, letter 12303 of 1893, under letter 14124 of 1893; 30 November 1893, QSA COL/A 755, letter 
14124 of 1893; DBA 1893 in QVP 1894, vol. 1, p. 841. 
15 DBA 1894 in QVP 1895, vol. 2, p. 141. 
16 DBA 1895 in QVP 1896, vol. 2, p. 891; DBA 1897 in QVP 1898, vol. 2, p. 791; DBA 1898 
in QVP 1899, vol. 4, p. 1.341. 
17 DBA 1897 in QVP 1898, vol. 1, p. 791; DBA 1898 in QVP 1899, vol. 4, p. 1341; DBA 
1891 in QVP 1892, vol. 1, p. 943; DBA 1897 in QVP 1898, vol. 1, p. 791; DBA 1903 in QPP 1904, p. 
690. 
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and other major works in the future, tenders were called, i* A contractor who employed 
two irunates in the building of new wards in 1908 against the advice of the medical 
superintendent regretted his stubbornness. Both irunates had to be dismissed, i^  Lighter 
work, such as painting wards, could be managed, but there were few in the benevolent 
asylum apart from some of the inebriates who could manage a full day's labour.20 
During the depression of 1891 the Brisbane courier acknowledged that economic 
problems forced people into Dunwich. "It arises from the industrial distress which tells 
first on the aged, the infirm and the disabled". So deeply ingrained was the belief that, 
no matter what the circumstances, the fault lay with the irunates for being there, the 
newspaper then contradicted itself by adding, "It would probably be found that drink 
and unthrift were the largest factors in bringing men to the point of helplessness in 
which Dunwich is the only resort".^i This was even harsher than the general opinion 
expressed in society during the 1890s, that poverty was due to drinking or laziness 
unless the cause was obvious misfortune.22 
However, this attitude was becoming accompanied by another view, more 
sympathetic but no less insidious. The undeserving poor were now the curious relics of 
the pioneer days. Bonty Dickson, boatman during the closing years of the benevolent 
asylum, depicted Dunwich as an earthly paradise. "From there on the irunates were 
1^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary works, 30 August 1895, QSA 
WOR/A 771 of 1897, under letter 3510 of 1896; Letter of acting medical superintendent Dr Moloney to 
under secretary works, 10 March 1896, QSA WOR/A 771 of 1897, letter 3510 of 1896; Report of chief 
draftsman to under secretary works, 30 March 1896, QSA WOR/A 771 of 1897, under letter 1703 of 
1896; Letter of government architect to under secretary works, 30 March 1896, QSA WOR/A 771 of 
1897, letter 3510 of 1896. 
1^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 8 June 1908, QSA WOR/A 7370 
of 1911, letter 6802 of 1908. 
2^  Letter of inspector of works to under secretary works, 31 October 1907, QSA WOR/A 7370 
of 1911, letter 7222 of 1907. 
21 Brisbane courier, 8 July 1891, p. 2. 
22 Brisbane in the 1890s, p. 138. 
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devoid of all their wealth and worries, for all they had to do was eat, drink, and be 
merry, for only God knew if ^tomorrow they may die'".23 He was presuming that the 
irunates shared his rosy view of their destitute situation. 
Medical superintendent Dr Tumbull was also of the view that the benevolent 
asylum was a kind of Moreton Bay Shangri-la and in doing so revealed his low opinion 
of the irunates. He opposed the freedom with which inmates could discharge 
themselves. "Some come here with the idea of making a convenience of the Institution 
and want to go in and out after a few weeks sojourn here".2^ Later he wrote, "This is 
evidently making a temporary boarding house of the Institution to suit their own 
purposes ".25 
The Sunday mail excelled itself with its cloyingly patronising attitude to the 
irunates: 
One man has built for himself a quaint little cottage from saplings, which 
bears the proud title, "My beautiful home". ...The gate is fastened with a 
heavy chain and a padlock of enormous size. 
"My beautiful home" is far too precious to be left open for inspection for 
casual visitors while its lord and master is away at his breakfast or luncheon. 
The article shared Bonty Dickson's views when it concluded that the benevolent 
asylum was: 
23 Bonty Dickson, Address on the Dunwich benevolent institute delivered to the Queensland 
Women's Historical Association, JOL typescript, p. 2. 
2^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 23 July 1935, QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4686, letter 9305 of 1935. 
25 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 9 March 1942, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 2058 of 1942. 
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A resting place for those who can no longer hold their own in the struggle of 
life in the outside world. Here they have a well-ordered life, cleanliness, and 
plenty of leisure in which to dwell on the laughable follies of youth, the 
absurd struttings of middle life, and the tranquillity that only old age can 
know. 26 
The newspapers of the time are a reliable guide to public opinion only in that 
they reflect the inconsistency in popular thinking. It is as easy to find articles 
condemning the benevolent asylum and fighting to free the inmates from injustices as it 
is to find articles praising it, especially when individual cases were being dealt with. A 
Truth report accused the benevolent asylum of having "The iron-fisted regime of a 
penitentiary". The article claimed, "Official injustices and despotism have a free reign 
at Dunwich among muzzled victims".27 Smith's weekly ran a story about a grieving 
woman who had gone to great trouble and expense to attend her husband's funeral at 
Dunwich when she received a telegram that he had died. She was unable to get there 
for the funeral as notice was too short and the day was a public holiday, so she went as 
soon as she could, to find that her husband was not dead. The telegram had been sent to 
the wrong family.2* 
The differing attitudes were not necessarily the result of editorial policies in 
different papers. The Brisbane courier was just as willing as the Truth to turn on the 
benevolent asylum. "Nine months to consider a little job at Dunwich", it wrote on one 
occasion, criticising goverrunent inaction on maintenance and accusing it of not caring 
for the old people.2^ 
26 "Spending the winter of life at Dunwich", Sunday mail, 28 January 1934, p. 25. 
27 "The mailed fist". Truth, 2 October 1927, p. 12. 
28 "Why did authority make a 'regrettable mistake'?", Dunwich cuttings book, JOL. 
2 ' "Still waiting - nine months to consider a little job at Dunwich", Brisbane courier, 16 January 
1926, p. 14. 
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The Daily mail printed an irunate's accusation that the tradesmen and staff took 
the small quantity of vegetables coming to the benevolent asylum.^^ Inmates complained 
about the lack of recreational facilities, stating that they had to pay to see the picture 
shows in the Victoria Hall, that the golf course was only used by the "upper 10" and 
certainly not by the irunates, while football had become impossible to play when the 
new tramway was put through the oval. In these and similar articles, the benevolent 
asylum was reported to be tyrarmising the "old diggers" and the "pioneers who built the 
country ".^ 1 
On the other hand, articles criticising the inmates were also common. 
Conderrmation of drunkermess was a recurring theme along with the reappearance of the 
old attitude that the irunates were undeserving of sympathy.^2 when the Brisbane 
courier produced an article referring to the irunates as "deadbeats" and "old drunks", 
irunates and staff were livid.^^ Two years later the newspapers seized upon a passing 
comment made by the medical superintendent to demand that the hordes of idle men 
Uving on goverrunent money be put out of the benevolent asylum. "Certainly", the 
editor of the Brisbane courier wrote, "no time should be lost in scraping the 'scrapings 
of heir out of Dunwich".34 
The editors were encouraging minor controversies in order to sell newspapers. 
The letters came from dissatisfied irunates or their friends, who may or may not have 
approached the authorities with their grievances before rushing into print. Their 
reporters also paraphrased parliamentary debates, a fruitful source for any editor who 
3^ Anon, "A Dunwich complaint". Daily mail, 15 March 1928, p. 13. 
31 Limate, "Dunwich", Daily mail, 30 August 1929, p. 9; Aussie, "Dunwich", Daily mail, 14 
September 1929, p. 22. 
32 "Their own moonshine guaranteed man-killer". Daily standard. 6 September 1923, p. 7. 
33 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 14 July 1924, QSA 
HOM/B 65, letter 6323 of 1924. 
34 "Dunwich inmates", Brisbane courier, 11 October 1926, p.6. 
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needed to fill his columns. The Truth managed a condemnatory article of almost two 
thousand words out of the 1906 armual report, the text of which was shorter than the 
article. 35 
The sympathetic comments of politicians were rarely supported by appreciable 
action. Sir Horace Tozer used the condition of Dunwich to score points against the 
opposition and extol his own generosity. He said in parliament that he had been worried 
about the benevolent asylum people when he took office, so he sent down cows for 
milk and since then had been to Dunwich about fifty times. His generosity may have 
been more pronounced if his benevolence, paid for by the public, had not been doled 
out over three years.36 
Joseph Lesina MLA protested violently in 1910 about the treatment of our 
"pioneers", recalling, "Hon. members had practically to immolate one Home Secretary 
in the House and crucify him in the country for...pinching the bread and meat of the 
wretched derelicts".3^ But there was action forthcoming from his dramatic speech. 
Five years later James Tolmie used the benevolent asylum to castigate the new 
Labor government while ignoring the fact that his government had done no better: 
Those old warriors...thought...their conditions would be improved, and when 
the Home Secretary went down, he would drink small beer and even 
burgundy with them. But, instead of that, things were changed and they did 
not even get their small beer. Did members not think that the home secretary 
should take into consideration the feelings of those old people?38 
35 "Dunwich doings: Pink Peter's policy: The official report". Truth, 11 August 1907, p. 3; 
DBA 1906 in QPP 1907, vol. 2, p. 1. 
36 QPD 1893, p. 842. 
37 QPD 1910, p. 1710. 
38 QPD 1915, p. 2415. 
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A deposed premier, Arthur Moore, criticised the new home secretary for 
reducing the benevolent asylum budget when the depression of the 1930s struck. "I 
remember that, when the Home Secretary was on this side of the Chamber, he talked 
about the inhumanity of the Goverrunent in economising at the expense of those who 
had borne the heat and burden of the day. He almost brought tears to our eyes".39 In 
fact, the asylum was remarkable for the absence of the affect of any political policies 
except that it should be nm as cheaply as possible and as a deterrent. 
The fears of administrators, politicians and reporters that the benevolent asylum 
would be seen as an attractive place were groundless. Memories of the asylum from 
those who knew it by reputation are almost universally bad, made more so by the 
conviction that, once institutionalisation became necessary, there was no alternative to 
Dunwich. John Wheeler, a Congregational minister, recalls that terror of the institution 
remained for old folks even when it had been moved to Sandgate as "Eventide".'•^ 
Successive medical superintendents were convinced of the decline in the 
physical and mental condition of the irunates. In 1911 increased operating costs were 
blamed on having to pay more staff to do the odd jobs around the benevolent asylum as 
the irunates' health and physical condition were too poor.-^i In 1917 Dr Macarthur 
attributed the decrease in numbers at the benevolent asylum to various irmovations and 
institutions which were changing the composition of the irunate population by removing 
the more able. He reported, "The class of patients admitted is gradually deteriorating 
due to demented or uncontrollable aged, rejects from various hospitals, alcoholic 
wrecks who have lost or been unable to secure the invalid pensions, epileptics, and 
39 QPD 1932, p. 1212. 
'^O A.J Wheeler, Interview, October 1987. 
^1 DBA 1911 in QPP 1912. vol. 2, p.791. 
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imbeciles".'^2 By the late 1920s the medical superintendents were drawing attention to 
the difficulty of getting only 200 irunates to do necessary light jobs.''3 Dr Challands 
believed with some justification that "Newly admitted men are mostly physically and 
mentally weaker than those formerly admitted"."*^ 
Dr Row explained the behaviour of disruptive irunates as mental incompetence, 
dismissing their complaints as "trivial" in 1912. Three years later, he returned to the 
theme: 
We cannot expect all the old and afflicted irunates of this Institution to be 
possessed of angelic tempers, for it is only natural that their past troubles and 
impaired health should cause some of them to be irritable and vmreasonable at 
times, and it is our duty to make allowances for such little affairs, and not 
take too much notice of them.''^ 
This explains why medical superintendents generally took as little notice as 
possible of complaints. 
Even friends of the irunates could not escape being patronising when defending 
them against the "system". Labor party organiser Joseph CoUings sat in on an inquiry 
into allegations made by one of his friends, an irunate. "There appeared to be but little 
foundation for most of the complaints", he concluded but, "We should make allowance 
for the fact that many of our comrades there are old, many are in poor health, and 
mostly 'down and out'".•^^ 
^^2 DBA 1917 in QPP 1918, vol. 1, p. 1251. 
3^ DBA 1930 in QPP 1931, vol. 1, p. 899; DBA 1931 in QPP 1932, vol. 1, p. 853; DBA 1932 
in QPP 1933, vol. 1, p. 900. 
^ DBA 1928 in QPP 1929, vol. 1, p. 1223. 
5^ DBA 1911 in QPP 1912, vol. 2, p. 791; DBA 1914 in QPP 1915, vol. 3, p. 31. 
"•^  Letto- of A.L.P. state organiser Joseph S. Ceilings to home secretary, 1 October 1923, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter 7841 of 1923. 
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This attitude condemned inmates before they could be heard in their own 
defence. Sarah McKibbin wrote to the imder secretary to criticise the administration and 
the food and to make suggestions about the rurming of Dunwich. Dr Booth-Clarkson the 
medical superintendent responded with, "Mrs McKibbin is over 77 years old and would 
be quite unable to write or compose such a letter". In addition she had not followed the 
correct procedure for making a complaint. She remained unheard.''^ Even if a legitimate 
complaint was properly channelled, it was received with a certain degree of 
antagonism, as was a criticism of food quality in 1905.''* Other letters from inmates 
show a wide variety of concerns, all of which needed to be handled on their own 
merits, but were rarely dealt with. Matuice Carroll complained that they were not given 
cabbage. Another man wanted protection from "hosts of villains chasing him night and 
day". An irunate who made an accusation of assault was ignored as he was "slightly 
demented ".''^ 
The regulations were at times invoked to dismiss irunates for public criticism of 
the benevolent asylum. Two men were discharged in 1899 and another irunate who 
wrote to the paper was quickly transferred.50 This was made possible under the 
regulation: 
42. Any inmate who makes public, by letter or otherwise, any complaint 
against, or any statement reflecting on, the management of the Asylum, shall, 
with the approval of the Home Secretary, be discharged from the Asylum. 
•^ ^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 31 March 1925, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, letter 2988 of 1925. 
•^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 27 December 1905, QSA 
84818, letter 13124 of 1905; Letter of inmates to under secretary, 27 December 1905, QSA 84818, letter 
13125 of 1905. 
^'^ Letter of inmate Alex Marsden to under secretary, 9 February 1922, QSA H0M/B61, letter 
1295 of 1922; Letter of inmate John Wilders to under secretary, 2 January 1909, QSA HOM/B 38 letter 
86 of 1909. 
5^  Letter of medical superintendait Dr Smith to under secretary, 3 May 1899, QSA H0M/B3, 
letter 6365 of 1899; Letters of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary: 11 March & 11 April 
1912, QSA H0M/B41, letters 3705 & 5743 of 1912. 
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As complaints were to be directed to the visiting justice through the medical 
superintendent, anyone who had a criticism of the benevolent asylum was muzzled if 
the complaint was dismissed by either official.51 
According to a letter sent to the 1884 inquiry, the visiting justice, Colonel Ross, 
reacted to adverse letters to the newspapers with a public oration. Standing outside the 
benevolent asylum office he addressed the crowd which had gathered about: 
I'm an old soldier, men; I'm a man and I like man to man; if you gave me 
your complaints I'd have taken them to the Colonial Secretary. But there is 
some underhand work going on here! There are some mean men here! Why 
don't you come to me if you've got any complaints instead of writing 
anonymous communications to the papers? You're a mean lot of men 1^2 
Part of the difficulty was that genuine grievances were mixed up with fancied or 
malicious ones. William Gardiner and Maurice Carroll, whose criticisms reached the 
ears of parliament and fostered investigations in 1884 and 1923 respectively, were 
trying to cause trouble.53 
Carroll's inquiry, which was attended by Labor party organiser Joseph Collings, 
convened when Carroll wrote to the newspapers and directly to the home secretary, 
while another irunate Andrew Grant wrote to Collings. The charges unsubstantiated, 
Collings foimd himself clutching at straws to justify the complaints. He tried to build a 
case out of the irunates' belief in the justice of their case and emphasised that allowance 
51 "Regulations for the general management of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 1906", QSA 
Dunwidi batch A/4683. 
52 "Final report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum 
Dunwich", JLC, p. 37, app. FF. 
53 Letter of visiting justice Tom Nevitt to under secretary, 17 August 1923; Letter of medical 
superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to A.L.P. state organiser Joseph S. Collings, 5 October 1923, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter and letter 7841 of 1923; Letter of visiting justice Colonel Ross to 
under secretary. 13 April 1885, QSA COL/A 472, under letter 5486 of 1886. 
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had to be made for their age and condition. He criticised the "cold judicial character" of 
the inquiry in which the complaining inmate was put into the position of a prisoner in 
the dock and suggested that a "round table conference" would be much better. 54 
Nevertheless he could not deny that the entire senior staff of the benevolent asylum had 
been publicly accused of criminal activity and that the complainants would not co-
operate with the inquiry. One of the "old men in poor health" had such a violent record 
that he was moved to almost every ward in the asylum to locate him where he would do 
the least damage.55 
Irunates like Elizabeth Melville, who refused to accept the miserly handouts as 
generous charity found that the authorities were more concerned with "behaviour" than 
the reasons for nonconformity. Melville entered the benevolent asylum against her will 
in 1881, after an argument with a brother who was supporting her and other members 
of the family.56 After four months of protests, one incident of running away and several 
letters to goverrunent officials, she applied for a fortnight's leave which the 
superintendent asked the colonial secretary's office to sanction. "No", scrawled the 
under secretary on the bottom of the telegram. "Keep her there until she learns to 
behave herself".5^7 
The concern with irunates who, like schoolchildren, should "behave well" or 
"respond to discipline" was not confined to one superintendent or one time. "I am 
pleased to state that the general behaviour of the irunates was excellent", reported Dr 
5^  Letter of A.L.P. state organiser Joseph S. Collings to home secretary, 1 October 1923, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter 7841 of 1923. 
55 Letter of visiting Justice Tom Nevitt to under secretary, 17 August 1923; Letter of medical 
superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to A.L.P. state organiser Joseph S. Collings, 5 October 1923, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter and letter 7841 of 1923. 
56 Letter of Elizabeth Melville to colonial secretary, 17 January 1882, QSA A/323, under letter 
4256 of 1882. 
5' Telegram of superintendent James Hamilton to colonial secretary, 13 April 1882, QSA 
A/323, under letter 4256 of 1882. 
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Row in 1916.58 His successor Dr Booth-Clarkson was "pleased to state that the 
behaviour of the irunates was very good".59 Dr Tumbull commented in his extensive 
1935 report, "Irunates give very little trouble: for the most part are amenable to 
discipline, and seem to be contented".^ 
It was easy to rationalise the keeping of irunates against their will as being in 
their best interests. As most people accepted that inmates were at Dunwich because they 
could not look after themselves, it was obvious that they could not make sound 
decisions affecting their futures. As Eda Topliss pointed out in 1979 regarding 
dependency: 
The fundamental view that those who demonstrate a need for help in some 
spheres of life are "dependent" in a generalized and global way, has not 
really been challenged, and has indeed been given a new and more attractive 
form in the idea of total care.^i 
In theory irunates could discharge themselves but so many obstacles were placed 
in their way by a paternalistic or hostile administration that this was often not practical. 
Dr Tumbull's request for a regulation that irunates must remain at least three months 
from the time they were admitted was an attempt to make a long-standing practice 
official; but he did not need to resort to regulations in order to keep inmates whom it he 
not want to discharge. Elizabeth Melville found it impossible to get away. When she 
discovered from the superintendent, James Hamilton, that she could not be forced to 
stay at the benevolent asylum, she tried to have the colonial secretary order her release. 
"I carmot remain here for I find it is breaking down my health", she wrote, promising 
58 DBA 1915 in QPP 1916, vol. 3, p. 1806. 
59 DBA 1918 in QPP 1919-20, vol. 4, p. 584. 
^ "Report on Dunwich benevolent asylum by F. C. Tumbull acting medical superintendent 9th 
February 1935", QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 1606 of 1935, p. 2. 
61 Eda Topliss, "The disabled". The social context of health care (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 
1979), p. 144. 
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that she could support herself outside the benevolent asylum.^2 she pestered Hamilton 
to release her until in desperation he asked for advice. "What am I to do with the 
woman Melville She gives me no peace [and] wants to be discharged".^3 Again she 
wrote to the colonial secretary, "The longer I am here the weaker I am getting, so I am 
afraid if I am left here much longer that I should not be able to get work".^ She also 
sent a plea addressed to a Sir Ralph Gore, with whom she had spoken when he had 
visited Dunwich at Christmas, but was iuisuccessful.^5 
There was some tmth in the belief that the irunates were incapable of looking 
after themselves and some justification in the attempt to regulate their lives. This was 
Dr Macarthur's concern in 1917 when three men drank themselves into a near coma 
and were found floating lifeless and walletless in the Brisbane River. The home office, 
which had no strong interest in the doctor's ethical views, responded to his letter by 
telling him that he greatly exaggerated the problem.^ 
Dr Tumbull's reason for exercising strict control over the comings and goings of 
the irunates was, like that of most other medical superintendents, more to do with the 
administrative work that discharge and re-admission entailed than any moral 
responsibilities of care. He tried several times between 1935 and 1942 to have 
2^ Letter of Elizabeth Melville to colonial secretary, 11 January 1882, QSA A/323, under letter 
4256 of 1882. 
^^  Telegram of superintaident James Hamilton to colonial secretary, 20 January 1882, QSA 
A/323, under letter 4256 of 1882. 
^ Letter of Elizabeth Melville to colonial secretary, 26 January 1882, QSA A/323, under letter 
4256 of 1882. 
65 Letter of Elizabeth Melville to Sir Ralph Gore, 26 January 1882, QSA A/323, under letter 
4256 of 1882. There seems to have been no one of that name in any position of authority, although she 
may have misheard an introduction to St George Richard Gore, a member of the legislative council until 
1871. 
66 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Macarthur to under secretary, 27 September 1917, QSA 
Dunwich batch /W4686, letter 9013 of 1917. 
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provisions made for irunates to be kept at Dunwich for a compulsory minimum period 
of three months, although he preferred six. He was informed: 
Dunwich Benevolent Asylum has never been considered a place where people 
would be compelled to remain against their will, the name Charitable 
Institution rather seeming to cormote a freedom which is absent from places 
of correction.67 
An incident in 1942 demonstrates the difficulty of balancing reasonable care and 
intmsive patemalism. An officer of the Salvation Army called on an irunate to have him 
sign some legal documents. When Dr Tumbull heard about it, he complained to the 
under secretary that the inmate was not competent to understand what he was doing and 
the benevolent asylum staff had no prior knowledge of the purpose of the visit. The 
solicitor-general was asked for his opinion. He replied, "The Benevolent Asylum is an 
Asylum for the care of indigent and poor persons and such persons requiring medical 
aid. It is not a Mental Hospital". Visitors and letters could not be stopped. In any case, 
as the property in question was outside Queensland, the state goverrunent had no 
interest in the case.68 
This was not good enough for Tumbull. He explained to the under secretary 
that, mental asylum or not, Dunwich contained at least forty people who were not 
competent to imderstand ordinary legal documents. Finally the public curator suggested 
6' Letters of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary: 23 July 1935, 4 September 
1935, 9 March 1942: Letters of under secretary to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull: 14 October 1935, 
10 March 1942, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter and letter 2058 of 1942. 
68 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to Salvation Army divisional commander 
Samuel Axon, 11 May 1942; Letter of Salvation Army divisional commander Samuel Axon to medical 
superintendent Dr Tumbull, 15 May 1942; Letter of solicitor-general to under secretary, 2 June 1942, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, under letter 3907 of 1942. 
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that one staff member be appointed to witness irunates' signatures. Though this was not 
legally binding and abuses could still occiu, it made their detection easier. 69 
Some people such as Michael Bergen in 1904 who were incapable of looking 
after themselves refused to enter the benevolent asylum.'^° Since entry was supposed to 
be by voluntary application, this caused considerable disturbance. Under normal 
circtunstances, the "volunteering" could be done on behalf of a person by a hospital, 
doctor, magistrate, or even a concemed neighbour, claiming to be acting with the 
consent of a confused, incapacitated patient. If there was a flat refusal to go to 
Dunwich, perhaps even in a letter received by the home office, it was difficult to claim 
that the person was acquiescing in silence. Pressure was brought to bear by official 
visits, strongly worded letters and threats to suspend any other form of support, until 
resistance cmmbled. However, if the person could resist all pressure, there was nothing 
that could be done. A letter to the Brisbane City Council explained that, although an old 
man who had come to their attention was totally blind, he could not be compelled under 
section 151 of the mental health act to enter Dunwich.'i 
The capriciousness of official decision-making as well as its coercive power was 
demonstrated in 1901, when a couple who were receiving an outdoor allowance found it 
suddenly and inexplicably disallowed. Faced with starvation, they were informed that 
they would have to go to Dunwich. Despite queries on their behalf in parliament, their 
only option was to obey.'2 
69 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 12 June 1942; Letter of 
public curator to under secretary, 18 June 1942, QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, undo" letter 3907 of 1942. 
•^ 0 Letter of Michael Bo-gen to under secretary, 12 June 1904, QSA HOM/B 11, letter 8479 (B) 
of 1902. 
1^ Letter of home secretary to Brisbane City Council, 18 December 1930, QSA HOM/B 77, 
letter 10462 of 1930. 
72 QPD 1901, p. 1407. 
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Efforts to get people into the benevolent asylum could degenerate into fraud. 
Elizabeth Melville, was, at forty-two years of age, depicted as "a hysterical 
hypochondriac, unmanageable by her friends", suffering from "general debility due to 
problems typical for a woman of her time of life". She had already been in the lunatic 
reception house for lunatics and dipsomaniacs three times by 1881.^^ Her "application" 
was forced by her brother John Melville, whose life in Brisbane at Toowong was being 
disrupted by his urunarried sister. After three months of pressure he succeeded in 
having her sign her application for admission on the imderstanding that it would be a 
one month trial to see whether she would be happy at Dunwich. He further sweetened 
the proposal by promising that he would visit her. He never did, and when she wanted 
to get out, he petitioned the colonial secretary to keep her in.'^ '' 
J. Melinquest, a 34 year old paralysed man, was admitted to Dunwich for what 
the medical superintendent and visiting justice told him would only be a short while in 
1893. He heard about severe flooding in Brisbane and became anxious for his wife and 
child. His anxiety increased when his letters and telegrams remained unanswered. He 
wanted to leave to find out what was happening, but was not allowed."^5 
At the same time as one set of officials was trying its best to get people into the 
benevolent asylum, another set was trying to get them out. The married couple's 
allowance and outdoor relief paid by the Queensland goverrunent were inadequate but 
still accepted by people wishing to avoid Dunwich. The allowance was 5 shillings a 
week, amounting to £13 a year, the approximate cost of caring for an irunate in 1896. 
7^  "Final report of the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich", JLC 1884 p. 53, app. NN; Application of Elizabeth Melville for admission to the Dunwich 
benevolent asylum, December 13 1881, QSA A/323, under letter 4256 of 1882. 
''^ Letter of Elizabeth Melville to Sir Ralph Gore, 26 January 1882; Letter of Elizabeth Melville 
to colonial secretary, 17 January 1882, QSA A/323, under letter 4256 of 1882. 
75 Letter of inmate J. Melinquest to colonial secretary, 22 February 1893, QSA COL/A 726, 
letter 2193 of 1893. For a psychological interpretation of tactics used to coerce admissions (the betrayal 
funnel), see chapter 3. 
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In all but one of the following years, it cost more to keep a person in the benevolent 
asylum than the sum paid to people to stay out (see appendix figure 2.1). People on the 
allowance did not have to contribute to the cost of their supervision, but the benevolent 
asylum had the advantage of obtaining cheap food and clothing with no rent to be paid 
to a landlord. 
Some politicians recognised that if the allowance was less than the cost of 
keeping an irunate, the allowance was inadequate, but nothing was done. A motion 
before the legislative assembly in 1900 included a provision for the allowance to be 
raised to 7 shillings a week, but this was removed before the motion was passed.'6 
Later Peter McLachlan complained, "The 5s a week was a mere existence, especially 
when they considered that the recipient had to pay 2s. 6d. or 3 shillings a week for a 
room out of it, and such a room was not lavish in its surroundings".^' Trying to have 
the allowance raised in 1911, McLachlan pointed out it was costing the goverrunent 7s 
6d a week to keep irunates as opposed to the 5 shillings allowance it was paying, but to 
no avail.'^ ^ 
Although nothing was said about the indigence allowance by officials at the 
benevolent asylum, Dr Row was later to comment on the paucity of the more generous 
commonwealth pension which replaced it: "If they are to live outside in any comfort it 
is necessary for them to augment their pension by doing light work for a few shillings a 
week".'^ The pension scheme introduced in New South Wales in 1900 and the 
commonwealth pension paid 10 shillings, twice as much as the Queensland allowance.8° 
•76 QPD 1900, p. 1039. 
'7 QPD 1909, p. 593. 
•78 QPD 1911-1912, p. 2572. 
7^  DBA 1911 in QPP 1912, vol. 2, p. 791. 
8^  Ken Buckley and Ted Wheelwright, No paradise for workers: Capitalism and the common 
people in Australia 1788-1914 (Melbourne: Oxford UP, 1988), p. 197. 
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The Queensland government was knowingly paying allowances below a minimum 
standard of living. 
Even so, ex-irunates gave up the security of guaranteed food, clothing and 
shelter for the uncertainties of life in the general community from which they had 
previously been removed. Most people avoided the benevolent asylum altogether and 
applied directly for the indigence allowance. They preferred to live on an inadequate 
allowance, to accept lower physical standards of living, so long as they retained a 
semblance of independence and privacy which they lost in the benevolent asylum. The 
1899 report on the benevolent asylum pointed out: 
It is to be noted, that the number who leave this institution on this [indigence] 
allowance is but a fractional part of those who receive that allowance from 
the Government without entering the institution. So far, very few (some four 
or five) of those who received it have returned to the institution unable to 
earn their living. There can be no doubt but for these allowances the 
institution would now be much larger. 
In that year 445 people had been granted the allowance, of whom twenty-five 
had been discharged from the benevolent asylum.^^ 
Further evidence of the desire to avoid the benevolent asylum was provided 
when the old age and invalid pension schemes were introduced. Due to an 
administrative difficulty, irunates of government institutions in Queensland were not 
eligible to receive a commonwealth pension until 1917 so the Queensland government 
had to bear the cost of an inmate at Dunwich while the Australian government would 
pay for a person who stayed at home. This was a powerful incentive to get as many 
inmates out of the benevolent asylum as possible. In 1908, when the Queensland 
goverrunent was introducing the pension scheme, applications were heard from all 
81 DBA 1899 in QVP 1900, vol. 5, p. 607. 
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irunates who desired to leave Dunwich and live on the pension. Of the 276 inmates who 
applied, 252 were unsuccessful and only twenty-four were discharged. Some were 
unable to prove that they were over sixty-five years of age, but the principal reason 
given was that the irunates were unable to look after themselves.^^ The applications 
amounted to a quarter of the average number of people in the benevolent asylum and a 
fifth of all people relieved in the year. Even among those who had to be there, people 
who wanted to get out of Dunwich. 
Irunates may have not been able to make their voices heard in protest, but their 
actions spoke for them. That irunates attempted to escape from an institution which was 
theoretically voluntary demonstrates the chasm between legality and reality. 
Elizabeth Melville absented herself twice, although the first time she was 
discharged rather than absconded. Having been admitted to see whether she would be 
happy at Dunwich and deciding after a week she was not, she went home. Her brother 
forcibly took her back to the benevolent asylum on Christmas Eve.^^ He wanted nothing 
more to do with her, later stating that she "has been a burden on me for years".^'^ Her 
nine month campaign to be released then began, but to no avail. Her desperation 
growing, Melville tried the visiting justice. "I have been placed down here against my 
will", she wrote to Colonel Ross. "Get me released from this horrible place".^5 it was 
her last try through official charmels. She discussed with another irunate, Thomas 
Stanley, the possibility of rurming off with the Aborigines, but he dissuaded her and 
2^ DBA 1908 in QPP 1909, vol. 2, p. 651. These people applied to leave. They only expressed 
a desire. Whether they would have been psychologically able to do so had they been allowed is another 
matter. See chapter 3 for the psychology of institutionalisation and learned helplessness. 
®3 Letter of Elizabeth Melville to visiting justice, n.d. 1882, QSA A/323, under letter 4256 of 
1882. 
^ Letter of Elizabeth Melville to colonial secretary, 17 January 1882, QSA A/323, under letter 
4256 of 1882. 
85 Letter of Elizabeth Melville to visiting justice, n.d. 1882, QSA A/323, under letter 4256 of 
1882. 
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declined to go.86 i^ August she ran away. "Woman Melville gone off this morning 1 
believe to Amity Point to try to get up in a boat from there", superintendent James 
Hamilton informed Robert Gray the under secretary, and hopefully asked, "Do you 
wish me to follow her and bring her back?" "Yes", Gray responded.S'' 
Other inmates stayed far less time before they made a bid for freedom. The 
shortest time spent at Dunwich was by John McKensie, who escaped so soon after he 
arrived that he was not actually admitted. Hamilton reported, "The man John McKensie 
sent down on the steamer Kate 22 February who disappeared the same day was neither 
placed on the Ration list nor slept in the Asylum hence I have not entered his name".^^ 
Another irunate had been a convict working at Dunwich when it was an outstation 
between 1827 and 1831. In 1867, on his third escape attempt, he made contact with 
Aborigines from a tribe he had known almost forty years before, borrowed a canoe 
from them and vanished to the mainland.®^ 
Ultimately an escapee needed a boat to get off Stradbroke Island. William Biggs 
battled heavy seas in a boat with home-made oars to get to Cleveland and ultimately to 
Woolongabba in Brisbane, where he was found and taken back to Dunwich. The story 
of his struggle to escape and the long row across Moreton Bay captured the public 
imagination.'° Frederick Dowland planned an escape for two weeks, stocking up on 
current cake and biscuits, putting together money and a billy for water. He absconded 
86 "Final report of the select committee on the managemait of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich", JLC 1884, p. 22, q. 1894-6. 
8^  Telegram of superintaident James Hamilton to colonial secretary, 8 August 1882, QSA 
A/323, letter 4256 of 1882. 
88 Weekly report of the benevolent asylum 16 March 1870, QSA COL/A 139, letter 846 of 
1870. 
89 Weekly report of the benevolent asylum 24 March 1867, QSA COL/A 89, letter 767 of 1867. 
'^ "Escapee from Dunwidi", Brisbane courier 20 June 1929, p.25; "On rough seas, Dunwich 
escapee, rowed to jetty". Daily mail, 20 June 1929, p. 8; "Dunwich escapee". Daily mail, 21 June 1929, 
p. 8; "Escapee from Dunwich", Daily mail, 2A June 1929, p.4; "For love of pint pot, epic row through 
the night, Dunwich escapee's thirst". Truth, 23 June 1929, p. 11. 
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while most people were at the pictures, but was forced to beach part way at Coochie 
Mudlo Island. He was found camped near Wellington Point on the mainland.^^ An 
irunate called Bamum "borrowed" a boat tied up at Dunwich, rowed to the mainland, 
walked to Brisbane and telephoned to explain that he was not coming back and telling 
them where the boat could be found. He headed for the country, never to be seen 
again. 92 
These were successful escapees who were mentioned in the armual reports, but 
they represented a small proportion of those who wandered off or tried deliberately to 
get away. Some made off on the spur of the moment, some set out for home in the 
belief that it was just over the hill. A search would be instituted using the local 
Aborigines as trackers who would bring the stray back, hopefully suffering from no 
more than hunger, fatigue, sunburn or cold. In 1936 one man was found collapsed at 
the bottom of the water tank which he had tried to climb, his "tongue and lips swollen 
with thirst", after he had been missing for two days. He recovered, but for those who 
were unsuccessful, death by drowning or exposure could occur.^^ If the irunate was 
brought back alive no further mention was usually made of the search, regarded as a 
routine task. 
Although the combined influence of pensions and unemployment benefits served 
to keep out of the benevolent asylum those people who did not need actual supervision 
or care, the capacity of those remaining to act on their own behalf was severely 
underestimated. Despite the generally accepted belief that the inmates coming in to 
Dunwich were decreasing in the command of their faculties, people still retained 
91 "A Will-and a Way! Short Cuts to and from Dunwich: Pensioner's Strategy". Dunwich 
cuttings book, JOL. 
92 "Tired of Seaside, Dunwich Man Departs, Rows to Cleveland", Daily mail. 15 July 1929, p. 
8. 
93 "Under water tank, man who collapsed from thirst, long seardi at Dunwich", Courier-mail, 
2A September 1936, p. 17. 
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enough alertness to get away from the benevolent asylum at approximately the same 
rate each year. Between 2.5% and 4 .1% of the irunates had the ability and 
determination to escape the benevolent asylum, generally by failing to return from leave 
(see appendix figure 2.2). 
Elizabeth Melville's bid for freedom was not successful. She offered money to 
the Aborigines to take her to the mainland but was unable to tempt them, was found 
and taken back. Seventeen days after her escape, on 25 August 1882, she was 
discharged, but not to her freedom. Ironically, she procured her release by being sent to 
the Woogaroo lunatic asylum, never to return to the benevolent asylum.9'' 
Who was at Dunwich? Even the staff and superintendents of the benevolent 
asylum, who had the most contact with the irunates, reflected in their statements the 
predominant beliefs and fallacies of the day. Publicised cases like that of Elizabeth 
Melville were not representative of the majority. The problem was that society and the 
officials were overgeneralising about a large number of people who had come to the 
benevolent asylum for many different reasons. Dunwich received anybody who was 
unable to fit in elsewhere, whether in the community at large or other specialist care 
institutions. 
* * * 
It is true that the inmates of Dunwich benevolent asylum were not healthy, that 
in some cases their minds wandered or they were blind, deaf, crippled or terminally ill. 
There were those who could hardly rise from their beds. Nevertheless, in spite of any 
physical or mental problems they may have had, they were there for reasons which 
9'^  "Final report of the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich", JLC 1884, p. 53, app. NN; Register of personal details related to females admitted, October 
1859-28 June 1906, QSA BEN 2/4, p. 30. 
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were based on societal perceptions, not strictly medical ones. The people who were "fit 
subjects for the benevolent asylum" existed largely because society caused them to 
exist. 
This showed most clearly with people who were not incapacitated but 
unemployed or unable to support themselves. In Brisbane able bodied men who were 
destitute could be given a bed and a meal before being turned out onto the streets of 
Brisbane to look for work during the day. On Stradbroke Island there was nothing for 
them apart from jobs associated with the institution. Only briefly around 1890 were 
there a few unemployed men officially at Dunwich. Those who needed accommodation 
stayed at the receiving centre for the benevolent asylum at the immigration depot. 
When the receiving centre was closed in 1894 people had to choose between full 
institutionalisation at Dunwich and "outdoor relief".95 Originally rations were given, 
but later money payments were also made, as an "indigence" or "married couple's 
allowance". While some colonies created pension schemes which predated 
commonwealth provisions, Queensland allowed its social services to continue in their 
outdated and inadequate fashion until 1908, just before the commonwealth aged and 
invalid pensions were introduced in 1909. Even so, conditions for getting the 
commonwealth pension were so strict that many deserving people were ineligible. 
Queensland was left with responsibility for caring for people who could not prove their 
age or who had not been in Australia for the qualifying time. These included Chinese, 
who were housed at Dunwich in the "Asiatic ward".96 
The increasing reliance on schemes which avoided institutionalisation marked a 
philosophical change in the provision of welfare. Previously people were, in the words 
95 DBA 1893 in QVP 1894, vol. 1, p. 841. 
96 Lawson, Brisbane in the 1890s, p. 138; QPD 1901, p. 923. 
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of a seventeenth century English writer, either "increasing" or "decreasing the wealth of 
the kingdom".97 Now a distinction was made between those who needed financial help 
(directed to outdoor relief) and physical assistance: the benevolent asylum. 
The origins of the change were not philosophical but purely practical. The 
depression of the 1890s dictated that more economical ways be found for dealing with 
indigents than putting them in a benevolent asylum with increased rurming costs. The 
married couple's allowance demonstrated clearly the advantage of keeping people out of 
Dunwich. As early as 1894, 10 shillings a week was given to each of two people to see 
if they could keep themselves out of Dunwich. Proving to be successful, the scheme 
was extended to more people but was rejected in 1896 by the home secretary, evidently 
because 10 shillings was more than it cost to keep irunates in the benevolent asylum.98 
Nevertheless, a systematic scheme was begun in 1897, with thirty-two married couples 
as well as five men and ten women, granted 5 shillings per person per week.99 The 
financial benefit to the goverrunent was obvious, as the cost of relief at Dunwich rose 
and continued for all but one of the next twelve years to remain higher than the 
allowance (see appendix figure 2.1). By 1910, when pensions had been introduced as a 
federal scheme, the goverrunent was saving £7 a year for each person who did not go to 
the benevolent asylum. 
The married couples who stayed at Dunwich had no accommodation provided 
for them. This was partly due to the belief that anyone who ended up at such a place as 
the benevolent asylum forfeited all rights and partly because the presence of married 
people at Dunwich was not recognised. During the 1894 supply debate in parliament the 
9' Gregory King's "Scheme of the income and expence [sic] of the several families of England" 
calculated for the year 1688", quoted in Peter Laslett, The world we have lost -further explored, 3rd ed. 
(London: Methuen, 1983), p. 32. 
98 QPD 1894, p. 689; Memorandum 18 May 1934, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, (no letter 
number) of 1934; QPD 1897, pp. 1030-1031. 
99 DBA 1897 in QVP 1898, vol. 1, p. 791. 
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colonial secretary Sir Horace Tozer stated that he believed that married people kept out 
of institutions like the benevolent asylum because they were thrifty and careful, but Mr 
Fogarty had a more realistic view. He quoted several examples of circumstances in 
which married people foimd themselves there through no fault of their own.^^^ There 
were eight couples at Dunwich in 1894. Dr Smith wanted a special ward with separate 
rooms for them, but nothing was done.^^^ In 1896 "not more than about half a dozen" 
couples were at Dunwich but no special provisions were made for their accommodation 
and regulations prohibited members of the opposite sex visiting each other's wards.^°2 
By 1900 there were still "five or six" couples at Dunwich. According to William Higgs 
MLA, one old lady committed suicide rather than be separated from her husband. The 
home secretary assured parliament that the system was not heartless - the married 
couples could sit together "all day and every day", unless one was bedridden. Any 
more would cost too much. He meant that married couples saw no more or less of each 
other than any one else in the benevolent asylum. ^ ^^  
Another class of irunate, the children and young people, was also small, 
although not as inconsiderable as the married couples.'^'^ A belief would later develop 
that Dunwich was originally intended for old people, but circumstances had forced the 
goverrunent to send others there as well.^°5 77^5 ^35 not true, although old people 
always comprised the majority of the irunates. Originally some people were sent to 
recover from illness or an operation, or for a "rest", a less draconian solution to their 
problems than the dreaded Woogaroo Lunatic Asylum. Miss Barker, matron at the 
100 QPD 1894, p . 689. 
101 DBA 1894 in QVP 1895, vol. 2, p. 141. 
102 QPD 1896, p. 1031; "Regulations for the general managemait of the benevolent asylum at 
Dunwich", QGG 1885, vol. 366, p. 1508. 
103 QPD 1900, p. 2721. 
104 Letter of government surgeon to colonial secretary, 29 May 1865, QSA COL/A 67, letter 
1303 of 1865. 
105 DBA 1897 in QVP 1898, vol. 2, p. 791 . 
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Brisbane hospital, arrived in 1867 to spend a month's convalescence where the sea air 
would do her good.io^ In the early days, infants were admitted with their mothers and 
were then sent away, usually to the destitute children's asylum at South Brisbane, as 
they grew out of babyhood.lo^ If the mother was at the benevolent asylum for a short 
stay, the child remained with her until her discharge.i08 The benevolent asylum had 
been intended for "the maintenance and education of bereaved and deserted 
children". 109 In 1892, a visitor went to Dunwich, "where there are more children of the 
State who have the misfortune to be poor".no 
By the turn of the century, with more institutions being started, irunates' 
children became a thing of the past. There remained a steady, if small, flow of older 
children who were no longer eligible to stay at orphanages but were not able to leave an 
institution. For this boy the benevolent asylum was a kindness, as the only alternative 
available to him was the lunatic asylum: 
I am requested by the committee of the Gympie Hospital to make application 
for the admission of a Boy aged 14 years (an imbecile) into the benevolent 
asylum. He is at present an irunate of the Hospital. His father has been an 
irunate of the Woogaroo Asylum for the last ten years and his mother is 
unable to support him.Ill 
106 Letter of Brisbane hospital matron Miss Bako" to colonial secretary, 8 April 1867, QSA 
COL/A 89, letter 835 of 1867. 
10^  Letter of the secretary of the destitute children's asylum to colonial secretary, 28 February 
1866, QSA COL/A 77, letter 630 of 1866; Weekly return of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 5 March 
1869, QSA COL/A 119, letter 846 of 1869. 
108 Register of personal details related to males and females admitted, 1859-January 1875, QSA 
BEN 2/3, females nos 120 & 121. 
109 Letter of secretary Brisbane hospital comminee to colonial secretary, 20 February 1863, 
QSA COL/A 37, letter 390 of 1863. 
n o "Visit of the colonial secretary to the bay", Brisbane courier, 11 April 1992, p. 6. 
I l l Letter of secretary Gympie hospital committee to colonial secretary, 7 October 1872, QSA 
COL/A 186, letter 1712 of 1872. 
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Occasional rejxjrts were sent to the director of the state children's department, 
on the condition of young people at Dunwich, for whom there was no other 
accommodation "suitable".n^ But how suitable was the benevolent asylum? 
In 1909, the visiting justice was quite plain in his opposition: 
From the evidence adduced it appears to me that many of the inmates are 
totally unsuitable for the place. 
In the first place they are too young to be mixed up with the old people with 
whom they have nothing in common and carmot agree and whom they 
interfere with insult and armoy. 
Then again there is the question of irunates with bad and immoral 
characters... 
These women are sent here against their inclination and they seem to object 
to discipline and appear to return to their old habits when they get a chance 
quarrel with respectable old women who object to their ways making them 
very uncomfortable in their last days and generally causing the Matron much 
trouble and armoyance.n^ 
Complaints about the disturbances created for the majority of older irunates by 
the younger people continued to be raised periodically. There were occasional scandals 
when young women were found to be pregnant by other irunates or staff. Jermie Ingram 
was twenty-six when she was found to be "enceinte" by an inebriate ex-soldier. The 
proximity of the inebriate ex-soldiers' ward to the female division and the lack of night 
time security were blamed. H"* A couple came to the attention of the authorities for 
"leading an urmatural life".ii5 In 1990 two residents living in Eventide Home forty-four 
11^ Letter of director, state children's department to medical superintendent Dr Challands, 4 
November 1926, QSA HOM/B 71, letter 8206 of 1926; Letter of Ernest Schilling to home secretary, 1 
May 1931, QSA A/4746, letter 3468 of 1931. 
11^ Letter of visiting Justice to under secretary, 19 August 1909, QSA HOM/J53, letter 9770 of 
1909. 
11"^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth Clarkson to under secretary. 8 March 1924, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, letter 2431 of 1924. 
115 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Challands to under secretary, 27 August 1928, QSA 
HOM/B 73, letter 6601 of 1928. 
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years after the benevolent asylum had been moved had come to Dimwich as quite young 
people (see appendix figure 2.3).ii^ 
Dunwich was never a home exclusively for old people. Some of the younger 
irunates were mentally incompetent, some were tuberculosis sufferers and some had 
physical disabilities, but they were inappropriately placed. As visiting justice J.G. 
MacDonald pointed out in 1909, "They are too young to be mixed up with the old 
people with whom they have nothing in common". In terms of the little-publicised 
purpose of the benevolent asylum, the young people had sufficient in common with 
other irunates to qualify for admission. Inability to exist in society, not age or physical 
condition, was the prerequisite. 
People who were visually handicapped were frequently sent to Dunwich. They 
were among the first irunates and more continued to arrive at a constant rate, even in 
batches of several at a time.H'' Very early a "blind ward" was provided for these 
inmates. In 1904, blind children were being accommodated in the carpenter's house.ii8 
The benevolent asylum always had incurable patients as a proportion of it 
inmates. The Ipswich hospital was so eager to offload "benevolent and incurable 
patients" sent in its first batch, that they arrived as patients for Dunwich before the 
benevolent asylum had actually been sent there.ii9 In 1901 the Diamantina hospital 
began to accept incurable and chronic patients, starting with tuberculosis cases. 
11^ Eventide manager M.A. Bredhauer, personal letter, 1 June 1990. 
11' Letter of secretary, Ipswich hospital committee to colonial secretary, 27 January 1872, QSA 
COL/A 251, letter 185 of 1872. 
118 Letter of medical superintaident Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 30 December 1904, QSA 
HOM/B 11, letter 16646 of 1904. 
119 Letter of secretary, Ipswich hospital committee to colonial secretary, 30 November 1865, 
QSA COL/A 73, letter 3217 of 1865. 
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extending in 1910 to epileptics and then further to other terminal illnesses. 120 However, 
after the first few cancer and tuberculosis patients cases had been sent from Dunwich to 
the new institution in 1902, most transfers were from the Diamantina to Dunwich. 121 
The medical superintendents attempted to get rid of their patients if they proved 
to be inconvenient. Francis E. Holmes who suffered from asthma was sent to the Dalby 
sanatorium. 122 The opening of a home at Ipswich was eagerly anticipated, as girls with 
mental disorders who were ineligible for Woogaroo could be sent there, i^ ^ 
The epileptics received at Dunwich from time to time proved difficult to 
integrate. In 1898 it was proposed to send violent cases to the lunatic asylum at 
Goodna, but nothing was done until Dr Booth-Clarkson attempted to have them moved 
to other institutions. 12^  His concern was with the problems that could accompany 
epilepsy, which in the case of eight men in 1919 was that of violent and unmanageable 
behaviour. He suggested the insane asylum at Goodna, but while a decision was being 
made, the list grew to thirteen, including one who was "not an epileptic" but "one of 
those boys with disgusting habits who should be removed from Dunwich". 125 The 
removal was arranged but delayed due to the 1919 flu epidemic. 12^  By the end of July, 
they were on their way, six to an epileptic home, four cases to Goodna and three 
120 Wood, "The Diam", p. 154. 
121 LettO" of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 23 December 1902, QSA 
HOM/B 7, letter 19296 of 1902. 
122 Letter of medical superintendait Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 22 May 1924, QSA 
HOM/B 65, letter 4699 of 1924. 
12^ "Move to Ipswich: Girls from Dimwich: Home for Defectives", Daily mail, 21 March 1933, 
p. 13. 
12^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to home secretary, 27 December 1898, QSA 
HOM/B 2, letter 15661 of 1898. 
125 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 24 April 1919, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter 3730 of 1919. 
126 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 29 May 1919, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter 3730 of 1919. 
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"strongly suspected of indulging in beastly practices which may sooner or later be the 
cause of a very grave scandal here if not removed" to an undisclosed location. i2'7 To 
Booth-Clarkson, the important thing was that they were no longer his responsibility. 
He then turned his attention to the women's section. Eight epileptics including 
one who had bitten a nurse were deemed to be unsuitable for the benevolent asylum, 
but before a transfer to Willowbum epileptic home could be arranged, one died of the 
disease. 128 Then the transfer encountered an unforseen difficulty in the form of the 
visiting medical officer who refused to admit them to Willowbum as they "clearly 
belonged to the class 2, specified as ineligible in the form of Medical Report to 
accompany Application to Admission to the Home for Epileptics". He explained; 
There is no doubt that the general public as well as the majority of the 
medical profession are ignorant of the objects of this Home, and it is usually 
supposed that epilepsy, irrespective alike of the mental or physical condition 
of the sufferer, is the sole qualification necessary for admission. i29 
Other epileptics also remained at Dunwich, unless there was a good reason for 
their removal. In 1928 the newly appointed medical superintendent Dr Challands wrote 
regarding the female division: 
There we have a fair number of younger women - epileptics and mental 
defectives - who are a constant source of trouble, and aided and abetted by a 
class of older women who are thoroughly bad and love a row. Neither of 
these classes should be in an institution where they can claim rights and 
privileges. For the former some kind of intermediate mental hospital is 
required, and the latter should be placed in some sort of prison institution... 
12^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 25 July 1919, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, letter 3730 of 1919. 
128 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 27 July 1923; Letter 
of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 31 July 1923, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4683, under letter 6327 of 1923. 
129 Letter of visiting medical officer to under secretary, 4 August 1923, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4683, letter 6327 of 1923. 
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These institutions do not exist, and so we must put up with these irunates for 
the time being, i^ o 
Although there was agitation, including pressure from Irene Longman of the 
legislative assembly, "the time being" became the remainder of the benevolent asylum's 
life. 131 
Before the use of insulin was pioneered in the United States in 1922, diabetes 
was untreatable, and even after then treatment could be difficult. The side effects of 
diabetes include a craving for food, constant thirst, weight loss and excessive urination. 
When unchecked, diabetes can cause blindness, kidney failure, heart disease and limb 
damage. Doctors could do little more than put the sufferer on a strict low-carbohydrate 
diet which limited the accumulation of glucose in the blood. 1^2 Occasionally a diabetic 
would arrive at Dunwich, either in need of special supervision or because of associated 
problems. As hospitals used their resources to treat cases for which there was a chance 
of a cure, there was nowhere else for a diabetic to go. One such person was the young 
man described by James Hamilton, who was thrown out of the mess room for stealing a 
plate of hominy: 
He was allowed as much as he could eat, notwithstanding this, pilfered 
everywhere; it was a mania with him and I looked on it as such. He robbed 
my house at night constantly and frequently, robbed the huts in which some 
of the irunates are allowed to live outside the wards, robbed his fellow-
inmates in the wards, robbed the gardens, sucked the quieter cows at night, 
&c, until at length I was compelled to lock him up at night to keep him out 
of mischief. 133 
130 DBA 1928 in QPP 1929, vol. 1, p. 1227. 
131 Letter of Iraie Longman MLA to home secretary, 1 February 1932, QSA HOM/A 4747, 
letter 948 of 1932. 
132 W.G. Oakley, D.A. Pyke and K.W. Taylor, Diabetes and its management, 3rd ed. (Oxford: 
Blackwell Scientific Publications, 1973); Harry Keen and John Jarrett (eds), Complications of diabetes 
(London: Edward Arnold, 1975). 
133 "Final report from the select conmiittee on the management of the benevolent asylum 
Dunwich", JLC, p. 53. 
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In 1929, a diabetic named Alf Amundsen wrote a letter to his friends indicating 
that he was not happy about his treatment. They approached the home secretary on 
Amundsen's behalf. When the medical superintendent Dr Challands was asked about 
the complaints, he was very defensive in his reply. There were four diabetics requiring 
special diets at the benevolent asylum, he said. One was too old to worry about, so the 
instructions which had accompanied him when he was admitted were ignored. Of the 
others: 
The diet for them had to be prepared by the nurses in the kitchenette on a 
kerosene stove. This is sometimes very inconvenient. 
A worse feature in my mind is the envy it produces in the minds of the other 
irunates of the ward. The charge nurse told me that one inmate said, "1 wish 
that I had diabetes". 
To my mind the patients that require permanently a special diet as the above 
and the daily use of insulin are not fit candidates for Dimwich. 13'' 
This sort of reply was not the kind to inspire confidence that an irunate was 
receiving good, or even adequate, care. Amundsen's friends found a sympathetic 
diabetic specialist, Dr Shellsear, who provided them with information to take the case 
to their member of parliament, Hubert Sizer. Perhaps, Dr Shellsear suggested, as 
diabetes is such a complicated disease, the doctor at Dunwich was not quite up with the 
treatment?i35 Sizer approached the home secretary who defended Dr Challands 
vigorously. He was a good, competent doctor, Sizer was told, and was well aware of 
how to treat diabetic cases. Nevertheless the inconvenience of having to prepare special 
meals and give special medical attention was such that diabetics were (repeating Dr 
Challands' words), "not fit candidates for Dunwich".i36 Like so many other decisions 
13^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Challands to under secretary, 14 June 1929, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4684, under letter 4707 of 1929. 
135 Letter of Hubert Sizer MLA to home secretary, 3 August 1929, QSA Dunwich batch 
/W4684, under letter 4707 of 1929. 
136 Letter of home secretary to Hubert Sizer MLA, 23 August 1929, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4684, letter 4707 of 1929. 
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this was eventually forgotten about and diabetics continued to be sent to Dunwich, out 
of sight and out of mind. 
If any group of people demonstrated that Dunwich was there to keep 
undesirables from the public gaze, it was the leprosy patients. The first were sent to the 
benevolent asylum before community terror of the disease became too strong for this to 
continue. 13^  Those who could not look after themselves were cared for by inmates who 
received a small payment. i38 When the leprosy became obvious, the sufferer was 
quietly removed, as happened to two men, at least one an islander, in 1889.139 With the 
outcry over the infection of Europeans as opposed to Chinese and Islanders, a lazaret 
was officially established at Adam's Beach on the south side of Dunwich on 26 
November 1892.1^ *0 In 1907 it was moved to Peel Island, Dunwich's successor as a 
quarantine station. The lazaret was finally closed in 1959.i^'i 
The groups so far studied were minorities whose experiences in the benevolent 
asylum could have been a result of being lost in the crowd. In contrast, the 
consumptives and inebriates comprised two large and distinctive groups for most of the 
time they were there, yet they too experienced neglect. 
The tuberculosis cases or consumptives were originally sent to Dunwich in the 
days when the institution was used for patients who needed minimal medical care. Little 
could be done for consumptives apart from attempting to ensure that they were not 
13^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to colonial secretary, 24 February 1892, QSA 
COL/A 688, letter 2235 of 1892. 
138 Letta" of medical superintendent Dr Smith to colonial secretary, 27 October 1894, QSA 
COL/A 798, letter 12362 of 1894. 
139 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to colonial secretary, 29 July 1889, QSA COL/A 
586, letter 6697 of 1889. 
1^ 0 QGG vol. 57. no. 101, p. 1010, 26 November 1892. The Leprosy Act was assented to 20 
July 1892 [Pugh's Almanac 1905, p.78]. 
1^ 1 Ludlow, Peellsland. pp. 11, 16, 17, 112, 113. 
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fatigued and were protected from secondary ilhiesses, but even less was attempted. A 
commonwealth royal commission reported in 1926 that recommendations of medical 
officers made fifteen years previously were not carried out, and that action in all states 
was "incomplete and inadequate". Still Queensland failed to act.i'^ 2 Alexander Murphy, 
a doctor at the Brisbane hospital, commented in 1930 that conditions in the sanatoria 
were "farcical".i'*3 Later the Diamantina Hospital at South Brisbane took in tuberculosis 
cases, but those who could not be accommodated there were still sent to Dunwich. As 
the number of consumptives at the benevolent asylum grew, they formed a discreet 
group which in 1904 was removed from the centre of the institution and camped in tents 
at Polka Point, about 400 metres north of the female division, where there was less risk 
of infecting other irunates. i"*^  Their accommodation consisted of rough boards on a 
series of rafters covering the canvas like a fly.i'^ 5 initially, the consumptives raised 
objections to their move, not because they were treated differently but to the 
accommodation offered. They were especially peeved at the plarmed consumptive ward 
being given over to general benevolent asylum purposes. "We do not think a calico tent 
is a fit place to put a sick man. Generally tents are used in emergencies in places like 
this". 1^ 6 
l''2 "Report of the royal commission on health, 1926", Commonwealth PP, 1926-8, vol 4, p. 
1269; Patrick, Health and medicine in Queensland, p. 216. 
1^ 3 "Hospital control. System criticised. B.M.A. suggestions", Brisbane courier, 13 June 1930, 
pp. 17 & 20. There was still no action (M.J. Holmes, "Tuberculosis in Australia", Medical journal of 
Australia, (1937) vol. 2, no. 19, 813-37.) 
1^ DBA 1903 in QPP 1904, p. 689; Sketch survey map of benevolent asylum Dunwich 1913, 
QSA Misc 4 Map 1. 
l'^ 5 Design for consumptive tents, 4 July 1913, letter 6390 of 1913, under tender for bakehouse, 
30 March 1914, QSA WOR/A 14576 of 1917, letter 3767 of 1914. 
1^ ^ Letter of John Burke and other consumptives to home secretary, 25 September 1903, QSA 
WOR/A 1892 of 1904, letter 7574 of 1903. 
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The acting medical superintendent was asked for his opinion and approved the 
site.i'''' The position was "well suited" to relieve overcrowding and to isolate the 
consumptives from other irunates, but the question of its therapeutic suitability was 
usually adroitly avoided. 
In 1903 Dr Stockwell recommended that the consumptives should not be on 
Stradbroke Island at all, in "an institution quite unsuitable for the purpose" but if they 
were, proper hospital accommodation should be provided. i'*8 General hospitals would 
not admit chronic consumptives, and the only institution which specialised in treating 
tuberculosis, the thirty-two bed Jubilee Sanatorium at Dalby, only took cases thought to 
be curable.i'^9 Necessity became a virtue, so that in his 1922 medical superintendent's 
report, Dr Booth-Clarkson described the location as being on the "tongue of land most 
suitable for the purpose". He was referring to the fresh winds and warm temperatures 
considered necessary for the effective treatment of tuberculosis. The patients would 
have benefited even more if they had not been subjected to cold winters and rain 
storms. 150 
In 1917 there were thirty tents, each with a single occupant, as well as a 
kitchen, bathroom and library. i5i Booth-Clarkson found the consumptives to be 
voracious readers of anything that had a bearing on their illness, and he was often asked 
detailed and penetrating questions about new treatments, some of which were only 
quack remedies. As the amount of medical knowledge of tuberculosis was extremely 
limited, there were a great many conflicting ideas being circulated. Booth-Clarkson 
i''^ Letter of acting medical superintendent Dr Hollicks to minister for works, 28 October 1903, 
QSA WOR/A 1892 of 1904, letter 8675 of 1903. 
1^ DBA 1902 in QPP 1903, vol. 2, p. 29. 
1^ 9 Wood, "The Diam", p. 154. 
150 DBA 1922 in QPP 1923, vol. 1, p . 1076. 
151 DBA 1917 in QPP 1918, vol. 1, p. 1251. 
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admitted that the best they could do was to treat the symptoms as they occurred. 152 He 
claimed that the consumptives were happy and well looked after, and in one report 
quoted a comment made some years previously, when a former home secretary 
suggested they be removed. "They would rather be found dead on his door step than be 
removed from the Dunwich Consumptive Camp".153 
Within a few months of the release of the report, a dozen of the fifteen to 
twenty patients wrote to the paper to complain about their conditions. They claimed that 
they would have been better treated in prison. Food quality was improved only after 
long agitation. The low roofs of the tents made them too hot to stay in during the 
summer months. The dining room was cold in the winter and flooded when it rained. 
Although the recreation hut was eaten out by white ants, a promise made three years 
previously that it would be replaced had not been honoured. 154 According to an article 
published in the Brisbane courier a few months earlier, its roof had large holes in it 
through which the rain poured, damaging and destroying the contents, especially the 
books in the reading room. Neither the home secretary nor the works department could 
suggest when the problem would be rectified. 155 
By the late 1920s, with the incidence of tuberculosis in Queensland declining, 
the use of Dunwich for consumptives was starting to wane.i56 The consumptive camp 
was "closed" in 1930, but in his 1931 report, Dr Challands noted that, "The few 
remaining inmates have been allowed to retain their tents".i5^ Despite urging to the 
152 DBA 1917 in QPP 1918, vol. 1, p. 1251. 
153 DBA 1925 in QPP 1926, vol. 1, p. 1029. 
15^ Letter of T. H. Murphy and other irmiates, "Dunwich asylum". Daily mail, 15 October 
1926, p. 13. 
155 "Still waiting - nine months to consider a little job at Dunwich", Brisbane courier, 16 
January 1926, p. 14. 
156 M.J. Holmes, "Tuberculosis in Australia", p. 814. 
157 DBA 1930 in QPP 1931, vol. 1, p. 899; DBA 1931 in QPP 1932, vol. 1, p. 853. 
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contrary, in 1934 "the consumptive camp has practically been abolished", and in 1935 
the death of three patients marked the end of the use of Dunwich for tuberculosis 
patients. 158 Reopening the Dimwich consumptive camp was suggested in 1942 but 
finally Dr Tumbull's recommendation that none be admitted to Dunwich was 
accepted. 159 
Convenience was even more dominant in the use of Dunwich as an inebriates' 
institution. Under the Inebriates Institutions Act of 1896 a magistrate could commit a 
drunkard to a place designated for the care and rehabilitation of alcoholics. There was 
also provision for voluntary committal. The place chosen was Dunwich, where the 
institution became part of the benevolent asylum physically but not administratively. 
The inebriate ward, ward 91/2, was located in the main part of the benevolent 
asylum, but some cases were distributed among the ordinary wards. The inebriates, 
numbering between twenty and thirty at any one time, mixed with the other irunates and 
were in practical terms indistinguishable apart from greater supervision of their daily 
activities and some restriction on their movements. 1^ The thought that such an 
arrangement might be an imposition on the other inmates did not appear to occur to 
anybody. Nor did the fact that there was a large amount of alcohol at Dunwich, as 
"medicinal comforts". 
Even when problems became evident, the logical step of relocating the inebriate 
institution was never taken. The inebriates went to Peel Island temporarily, but the idea 
158 Letter of Dr Turner to home secretary, 1 May 1931, QSA HOM/A 4746, letter 3567 of 
1931; DBA 1934 in QPP 1935, vol. 1, p.999; DBA 1935 in QPP 1936, vol. 1, p . 1060. 
159 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 14 April 1942, QSA B/574, 
letter 3100 of 1942. 
1 ^ "Inebriates Institution, Dunwich - Information contained in report for year ended 31st 
December, 1927", QPP 1928, vol. 1, p. 948; Memorandum of medical superintendent, February 1935, 
Collection of Eventide Home, Notice Book (attendants for reference), 1935-1946. 
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was neither successful nor very irmovative. Since 1904 the benevolent asylum had 
already used the quarantine station on Peel Island to relieve overcrowding, i^ i From 
1910 the inmates who were sent to Peel Island were exclusively inebriates, starting with 
thirteen men and six women. 1^2 However, the inebriates had to be moved out when the 
settlement was called into use as a quarantine station again, and the attempts at 
agriculture proved disappointing. The whole project was so much trouble that the 
inebriate institution and the buildings which could be moved went back to Dunwich in 
1916.163 
The only other time the question of removal was seriously raised was in 1926, 
when Dr Booth-Clarkson proposed that a property south of Brisbane, "Rochedale", be 
acquired. His suggestion was ignored. 1^ The reason was that Booth-Clarkson's 
perception of the problem differed from that of the home office, who saw it simply in 
terms of accommodation. Booth-Clarkson had to deal with social and organisational 
difficulties arising from the home office's decisions. 
Although a theoretical ban existed on alcohol at Dunwich, illicit drinking and 
drunkermess were problems during the benevolent asylum's entire existence. Alcohol 
was officially condoned by being issued as medicine and as payment to inmate staff. 
Inebriates could obtain it from staff members, outside sources, other irunates selling 
their rations, as methylated spirits or, when all else had failed, by making the notorious 
161 DBA 1907 in QPP 1908, vol. 2, p. 185. 
162 Letter of visiting justice to home secretary, 8 April 1910, QSA WOR/A 9050 of 1913, letter 
4104 of 1910. 
163 DBA 1904 in QPP 1904-5, vol. 2, p. 565; DBA 1906 in QPP 1907, vol. 2, p. 1; Letter of 
under home secretary to under secretary, treasury, 14 November 1916, QSA WOR/A 14526 of 1917, 
letter 1962 of 191; Ludlow, Peellsland, pp. 11-12. 
164 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 30 March 1926, 
QSA HOM/B 69, letter 3100 of 1926. 
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"Dunwich lightning".165 For the majority of people at the benevolent asylum (most of 
whom were not alcohol abusers), strong drink was a part of their culture. It was hardly 
the envirorunent to encourage abstinence. 
Some medical superintendents, especially Dr Booth-Clarkson, made a special 
effort to rehabilitate the inebriates. He did not regard treatment as particularly effective: 
I get all the reports I can (although there has been little that is new during the 
past year) on the subject, and these, combined with the opinion of the great 
authorities...show that the treatment of the alcoholic condition is a very 
hopeless and discouraging thing, as in many cases it depends on an 
unsatisfactory family history and on the inherited, congenital, mental, or 
other defects. 
He listed the measures he took to treat the inebriates: 
(a) Moral suasion and individual and general talks, as occasion serves. 
(b) Endeavouring to get the man to work.. .not always easy to carry out. 
(c) Providing them with literature of the better periodical class, calculated to 
interest them and make them think occasionally. 
(d) Exercise - outdoor sports, such as cricket and football. Boating is not 
allowed, as it might lead to absconding.166 
Little else could be done for the inebriates, given the heavy religious and moral 
condemnation to which alcoholism was subject and the paucity of knowledge 
concerning its cause. 
Although it was widely believed that the benevolent asylum was primarily a 
home for the aged with the other special cases added at a later date, the system did not 
165 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 6 October 1924, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 8321 of 1924. 
166 "Inebriates Institution, Dunwich - Information contained in report for year ended 31st 
December, 1921", QPP 1922, vol. 2, p. 488. 
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cater for them particularly well either. Medical superintendent Dr Row admitted, "I 
might mention that many of our aged and infirm have little idiosyncrasies in the matter 
of diet, which carmot be well attended to in detail in such a large Institution as this".i6^ 
His comment was echoed time and time again as a reason for complaints, to justify 
contentious decisions, and to explain action or inaction. 
The asylum was an authoritarian, highly regimented institution. Behavioural 
patterns which did not fit the regimentation were regarded almost universally as 
"misbehaviour" rather than manifestations of individual problems for which irunates 
required assistance. The result was a compounding of the problem. Irunates reacted 
badly to impersonal treatment, thereby justifying in the eyes of the authorities the used 
of punitive measures to keep control. Further punitive treatment generated further 
reaction, until it was impossible to distinguish between irunates who were disorderly 
because they were unhappy and those who were disorderly because they were a-social, 
anti-social or criminal. 
The fact that an irunate had been in gaol was of little guidance in ascertaining 
his or her real character. The offence could have been trivial or major, and the 
distinction between benevolent asylum and incarceration blurred. A seventy year old 
man of good character suffering from "senile debility" was brought to the magistrate's 
attention in 1879 because he was drunk. He stayed in Toowoomba gaol for a month 
while he waited for a vacancy at Dimwich. 168 
It carmot be denied, even in an interpretation most sympathetic to the inmates, 
that there were some who did fit the popular picture of "their own worst enemies", 
167 DBA 1913 in QPP 1914, vol. 3, p. 1045. 
168 Admission register, males, 1859-1882, QSA BEN 2/1 , number 602. 
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"derelicts", "deadbeats" and "the scrapings of heir'.i69 These were the subjects of a 
steady, although small flow of court actions initiated from the benevolent asylum. In 
1917 eight irunates were charged with offences for which they had been imprisoned for 
between a week and three months. The cases were six counts of insulting language, one 
of indecent exposure and one of assault, i'o 
Theft, mostly of a petty nature, required continual policing. One irunate stole 
tobacco rations and sent them, via a friend, to the mainland for sale.i'i Another was 
discharged for stealing eggs. 1^2 i^ 1910, unsubstantiated complaints of robbery 
accompanied by violence in a ward were sent by an irunate to the home secretary. 1^3 
On several occasions in 1884 a group of irunates threatened and abused the 
manager of a nearby oyster lease and his female employees when they went to Dunwich 
for supplies, i^ "* In 1898 an inmate called Farrell assaulted a fellow irunate and in the 
following year, a man was sentenced in the Cleveland courthouse over a stabbing. 1^5 [^  
1905 Hugh Dormelly was given the option of a £1 fine or one month's gaol, for 
169 QPD 1915-16, p. 2414; QPD 1889, p. 1616; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-
Clarkson to under secretary, 14 July 1924, QSA HOM/B 65, letter 6323 of 1924; "Dunwich inmates", 
Brisbane courier, 11 October 1926, p. 6. 
170 QPD 1918, p. 979. 
171 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Challands to under secretary 7 June 1928, QSA 
HOM/B73, letter 4493 of 1928. 
172 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Challands to under secretary, 9 July 1929, QSA 
HOM/B75, letter 5602 of 1929. 
173 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 23 April 1910, QSA 
HOM/B38, letter 5987 of 1910. 
17^ ^ Letter of irmiates Martin Byrne & Philip Macguire to visiting justice, 3 September 1884; 
Letter of Thomas Thirkill to colonial secretary, 3 September 1884; Letter of visiting justice Colonel Ross 
to colonial secretary, 16 September 1884, QSA COL/A 400, under letter & letter 6395 of 1884. 
175 Letter of medical superintendent to under secretary, 3 February 1898, QSA H0M/B2 letter 
1586 of 1898; Letter of visiting justice to under secretary 12 May 1899, QSA H0M/B3 , letter 6406 of 
1899. 
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assaulting head warder Hill.176 In 1908 Moss Jackson was sentenced to one month in 
gaol for assault and another man was given three months. i77 John Reilly was a violent 
troublesome inmate who assaulted other people and seemed determined to cause as 
much disturbance as possible, even after he was dismissed for his misdeeds in 1935.178 
Nor was violence confined to the male irunates, as was seen in 1933, when one woman 
knifed another, cutting her above the right eye.i79 In 1905 Elizabeth Dove was 
sentenced to one month's imprisorunent for assault.i80 Four years later, three women 
were gaoled for a similar offence. i8i 
In 1901 there was a particularly vicious assault on Mortimer Kelly, the attendant 
in charge of the messroom. He was attacked by a man with a stick as he came out of 
the messroom, hit over the head, "Knocked down and as he rose was hit over the wrists 
& body the S[urgeon] had to put nine stitches in". The suspect was an inmate who had 
since been sent to Goodna. He carried a stick about with himself, threatened people and 
had committed three known assaults previously. The increase in the number of inmates, 
inadequate supervision and overcrowding were blamed for the problem. A policeman, 
"young active and intelligent" was requested, "in view of this occurrence and of the 
176 Letter of visiting justice to under secretary, 1 September 1905, QSA A/84818, letter 9300 of 
1905. 
177 Letter of visiting justice to under secretary, 27 June 1908, QSA HOM/B 20, letter 7927 of 
1908; Letter of visiting justice to under secretary, 2 September 1908, QSA HOM/B 20, letter 10295 of 
1908. 
178 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 21 May 1935, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 46 of 1935. 
179 Letter of medical superintaident Dr Challands to under secretary, 21 April 1933, QSA 
A/4748, letter 3287 of 1933. 
180 Letter of medical superintendent to under secretary, 17 August 1905, QSA A/84818, letter 
8793 of 1905. 
181 Letter of visiting justice to under secretary, 3 November 1909, QSA HOM/B 38, letter 
12195 of 1909. 
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various assaults thefts and misdemeanours which are of comparatively frequent 
occurrence here".i82 Even murder was possible in a such a large group of people.i83 
The threat of scandal lurked behind some actions. In 1906 police were called in 
to arrest an inmate who had been caught "committing unnatural acts on animals", more 
specifically a sow.i8^ In 1908 an irunate "committed an urmatural offence" on a Chinese 
inmate. 185 Sodomy can be presumed to have occxured more often than reported. i86 Dr 
Booth-Clarkson warned of "beastly practices which may sooner or later be the cause of 
a very grave scandal here".i87 Men who masturbated, or who "stank like polecats" 
because they refused to bathe could be subject to disciplinary action. 188 Women who 
were too free with sexual favours were ostracised. Complaints like one in 1928 of 
couples "leading an immoral life" occurred regularly although infrequently. 189 Irunate 
James Freeman was sexually aggressive and uncontrollable during his stay in 1867 until 
James Hamilton arrived as the new wardsman and promptly discharged him. Freeman 
182 Telegram of medical superintendent Dr Hunt to home secretary, 15 February 1901; Report 
of Police Department to home secretary, 20 May 1901; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Hunt to 
under secretary, 19 February 1901, QSA WOR/A 1892 of 1904, letter 2744 of 1901, under letter 4075 of 
1901; Report of police department to home secretary, 2 March 1901, QSA WOR/A 1892 of 1904, under 
letter 4075 of 1901. 
183 Letter of medical superintendait Dr Smith to under secretary, 26 January 1897, QSA HOM/ 
Bl , le t ter 1136 of 1897. 
18'^  Letters of medical superintendent Dr Row to under sea"etary: 22 August & 27 August 1906, 
QSA 84818, letters 10047 & 10272 of 1906. 
185 Letter of medical supain ta ida i t Dr Row to under secretary, 13 February 1906, QSA 
HOM/B20, letter 3280 of 1908. 
186 Lett«- of medical sup«intendait Dr Challands to under secretary, 18 November 1930, QSA 
HOM/B77, letter 9731 of 1930. 
187 LettO" of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 25 July 1919, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter 6327 of 1923. 
188 Letter of anonymous to under secretary, 17 August 1923, QSA HOM/B63, letter 7988 of 
1923. 
189 Letter of medical supaintendent Dr Challands to under secretary, 27 August 1928, QSA 
HOM/B73, letter 6601 of 1928. 
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may, as he claimed, have been sneaking into the women's ward late at night on an 
invitation, but his approach to an old lady in the privy was simply an assault. i9o 
The accusation of "indecent conduct", a common reason for the dismissal of 
irunates, was heavily value-laden. James Cooley and Sarah Faraday were removed 
together in 1908, but Lily Tait's dismissal in the same year was more typical, in that 
her partner was not even mentioned although she was dismissed. i9i Pregnancy made 
"immoral behaviour" more difficult for the woman than the man to conceal. In the 
absence of a confession or wimesses, women like Mary McNish who would not 
incriminate their partners had to take the consequences alone, including the scandalised 
preparations for a "lying-in" and the eventual adoption of the child as an orphan, if the 
mother was to return to the benevolent asylum.i92 Some made a habit of it. Madeline 
Horrocks, who had been in and out of Dimwich since 1902, came back with a daughter 
and another confinement imminent. She was sent to Lady Bowen Home and returned to 
the benevolent asylum after the birth in 1905.193 
It is hard to make an objective judgement on the behaviour of the irunates, 
assessing them through the eyes of the people who were given the responsibility of their 
government. All forms of misbehaviour were seen as revolt against the just rule of a 
benevolent public service, whether their origin was maliciously criminal, outbursts of 
190 Report by visiting justice Lewis upon investigation re assault upon Mrs Smith by J. 
Freeman, 20 February 1867, QSA COL/A 97, letter 2878 of 1867; Letter of wardsman-in-charge James 
Hamilton to colonial secretary, 20 Jan 1868, QSA COL/A 100, letter 198 of 1868; Register of males 
admitted to Dunwich benevolent asylum, 1859-1880, QSA BEN 2/1 , no. 45. 
191 Letters of visiting justice to under secretary: 15 October 1908, QSA HOM/B 20, letter 
12034 of 1908: 19 November 1908, QSA HOM/B 20, letter 13082 of 1908. 
192 Letters of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary: 10 February 1906, QSA 
A/84818, letter 1990 of 1906: 16 September 1901, QSA HOM/B 6, letter 14806 of 1901. 
193 Letters of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary: 19 August 1905, QSA 
/W84818, letter 9300 of 1905: 13 September 1905, QSA A/84818, letter 9545 of 1905. 
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frustration, due to incapacity or plain devilment by people wishing to assert the last 
shreds of their independence. 
Dr Smith complained that the senior staff were "subjected frequently to the 
grossest abuse by the irunates and offences punishable by fines at common law are here, 
in a public institution, committed with impunity". His opinion could be considered 
sound as he was writing after there had been two serious assaults in a fortnight. 19^^ 
Other complaints are difficult to evaluate owing to a lack of supporting information. 
One Michael Dempsey was a "source of great trouble", becoming "unbearable". 
Catherine CoUinan was "the source of more trouble than the whole of the other irunates 
together" and "such a vile creature".i95 Almost all dismissals were for "refusal to work" 
or "refusal to obey orders", but this tells us as much about the emphasis on maintaining 
authority as it does about the type of person dismissed. 
In 1922 an irunate who was well known for her use of obscene language refused 
to get out of bed at the appointed time, and when she did, harangued the other inmates 
to also disobey rules. i96 Her disobedience was a protest against the conditions in which 
she found herself. Like those of Maurice Carroll and anonymous irunates who wrote to 
the papers and therefore broke the regulations, the protest was crude, the complainants 
were not blameless themselves, but they could do little else to release their frustrations. 
* * * 
19'^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary, 25 February 1890, QSA 
COL/A 606, letter 2110 of 1890. 
195 Letters of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 22 June 1868: QSA COL 
A/107, letter 1896 of 1868: 31 August 1868, QSA COL A/111, letter 2756 of 1868. 
196 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 31 May 1922, QSA 
H0M/B61, letter 4682 of 1906. 
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The benevolent asylum inmates were recipients of public charity, subject to the 
authority of a public institution. Therein lay the key to perceptions of the institution. 
Whether people were in the asylum because of physical illness, alcoholism or mental 
incapacity they should have been thankful for what little they got and submitted to the 
authority of the institution which so generously cared for them. Their disabilities 
disqualified them from having their say in the control of their lives which would 
henceforth be regulated for them by people who knew better than they did what was 
good for them. Protest, whether legitimate or not, was ingratitude, and even worse, a 
revolt against the discipline and good order of the benevolent asylum. 
Protests on behalf of the inmates, the belief that they were "derelicts" and 
"drunks", or the opposing view of irunates as curiosities, all treated the irunates with 
contempt. To politicians and the editors of newspapers, the irunates were good for 
conderrming the opposition's policies or selling a few more copies of the morning 
edition. Generalisations about the irunates universally failed to recognise them as 
people, with complex emotions and diverse characteristics. 
The inability to cater adequately for the many different people who came there 
exposed the gap which existed between the ostensible purpose of the benevolent asylum 
and its real function. Irunates did not have particular illnesses and disabilities catered 
for because it was not the function of the institution to do so. It was not because they 
belonged to too small a minority or because they were too large a group, but because 
the goverrunent was operating the benevolent asylum as a refuge for people who would 
be an embarrassment if allowed out on the streets. Therefore it provided the resources 
for the administration to do no more than conduct a refuge. 
The emphasis on order and discipline, on the irunates "behaving themselves", 
reveals in hindsight the dominant values of the time. The home office was not primarily 
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concemed with individual problems or repaying the debt of society to the gallant 
pioneers. It was worried about keeping order among a township of very different people 
regardless of the justice of any complaints they may have had. All disturbances were 
seen in the light of the threat to good order and discipline. The existence of the 
benevolent asylum maintained order in society and the existence of compliant irunates 
maintained order in the benevolent asylum. 
Who went to the Dunwich benevolent asylum? Those people for whom all other 
avenues of help had failed. Mental or physical disability had robbed them of their 
independence. They could not afford to pay for medical or nursing help and were not 
wanted by any of the specialised institutions. The few who had family and friends 
willing to care for them had become intolerable burdens. Beneath all the platitudes, the 
benevolent asylum was "the end of the line", the place of shame for people "who could 
no longer hold their own in the world". 
In short, the benevolent asylum was a "commonweal organisation", its primary 
purpose being to protect society from people it did not want. 197 It was not for the aged 
and infirm, nor for inebriates, consumptives, diabetics, crippled, blind, or terminally 
ill, although they were to be found there. The irunates were the victims of "progress" 
above all other things which has characterised Queensland history. They were the 
outcasts who could not keep up or who fell, and for whom there was no longer a place 
in normal society. 
The benevolent asylum succeeded admirably in its true goal, to hide such people 
away from the shamefaced gaze of a complacent public who did not want the truth. As 
MLA Richard Hyne discovered when he visited Dunwich in 1888, the truth was too 
painful and too frightening: 
197 Morris, Put away, p. 293. 
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When that [supply] vote was on last year he had just returned from a visit to 
Dunwich. It was one of the most melancholy trips he had ever made in his 
life, and he almost resolved never to go there again... Hon. members might, 
perhaps, laugh at him when he said it, but he could assure them that he shed 
tears when he saw at Dunwich many persons whom he had known in much 
better circumstances. i98 
For people to look at the benevolent asylum was to look upon what could well 
become an image of themselves, and was, whether they knew it or not, an image of 
their own society, reflected darkly in the looking glass. 
198 QPD 1889, pp. 1615, 1616. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
GOING GENTLE: 
The Moral Career of the 
Benevolent Asylum Inmates 
Do not go gentle into that good night. 
Old age should bum and rave at close of day; 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light... 
Good men, the last wave by, crying how bright 
Their frail deeds might have danced in a green bay, 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.i 
The town of Dunwich, built on the skeleton of the benevolent asylum which left 
in 1946, clings precariously to a small patch cut from the surroimding scmb. It has a 
sense of isolation which excites tourists on the barges as they approach their destination 
across Moreton Bay, past Peel Island, Goat Island, and into the jetty. 
For the benevolent asylum irunates who crossed the same water and watched 
from the decks of the Kate or the Otter as the tiny cluster of buildings drew closer to 
them, isolation meant exile. They were coming to a place which they had heard about 
and feared, and to which, despite all their efforts to avoid, they were being drawn by 
their own inadequacies as inevitably as the boat was closing with the jetty. For them 
there was no excitement, no.anticipation; only failure, pain and despair. 
The new inmates had some unpleasant tmths to face, not the least of which was 
that their chance of leaving the benevolent asylum was somewhat less than their chance 
of dying there. Previously they had regarded the Dunwich people in a variety of ways, 
but always with a certain amount of contempt, whether for their idleness or their 
1 Dylan Thomas, "Do not go gentle into that good night", in Dylan Thomas: The poems, ed. 
Daniel Jones (London: J.M. Dent & Sons, 1971), p. 207. 
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incapacities. The government had kept the benevolent asylum hidden at Dunwich where 
the humanity of the inmates could be ignored in favour of platitudes and excuses. Now, 
as the new arrivals were searched, examined and assigned to their wards, they had to 
accept that they were themselves the improvident, foolish, addled, undeserving, 
criminal curiosities who had once seemed so remote from their real lives. 
The experience of having to enter an institution is often traumatic, especially if 
the entry is involuntary. The admission procedures at the benevolent asylum did nothing 
to alleviate the distress of the new irunates, making it painfully clear that they had 
surrendered their independence. Henceforth their lives would be regulated by set 
mealtimes, ward rules, public scmtiny of personal habits, and the clearly designated 
authority of one person - the medical superintendent. 
To adopt the vocabulary of sociologist Erving Goffman, the inmates' moral 
careers were undergoing massive reorientation. Goffman defines moral career as the 
"regular sequence of changes that career entails in the person's self and in his 
framework of imagery forjudging himself and others".^ They had begun the process of 
institutionalisation. 
This was not primarily the intention of the staff or the home office. The belief 
that an institution was the best way to deal with these people was commonly accepted. 
Only after many years did it occur to various authorities that the institution might be 
doing more harm than good. Finally by the 1950s, "It was recognised that to a large 
extent the dependence, apathy, hopelessness, and bizarre behavior commonly observed 
2 Goffman, Asylums, pp. 127-128. 
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in institutions were actually fostered by the features of institutional life".^ 
The word "institutionalisation" took on a significant new meaning closer to the 
more precise description of "induced hospital dependency" for the irunate behaviours 
caused by being in an institution. It was also found that the longer the irunates stayed, 
the less probability there was that they would successfully re-enter society. This critical 
time has been reduced by recent studies from two years to only six months.'* 
The effects of institutionalisation, ignored when the benevolent asylum was still 
operating, are now being extensively explored in modem institutions in an effort to 
avoid the problems. The research is valuable to an understanding of the lives of the 
Dunwich irunates. Problems and attitudes appearing in modem Australian and overseas 
studies are often strikingly similar to those surviving in the asylum records. Staff 
attitudes and otherwise inexplicable irunate behaviour can be understood by using a 
model based not on a microcosm of society but on an institution. 
Erving Goffman has taken the similarities a step further. He claims that the lives 
of irunates of any "total institution" follow similar paths whether the institution is a 
workhouse, prison, nunnery, sailing ship, mental hospital, boarding school or 
concentration camp, in the past or in the present. The important thing is not the purpose 
of the institution but the degree of totality of involvement to which the irunate is 
subjected. Goffman says of total institutions: 
^ Joseph Halpan et al., The myths of deinstutionalization: Policies for the mentally disabled, 
(Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1980), p. 1. Other significant works include R. Barton, 
Institutional neurosis (Bristol: John Wright and Sons, 1966), pp. 13-15; J.K. Wing, "Institutionalism in 
mental hospitals", British journal of social and clinical psychology, vol. 1, pt 1 (1962), 38-5; M. 
Greenblatt, "Implications for psychiatry and hospital practice: The movement from custodial hospital to 
therapeutic community". The patient and mental hospital, ed. M. Greenblatt, D.J. Levinson and R.H. 
Williams, (Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1957), pp. 611-619. A.H. Stanton & M.S. Schwartz, The 
mental .Hospital: a study of institutional participation in psychiatric illness and treatment (New York: 
Basic Books, 1954), pp. 13-24 gives some background on earlier studies which aroused suspicions about 
the effect of the institution on the individual. 
^ Halpem et aL, The myths of deinstutionalization, pp. 6-7. 
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A basic social arrangement in modem society is that the individual tends to 
sleep, play, and work in different places, with different co-participants, under 
different authorities, and without an over-all rational plan. The central feature 
of total institutions can be described as a breakdown of the barriers separating 
these three spheres of life. 
One way or another, any institution must render its irunates amenable to its 
practices. This is most easily done if the irunates are unable to resist its demands. 
Therefore "Total institutions disrupt or defile precisely those actions that in civil society 
have the role of attesting to the actor and those in his presence that he has some 
command over his world there - that he is a person with ~adult' self determination, 
autonomy, and freedom of action".^ 
At Dunwich, as at any total institution, it was not the intention to 
"institutionalise" irunates. Because they were people who could no longer hold their 
heads up in society, they were simply being put away safely, just as nuns were trained 
to be obedient to their order's mle or boarding school students were there to build their 
characters. The irunates had to leam to accept their limitations, to appreciate the charity 
of others, to co-operate so that the asylum would run smoothly, to abide by the written 
and tacit mies that governed them and to die without too great a fuss. How else could 
an institution of 1000 irunates be run? 
This chapter deals with the relationship between two elements of the model for 
an institutional study - the client and the institution. It extends the envirorunental factors 
which shaped the thinking of the staff about the inmates to demonstrate the mechanism 
by which those attitudes were put into practice and the results. 
* * * 
5 Goffman, Asylums, p. 43. 
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By the time new irunates arrived at the benevolent asylum, they were usually 
well down the path which led to their being institutionalised. Those who were not 
psychologically dependent were physically unable to care for themselves or were 
suffering from illness which excluded them from the general community. Some had 
come from orphanages, asylums, hospitals or gaols. In an institution which took people 
who were incapacitated for so many different reasons, one of the few characteristics 
most of the irunates had in common with each other was that they were alone. 
This was a point which escaped the legislators. Payment by irunates or their 
families for their upkeep was one of the most hotly debated sections of the Charitable 
Institutions Management Bill when regulations were introduced in 1885. This had been 
attempted without legal authority previously, even to the extent that some irunates were 
not permitted to leave until they had paid.^ Tasmanian legislation was copied, making 
specific family members liable: 
1. Husband or wife; 
2. Father or mother; 
3. Children of the age of twenty-one years; 
4. Brothers or sisters. 
Premier Sir Samuel Griffith believed that the list should be extended to include 
grandparents and grandchildren. Boyd Morehead argued against universal application of 
maintenance provisions, but not from a sense of compassion. His reasons involved 
cases such as drunken husbands. In quoting another example he claimed, "Because a 
man has a reckless blackguard of a relative I do not think he should in any way be 
called upon to defray the cost of that relative's maintenance at Dunwich". 
Griffith was opposed by several speakers, including Heruy Jordan who said: 
* Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 8 July 1878, QSA COL/A 261, 
letter 2518 of 1878. 
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In common life it was really wonderful to see how children would allow their 
parents to almost starve, and how their fathers and mothers would not look 
after their children, and he was exceedingly glad that they would be 
compelled to do so. 
The minister for lands, Charles Dutton, wanted to ensure that people would not 
burden the state with their responsibilities, while John Donaldson called such a situation 
"fraud". Eventually Morehead rallied enough support for the reference to brothers and 
sisters to be removed from the bill, but the other categories of relations remained.' 
Any money which the irunate had was to be handed over to the benevolent 
asylum to contribute to his or her maintenance. During the debate Francis Beattie 
quoted a case which had been brought to his notice: "One of them is in the habit of 
getting a few shillings from a mate of his in the North; the money comes in a letter and 
the moment the letter arrives the money is taken out and he never gets the money".8 
The application of these policies caused widespread resentment at Dunwich. 
Superintendent James Hamilton did his best to implement the goverrunent's wishes but 
still had lists of irunates who refused to part with their money, regulations or not.9 A 
year later, his replacement Dr Smith was no more successful in getting payment from 
either irunates or their relatives, i^  Progress was made by 1887, but as the colonial 
secretary said, "It was difficult to get at those who would not pay. The law provided for 
it but it was very hard to bring it into practice".n 
' QPD 1885, pp. 193 - 224. 
8 QPD 1885, p. 196. 
9 Letter of visiting justice Colonel Ross to under secretary, 1 July 1885, QSA A/428, letter 4672 
of 1885. 
10 QPD 1886, p. 1119. 
11 QPD 1887, p. 672. 
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Although some irunates held out claiming "that they object to give up to the 
government such small sums as they may occasionally receive from friends", new 
admissions had no choice but to declare their finances. Their applications for admission 
included questions which would disclose their assets and members of their families, 
who would then be investigated to see if they could contribute, i^  
What was disclosed was that the irunate had neither assets nor family, a much 
more common reason for the goverrunent never being very successful at getting money 
than the irunates' refusal to pay. Time and time again, the application for admission 
recorded the bald word "None" against question nine, "Particulars of Applicant's real 
or personal Property (if any)". As far as family was concemed, a large proportion of 
irunates was single - 75% of the male admissions in 1930 - and others were usually 
widowed. This was so noticeable that it was postulated that remaining single led to 
profligate living and lack of thrift, sure roads to the benevolent asylum.i^ If there was a 
family, it was usually out of the colony. Against question seven, "Names, Addresses 
and Circumstances of other Relatives (if any)", the reply "None" was varied with 
"No", or "None in this colony" and in one case, "No relatives in the colony, and I do 
not know if I have any at home". Any relatives in Queensland would most likely be "In 
poor circumstances".i'* 
Despite the publicity which suggested that people from all social classes came to 
Dunwich and the presence of a few notable public figures, such as members of 
parliament Bill North and Jack Fihelly, the bulk of inmates came from unskilled or low 
12 Letter of visiting justice to under secretary, 1 July 1885, QSA COL A/428, letter 4672 of 
1885. 
13 QPD 1930, p. 2149; QPD 1894, p. 689. There is always the possibility that the applicants 
lied when stating their assets, so that they would not have to hand them over. It is more likely that if they 
had the money, they would not be applying to go to the benevolent asylum. 
i'^  James McCloskey, application for admission, 26 January 1885, COL /A 414, letter 627 of 
1885. 
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skilled occupations - in other words, the occupations with the poorest earning capacity 
and the greatest danger of poverty when an income could not be secured. The few 
irunates who could afford to contribute to their upkeep were those who were forced by 
mental or physical difficulties to go into the benevolent asylum regardless of their 
financial security, including the tuberculosis cases and inebriates, i^  
Before the commonwealth goverrunent started to contribute towards the 
maintenance of irunates, almost the entire cost of the benevolent asylum was bome by 
the colonial (later state) goverrunent. Income through collections and sale of goods 
amounted to at most 10% of the funding, while at worst in 1900 to 1902 this percentage 
dropped to almost nothing (see appendix figure 3.1). Subsequently the state government 
did its unsuccessful best to operate the benevolent asylum principally on commonwealth 
funding; but all it could do was keep the continual cost increase within modest 
boundaries - a rise of 268% as opposed to a total of 438% between 1912 and 1946 (see 
appendix figure 2.1). Although the Labor government was elected in 1915 on a policy 
of social welfare, two years later (at the same time as commonwealth pensions were 
first paid to irunates of Queensland institutions) it cut its spending on the benevolent 
asylum. There were further reductions in 1922 and 1931. The reduction was not 
compensated for by income from alternative sources or an abnormally higher level of 
spending in following years. The result was a decline in the total income received at 
Dunwich. 1^  
The government's unwillingness to allow families to abrogate their 
responsibilities was ill-founded. Families, rather than abandoning indigent members at 
the first sign of difficulty, usually retained them for as long as possible before 
15 Bonty Dickson, Address on the Dunwich benevolent institute delivered to the Queensland 
Women's Historical Association (JOL manuscript), p. 13. 
16 QPD 1912, p. 1756. 
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relinquishing them to the benevolent asylum. Johnson and Grant, writing on modem 
American society, referred to the abandorunent of the elderly as a myth. "All evidence 
indicates that very few children abandon their parents and that most families make 
strenuous efforts to prevent institutionalization". Research over the twenty-five years 
previous to Johnson and Grant's study showed that this was not a new trend.i'^ The 
information provided on the applications for admission to Dunwich indicate that this 
was also the case in Queensland. 
People would often be drawn to the benevolent asylum by way of the hospital 
where the attention of the staff was brought to the inability of patients to care for 
themselves. Assisted or induced by the hospital or perhaps concemed neighbours, the 
indigent completed an application for admission to the Dimwich benevolent asylum. 
The form was sent to the colonial secretary (until 1897), home secretary (until 1935), 
or minister for health and home affairs, whose office would consider it. This usually 
meant contacting the police where the applicant was living to confirm that the 
information supplied was correct, and having police track down any family mentioned 
on the form to ascertain whether they could be induced to contribute towards the living 
expenses at Dunwich. 
Two months was not considered an unusual length of time for the admission 
procedures. William Kelly applied to go to Dunwich from Longreach on 12 May 1902. 
It took until 4 June to get the papers to the police, for the police to locate two relatives 
through the stations at Toowoomba and Ipswich, and for a report to be prepared. It was 
then sent back to the police stations, on to the police commissioner, and finally to the 
immigration agent by 19 June. By then, almost six weeks had elapsed. The immigration 
1^  Colleen L. Jtrfinson & Leslie A. Grant, The nursing home in American society (Baltimore: 
John Hopkins UP, 1985), p. 52; Victor Minichiello showed that the aged are not abandoned in Australian 
nursing homes ("Visitors to nursing homes: Few or many?", Australian journal on ageing, vol. 6 no. 3 
(1987), 31-35). In Britain Jeremy Seabrook gave a personal recollection of a family's unwillingness to 
surrender an aged relative (Jeremy Seabrook, The everlasting feast (London: Allen Lane, 1974), p. 11). 
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agent retumed the papers to the police magistrate at Longreach for him to make 
inquiries. This took another fortnight. On 2 July the case was finally submitted to the 
chief office, the application approved on Monday 7 July and Kelly was admitted to 
Dunwich on Friday. 18 
While two months was not excessive by public service standards, the final 
approval and admission were remarkably fast, the exhaustive process was cold comfort 
to a person who was starving and homeless. Later in the year, the system was altered to 
allow the police where the admission was received to complete local inquiries and to 
contact other districts directly if inquiries had to be made before passing anything on to 
the commissioner. This saved a little time. i9 
The application having been accepted, the applicant was taken to Brisbane, to a 
receiving depot, originally at the old immigration department. When this was closed at 
the end of 1893, a building in William Street was rented. '^^  The cramped conditions in 
the three rooms which were to take thirty people and proximity to toilets and stables 
made life there unpleasant. However, it was not this that prompted neighbours to 
agitate for its removal, but the fear that the inmates would spread disease. In 1902 
parliament was urged to move the depot to the immigration buildings at Kangaroo 
Point, left empty since 1892, which were used for the distribution of relief.^i 
18 Memorandum respecting delays in dealing with admissions to Dunwich, 15 June 1904, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter 9396 of 1904. 
19 Letter of under secretary to commissioner of police, 9 Decanber 1904, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4683, over letter 9396 of 1904. 
20 DBA 1893 in QVP 1894, vol. 1, p. 841. 
21 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary, 13 April 1888, QSA works 
department batch WOR/A 221 of 1890, letter 3566 of 1888; QPD 1902, p. 849; Lawson, Brisbane in the 
1890s, p. 20. 
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If the applicants lived outside Brisbane, a rail pass would be issued so they could 
get to the receiving depot. From there they were sent to Dunwich. Before the closing of 
the old immigration department, irunates could remain in Brisbane until bed space 
became available, but after 1893 they had to be transferred quickly to the benevolent 
asylum regardless of conditions there. The new system over-stretched already strained 
accommodation arrangements and the superintendent had to rethink his plans for the 
distribution of beds.22 
This process from home to hospital to benevolent asylum is what Erving 
Goffman has referred to as a "betrayal furmel". It begins with a person who "Starts out 
with relationships and rights, and ends up, at the beginning of his [mental] hospital 
stay, with hardly any of either". The prepatients' options are progressively limited so 
there is a decreasing number of choices which they can make. As withdrawal is not 
feasible, eventually the only choice is institutionalisation. The progressive stripping of 
rights is claimed to be for the patients' own good, but each stage is accompanied by 
denying what is really happening and affirmations that this is the end - there will be no 
more incursions on the patients' liberties.23 Whether the patients eventually accept the 
process or whether it was necessary, they still feel abandorunent, disloyalty and 
embitterment.24 A man admitted to hospital with a broken leg found himself committed 
as a result to Dunwich.25 Another, John Nallas, was admitted to Roma Hospital with 
sunstroke, and after five weeks "applied" to go to the benevolent asylum.26 
22 DBA 1893 in QVP 1894, vol. 1, p. 841. 
23 Goffman, Asylums, pp. 140-142. 
2^  Goffman, Asylums, p. 133. 
25 Charles Lewis, application for admission, 3 February 1885, QSA COL/A 716, letter 535 of 
1885; John Handy, application for admission, 9 February 1885, QSA COL/A 413, letter 897 of 1885. 
26 John Nallas, application for admission, 21 January 1885, QSA COL/A 413, letter 535 of 
1885. 
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For people who had been declining in health for some years and losing the last 
remaining members of their family and small circle of friends, the process of signing 
the form and waiting for the summons to the benevolent asylum was traumatic.2^ Any 
change in surroundings, moves or adjustments to routine can cause old or insecure 
people severe anxiety and stress, even death. Recent studies have shown a high death 
rate among residents when they are first admitted to nursing homes. Death rates among 
relocated residents were three times higher than anticipated by a research team.28 
According to a study in Chicago there was no correlation between the physical 
conditions of residents and death rates subsequent to a move to a new nursing home; 
"transfer trauma" was due to social and psychological factors, two perspectives of care 
which were not considered at Dunwich. Depressed residents and those who refused to 
accept that the change was occurring were by far the greatest percentage of those who 
died, while those who expressed their anger or accepted the change survived. The 
cmcial period was three months: after then the death rate retumed to normal.29 At the 
Dunwich benevolent asylum, a very high death rate was recorded amongst its 
admissions: according to figures prepared by Dr Macarthur in 1917, over a third of the 
irunates who died did so within the first year, while 7% died during the first month and 
14% in the three months mentioned by the Chicago study (see appendix figure 3.19).30 
2^  Sheldon S. Tobin & Morton A. Lieberman, Last home for the aged: Critical implications of 
institutionalization (San Francisco: Josey-Bass, 1976), p. 55. Tobin & Lieberman showed that many of 
the effects of institutionalisation begin before the institution is entered, during the waiting period. 
^ Toni Merrill, Discussion topics for oldsters in nursing homes: 365 things to talk about 
(Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1974), p. 9. 
29 Ira Glasser, "Prisoners of benevolence: Power versus liberty in the welfare state", Willard 
Gaylin, Ira Glasser, Steven Marcus & David J. Rothman, Doing good: The limits of benevolence (New 
York: Pantheon, 1978), p. 135; C. Knight Addrich and Ethel Mendkoff, "Relocation of the aged and 
disabled: A mortality study", in Middle age and aging: A reader in social psychology, ed. Bemice L. 
Neugarten (Chicago: University of Chigago Press, 1968), pp. 401-8. 
30 DBA 1917 in QPP 1918, vol. 1, p. 1251. 
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The move to the benevolent asylum was more than a minor relocation. It was 
difficult enough for residents of south-east Queensland, but until 1929 Dunwich served 
the entire state (see appendix figures 3.2 and 3.3). 
Just how much the committees of the hospitals were thinking of the irunates' 
welfare when they arranged for indigent patients to go to the benevolent asylum is 
questionable. Doctors did not bother to transfer records with their patients, and even the 
home office did not send to Dunwich the applications and other documentation which it 
had received.3^ The superintendent was not necessarily warned that people would be 
arriving. James Hamilton admitted one man, deaf and speechless, who had a label tied 
to him, addressed to the "Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich", and then telegraphed the 
colonial secretary's office to find out about him. He had been "posted" there by a New 
South Wales institution without reference to the Queensland colonial secretary, but why 
he should have been sent to Queensland at all was never clear. On another occasion, six 
people arrived without documentation, but Hamilton was unsure whether they were sent 
or acted on their own initiative. His communications and his answer to the 1884 inquiry 
made it plain that it was not unusual for him to receive people without warning, an 
omission which was not wholly corrected after reforms of the inquiry had been 
instituted. 32 
Dr Booth-Clarkson was still requesting that hospitals send information when he 
was medical superintendent in 1922. In many cases, he explained, the new irunates 
were unable to explain what was wrong with them. The hospitals had probably decided 
3^  "Progress report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich", JLC 1884, p. 39, Appendix Q. 
32 "Progress report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich", JLC 1884, p. 16, q.325-360; Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 27 
January 1882, QSA COL A/330, letter 424 of 1882; Letter of superint«ident James Hamilton to under 
secretary, 24 December 1880, QSA COL A/304, letter 6714 of 1880; Letter of medical superintendent Dr 
Smith to under secretary, 27 March 1897, QSA HOM/Bl, letter 4041 of 1897; Letter of medical 
superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 13 July 1901, QSA H0M/B6, letter 11297 of 1901. 
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that they were untreatable and regarded the paperwork as a waste of time, but he 
believed that the benevolent asylum could achieve some success. 33 Eleven years later, in 
1933, medical superintendent Dr Challands gave up asking for the information, to 
suggest an admission ward where irunates could be observed until a decision was made 
on their eventual placements; but there was no space available for such luxury. 3^  
Booth-Clarkson was very close to the tmth when he suggested that the hospitals 
had given up treatment of the patients. Those who went to the benevolent asylum had 
been abandoned, the institution's function being to keep them until they had the 
decency to die. There was no need for complicated admission procedures or activities 
which would only benefit people who had a chance of recovery. On the other hand, the 
benevolent asylum did not publish the reasons for admission, and details of irunates' 
illnesses or causes of death were rarely released. It was more important to get people 
into the benevolent asylum with the minimum of inconvenience, and once they were 
there, adjust them to the new environment, where they could live out their time in 
contentment perhaps, but without fuss certainly, until they died. 
To the authorities, the quiet, uncomplaining, acquiescing irunate was a good 
irunate who appreciated the benevolence extended. To writers such as Erving Goffman, 
the inmate had become absorbed in the "total institution". 
The first step in absorbing the irunate came as the betrayal furmel was being 
completed: 
The recmit comes into the establishment with a conception of himself made 
possible by certain stable social arrangements in his home world. Upon 
entrance, he is immediately stripped of the support provided by these 
33 Letter of medical sujjerintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 12 April 1922, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, letter 2377 of 1922. 
34 DBA 1933 in QPP 1934, vol. 1, p. 895. 
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arrangements. In the accurate language of some of our oldest total 
institutions, he begins a series of abasements, degregadations, humiliations 
and profanations of self. 35 
At Dunwich, the irunate had already been treated as a beggar or criminal, kept 
waiting while the accuracy of his or her statements were investigated, arbitrarily exiled 
to a remote location, stripped of any wealth and disenfranchised. The process of 
abasement within the institution then began. 
The new arrival was disinfected, dressed and had excess baggage stored in the 
swag room. Few personal items were allowed. "Slops" or rough clothes were issued, 
the men's shirts with "Dunwich benevolent asylum" stamped on the backs.36 Those in 
need of medical attention were sent to the hospital wards, the blind to the blind ward, 
the Chinese to the Asiatic ward, bedridden cases to the tucker wards, and cancer 
victims and irunates whose afflictions made them unpleasant to be near, to the foul 
ward. Inebriates were sent to the inebriate ward or scattered throughout the institution. 
These distinctions were more for administrative arrangements than therapy, the only 
official differences being between the men's, women's and hospital divisions.3^ 
If irunates were found to have relatives outside Queensland, it was considered 
worth the price of the ship's passage to free the Queensland treasury from the obligation 
to support them. John Stackman, useful but "likely to prove a permanent burden on the 
colony" had a brother in Sydney to whom he was packed off.38 Others made the trip all 
the way home to Britain. This happened more frequently during the nineteenth century, 
35 Goffman, Asylums, p. 14. 
36 John Curtis, Interview, 19 September 1990. 
3^ Dickson, Address on the Dimwich benevolent institute, pp.1 & 3. The inebriate institution 
was not physically separated. 
38 Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 11 April 1876, QSA COL A/220, 
letter 911 of 1876. 
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when very few irunates were native Australians. Later the percentage of Queensland or 
Australian bom irunates rose against a decrease from Britain and Europe. The 
proportion of Asian, principally Chinese, irunates remained fairly constant over the 
years, although they represented a minority of the irunate population (see appendix 
figures 3.4 and 3.5). The thought that Chinese might be mixing with Europeans was of 
great concem to one member of parliament, Mr Dunsford, who asked the home 
secretary in 1901: 
1. Is he aware that the coloured and Asiatic aliens who are irunates of 
Dunwich are mixed promiscuously in the same wards with the Eiu-opean 
irunates there? 
2. Will he consider the advisableness of placing these irunates in separate 
wards? 
He had no need to fear, as the benevolent asylum was already segregated.39 
The systems which the irunates encountered were explained as being necessary 
for their own well being. There was no room in the crowded wards for personal 
possessions. Laundry was much simpler if clothing was issued from a common stock. 
Of the disinfecting, Dr Booth-Clarkson explained, "As a rule irunates coming to 
Dunwich are not "cleaned up" in any way and frequently arrive in a verminous 
condition".^ 
Erving Goffman pointed out that the assaults on self or mortifications 
experienced by the incoming irunates are rationalisations based on assumptions 
according to the total institution being entered. There is a religious reason for a person 
entering a nurmery, and a disciplinarian one if the institution is a gaol. Often the 
39 QPD 1901. p. 923. 
'*° Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 4 March 1924, QSA 
Works Department batch WOR/A 14077 of 1924, letter 6388 of 1924. 
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rationalisations are based on the necessity of ensuring the "efficient" (that is, smooth, 
trouble free) operation of the institution. At Dunwich, like Goffman's institutions, the 
mortification was a rationalisation of the practices but it was not a valid reason for 
them.^i 
* * * 
The benevolent asylum was unavoidably regimented, authoritarian and 
dominated by concerns for economy and "efficiency" incompatible with the welfare of 
the irunates. In conunon with nursing homes, mental hospitals and other care 
institutions, Dunwich was hierarchical, highly centralised and task rather than patient 
oriented. Destitute ex-prisoners commented that the benevolent asylum was "not very 
different at all to gaol".•^2 Yet, even if regimentation had not been considered the best 
way of administering the benevolent asylum, it would have been necessitated by the 
institution's size and lack of administrative support.'*3 
The large numbers of irunates and their transience made individualised attention 
difficult. The proportion of the total number of inmates who comprised the year's 
intake shows that at any one time, 22% to 35%, or between a fifth and a third, were 
comparative newcomers. The greatest period of transience was prior to 1890, before 
new policies of admission and non-institutional care took effect (see appendix figure 
3.6). Each admission posed a potential threat to the good order and management of the 
asylum. Each one needed some period of adjustment. Each demanded time and trouble 
from the staff. 
^^ Goffman, Asylums, pp. 45-48. 
''2 John Curtis, Interview, 19 September 1990. 
'•3 Jane Gibbons, "The mentally iU", in IJie social context of health care, ed. Paul Brearly et al. 
(Oxford: Martin Robertson, Basil Blackwell, 1978), p. 108; R.D. King, N.V. Raines, & J. Tizard, 
Patterns of residential care: Sociological studies in institutions for handicapped children (London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1971), pp. 35-47. 
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Steep rises in inmate numbers were experienced almost every year until the first 
decade of the twentieth century, increasing threefold in thirteen years (see appendix 
figiu-e 3.7). In additiori to the social problems, this caused severe overcrowding, in 
which forty-five inmates were forced to sleep in a ward designed for thirty. In 1884 the 
wards were in excess of 50% overcrowded, with men living in huts and seven people 
crammed into the old bakehouse which had a capacity of four."*^  When the wards were 
full, the messroom had to be pressed into service as a temporary dormitory.""^ it was not 
difficult to squeeze extra people into the wards, as there were no partitions to separate 
each irunate's living area of bed and small locker. Even the women's ward lacked as 
much as a curtain between the beds."*^ 
Women's numbers remained significantly lower than those of the men, 
comprising only about a sixth of the 21 000 admissions and readmissions to the 
benevolent asylum (see appendix figure 3.8). Families have traditionally found it easier 
to cope with dependent women than dependent male relatives. Nevertheless the 
goverrunent's policy of providing the bare minimum meant that women had no less 
problems with overcrowding than men. 
At times wards which should have been housing irunates were unusable. By 
1907 old wards needed replacing "as they are quite beyond repair"."*' It was another 
three years before any new wards were provided, but by this time others were 
disintegrating."** Dr Macarthur was outspoken in his criticism of them: "As Wards 11 
and 20 were found to be unfit for human occupation they were evacuated. No. 1 Ward 
** "Final report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum 
Dunwich", JLC 1884, p. 45. 
•^ 5 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Snuth to under secretary, 30 July 1890, QSA Works 
Department batch WOR A/556 of 1893, letter 8385 of 1890. 
''6 QPD 1888, p. 672. 
"*' DBA 1907 in QPP 1908, second session, vol. 2, p. 185. 
"^ DBA 1910 in QPP 1912, vol. 2, p. 261. 
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is in an almost similarly uninhabitable condition". Ward 20 was used as a club room 
until it had gradually rotted away."'9 
New inmates continued to arrive regardless of the state of Dunwich, but there 
was nowhere else for them to go. It was not until 1929 that a new institution was 
opened. Eventide at Charters Towers, taking irunates from westem Queensland. The 
decline in numbers of men after 1929 can be partly attributed to Eventide, but the 
impact on the women's numbers was negligible as few were admitted from that part of 
the state. 
The mles were the same for young and old. Out of bed at 6a.m. in the summer 
and 7.00 a.m. in the winter, inmates in the ordinary wards had to vacate them for the 
rest of the day, even when it was raining. Breakfast was at 8.00 a.m., dirmer at 
1.00p.m. and tea at 4.30 or 5.00 p.m. depending on the season. Lights were out at 
bedtime - 7.00 p.m. and 8.00p.m. respectively.^^^ In later years the times were subject 
to some change, but not the routine. Fraternising between male and female irunates was 
discouraged. Smoking, bathing, care of clothing, cleanliness in wards, all were covered 
in the regulations, by-laws or mles. If irunates objected, no complaints about the 
benevolent asylum could be made public.^^ 
"•9 DBA 1917 in QPP 1918, vol. 1, p. 1251. 
^ An ex-worker at Dunwich does not remember a curfew when he was there in the 1940s 
(Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 1990), but a note in 1935 stated clearly, "Attendants coming on 
duty at 9 p.m. to report if all inmates are in bed." (Notice to attendants, January [?] 1935, Collection of 
Eventide Home, Notice Book [attendants for reference], 1935-1946). The Eventide manager has 
commented that the residents there go to bed early by choice. (Eventide manager M.A. Bredhauer, 
Interview, 19 June 1991). It would appear that the regulation was enforced, but it was no hardship until 
an inmate arrived who did not normally go to bed in the early evening. 
-^ "Reguiaiions for the general management of the benevolent asylum at Dunwich", QGG 1885, 
vol. 366, p. 1508; Regulations for the general management of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 1906, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4683; "FVogress report from the select committee on the management of the 
benevolent asylum, Dunwich", JLC 1884, p. 22, Appendix J. 
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Enforcement of the mles depended on whether they affected the regimented 
administration of the benevolent asylum. Irunates could avoid bathing until others 
complained about their offensiveness. An anonymous irunate wrote to the home 
secretary in 1923 to complain that although the regulations stated that everyone should 
have at least one bath a week, some of the men who were naturally dirty did not and 
"stink like pole-cats".^2 Despite the mle that beds should be made and the wards tidied 
first thing in the morning, this was often not done if the wardsman did not see that the 
job was completed or do it himself. Various medical superintendents made determined 
efforts to attend to these details, but the immensity of the task defeated them. 
It was a different matter if the authority of the asylum was threatened. When Dr 
Smith took up duty as medical superintendent in 1885 he set about moving into the 
wards eleven men who lived in humpies outside the benevolent asylum. One 
complained: 
Some of the old men were permitted and encouraged to build huts, make 
gardens and plant fruit trees and vegetables for the use of the Asylum. Dr 
Smith has evicted these men, has pulled their huts down, destroyed the 
fences, removed the pick of the fruit trees into his own private garden and 
mthlessly cut down the remainder.^3 
The memory of the unequal battle of wills remained at least until 1898, when an 
irunate complained that he should be allowed to camp outside the grounds.^ 
52 Letter of anonymous to home secretary, 17 August 1923, QSA HOM/B 63, letter 7988 of 
1923. 
'3 Letter of inmate John Thomas Smith to colonial secretary, 15 July 1888, QSA COL A/553. 
letter 6662 of 1888. 
^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary 8 June 1898, QSA H0M/B2, 
letter 7723 of 1898. 
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A similar case of stubborrmess arose over the payment of servicemen's pensions 
in 1935. These were paid directly to the men and could not be gamisheed by the 
institution caring for them. Military pensioners at Dunwich were aware of this and 
refused to make the money over to the benevolent asylum, arousing envy in other 
classes of pensioners who had done so. When the home secretary received a complaint 
about this "free accommodation", the nineteen men concemed were threatened with 
eviction if they did not pay, but the results were uneven. Two were not in a position to 
contribute. Three refused, one of whom "'went to market' at once at the suggestion", 
and were not approached again. Of the remaining seven, two were on leave, one 
discharged himself, one ran off, one refused to return from leave, one was "confused" 
and only one offered to pay.^s Such flouting of authority could not be tolerated. After 
fourteen months of negotiations with the repatriation department, threatening of the 
irunates and investigations by the visiting justice, the benevolent asylum finally received 
its money.56 The total extra revenue gained as a result of the exercise was a princely 
13/10 a week, about half of what it cost to maintain one person.^^ 
Uniformity and opposition were also evident in the menu. The daily ration for 
each person was served in the mess halls and tucker wards: 
55 Letter of anonymous to bome secretary, 15 August 1935; L ^ e r of medical superintendent Dr 
Tumbull to home secretary, 30 August 1935; Letter of home secretary to medical superintendent Dr 
Tumbull, 23 December 1935; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to home secretary, 30 
December 1935, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter and letter 10337 of 1935. 
56 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to home secretary, 1 April 1936, QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4683, letter 2403 of 1936; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 9 
May 1936, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, letter 2403 of 1936; Letter of medical superintendent Dr 
Tumbull to under secretary, 2 April 1936; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under 
secretary, 12 April 1937, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter and letter 3391 of 1937; Report of 
commissioner of repatriation dqjartment, 1 June 1938, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, letter 489 of 1938; 
Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to home secretary, 22 April 1940, QSA Dunwidi batch 
A/4683, letter 3900 of 1940; Letter of visiting justice Richard Curtis to under secretary, 21 August 1941, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, letter 8599 of 1941; Memorandum of visiting justice Richard Curtis to 
under secretary, 20 October 1940, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter 8559 of 1924. 
5''' Memorandum of visiting justice Richard Curtis to under secretary, 20 October 1940, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter 8559 of 1924. 
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Bread or sultana loaf 
Butter 
Maizemeal or oatmeal 
Milk (fresh or condensed) 
Meat 
Sugar 
Tea 
Treacle 
Vegetables 
Males 
ozs 
16 
1 
2 
1 glass 
12 
11/2 
1^ 
1 
16 
Females 
ozs 
14 
1 
2 
1 glass 
10 
11/2 
1/2 
1 
14 
Irunates received a box of matches and two ounces of tobacco for men and one 
ounce for women a week. Some were given cheese or extra milk. 
The meals cooked from these rations never varied, week after week: 
Sunday Roast beef, soup, rice pudding. 
Monday Boiled beef and soup. 
Tuesday Beef stew and haricot beans. 
Wednesday .. .. Roast beef, soup and pumpkin. 
Thursday .. .. Curried mutton and rice. 
Friday Corned beef and soup. 
Saturday .. .. Beef stew and rice. 
Extras. 
Christmas Day .. Plum pudding, 1 lb pork, 1 pint of 
beer (except inebriates) 
King's Birthday Plum pudding, 1 lb. 
New Year's Day Sultana Cake, 1 lb. 
Two ounces of rum were issued to irunates performing objectionable tasks and 
workers received a mince ball for breakfast along with extra tobacco, sugar and tea. 
Fish was served every Friday during Lent. Little allowance was made for special needs. 
Irunates with faulty teeth had their meat as mince, consumptives received eggs and the 
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hospital served tripe. Invalids had "suitable extras at Medical Superintendent's 
discretion ".58 
In the routine lives of the irunates it is not surprising that meals attained a 
position of great importance, even controversy. In 1886 William Gardiner complained 
to one James Francis, who passed the complaint on to member of parliament William 
Walsh, that there was sheep dung in the food on four recent occasions. It was small 
justification for the cook that the "dung" was actually the contents of the gullet, thrown 
into the cauldron with the carelessly butchered head.5' 
Maurice Carroll, whose complaints about Ward 14 had caused a minor furore, 
also criticised the quality of the food. He was particularly incensed in 1925 by cabbage 
not having been served in the last nine or ten months.^ Sometimes the home office 
replied to such complaints, and at other times they were left to bum out, but on this 
occasion the under secretary decided to publish the benevolent asylum's side of the 
story. He claimed that cabbage was in short supply, but even if it was not, it would not 
have been served since it caused dysentery.^i Carroll responded by refuting the 
dysentery argument and went on to demolish the claims that cabbaj^es were too 
expensive: 
However they were plentiful enough last July and August when the centenary 
celebrations were being held, and we did not even get a feed of cabbage then 
or any recognition that there was anything taking place.^2 
5S DBA 1926 in QPP 1927, vol. 1, p. 1128. 
59 Letter of James Francis to William Walsh MLC, 6 March 1885, QSA COL A/479, under 
letter 6701 of 1886. 
^ Letter of inmaie Maurice Carroll, Daily mail. 7 March 1925, p. 6. 
^1 Letter of under secretary William Gall, Daily mail, 7 March 1925, p. 6. 
2^ Maurice Carroll, "Life at Dunwich", Daily mail, 7 July 1925, p. 8. 
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Jobs given to inmates demonstrated the task rather than person orientation of the 
benevolent asylum. It was expected that the irunates would work, not so much for their 
own benefit as to pay their way. Some irunates had positions of such responsibility that 
they were to all intents and purposes junior staff. These included wardsmen, assistants 
to the artisan staff, dispensers and clerks.^^ On the other hand, there were up to 200 
irunates employed in a variety of odd jobs for which they received gratuities, tobacco 
and alcohol. There were woodcutters, nightsoilmen, floorsweepers and people to cut 
grass and trim hedges as well as "light work, such as milking, candlemaking, repairing 
boots, shepherding, attending to messroom &c".*^ The staff also made use of irunates 
as servants and gardeners in their own homes. This practice dated from the earliest days 
of the asylum and was never abandoned. ^ 5 
The advantages of self sufficiency in food were obvious when the asylum first 
arrived on the island. Milk, meat and milk products could not be stored for any length 
of time. Vegetables lasted longer, but still had a limited bfe. There were frequent 
complaints that food including salt meat sent from the mainland was bad. A supply of 
fresh meat was dependent on animals being sent continuously. Milk could only be 
included in the diet if dairy cows were kept at Dunwich. 
The goverrunent was keen that the inmates worked to supply some of the food, 
as in 1874: 
A small piece of land is kept under cultivation as far as possible but the soil 
is light and poor, and labour difficult to get. Sweet potatoes seem to be the 
^^  For further information on inmate staff refer to chapter five. 
^ DBA 1874, QSA A/209, enclosure in letter 1487 of 1875. 
^5 Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 7 April 1985, QSA COL A/417, 
letter 2417 of 1885; Letter of visiting justice to under secretary, 5 June 1985, QSA COL A/426, letter 
4075 of 1885; Neville Quaill, Interview, 24 April 1992. 
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only crop that do well... A little luceme is also grown for the milking cows, 
but it does not do well. Enough cows are kept to supply the milk required.^^ 
Not many cows were needed. The number of irunates was small at the time (an 
average of 99), but milk was not considered a necessary or even desirable part of the 
diet. The demand only increased towards the beginning of the twentieth century as its 
nutritional benefits became more generally appreciated and alcohol lost favour as a 
medicine.^^ Pork, bacon, mutton, beef and vegetables were all produced for inmate 
consumption. 
As the berievolent asylum grew, so did its farming operations (see appendix 
figure 3.9). In 1886, when general renovations were taking place, new stables, 
cowsheds, piggeries, poultry yards and sheds were constmcted, and in 1887 the efforts 
at gardening were extended. Due to the increasing numbers at the institution, more land 
was brought under cultivation armually, the swamps were drained in a programme 
which lasted for many years, and the herds were enlarged.^ The irunates were sent 
fishing, not for recreational purposes, but "on the grounds of economy".^^ 
These increases did not keep up with the population growth. In 1889 only a 
third of the average 531 irunates - the hospital cases - were able to have milk.^o As a 
concerted effort was needed to increase all produce, for the next five years buildings 
were renovated, herds were enlarged and land was cleared, but the gains were tenuous. 
In 1893, bad weather almost destroyed all cultivated crops, with the sweet potatoes 
^ DBA 1874, QSA A/209, enclosure in letter 1487 of 1875. 
67 DBA 1901 in QPP 1902, vol. 1, p . 771 . 
68 DBA 1886 in QVP 1887. vol. 1, p. 1191; DBA 1887 in QVP 1888, vol. 1, p. 1105. 
6' Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 11 February 1885, QSA COL 
A/463, letter 1208 of 1885. 
70 DBA 1889 in QVP 1890. vol. 1. p. 1173. 
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rotting in the rain and the English potatoes dying in the drought which followed, though 
the kaffir com survived.'' 
Matthew Reid encouraged the legislative assembly to widen farming at 
Dunwich: 
When woiicing at his trade in the old country he was working at one time in a 
workhouse, and there was a very large garden there in which nearly half of 
the stuff required by the irunates was grown by themselves. 
The irunates could be organised, he believed, so that, "Instead of being a burden 
to the State they cotdd, with very little labour, grow sufficient to save the £10 000 in 
the vote by growing potatoes, cabbages, and so on"."^ 2 
The land on Stradbroke Island was not good, as generations of would-be farmers 
found to their cost. In 1906 the pastoral attempts were showing signs of some success, 
with adequate supplies of milk and meat, but sweet potatoes, pumpkins, oats, barley, 
lucrene, kaffir com and cow peas were stmggling to survive. The old quarantine station 
at Peel Island was taken over for asylum use, with forty irunates sent there to produce 
vegetables, potatoes and fodder, but the soil was little better than at Dunwich.^^ 
Gradually the priorities of the farming venture changed. No longer was feeding 
the irunates the primary objective. A new interest was taken in breeding animals for 
show and profit. In 1911 livestock, tallow and candle sales were worth #304 l i s Id and 
stud pigs were being purchased from Hawksbury College and Gladesville Asylum in 
'1 DBA 1893 in QVP 1894, vol. 1, p. 841. 
72 QPD 1893, p. 842. 
73 DBA 1903 in QPP 1904, p. 689; DBA 1906 in QPP 1907, vol. 2, p. 1. 
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New South Wales, expressly to improve the quality of stock to be sold.^^ For some 
years stock and produce were exhibited at the annual Royal National Association 
exhibition in Brisbane's 
The project was doomed to failure, as the benevolent asylum could not compete 
with other farms: 
Dunwich hospital is situated at an inconvenient centre for the sale of stud 
pigs, few buyers being able to spare a day to visit the stud, and the sale of 
stock by correspondence only, is not a very satisfactory business.'^ 
Pigs were convenient because they could be fed scraps, but: 
The pigs eat their bedding (grassy hay) and every vestige of green stuff 
available, but are not getting half enough food. Costello [the pig man] states 
that on days when they have a fish luncheon at the institution there is 
practically no food for the. 160 odd pigs at the piggery. Even when they are 
fed they only receive table scraps, a very poor diet at a place like Dunwich.'^ 
With the discovery that the stud pigs were suffering from worms, the venture 
was called off.'^ 
Few people at Dunwich had an adequate knowledge of husbandry. The 
herdsman caught one swindle but others went undetected. He commented tartly, "I have 
had considerable experience at dairying and I do know when a beast has been broken in 
7^  DBA 1911 in QPP 1912, vol. 2, p. 791. 
75 DBA 1925 in QPP 1926, vol. 1, p. 1025. 
7^  Memorandum of Thomas Jones to under secretary, 12 March 1931, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/31722, letter 2281 of 1931, under letter 11749 of 1941. 
77 Memorandum of Thomas Jones to under secretary, 12 March 1931, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/31722, letter 2281 of 1931, under letter 11749 of 1941. 
78 Report of Thomas Jones to under secretary, 26 August 1942, QSA Dunwich batch A/31722, 
letter 6775 of 1942. 
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and has had a previous lactation period".7^ Nor was it easy to see that subordinates were 
carrying out their responsibilities satisfactorily when the medical superintendent was not 
aware of the finer aspects of their jobs. The result was that the animals were in poor 
condition. *° 
Commercial farming was an impossibility for an institution which could not 
supply its own needs. In 1904, after fifteen years of trying to bring the benevolent 
asylum to achieve self-sufficiency in milk production (not helped by a drought between 
1901 and 1903), preserved milk still had to be used regularly as a supplement. The 
medical superintendent, Dr Stockwell, commented: 
The impoverished nature of the sod about Dunwich and its incapacity to 
produce sufficient fodder for our herd of cows, thereby necessitating the 
purchase of luceme, &c., should be well considered before a fresh supply of 
cattle is sent down to the island.^i 
The milking herd, later described by Dr Tumbull as "little more than mbbish", 
never did supply all of the requirements.*2 
Thomas Jones showed in his report on Dunwich in 1935 that he understood the 
purpose of raising the animals: 
7' Letter of herdsman S.P. Neilseo to medical superintend«it Dr Tumbull, 18 July 1935, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/31722, under letter 11749 of 1941. 
^ Report of Thomas Jones to Director, state children's department, 15 June 1936, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/31722, letter 4828 of 1936, under letter 11749 of 1941; Letter of Thomas Jones to the 
director, state children's dqiartment, 26 August 1935, QSA Dunwich batch A/31722, under letter 11749 
of 1941; RqxKl of acting instructor in pig raising R. Grieve to under secretary, 7 November 1944, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/31722, letter 19239 of 1944. 
8' DBA 1904 in QPP 1904-5. vol. 2, p. 565. 
82 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 24 June 1935, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/31722, letter 7842 of 1935; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under 
secretary, 24 June 1935, QSA Dunwich batch A/31722, letter 7509 of 1935. 
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It would not be wise to attempt stud breeding at Dunwich, because the main 
business there is the milk supply for irunates, without undue outlay, and milk 
production under Dunwich conditions is too expensive to rear all the calves.^^ 
It took an outsider sent to make recommendations on husbandry to remind the 
instimtion that its purpose was the care of the irunates. Once again, they had been 
forgotten and the outcome was beneficial to neither the irunates nor the spurious 
venture. 
While farming was hardly proving to be a success, the manufacture of articles 
used by the benevolent asylum offered itself as a possibility. The labour was voluntary, 
but irunates could be dismissed for refusing to work.*^ The 1884 inquiry was given a 
list of thirteen blind inmates who could be taught a trade.*5 Superintendent James 
Hamilton and visiting justice Colonel Ross were enthusiastic about the potential if the 
industry of a blind leather worker was copied by a few irunates. Plans to produce 
halters and doormats came to very little.*^ 
The making of clothing was considered. Dr Smith reported in 1886, "There are 
irunates crippled by accident or disease and others considered unfit for out door work 
but otherwise healthy who could undertake such works as tailoring, mattress making 
and shoe making". As usual, there was an irunate who was an expert and the plan 
would eruich the asylum although, "No doubt some remuneration would have to be 
^^ Letter of Thomas Jones to the director, state children's department, 26 August 1935, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/31722, under letter 11749 of 1941. 
^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary, 10 August 1899; Letter of 
visiting justice to under secretary, 6 December 1899. QSA H0M/B3. letters 10423 & 15389 of 1899. 
®5 "Progress report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum. 
Dunwich". JLC 1884. p. 25, appendix K. 
*^ Report of visiting justice Colonel Ross to under secretary, 31 January 1885, QSA COL 
A14U, letter 752 of 1885. 
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allowed to the inmates employed but that would be a trifling sum as compared with the 
price at present paid".^7 
In 1890 Smith suggested that the irunates could make iron bedsteads.^* Tanning 
with wattle bark was also proposed, but, although a start was made, the idea came to 
nothing.^' 
A table in the 1891 armual report shows that the benevolent asylum continued to 
increase production: 
Coats 
Trousers 
Vests 
Drawers . 
Flannels 
Shirts 
. .187 
. .802 
. . 33 
. .316 
. .854 
. .788 
Boots 
Slippers .. 
Hose 
Pillows 
Pillow Cases 
Beds 
.. 69 
. .388 
.. 64 
..223 
266 
.264 
Iron Bedsteads 
Towels 
Sheets 
Mats 
Caps 
. . 
. , 
, . 
. . 
90 
. 40 
.161 
. 97 
.128 
. 36 
By the 1920s, the list was much longer, including eight items of women's 
clothing, seven of men's, seven bedding items and sixteen sundries ranging from 
shrouds and table cloths to tents, buckets and watering cans.'^ Nevertheless there was 
little variation for the next twenty-five years. 
Ironically the pressure to perform useful work was probably more beneficial 
than the misplaced kindness of allowing the irunates to do nothing. Goffman described 
reading, cardplaying, art classes, basket weaving and field games as removal activities. 
®7 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary, 28 June 1886, QSA COL 
A/470, letter 4993 of 1886. 
^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary, 10 March 1888, QSA COL 
A/541, letter 3131 of 1888. 
89 DBA 1890 in QVP 1891, vol. 2, p. 267; DBA 1891 in QVP 1892, vol. 1, p. 267. 
^ DBA 1890 in QVP 1891, vol. 2, p. 267. 
91 DBA 1921 in QPP 1922, vol. 2, p. 479. 
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disguising the fact that time in an institution is wasted, that the inmates are marking 
time until discharge. Carobeth Laird, an American author who described herself as a 
"survivor", referred to her time in a nursing home after an accident as "limbo".^2 At 
the benevolent asylum, most irunates were waiting for their deaths. At least those who 
worked in the dairy or laundry were involved in productive activity which gave them a 
sense of self-worth by effective contribution to their envirorunent. Their inability to 
contribute to society was, after all, the reason they had originally been condenmed to 
the benevolent asylum.'3 
* * * 
The authorities may have called the irunates' adjustment to life in the institution 
"facing up to reality" or "accepting the benevolence of the state", but psychologists 
have coined a different phrase - "learned helplessness". If inmates were to accept 
arbitrary discipline, conform to the patterns of life set in the benevolent asylum and 
tolerate unexplained changes in their envirorunent, they would need to believe that they 
were unable to act effectively on their own behalfs. 
Learned helplessness has been defined as "the psychological state that frequently 
occurs when events are uncontrollable".'"^ People who leam that their actions will have 
no bearing on what happens to them cease trying. According to Joseph Halpem, the 
person struggles to escape the predicament, then sinks into "maladaptive behaviour".^s 
92 Carobeth Laird, Limbo: A memoir about life in a nursing home by a survivor (California: 
Chandler and Sharp, 1979). 
93 Goffman, Asylums, pp. 68-69. 
9^^ E. Anne Lorimer, "Learned helplessness as a framework for practice in long-term care 
environments", Australian occupational therapy journal, vol. 30, no. 1. (1984), 62-67; Martin F.P. 
Seligman, Helplessness: On depression, development and death (San Francisco: W.H. Freeman, 1975), 
p. 9. 
95 Halpem et al., The myths of deinstutionalization. p. 6. 
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/\jme Lorimer identified three behaviours. At first, people react with fear to being 
unable to control what is happening to them, but this is replaced by depression 
(emotional disturbances). In this condition, any treatment, good or bad, is accepted 
passively (motivational deficit). No attempt will be made to change a new situation, on 
the grounds that previous attempts in other situations have failed (cognitive 
distortion). 96 
These behaviours were not engendered deliberately. As E.M.Brody has pointed 
out, they are a by-product of institutional life, an accidental and unforseen result of 
putting someone into an institution. He borrowed a medical term, iatrogenic diseases, 
which originally referred to problems caused inadvertedly by medical treatment, to 
apply to the unanticipated results of institutionalisation. Brody listed the conditions in 
which maladaptive behaviour is fostered iatrpgentically: 
Dependency; depersonalisation; low self-esteem; lack of occupational or 
fruitful use of time; geographic and social distance from family and friends, 
and cultural milieu; inflexibility of routines and menus; loneliness; lack of 
privacy, identity, own clothing', possessions and furniture; lack of freedom; 
desexualization and infantilization; crowded conditions; and negative, 
disrespectful or belittling staff attitudes.97 
The staff at Dunwich, like the staff of the later institutions studied, was unaware 
that the structure of the institution and their own attitudes were causing maladaptive 
behaviour. They were simply aware that some irunates became "good irunates" while 
others became troublemakers. Good irunates did not make waves, complain, cause 
trouble or support those who did, no matter what happened. They showed gratitude for 
what was being done for them and willingly involved themselves in the activities of the 
institution. 
96 Lorimer, "Learned helplessness", pp. 62-67. 
97 E.M. Brody "A million procrustean beds". Thegerontologist, vol. 13, (1973), 430-435. 
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The more "total" the institution, the easier it is to get conformity.98 In Asylums 
Goffman described one way in which learned helplessness can be achieved and good 
patients created: 
In many total institutions a peculiar kind and level of self-concern is 
engendered. The low position of inmates relative to their station on the 
outside, established initially through the stripping process, creates a milieu of 
personal failure in which one's fall from grace is continuously pressed 
home. 99 
Having accepted the mortifications and loss of self which occur during the 
institutionalisation phase, an irunate who co-operates finds new values and beliefs which 
conform to the institution. "He finds that he is officially asked to do no more and no 
less than he is prepared to be, and is obliged to dwell in a world that is in fact congenial 
to him".^^ Goffman called this condition "primary adjustment": 
While the process of mortification goes on, the irunate begins to receive 
formal and informal instmction in what will here be called the privilege 
system. In so far as the irunate's attachment to his civilian life has been 
shaken by the stripping process of the institution, it is largely the privilege 
system that provides a framework for personal reorganisation. **'i 
In such a place as the benevolent asylum, informal instmction was of far greater 
importance than the formal. There was no functional purpose to the institution which 
required training to take place. Once the rules had been explained, there was little more 
to do than allow the new irunates to discover for themselves the rewards and privileges 
given out for obedience. 
98 Lucille Nahemon, Persuasibility, Social Isolation and Conformity Among Residents of 
Home for the Aged, PhD thesis, Columbia University, 1963. 
99 Goffman, Asylums, pp. 66-67. 
100 Goffman, Asylums, p. 189. 
'01 Goffman, Asylums, p. 48. 
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Lack of motivation is a common feature of institutional life, and it is 
acknowledged that staff must devote an inordinate amount of time and effort in order to 
get residents to be active. At Dunwich, however, there was no official provision for 
activities apart from the jobs associated with maintaining and feeding the institution and 
no nearby city for amusement. The irunates were criticised because they "Generally do 
nothing but lounge about all day" and the wards were locked in the morning so that 
they would not lie in bed.*02 Most of their time they had to fill for themselves, with 
fishing, walks (some as far as Point Lookout) and conversation. The retail store was a 
popular spot. Billy tea was brewed on small open fires outside the wards. *03 
It was left to staff in their own time and private individuals to provide 
entertairunent and pastimes. Those listed in the 1924 armual report were typical. As 
well as the library, games room, regular gramophone concerts and picture shows, there 
were amateur concerts by visitors, trips in the motor launch, and a swimming 
demonstration by the Valley Swinuning Club.'04 Some visits, like Monty Bloom's 
concert party, became regular events.'os Others, such as the Brisbane Women's Hockey 
Association in 1934, were vetoed by the home office.'06 
Donations were accepted from private people and organisations, including a 
large variety of newspapers which were sent to Dunwich, provided free by the 
publishers. Even as early as 1887, The Brisbane courier and the Queenslander were 
supplemented by smaller and regional papers including Figaro, The Toowoomba 
chronicle and the Northern miner. Sydney papers were represented by the Sydney 
'02 DBA 1874, QSA A/209, enclosure in letter 1487 of 1875. 
'03 Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 1990. 
'0^ DBA 1924 in QPP 1925, vol. 1, p. 1102-3. 
'05 Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 1990. 
'06 Lener of Brisbane Women's hockey Association to under secretary, 12 August 1934, QSA 
A/4749, lener 9439 of 1934. 
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bulletin and the Sydney mail.^^'' By 1904 thirty-three newspapers and magazines were 
received at Dunwich, including foreign language papers {Nord Australische zeitung) and 
others for special interest groups, especially Christian magazines and newspapers.'08 As 
one of the few links with the outside world, they were eagerly seized upon. Irunates 
who were blind or illiterate were read to.'09 
A library was mainly stocked from donations. By 1889 there were 1 100 books 
increasing in two years to 2 000. "o Another windfall came with the 1893 floods in 
Brisbane. Five thousand books, water damaged stocks of Gordon and Gotch, were sold 
to the benevolent asylum for a nominal fee. '" The library was divided between the 
asylum and the consumptive camp, but accommodation was a problem. At first there 
was no building specified as being a library, so that comers of disused wards were 
pressed into service. This changed with the constmction of the Victoria Hall in 1897, 
the first building actually plarmed for recreation and entertairunent. The consumptive 
camp continued to struggle on with superannuated facilities until the books were being 
destroyed by rain pouring through the almost non-existent roof."^ 
Another diversion was the Sunday church service. The major denominations 
varied their involvement in the benevolent asylum from heavy to very little. No interest 
was taken for the first twenty years, either in attending to the dying or conducting 
funerals for the dead. The superintendent read the protestant funeral service and an 
irunate attended to Roman Catholics, with the tacit knowledge and sanction of the 
'07 DBA 1887 in QVP 1888, vol. 1, p. 1150. 
'08 DBA 1904 in QPP 1904-5, vol. 2, p. 565. 
'09 DBA 1928 in QPP 1929, vol. 1, p. 1223. 
" 0 DBA 1889 in QVP 1890, vol. 1, p. 1173; DBA 1891 in QVP 1892, vol. 1, p. 934. 
' " DBA 1893 in QVP 1894, vol. 1, p. 841. 
"2 "Still waiting: nine months to consider a little job at Dunwich", Brisbane courier, 16 January 
1926, p. 14. 
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churches. "3 No church building was provided until a govemor's wife. Lady 
Chelmsford, after visiting Dunwich, arranged for a Church of England chapel to be 
built from her anonymous donation."'' Some ministers and priests visited regularly 
from once a week to monthly; others made a token gesture according to their personal 
motivation. "The Roman Catholic clergy have also paid their regular stamtory visits and 
special visits to the sick", reported Dr Smith laconically in 1889."5 The Reverend J. 
MacPherson had a "Dunwich and Saint Helena mission" in 1885."^ The Brisbane City 
Mission became heavily involved and made strong protests when the benevolent asylum 
was moved to Sandgate in 1946. "7 
There was little alteration in the proportions of the major denominations 
represented over eighty years (see appendix figures 3.10 and 3.11). However there was 
some change amongst protestant groups. Lutherans were originally prominent, 
corresponding with the comparatively large number of German irunates. Wesleyans 
gave way to Methodists, but in time the Presbyterians attained greater significance 
among the irunates. 
Under the first superintendent, James Hamilton, when any form of amusement 
from church services to concert parties was rare, privileges dominated the lives of the 
irunates. The trusted irunates were able to live outside the benevolent asylum area or to 
build their own huts. Many grew or obtained supplies for sale to the benevolent asylum 
or other irunates. Hamilton's list in 1885 included onions, tea, coffee, sugar, butter, 
cheese, fish, treacle, vinegar, sauces, pickles, jams, tobacco, matches, lollies and 
"•^ "Progress report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum 
Dunwich", JLC 1884, p. 17. 
""^ Dickson, Address on the Dunwich benevolent institute, p. 13; DBA 1907 in QPP 1908, 
second session, vol. 2, p. 186. The chapel is still standing. 
" 5 DBA 1888 in QVP 1889, vol. 1, p. 1310. 
" ^ "Meetings", Brisbane courier, 6 March 1885, p. 2. 
"7 John Curtis, Interview, 19 September 1990. 
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biscuits."® Irunates were servants, cooks and gardeners to the Hamiltons and the other 
staff member. One irunate was caretaker for a property at Amity owned by Hamilton 
who paid in kind for services. "9 Diary writer Mary McConachie recalled, "One old 
man...could not say enough in the praises of good Governor Hamilton who would give 
him an extra plug of "baccy" for doing any odd job in the irorunongery line for 
him".'20 Tobacco and alcohol remained two indulgences for most of the history of the 
benevolent asylum. 
Privileges included the opportunity to earn a little money to spend at the store. 
Much sought after was a place in the encampment known officially as the top tents, but 
called by inmates "the garden of Eden", where privacy and semi-independence were 
allowed. A period of leave was allowed to "responsible" people. It was an insidious 
way of building institutional dependency, as it was only within the benevolent asylum 
that irunates experienced the status arising from privileges and "secondary adjustments". 
Privileges are allowed by an institution, but secondary adjustments are not. 
Goffman defined these as: 
Any habitual arrangement by which a member of an organisation employs 
unauthorised means, or obtains unauthorised ends, or both, thus getting 
around the organisation's assumption of what he should do and get and hence 
what he should be. Secondary adjustments represent ways in which the 
individual stands apart from the role and the self that were taken for granted 
for him by the institution.'2' 
"8 Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 7 April 1985, QSA COL A/419, 
letter 2416 of 1885. 
"9 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary 6 December 1886, QSA COL 
A/510, letter 5820; Diary of Mary McConachie, JOL OM 75-91, 27 March 1887. 
'20 Diary of Mary McConachie, JOL OM 75-91, 27 March 1887. 
'21 Goifman, Asylums, p. 189. 
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As an important but unauthorised part of the stmggle between self and 
regimentation, secondary adjustments quickly slid into anti-institutional activities. 
The problem with alcohol was a good example. Although drinking was banned, 
suppliers were well known in the institution.'22 Alcohol was a "medicinal comfort", 
considered necessary for the health of the nineteenth century inmate. Beer, rum, brandy 
and whisky were kept by the dispenser and issued as ordered by the doctor, until the 
temperance movement began to exert an influence. In 1901 many of the benevolent 
asylum rations were stopped. 
In 1903 a newspaper article accused Dunwich of encouraging drunkermess. It 
prompted a query from the home secretary, to which medical superintendent Dr 
Stockwell replied that 189 people out of 1 210 received a spirits ration of two ounces a 
day. No teetotal invalids were forced to take spirits, simply because there were no 
teetotal invalids.'2^ 
The use of alcohol for medicinal purposes continued to die out, but alcohol, 
along with tobacco, remained a form of payment to the irunates, especially those 
engaged in dirty or unpleasant work. This practice was outmoded by the 1940s, when 
the Women's Christian Temperance Union got wind of it. The hapless Dr Tumbull was 
ordered to abandon this forthwith.'2^ 
'22 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 19 May 1904, QSA 
HOM/Bl 1, letter 7042 of 1904; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 23 
February 1906, QSA HOM/B38, letter 23241 of 1910; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Challands to 
under secretary, 7 November 1927, QSA H0M/B71, letter 8267 of 1927; Letter of Aussie, "Dunwich", 
Daily mail, 14 September 1929, p. 22. 
'23 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 20 May 1903, QSA 
WOR/A 1892 of 1904, under letter 3921 of 1903. 
'2^ Letter of director of health department to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull 9 June 1941, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/31721, letter 6081 of 1941. 
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Inmates, whether they drank to excess or not, had lived with beer and spirits 
their whole lives, neither as abusers of alcohol nor subscribing to temperance. They 
were willing to break rules which they considered unjust. Several medical 
superintendents saw how futile a complete ban was and recommended changes, 
including a wet canteen where limited quantities of beer could be drunk under 
supervision, but to no avail. They were placed in the invidious position of policing a 
policy which they knew to be unworkable, assisted by staff members who not only 
knew this but were actively engaged in the alcohol traffic or who were alcohol abusers 
themselves.'25 
For many, whatever their attitude to alcohol had once been, the taste of 
forbidden fmit was sweetened by the lengths to which they had to go to obtain it. There 
were three main ways. The first was to drink alcohol from the benevolent asylum stock, 
either bought from other irunates or from a staff member (usually a wardsman) who had 
access to the dispensary. So much was going missing in 1907 that the medical 
superintendent was ordered to report on the reasons.'2^ The second method was to 
obtain alcohol from outside the benevolent asylum, either by smuggling it back in when 
returning from leave, or by buying it from visitors, some of whom came to Dunwich 
with no other purpose. Dr Stockwell pointed out that with a lot of bush around the 
benevolent asylum and a long coastline it was impossible to stop irunates from 
wandering out of the grounds or visitors who had landed a couple of kilometres away 
from wandering in.'27 Some inmates boarded the boats when they were at the jetty and 
'25 Enquiry into the administration of the benevolent asylum, January 1906, QSA COL/320, p. 
54; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Macarthur to under secretary, 27 September 1917, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 9013 of 1917; Report on Dunwich benevolent asylum by F.C. Tumbull 
acting medical superintendent, 13 February 1935, p. 12, QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 1605 of 
1935. 
'26 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 25 November 1907, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 12522 of 1907, under letter 6435 of 1943. 
'27 Note of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell on letter of police magistrate to under secretary 
department of justice, 8 December 1905, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 12525 of 1905. For the 
benevolent asylum's long battle with smuggled alcohol, see chapter 6. 
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drank there. One man came back from a boat to the mess room and created a 
disturbance, while another tried to fight all the men at the top tents.'2^ The third method 
was for irunates to make their own alcohol. The supply of methylated spirits was treated 
to make it undrinkable, but even so it found its way into the "Dunwich lightning", sold 
for many years at the standard price of one shilling for two ounces.'29 
From time to time the newspapers published articles accusing Dunwich of being 
a den of drunkermess, or a complaint would be sent to the home secretary resulting in 
the medical superintendent receiving a "please explain" memo from the department. Dr 
Booth-Clarkson's reply to one of these reveals that even he was willing to bend the 
mles in an effort to bring common sense into the situation. He was generally not 
concemed with supervising the drinking of the ration after it had been issued, as most 
of the men wanted their ration themselves. Staff who wanted alcohol could buy it and 
store it in the spirit room, where it would be issued at the standard two ounces a day. 
However, those who were found trafficking in alcohol were subject to disciplinary 
action, including discharge.'^ In Booth-Clarkson's opinion, this soft approach was 
reducing the problem. "When I first came here the liquor question was far more 
rampant than it is now as hardly a day passed without the matter having to be dealt 
with".'31 
Even so, searching for alcohol was a cat-and-mouse game. Following 
complaints, undercover detectives and trackers would be sent to the institution to find 
'28 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 26 May 1924, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 4776 of 1924. 
'29 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 6 October 1924, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 8321 of 1924. 
'30 Letta- of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 6 October 1924, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 8321 of 1924. 
' 3 ' Letter of medical superintoident Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 21 October 1926, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 9097 of 1926. 
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the source of supply, usually with limited success. In one incident in 1924, when two 
bottles were found in the consumptive camp and alien ward, an investigation was 
launched to find the owners and their suppliers, but the result was hardly worth the 
effort.'32 
While some irunates spent their time trying to obtain alcohol, others were busy 
policing it. One anonymous letter informed the home secretary: 
A certain man came back from town drunk on the boat on thursday the 14th 
and they brought him up on the trolly and two Dressers had to carry him on 
to one of the seats to lay down while several visitors were looking on no 
wonder people talk.'33 
To which the medical superintendent replied, "The administration carmot be held 
responsible for irunates returning drunk from leave and one legged inmates, even when 
sober, have to be brought up on a trolley".'3^ 
Although Dr Booth-Clarkson had confidently asserted that the liquor problem 
was under control, by 1931 the situation had become so bad that it became a police 
matter again. Three operations were mounted to break the traffic, none being very 
successful, but the shock of seeing prosecutions quietened many of those responsible for 
a while. In each case, liquor was being brought in from outside. Mary Menion and 
George Hamilton were supplied by an acquaintance.'35 On the third occasion the police 
'32 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 12 August 1901, QSA 
H0M/B6, letter 12771 of 1901; LettO" of medical supmntendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 
23 June 1924, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 5661 of 1924. 
'33 Letter of anonymous inmate to home secretary, 25 October 1926, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4686, under letter 9097 of 1926. 
'3^ Letta- of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 26 October 1926, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 9097 of 1926. 
'35 Letter of anonymous to under home secretary, 12 September 1931, Statement of A. Ellis to 
licensing inspector, 9 September 1931, Police department letter S.G. 5843 of 1931, Report of Constable 
Smith to licensing inspector, 15 September 1931, Letters of police commissioner to home secretary, 29 
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officer uncovered a retail outlet in the pantry. An agent who entered the benevolent 
asylum disguised as an irunate bought a coffee bottle of rum from a pantryman, Mark 
Robinson. His supplier brought the rum to Dunwich on the boat.'36 
An anonymous letter to the home secretary indicated just how widespread was 
the traffic from outside. "The biggest dealer in rum there is the boss of the mess room 
and when he comes to town he takes a lot back with him and a man named Griffin in 9 
ward gets it down by the Otter". The writer claimed that two other people worked with 
Griffin buying and reselling it, occasionally mixed with methylated spirits. The head 
wardsman got alcohol from the fishermen and at times all the wardsmen were known to 
sell alcohol.'37 
Drunken oblivion was one way irunates could relieve their lot. Those who were 
alert like Elizabeth Melville could see the effect that the institution was having on 
them.'38 These irunates often wrote letters - to relatives, the papers, and home office or 
members of parliament. The demise of three superintendents - James Hamilton, James 
Stockwell and James Macarthur - was initiated by campaigns of letter writing and 
information leaking by irunates. 
The irunates who sought Hamilton's dismissal accused him of mistreating 
inmates, theft of personal property and misappropriation of government stores. William 
October, 17 November, 8 December, and letter of home secretary to police commissioner, 17 December 
1931; QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 9007 of 1931; Letters of police commissioner to under 
home secretary, 6 November 1931 & 12 November 1931, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 8769 of 
1931. 
'36 Statement of police agent George Jones, 16 April 1931, Statement of constable William 
Reedman. 16 April 1931, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 4706 of 1941. 
'37 Letter of "old Dunwich inmate" to home secretary, 21 May 1931, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4686, under letter 9007 of 1931. 
'38 Letter of Elizabeth Melville to visiting justice, n.d. 1882, QSA A/323, under letter 4256 of 
1882. 
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Gardiner accused him of using goverrunent rations to support irunates who were 
employed privately. He also claimed that a cow given by the late govemor to the 
benevolent asylum was put to Hamilton's private use, beer for consumption by the 
benevolent asylum was given to Hamilton's friends among the Aborigines, and money 
found on the body of a dead irunate went into Hamilton's pocket. Although the 
subsequent inquiry of 1884 was critical of Hamilton, he was not dismissed.'39 
Consequently Gardiner set to work to undermine Hamilton's authority a second 
time. He brought up a seven year old incident and pushed tmtil another inquiry was 
mooted. Hamilton believed that all this should have been left in the past. He 
commented, "Such investigation should I contend be final when once brought to a 
conclusion otherwise there is no protection to officers against malicious accusations".'"^o 
The concerted effort by a group of men to discredit Hamilton is shown in letter from 
Francis Praeger, owner of a pony to which Hamilton was supposed to have laid claim, 
to an irunate, Jacob Schindler. He stated that the superintendent was dishonest and 
added, "I shall yet bring Hamilton to justice".''*' 
Two irunates who had been wimesses at the inquiry appointed themselves 
detectives on Gardiner's behalf. In 1884, as the visiting justice was getting off the boat 
during one of his scheduled visits, they approached him with a letter and in a 
"disrespectful fashion" accused assistant superintendent George Watkins of theft. On 
arriving at the office. Colonel Ross discovered what was happening. The men, Martin 
Byrne and Philip Macguire, accused Watkins and another man whom they called 
Thomas Turtle of threatening them. 
'39 "Final report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylimi, 
Dunwich", JLC 1884, p.37, appendix FF. 
'•^ 0 Letter of superintendoit James Hamilton to under secretary 2 April 1885, QSA COL A/472, 
under letter 5486 of 1886. 
''*' Letter of Francis Praeger to Jacob Schindler, 12 February 1885, QSA COL A/472, under 
letter 5486 of 1886. 
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In fact the threatening was done by Byrne and Macguire. They claimed that 
Watkins gave government stores to George Thirkill, the manager of the nearby Moreton 
Bay Oyster Company lease, who, accompanied by a part Aboriginal woman, was 
buying the stores. Thirkill said of the irunates: "On more than one occasion some of my 
native workers (girls) have complained to me of improper proposals to them". 
The visiting justice took little notice of the irunates' complaint. He found it 
unsubstantiated and warned, "Unless some serious notice is taken of their conduct it 
will be almost impossible to maintain proper discipline in the Asylum".'''2 
Unaware that his campaign had misfired, William Gardiner began to speak out, 
"I am the man here. Don't be surprised if you see two policemen coming to take old 
Hamilton away in the steamer".'''3 The one who went was Gardiner, dismissed by 
Colonel Ross a few days later for insolent and insubordinate behaviour.'''^ His 
application to retum was later refused.'''5 For James Hamilton it was a pyrrhic victory. 
A few months later, when the new medical superintendent arrived to replace him, 
Hamilton took twelve month's leave and retired, worn out by seventeen years of hard 
work.'^6 
''*2 Letter of irmnates Martin Byrne & Philip Macguire to visiting justice, 3 September 1884; 
Letter of Thomas Thirkill to colonial secretary, 3 September 1884; Letter of visiting justice Colonel Ross 
to colonial secretary, 16 September 1884, QSA COL A/400, under letter & letter 6395 of 1884. 
'"^ 3 Letter of superintaident James Hamilton to visiting justice Colonel Ross, 11 April 1885, 
QSA COL A/472, under letter 5486 of 1886. 
^"^ Letter of visiting justice Colonel Ross to under secretary, 13 April 1885, QSA COL A/472, 
under letter 5486 of 1886. 
'"^ 5 Letter of William Gardiner to colonial secretary, 5 July 1886, QSA COL A/472, under letter 
5486 of 1886; Letter of visiting justice Colonel Ross to under secretary, 8 July 1886, QSA COL A/472, 
under letter 5486 of 1886. 
'''^ Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 11 September 1885, QSA COL 
A/436, letter 6719 of 1885. 
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Escape was another way an active dissatisfied irunate could react against the 
benevolent asylum, although few were ultimately successful. Some took advantage of 
their leave and never retumed. Others made off into the bush around Dunwich. Many 
became lost away from the buildings or believed that they were within walking distance 
of home. Most were found and brought back, while some died of exposure or 
drowning. 
Compared with the total population of the benevolent asylum, there were few 
escape attempts and even less that were successful (see appendix figures 3.12 and 3.13). 
Although many irunates complained about Dunwich and talked about getting out, they 
had been institutionalised into a condition of leamed helplessness so that they were 
unable to realise their complaints as actions. Only those who were unwilling to accept 
the institution on any terms, either passively or by making the secondary adjustments in 
order to retrieve some shreds of dignity, would attempt to escape. The few who actually 
ran away from Dunwich were usually men. More commonly, especially between 1901 
and 1925, irunates failed to retum from leave, a tactic usually adopted by the women 
(see appendix figure 3.14). This was not cormected with a growing disenchantment with 
Dunwich nor with a decrease in leamed helplessness but with an increase in leave 
granted. Figures on both leave and runaways are only available for 1910 and 1917 to 
1924, but in that time the correlation is clear (see appendix figure 2.2). 
Incidents of escape, letter writing and defiance of authority were all seen as 
individual aberrant behaviours. Rather than asking whether the institution could be 
inducing such responses, staff "knew" that resistance to the benevolent asylum was 
typical for "the type of person" who was to be found at Dunwich. This belief was 
reinforced by the fact that only a minority of irunates caused trouble, "proving" that the 
benevolent asylum was accepted by most. The logical conclusion was that the minority 
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were misfits who needed to be disciplined firmly and, if necessary, with punishments, 
for their own good. 
Goffman has pointed out that punishment was another element which set the 
irunates of the total institution apart from those in the outside world: 
Whatever their severity, punishments are largely known in the irunates' home 
world as something applied to irunates and children; this conditioning, 
behavioristic model is not widely applied to adults, since failure to maintain 
required standards typically leads to indirect disadvantageous consequences 
and not to specific immediate punishment at all.''*7 
In theory the superintendent held wide powers over irunates who refused to 
comply with the regulations. If the offence was serious or persistent enough, inmates 
could be dismissed. For minor breaches, the range of actions included the early 
punishment of bread and water diets which later attracted criticism."** Privileges could 
be withheld, but the effectiveness of such a measure was questionable. By 1890 it 
became necessary to build a cell where recalcitrant irunates could be imprisoned for up 
to seven days.'"'9 Restraining devices including handcuffs were ordered. The use of cells 
and handcuffs in an institution which was entered voluntarily by people not needing 
continual attention reveals the gap between the theory and reality of Dimwich 
practice. '50 
For irunates who would not behave but could not be pirmed down to a specific 
offence, there was Ward 14. Maurice Carroll, an irunate whose vitriolic public 
'•^ 7 Goffman, Asylums, p. 51. S.F. Nadel, "Social control and self-regulation," in Social forces, 
vol. 31, no. 3 (1953) pp. 265-73. 
'"^ 8 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 15 April 1908, QSA 
HOM/B20, letter 4998 of 1908. 
'^ •9 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary, 3 September 1890, QSA works 
department batches WOR A/556 of 1893, letter 9478 of 1890 under letter 3635 of 1892; Regulations for 
the general management of the Dunwich benevolent asylimi, 1906, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683. 
'50 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary, 27 October 1899, QSA 
HOM/B 7, letter 13567 of 1899. 
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criticisms of Dunwich eventually led to his dismissal, described it in 1925 as for people 
getting "childish". He claimed that the ward was designed for thirty-two but housed 
forty, with no shade, a high fence and a locked gate. It was behind the kitchen and 
laundry, out of the way of visitors' inspections.'5' Questions were asked in parliament, 
but the answer, that the men had to be kept under lock and key as dangers to 
themselves and other people, was too facile.'52 Two months later, Thomas Roberts the 
member for East Toowoomba was able to press home the advantage by admitting to 
parliament that he had visited Ward 14 and found "the condition in the ward very sad" 
but "1 do not think any better provision could be made for the people except in some 
other institution to which it might be possible to remove them".'53 Ward 14 remained, 
locked, sunstricken, crowded, and devoid of any comfort or stimulation for its 
occupants. 
In practice these punishments were not effective, the constmction of the cell 
being testimony to the failure of less drastic methods. It was impractical to dismiss an 
irunate who could not survive outside an institution, as he would either have to be 
readmitted after a welcome holiday or die in the streets. Medical superintendent Dr 
Smith wanted them treated as vagrants and gaoled.'5^ Stopping of alcohol and tobacco 
was an empty threat as it was found that the deficiency was made up by the combined 
actions of other irunates.'55 A bread and water diet, while having a greater deterrent 
effect, was still not sufficient as it was a danger to the people's health. 
Even dealing with irunates who broke the law rather than breached the 
regulations proved difficult. Irunates waiting for confirmation of their dismissals after 
'51 Maurice Carroll, "Dunwich" [letter]. Daily mail, 24 March 1925, p. 8. 
'52 "Quite reasonable Dunwich conditions". Daily mail. 28 August 1925, p. 7. 
'53 QPD 1925, p. 949. 
'5^ Letter of medical supmntendent Dr Smith to under secretary, 25 February 1890, QSA COL 
A/606, letter 2110 of 1890. 
'55 Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 12 March 1877, QSA COL/A 
237, letter 1016 of 1877. 
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being found guilty did their best to dismpt the benevolent asylum. Dr Smith wanted 
these people removed to the immigration department and serious charges heard at the 
Cleveland court, where they would be judged impartially and offenders gaoled. The one 
experiment had "produced a marked effect on our discipline here".'56 His assessment 
was confirmed almost twenty years later by a visiting justice who sent inmates to Boggo 
Road gaol.'57 
In 1935 Dr Tmnbull recommended that a court of summary jurisdiction be set 
up at Dunwich in order to "steady down people who commit offences" and deal with 
the "coloureds and inebriates". There had been a court of petty sessions at Dunwich 
until 1919, but since very little business was transacted, it was abandoned. Because of 
this, and the work involved in re-establishing it, the suggestion was rejected.'5^ 
Medical superintendents smugly attributed the behaviour of "good irunates" to 
their firm management, writing off those who misbehaved as criminal and those who 
left as undeserving. Management really had little to do with it. The irunates had been 
rendered helpless and dependent on the institution. "Good irunates" were created 
iatrogenically within the stmcture and philosophy of the benevolent asylum, by 
debasing and betraying irunates before reorienting them in a new set of social 
relationships. Irunates who resisted were forced into illegal acts, there being few 
avenues for them to air their grievances. Once in the benevolent asylum, the irunates 
were trapped, with no control over their lives and a dismal future ahead. 
* * * 
'56 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary, 25 February 1890, QSA COL 
A/606, letter 2110 of 1890. 
'57 Letter of visiting justice to under secretary, 19 August 1909, QSA HOM/J53, letter 9770 of 
1909. 
'58 Letter of acting medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary 22 January 1935, 
QSA Dunwich batches A/4686, letter 694 of 1935. 
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The future offered only three options - release (either temporary or permanent), 
reinstitutionalisation elsewhere, or death. Irunates awaited one of these three, either by 
doing nothing or filling in their time with "removal activities". 
Between 1866 and 1946 the proportion of irunates who could look forward to 
discharge gradually decreased. In theory, they could leave at any time they desired as 
their entry had been voluntary, simply by signing a form stating: 
I, an irunate of Dimwich Benevolent Asylum, Register Number 
beg to state that I object to remain in the Institution any longer, and I hereby 
demand my discharge.'59 
In practice, institutionalised irunates were as effectively confined to Dunwich as 
they would have been if sent to gaol. AiS much as they may have disliked the benevolent 
asylum and talked about leaving, few were psychologically capable of taking action. 
Nor was this leamed helplessness a function of the length of time they had been at 
Dunwich. Many had reached that stage before they had arrived, from time spent in 
other institutions or even in their home lives.'^ 
In the early days, almost three in every ten irunates would retum to the 
community each year but the proportion fell until by 1937 less than two in every ten 
irunates would leave (see appendix figure 3.15). The first decrease occurred as a result 
of the decision made during the 1884 inquiry not to accommodate healthy people such 
as the unemployed. Because of this, only a few were fit to be discharged when 
commonwealth pensions were introduced in 1909. In 1935 a purge by the new medical 
'59 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 8 March 1924, QSA 
Dunwich batches A/4683, letter 2431 of 1924. 
' ^ Morris, Put away. p. 164. 
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superintendent, Dr Tumbull, caused a temporary increase in transience, but many later 
retumed. 
Before 1900 inmates were occasionally assisted to re-establish themselves in 
society. Rail passes could be issued to help them get back to their homes, or irunates 
found work on their own or through their friends' efforts. Enquires would be received, 
often from a farmer or station owner, asking if there was a man who could do limited 
work for an allowance. In 1887, an irunate was given two bags of oysters for sale in his 
home town to help him get started in a new life.'6' 
Applying for leave was a way irunates could gain a temporary break from the 
benevolent asylum. This was one of the highest ranking privileges for good behaviour 
(see appendix figures 3.16 and 3.17). Leave was granted for up to four weeks a year, 
after applicants had been there for six months and on condition that they were well 
enough, could show that they had accommodation and funds, and could care for 
themselves during their time away.'62 Elaborate arrangements had to be made to get a 
person to Brisbane, but not until 1910 was it considered important enough to record in 
armual reports the number of irunates who were on leave. Even then, more figures were 
not given until 1917. The number was always shown as those on leave on 31 December 
when a census was taken. The average was 3.8% of the irunates "on the books" on that 
day. The range between seven and fifty people hardly constituted a mass exodus. 
Occasional periods of quarantine against epidemics such as the bubonic plague 
in 1905 and the influenza epidemic which recurred between 1919 and 1921 meant that 
'^ ' Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 28 August 1879, QSA COL 
A/285, letter 3094 of 1879; Letter of superintendait James Hamilton to under secretary, 17 September 
1877, QSA COL A/244, letter 4953 of 1877; Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 
11 August 1887, QSA COL A/512, letter 6355 of 1887. 
'62 Memorandum of medical superintendent to head att^dant, February 1935, Collection of 
Eventide Home, Notice Book (attendants for reference), 1935-1946. 
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leave would be stopped for all inmates.'^^ The second world war also caused a 
curtailment in leave granted. Unfortunately figures were not kept for the depression of 
the 1930s, so it is not possible to see if economic circumstances caused people to 
remain. 
Nor are the figures extensive enough to see to what extent the attitudes of 
individual medical superintendents influenced leave granted. Drs Macarthur, Booth-
Clarkson and Tumbull, all prolific report writers, recorded the numbers on leave, but 
there were only three occasions on which other superintendents provided the 
information. Macarthur expressed particular concem for the welfare of inmates who 
were out of the institution.'^ Booth-Clarkson was a meticulous and paternalistic 
superintendent who was unhappy about allowing any undeserved liberties or exposing 
his charges to illness. Tumbull, who was opposed to allowing irunates to come and go 
as they pleased, curtailed the high percentage of leave which had been allowed before 
he arrived in 1935.'^5 Although he subsequently relaxed his position temporarily, he 
restricted leave severely during the second world war. 
Most irunates were never considered fit to be allowed out of the benevolent 
asylum, while the faculties of some declined so far that they were sent on to the lunatic 
asylum. This was a sensitive issue for Dunwich, as the charge could be levelled that it 
was the institution which caused the victims to lose their sanity. Dr Row was at pains to 
point out in 1912: 
'6^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 20 January 1905, QSA 
A/84818, letter 2185 of 1905; DBA 1921 in QPP 1922, vol. 2, p. 479. 
' ^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Macarthur to under secretary, 27 September 1917, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 9013 of 1917. 
'65 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 23 July 1935, QSA 
Dunwich batches A/4686, letter 9305 of 1935; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under 
secretary, 9 March 1942, QSA Dunwich batches A/4686, letter 2058 of 1942. 
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A considerable amount of misconception exists as to the occurrence of 
insanity at this Institution. It is very rare indeed that an irunate becomes 
insane after admission, and when such a case occurs it is invariably due to 
senile decay. 
The great majority of insanity cases occurring here are insane when 
admitted, but often are not sufficiently so as to warrant being sent 
immediately to a hospital for the insane, and frequently patients who are 
insane on admission are in such a low physical condition that to forthwith 
sent them to the Reception House would undoubtedly jeopardise their lives.'^^ 
The belief that the benevolent asylum was the begirming of a downward path 
into more dismal institutions was not bome out by the numbers of inmates who were 
reinstitutionalised. The few who degenerated physically or mentally until they were sent 
elsewhere were not statistically significant. An average of less than 1.5% of the inmates 
was sent to the Diamantina hospital, the lunatic reception house in Brisbane, the 
Woogaroo lunatic asylum (Goodna mental hospital) or to a variety of other institutions 
such as Willowbum. In general the 1890s saw a small rise in the number of people sent 
to other institutions; but by 1926, when figures were no longer being given in armual 
reports, the numbers were too small to merit attention. Nor did the provision of more 
specialised institutions and changes in attitudes to welfare policies have a marked effect 
on the policies of the benevolent asylum in this area (see appendix figure 3.18). 
Death was such a common feature of benevolent asylum life that it usually 
passed without comment. Some inmates were simply sent there to die, such as Heruy 
Jacobson, who with an "accidental injury" arrived on 30 October and died on 5 
November 1890.'^7 \ suicide case like George Bames who was found in the scmb with 
his throat cut, the occasional drownings, or tragedies when irunates wandered off and 
died of exposure were unusual enough to be reported briefly in the newspapers.'^ 
'66 DBA 1912 in QPP 1913, vol. 3, p. 39. 
'67 Admission number 2331, admission book: males 1889-1894, collection of Eventide Home. 
'68 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Challands to under secretary, 23 December 1929, QSA 
HOM/B75, letter 10743 of 1929. 
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Otherwise, irunates stayed for a short period of time, died and were buried in the 
cemetery where graves were identified only by numbers. People who lived at the 
benevolent asylum in the 1930s and 1940s have memories of the hearse passing from 
the church to the cemetery at least two or three times a week, the driver holding the 
reins of the horse loosely, one foot on the coffin. There was little or no ceremony by 
the graveside, although some made it a practice to follow the hearse.'69 One horse 
which pulled the hearse waited for the coffin to be taken off and then bolted habitually 
back to the institution. A staff member employed during the 1940s recalls that the 
driver, "Couldn't hold him - you just had to let him go - he was a trotter - could he 
go " 170 
In 1917, Dr Macarthur compiled figures for the length of time the inmates who 
had died during the year had stayed: 
Under 1 month after admission .. . . 11 
Between 1 and 3 months after admission' .. 10 
Between 3 months and 1 year after admission 33 
Between 1 and 5 years after admission .. 56 
Over 5 and under 10 years' residence .. 19 
Over 10 and under 15 years' residence .. 10 
Over 15 and under 20 years' residence .. 4 
Over 20 and under 30 years' residence .. 4 
Over 30 years' residence .. .. 1 
Total .. .. .. ,. ..148 171 
Converting these figures to percentages shows that there were some long term 
residents, but many more whose stay before they died was brief. Only about a quarter 
of the irunates stayed longer than five years, while just over a third remained for less 
than a year and more than another third between one and five years (see appendix 
figure 3.19). 
'69 John Curtis, Interview, 19 September 1990. 
'70 Neville Quaill , Interview, 20 September 1990. 
'7 ' DBA 1917 in QPP 1918, vol. 1, p. 1251. 
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There was very little variation in the death rate for the entire eighty years (see 
appendix figure 3.20). The average was 10.9% a year, based on the total number of 
irunates who passed through the institution. The death rate was slightly lower in the 
very early days of minimal care prior to 1885. A small increase after the benevolent 
asylum moved to Sandgate can be put down to the effects of the move. The beneficial 
effects of medical advances between 1880 and 1946 had no effect on the death rate as 
the type of irunates entering Dunwich grew more frail and elderly. 
Before 1900, the average age (arithmetic mean) varied considerably from year to 
year, falling particularly low in 1890 at the onset of the depression. After then, the 
average age of the irunates was at least sixty-five years (see appendix figure 3.21). 
Closer examination of the ages of irunates makes the increase in the percentage of the 
older inmates obvious (see appendix figure 3.22). For the group above eighty years, the 
increase was steady and constant. The seventy to eighty year age group increased until 
1910, when there was a considerable falling off. Nevertheless, the percentage of this 
group in the benevolent asylum by the 1920s was still greater than in the 1890s. The 
sixty to seventy year old group decreased slightly in proportion to the total population. 
The younger group, a smaller proportion of the institution's population, showed 
progressively less change between 1889 and 1925 (see appendix figure 3.23). 
Most people under fifty were sent to Dunwich because of specific illnesses or 
disabilities, especially tuberculosis, rather than the cumulative effects of age and 
poverty. In 1892, of the twenty-one people who died of tuberculosis, seventeen were 
under thirty years of age.'72 In that year cases amongst the 120 people referred to by 
the medical superintendent as young to middle aged included: "Tuberculosis cases 27; 
'72 DBA 1892 in QVP 1893, vol. 2, p. 943. 
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paralysis 12; rheumatism leading to paralysis 19; heart disease 20; blindness 30; Cancer 
and crippling disorders 12".'7^ 
When people had come into the benevolent asylum, it had already been decided 
that they were beyond help. The opinion of the public, goverrunent and public service 
often was that they did not deserve it. There was no point in prolonging their lives. If, 
on the other hand, it had been decided that they should receive the best medical care of 
the day, how much longer might they have lived? 
The question is probably academic. The irunates did not just lack medical 
attention, but the intangible things which made life worth while: dignity, individuality 
and self-esteem. Without those there was nothing for which to live. 
* * * 
Any assessment on the quality of life of the inmates of the Dunwich benevolent 
asylum which has been based purely on the historical evidence lacks critical elements. 
As has been shown in chapter two, people at the time were not aware of the forces that 
drove irunates to Dunwich. Furthermore, commentators were hampered by their own 
biases about institutional life, some eugolising Dunwich as an ideal retreat while others 
automatically condenrmed any institution. 
It is essential to remember that the inmates were an involuntary part of an 
institution. They lived their lives within the asylum in an envirorunent which was 
foreign to the understanding of others. Therefore interpretation must be based as much 
on the lives of people in institutions as the lives of people in Queensland fifty or a 
hundred and fifty years ago. 
'73 DBA 1892 in QVP 1893, vol. 1, p. 943. 
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It is not necessary, even if it were possible, to find an exact modem equivalent 
of a benevolent asylum in order to leam about institutional life. Sociologist Erving 
Goffman has shown that different total institutions bear many common characteristics, 
based not on their objectives but their effects. Psychological studies have supported 
Goffman's findings, using such terms as "induced hospital dependency" and "leamed 
helplessness" to explain the apathy which is often misconstmed as acceptance. 
Goffman referred to the process of readjustment from normal to institutional life 
as a change in the inmates' moral careers. The assumptions on which they had based 
their lives and the expectations of life course which they held were overtumed, 
resulting in behaviours which defied explanation by conventional standards of society. 
This was begun by a process of stripping away the irunates' previous identity and then 
progressively replacing it with one more suited to the trouble-free administration of the 
asylum. 
Quickly developing institutional behaviours, the Dunwich irunates did nothing 
and were difficult to motivate. Some were bedridden or immobile. Yet conditions at the 
benevolent asylum made their lot even worse. They were subject to overcrowding, 
senseless regimentation, little or no recreational opportunities, lack of toilet and bathing 
facilities, infantilisation and poor quality or unappetising food. Privilege and 
punishment, ideas foreign to those in the outside world, become major factors in their 
lives. 
Irunates who did not respond in the expected way to the processes of stripping 
and primary adjustment became rebellious. Some openly expressed their fear and anger 
at becoming institutionalised, gaining the reputation of being troublemakers. Most were 
discharged and a few reinstitutionalised at the lunatic asylum or in gaol. Others, having 
made the primary adjustment, found ways within the stmcture of the organisation to 
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rise in status and to reassert their individuality in a limited way by secondary 
adjustments. 
Most activities were essentially unproductive and meaningless, "removal 
activities". Jobs on which the benevolent asylum depended were a demonstration that 
people at Dunwich were not seen as "owning" their time or labour, which like the 
inmates themselves, were unimportant. 
It is not in the physical conditions at Dunwich that an understanding of the 
quality of life the irunates can be found. Comparing the physical standard of living of 
the irunates with their contemporaries in the outside world shows that they were at least 
as well off in the benevolent asylum as out of it. Psychologically, however, they were 
virtually enslaved by the institution and reduced to a state of not knowing whether they 
were happy or not. 
Underlying everything was the belief that the irunates were there because they 
had failed in life and were not competent to care for themselves, so they were lucky to 
be in an institution where they should be grateful for the little charity they were given. 
The overwhelming majority of benevolent asylum irunates deserved more charity 
than they received. They were sent to Dunwich not because they were needy but 
because they were imneeded, to live out their last few years in a dull existence of 
physical austerity and spiritual barrermess which few of them questioned. This was the 
most tragic thing of all: that they themselves, convinced they deserved nothing more, 
went quietly and gently into the night. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
ENTIRE CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT: 
The Superintendents of 
Dunwich Benevolent Asylum and 
the Culture of the Queensland 
Public Service 
The Medical Superintendent shall have entire control and management of the 
Asylum, subject to such directions as he may from time to time receive from 
the Home Secretary, and shall be responsible for its due control and general 
economy, and for the medical and general treatment of the irunates.' 
The eighty years during which the benevolent asylum existed at Dunwich was 
also eighty years during which the culture of the Queensland public service evolved. In 
theory the administration of the benevolent asylum had to reflect the changing policies 
and philosophies of the public service in general. The reality, however, was that 
Dunwich was physically and administratively remote, and had problems which could 
not be overcome by using the same solutions as those applied to most other goverrunent 
institutions. The status of the benevolent asylum within the public service was 
equivalent to the societal status of the inmates - aged, poor and sick. Changes which 
benefited the public service or the home office did little for Dunwich. 
Most of the staff reacted by developing a defensive outlook. For them it was 
easy to depict the home office as having abandoned them, only taking an interest when 
it wanted to interfere with inappropriate ideas or at inconvenient times. However, there 
' "Regulations for the general management of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 1906", QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683. 
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was one staff member who could not retreat. He was the contact point between the 
benevolent asylum and the home office, responsible for carrying out goverrunent policy 
and answerable for anything which occurred within the benevolent asylum. The 
superintendent's was the key position, made more important and more difficult by the 
form of administration adopted by the public service in Queensland. 
Even with adequate support, the superintendent would have faced a physically 
demanding, emotionally draining job, requiring extraordinary administrative and 
organisational skills. Medical knowledge was only one requirement. Was it possible to 
find a person who could be government representative on the island, final authority in a 
township exceeding a thousand people, superintendent of auxiliary institutions and sole 
medical officer, who could conduct day-to-day operations and make plarming decisions? 
The problem lay (although it was not recognised at the time) in the 
assumptions, beliefs and values which existed in the public service. Charles Handy, in 
Understanding organizations, adopted the ideas of Roger Harrison who described these 
as forms of "organisation ideologies"; but Handy substituted the expression "cultures", 
as representing "a pervasive way of life, or set of norms".^ This is an apt definition of 
the atmosphere within the Queensland public service during the years of the benevolent 
asylum. Although none of the four cultures which Handy identified exactly described 
the Queensland situation, one, the "role culture", came close: 
This culture works by logic and rationality... The work...and the interaction...are 
controlled by: 
Procedures for roles, e.g. job descriptions, authority definitions; 
Procedures for communications, e.g. required sets of copies of memoranda; 
Rules for settlement of disputes, e.g. appeal to the lowest crossover points. 
They are co-ordinated at the top by a narrow band of senior management... 
2 Charles B. Handy, Understanding organizations (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1976), p. 177. 
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In this culture the role, or job description, is often more important than the man 
who fills it. 3 
The role culture, requiring a stable envirorunent to work, fitted the conservative 
public service, especially as it emerged after 1900. The benevolent asylum was 
govemed by formal regulations with mles for all procedures, which could not be 
departed from without causing major problems. 
There were, however, few provisions for handling disputes, mainly because of 
one important characteristic of the public service which conflicted with a role culture -
the emphasis on individual responsibility in key positions. This characteristic is more in 
sympathy with Handy's "power culture". The hierarchical nature of a power culture 
renders a dispute inconceivable to its members, as a working relationship is always 
between people of unequal status. A subordinate advises, a superior directs. Two people 
of equal status (heads of departments perhaps) communicate through a mutual superior. 
Handy likened the power culture to a spider's web: 
Control is exercised from the centre largely through the selection of key 
individuals, by occasional forays from the centre or summonses to the 
centre... [These organisations] judge by results and are tolerant of means."• 
It was the fate of benevolent asylum superintendents to be caught in a system 
which adopted characteristics of both cultures according to the convenience of the 
occasion. At the same time they tried to deal with the numerous administrative 
difficulties of the institution and cope with its culture, with little support and few 
resources. 
^ Ibid, pp. 179-180. 
^ Ibid, pp. 178-179. 
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In this chapter the model for an institutional study is applied to a specific staff 
member in a unique position, the superintendent. Through him can be seen the 
organisational relationship between the sponsor and the institution. His role is examined 
as a participant in conflicting organisational cultures of the public service and the 
benevolent asylum. 
* * * 
Between 1860 and 1900 the public service developed rapidly to keep pace with a 
sixteenfold increase in Queensland's population and the extra services which had to be 
provided. Three departments and 406 officers grew to thirteen departments or services 
employing 5 717 people.^ More complex management systems had to be devised, from 
the earliest ad hoc arrangements of the 1863 Civil Service Act to the civil service board 
established under the 1889 act, drafted to reform abuses which had crept into the 
system. Further refinements in 1896 and 1901 replaced the three officers of the civil 
service board with the executive council sitting as the public service board, thereby 
centralising power in ministerial hands.^ The early 1900s saw further chiefly 
administrative modification - titles, departments, and procedures - for the public service 
and home office. There was a new Public Service Act in 1901 and in 1904 an inquiry 
into the public service recommended changes.^ 
In this way the public service moved from being a small organisation dominated 
by a power culture to a large organisation which had the theoretical trappings of a role 
5 Fraser, "Centaiary of the Queensland public service", pp. 27-30. 
^ Pugh's Almanac 1905. pp. 2-4; "Report of the royal commission into the civil service and 
mode of keeping public accounts of the colony", 24 April 1889, QVP 1889, vol. 1, p. 630; Fraser, "The 
public service of Queensland", pp. 4-8. 
^ Fraser, "The public service of Queensland", p. 4. 
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culture. In practice it retained the two key characteristics of a power culture - central 
control and attitudes towards "results and means". 
The colonial secretary's office had also undergone considerable change between 
1860 and 1900. Originally overseeing of all areas of the public service not the 
responsibility of the attorney-general or the treasurer, the office received its first formal 
definition in 1862.® The separation of intemal and extemal affairs began in 1886 when 
premier Samuel Walker Griffith had a chief secretary's position created.' In 1891 the 
colonial secretary was made responsible for the divisional boards.'^ In 1896 the colonial 
secretary's office was renamed the home office, and in 1898 a chief secretary's 
department was created, completely separating intemal and extemal matters. By 1900, 
1 648 officers worked in the colonial secretary's office alone, four times as many as the 
entire public service in 1863." 
This keermess to maximise the efficiency of the public service and the colonial 
secretary's office did not extend to the operations of the benevolent asylum, whose 
administrative systems evolved so slowly that in some areas there was no great change 
during the eighty years that it was at Dunwich. The act of parliament under which it 
operated for most of its time was the Charitable Institutions Management Act of 1885, 
drafted after the 1884 legislative council inquiry found that there were no regulations in 
place.'2 With only minor changes, this act served the benevolent asylum until long after 
it had become the Eventide Home at Sandgate.'^ The regulations which were prepared 
8 QGG 2 April 1862, vol. 3, no. 29, pp. 163-164. 
9 QPD 1884, vol. 43, pp. 103-104; QGG 1886, vol. 38, p. 1214. 
"^  Queensland State Archives, Guide to the records of the colonial secretary's office 1859-1896 
(Brisbane: Queoisland Government, 1976), p. 5. 
" QGG, 9 July 1898, vol 70, no. 8, p. 67. 
'2 The Charitable Institutions Management Act of 1885. 49 Vic. no. 8. 
'^ The Statute Law Revision Act of 1908 repealed one section. 
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concurrently with the Charitable Institutions Management Act were revised in 1906, 
1925, 1932 and 1941, but in no case extensively. 
The low status of the benevolent asylum was shown in 1935, regarded as a 
pivotal year in Queensland health services, when the home office was reorganised as the 
department of health and home affairs. A new director-general, Dr Raphael Cilento, 
was appointed in keeping with the new administrative stmcture. Eventually the era of 
free public hospitals was ushered into Queensland, partly sponsored by the profits from 
a goverrunent conducted lottery, the Golden Casket. Yet, for all that was said at the 
time and later about the splendid reforms that took place, there was not one that 
affected Dunwich.''' 
The findings of the 1884 legislative council committee inferred that the fault for 
Dunwich's administrative neglect lay somehow with the superintendent James 
Hamilton: 
It is shown that the institution has been carried on without any code of 
regulations for the guidance of the officials or the observance of the inmates. 
It will not, therefore, be a matter of surprise to your Honourable House that 
grave and serious abuses have crept into the administration which demand the 
immediate attention of the Government. '^ 
The benevolent asylum most likely made do with a version of the original 
regulations drawn up in 1861 when it was still a ward of the Brisbane hospital.'^ Those 
proposed in 1877 were so similar that it would appear that copies were kept for want of 
anything better although they had no legal standing. 
''^  Patrick, Health and medicine in Queensland, pp. 97-106. 
'5 "Final report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich, 10 December 1884", JLC 1884, vol. 2, p. 699. For dates in office of superintendents, see 
apf>endLx figure 4.1. 
'6 Brisbane hospital benevolent asylum regulations, 1861, QSA COL/A 19, letter 2085 of 1861. 
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In 1867 John McDormell, the previous superintendent to Hamilton, drew the 
colonial secretary's attention to the lack of mles at Dunwich and asked for regulations 
to be drafted. He had already approached the colonial secretary and was told that 
regulations without an act of parliament would be meaningless. Now that there was an 
act, McDormell wanted to establish some official mles.'^ He received no reply. 
In 1871 A.W. Marming, the inspector of public institutions, noted: 
Regulations are in course of revision, and will shortly be submitted for 
approval... To give full force and effect to those regulations, and to clothe 
the officers of the institution with necessary powers, and protect them in their 
exercise, it is highly desirable that an Act should be passed for the purpose... 
In other places, asylums for the destitute are placed under law, but here the 
establishment, maintenance and management are entirely arbitrary, giving 
rise to difficulties seriously checking the utility and efficiency of the 
institution.'8 
His warning was plain, that the 1866 act was inadequate for the govemance of 
the benevolent asylum, but the regulations to which he referred were not adopted and 
no new act appeared. 
In an unpublished report for the year 1874 James Hamilton showed that he was 
not happy with the wide powers that the lack of regulations gave him: 
The issue of a formal code of regulations for the govemance of the Institution 
is without doubt, the greatest present requirement. At present the mle is 
personal and arbitrary, and the only possible punishment for misconduct, that 
of discharge, is practically no punishment." 
'^ Letter of superintendent John McDonnell to under secretary, 13 March 1867, QSA COL/A 
69, lener 620 of 1867. 
'8 "Report of the Inspector of public institutions for 1870", QVP 1871, p. 986. 
'9 DBA 1874, QSA COL/A 209, letter 1487 of 1875. 
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Since there was once again no response, in 1877 Hamilton produced his own list 
of regulations for approval, explaining that it was "a subject of great importance to the 
welfare of this institution" and expressing his dissatisfaction with "the general tone of 
the irunates". He had the support of the visiting justice, Mr Barron, who stated that the 
regulations would save money in the rurming of Dunwich; but still the colonial 
secretary failed to take any action.20 
Eventually it was Hamilton and not the colonial secretary who suffered for the 
lack of regulations at Dunwich. A group of irunates caused such an upheaval with their 
grievances that the legislative council set up a committee to inquire into the benevolent 
asylum. It recommended that the asylum be controlled by a doctor rather than a man 
such as James Hamilton with no medical knowledge.2' The victorious inmates made 
Hamilton's life a misery. They continued to complain to the colonial secretary about 
him and were openly insolent. Hamilton's efforts to follow the colonial secretary's 
directions to force the fitter inmates to work or remove them were unpopular and 
caused more trouble. Finally, with the new medical superintendent, Dr Patrick Smith, 
on site, Hamilton took extended leave and retired.22 
Once the new act and regulations of 1885 were in place and a medical 
superintendent was appointed to replace Hamilton, the benevolent asylum was again left 
alone to its own devices. The number of irunates almost trebled from a weekly average 
of 381 in 1884 to 1021 in 1901, when Dr James Stockwell took over. His duties 
included the paperwork and general supervision that went with the administration of any 
20 Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to colonial secretary, 7 April 1877, QSA COL/A 
235, letter 1015 of 1877. 
2' "Final report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich, 10 December 1884", JLC 1884 vol. 2, p. 700. 
22 Letters of superintendent James Hamilton to colonial secretary: 2 April 1885, QSA COL/A 
420. letter 2684 of 1885: 7 April 1885. QSA COL/A 419. letter 2417 of 1885: 5 June 1885, QSA 
COL/A 426, letter 4075 of 1885: August 1885, QSA COL/A 436, letter 6719 of 1885; Report of visiting 
justice Colonel Ross to colonial secretary, 13 April 1885, QSA COL/A 471, under letter 5225 of 1886. 
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large institution. Urdike Dr Smith, he did not have to oversee the quarantine station on 
Peel Island, but there were still the lazaret, consumptive camp and inebriate institution. 
Every day, by regulation, he had to visit the hospital wards, attend to the sick as often 
as necessary and inspect the other wards "from time to time". There was also the 
Aboriginal settlement at Myora to watch. 
Warnings that mles which had been reasonable in 1884 were no longer adequate 
for a much larger institution were not heeded. Complaints from families and friends of 
inmates were received in the home office, including allegations of violence. Questions 
were occasionally asked in parliament.23 In 1896 an inquiry into the behaviour of an 
acting superintendent glossed over the systemic problems.2^ Finally a major upheaval in 
1905 led to the dismissal of Dr Stockwell for not carrying out his responsibilities 
according to the regulations. 
New regulations issued in 1906 still placed the responsibility for the entire 
benevolent asylum firmly with the medical superintendent.25 They were revised in 1932 
to cope with disorder but remained essentially the same as those of 1906 as far as his 
duties were concemed. In 1941 the trend towards strengthening the authority of the 
medical superintendent continued, but no major changes were made. The new 
regulations concentrated on rectifying problems which had presented themselves in 
recent years.26 
23 Letter of inmate Lawrence to under secretary, 20 June 1898, QSA H0M/B2, under letter 
11590 of 1899; Letter of inmate Andrew Spencer to under secretary, 25 November 1899, QSA H0M/B3, 
letter 15121 of 1899. 
24 QPD 1896, p. 1031. 
25 "Regulations for the general management of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 1906", QSA 
Dunwich batch COL A/4683. 
26 QGG, 27 February 1932, vol. 138, no. 63, p. 1133; QGG, 2 August 1941, vol. 157, no. 23, 
p. 210. 
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The failure of the home office to draft regulations which accurately reflected the 
superintendents' responsibilities placed them in an impossible position. They were 
expected to uphold the regulations and see that they were upheld by the staff, but were 
to be selective in their application if necessary; to show initiative in dealing with 
problems but make no changes; to be free agents, but carry out every directive of the 
home office obediently and promptly. The home office followed the power culture 
model of not caring how a job was done as long as it was done, but if trouble occurred, 
it could always fall back on the regulations to show that the superintendent was 
breaking the mles. Not only did this occur, but the expectations which the home office 
held of the position necessitated breaking the mles as the only way of getting the job 
done. The home office was as instmmental in creating a benevolent asylum culture as 
the physical isolation which supported it. 
* * * 
Despite the heavy responsibilities of the superintendent's job, he was given little 
support or supervision. The goverrunent auditors made periodic inspections of the 
accounts and every month a visiting justice combined the duties of dealing with 
complaints, coroner's enquires and magistrate's court matters as well as inspecting the 
benevolent asylum in a one day visit. Apart from weekly and monthly statistical reports 
and an armual report which went in the parliamentary papers, there was little else to 
ensure that the superintendent was fulfilling his responsibilities. 
James Hamilton, the first superintendent who served in the position for any 
length of time, was not even supervised to that extent. He was a wardsman in the 
immigration department who had emigrated to Victoria from England in about 1850 and 
then set up business as a lime bumer near Wyrmum before joining the public service.2^ 
27 "Death of an identity", Hurd cuttings book, JOL. 
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This was convenient for the colonial secretary's office. As he was not a doctor, 
Hamilton was completely an employee of the department, with no loyalties to a medical 
ethic or notions of status. He did what he was told and ran the benevolent asylum in the 
way he deduced the colonial secretary wanted it run. At no time did he receive any 
instmctions from the office. As long as he sent his weekly reports in on time and there 
were no complaints, he was presumed to be doing his job adequately.2* 
With no regulations (despite Hamilton's continued requests) and no adequate 
control of his activities, it is not surprising that abuses developed. It would be more 
correct to say that, during these seventeen years, the asylum evolved its own pattems of 
behaviour and responses to problems - in other words, its own culture. Isolation 
distorted the perspective of Hamilton, his wife and his assistant so that they were 
unaware that there was anything wrong with their actions. 
Many of the practices at Dunwich reflected the laissez-faire attitude of 
Hamilton's superiors to him. Irunates who were fit and well were allowed to constmct 
huts in front of the wards (on the side facing Moreton Bay), where they had a certain 
amount of privacy, but there was never any official mention of these.2^ Inmates who 
worked for Hamilton were granted favours, such as tobacco and alcohol rations. It was 
easy enough to have an irunate do personal work for the superintendent and keep him 
on the books as an irunate. The 1884 inquiry heard that an inmate had left the 
benevolent asylum to look after a house of Hamilton's at Amity but was still drawing 
rations, for which Hamilton was not paying. Irunates grew produce for the staff who 
sold it to other irunates. 
28 "Progress report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum. 
Dunwich", QVP 1884, vol. 1, q.lO. 
29 Diary of Mary McConachie, 27 March 1887, JOL OM 75-91; "The benevolent asylum: a 
visit to Dunwich", Brisbane courier, 24 November 1881 p. 3. 
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James Hamilton created his own feudal barony on Stradbroke Island, 
undisturbed by any but the most minimal official interference. ^ ^ Both he and his 
assistant, George Watkins, looked after the frequent illnesses of the inmates. Watkins 
was the dispenser, although he had no medical training. As Watkins had studied some 
chemistry, Hamilton was under the misunderstanding that he had goverrunent 
recognition of being a dispenser under the recently passed Pharmacy Act of 1884.3' He 
was able to state confidently, "There is nothing beyond myself and Mr Watkins". They 
were able to recognise insanity caused by masturbation, death by senile decay, and 
"crankiness", almost never needing to call the visiting surgeon to an emergency. When 
the visiting surgeon signed the death certificates, he relied on Hamilton for the cause of 
death. Suspicious circumstances surroimding deaths were inquired into by a justice of 
the peace - James Hamilton.^2 The burial service was conducted by either the 
superintendent or his assistant for protestants, and by an irunate for Roman Catholics. 
Mail addressed to the irunates was opened by officials. Hamilton, who regarded 
anything in his domain as his own, laid claim to a pony left by a ship's passenger on 
Peel Island by telling its owner that it had died. Strange stories filtered back about the 
abuse of irunates and the theft of money from an irunate who had just died, none of 
which were substantiated or adequately refuted. ^ ^ 
The colonial secretary's office allowed this situation to develop by failing to 
ensure that there were regulations or duty statements to govem the benevolent asylum. 
The visiting justice and the visiting surgeon were left to use their best judgement as to 
^ "Progress report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich", QVP 1884, vol. 1, q.l35 & 981. 
3' Patrick, Health and medicine in Queensland, p. 43. 
32 "Progress report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich", QVP 1884, vol. 1, q. 148-177, 445-475; "Report from the select committee on the 
management of the benevolent asylum, Dunwich", QVP 1884, vol. 1, q. 1453-1468 & 1480, appendix 
NN. 
33 "Report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, Dunwich", 
QVP 1884 vol. 1, q. 1525-1559, 1575-1582, 1927-2031, 2454. 
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their responsibilities. Controls over the financial aspects of the benevolent asylum were 
neglected. The accounts were to be audited every six months but this occurred when the 
auditor could find time to come.3^ 
Thus the colonial secretary's office left an official, his wife and an assistant in 
an isolated location for seventeen years, with inadequate methods of checking their 
activities or providing support. It is hardly surprising that the benevolent asylum 
developed a culture of its own, based on self reliance and the expedient solution to 
problems. When the situation became an embarrassment, the official was sacrificed, but 
the practices which had led to the situation remained largely unchanged. The benevolent 
asylum culture continued to strengthen while the higher echelons of the public service 
adapted to deal with the complexities of administration. 
Neither of James Hamilton's successors carried out the regulations to the letter, 
but Dr Smith escaped investigation, at least while he was at the benevolent asylum, 
whereas Stockwell was put to the test. 35 Smith had replaced Dr John Jaap at the 
Woogaroo lunatic asylum in 1877, where there had already been a great deal of 
controversy and investigations into the workings of the asylum. Smith's first report 
recommended a public organisation to help discharged irunates and two new asylums in 
Toowoomba and Brisbane to relieve overcrowding. By 1880 he was caught up in the 
morass of problems at Woogaroo, himself facing charges of negligence and dishonesty 
of which he was cleared, although new regulations were recommended.36 In 1882 he 
and Richard Rendle had formed the Medical Society of Queensland, which lasted until 
March 1883 when Smith who was secretary-treasurer resigned to go to England. His 
activities eamed him Ross Patrick's commendation of "sound superintendent". 
3^ "Progress report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich", QVP 1884 vol. 1, q. 135 & 981, appendix B. 
35 QVP 1879, vol. 1. p. 743. 
36 Report of the board of enquiry into Woogaroo asylum. QVP 1880, vol. 1, pp. 735-741. 
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However, the "soimd superintendent" who took over Woogaroo had been forty years 
old. He was forty-eight when he arrived at Dunwich in 1885, and his sound 
superintendence was aimed more at maintaining the institution in the face of increasing 
difficulties and his own ill-health than initiating changes. 3' 
Consequently the problems at the benevolent asylum continued to grow and 
were left to Smith's successor Dr Stockwell to deal with. The 1905 inquiry which led 
to his dismissal revealed that, imder the calm surface of pimctual reports and good 
public service procedure, the benevolent asylum was in a very unhealthy state, with a 
long string of petty abuses which bore the marks of a tradition longer than Dr 
Stockwell's term there, but he was the medical superintendent when the inquiry was 
undertaken. The committee of the inquiry heard evidence from the staff and a large 
number of irunates. Wards elected representatives to attend the hearings but other 
irunates with points to make also attended. 3^  
Dr Stockwell was active in his attempts to repair the physical facilities of the 
benevolent asylum, but in trying to cope with the many demands upon him he allowed 
himself to be sidetracked by the more pressing but less important details of the job. The 
files of the works department for the years he was at Dunwich contain an unprecedented 
number of orders for small and large jobs, including jetty repairs, new linoleums, 
painting and stmctural changes to buildings. 3' He dismissed several staff including 
senior staff for offences listed as cmelty, unkindness and drunkermess.''^ ^ Despite this, 
his supervision of the staff in ordinary matters was lax. The chief wardsman, James 
3' Patrick, Health and medicine in Queensland, pp. 126, 406 & 407; Headstone to Patrick 
Smith, Agnes & Matilda Jardine in Dunwich cemetery. 
38 Evidence tak«i at the inquiry into the general administration of the Dunwich benevolent 
asylum, January 1906, QSA COL/327. 
39 QSA WOR A/4202 of 1900; QSA WOR A/1892 of 1904; QSA WOR A/7370 of 1911. 
'^ Evidence taken at the inquiry into the general administration of the Dunwich benevolent 
asylum, January 1906, pp. 54, 81 , QSA COU320. 
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Hill, did his rounds of the wards at night to see that all was well by walking past and 
calling out "All right?" The wardsmen would answer and Hill would continue on his 
way. 
A telling case against Stockwell was the testimony of several inmates concerning 
the death of Sam Lipp, a Chinese irunate. Very weak and bedridden, he developed 
bedsores which became flyblown, so when he died, his mattress was crawling with 
maggots. "They rolled down off him in lumps on the floor", testified one irunate.'^' 
"There would be about half a bushel of maggots", reported another enthusiastically. 
"They were boomers".'•2 It was too obvious a problem for a doctor to overlook. 
The inquiry held him accountable for the state of the benevolent asylum and the 
conduct of the staff and found him negligent. The under secretary followed the 
recommendations of the inquiry and demanded his resignation. When he refused to 
resign he was dismissed. 
To the surprise of William Ryder the under secretary, Stockwell would not go. 
He advised Ryder that his solicitors would be communicating with him in due course 
and prepared for a legal battle.'*3 A new medical superintendent was sent to Dunwich, 
but Dr Row could not move into the official residence because Stockwell and his wife 
were still there. By the end of April when the Stockwells were finally evicted the debate 
had become bitter. Police had to be called to the benevolent asylum to protect 
goverrunent property against the depredations of Mrs Stockwell, whom it was claimed 
'*' Thomas Edwin Beckett, 15 ward, evidence taken at the inquiry into the general administration 
of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, January 1906, QSA COL/327. 
^2 Peter Martin, 18 ward, evidence taken at the inquiry into the general administration of the 
Dunwich benevolent asylum, January 1906, QSA COL/327. 
^3 Letter of medical superintendent Dr James Stockwell to under secretary 13 February 1906, 
QSA A/84818, letter 2077 of 1906. 
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was destroying or removing items which she maintained were hers. When the 
Stockwells finally left, the house was bare of furniture."^ 
Meanwhile a legal challenge to the goverrunent's actions was mounted. 
Stockwell won his case and was awarded damages. The government then appealed 
against the decision and the amount of damages was reduced.''5 "J^Q court cases did not 
focus on whether the conclusions of the inquiry were correct, a tacit admission that the 
grim picture of the benevolent asylum painted by the report was more or less accurate. 
It was on procedural grounds, picking on two obvious mistakes made by the home 
office when it tried to get rid of Stockwell. Firstly, it dismissed him on the ground of 
an inquiry into his conduct without laying specific charges. If he could not answer an 
accusation, he could not defend himself. Secondly the home office had held the hearing 
in an inconvenient location and denied Stockwell access to papers which he could use in 
his defence. Under pressure from Stockwell's solicitors, William Ryder gave way and 
allowed access to the papers, but it was obvious that the home office was trying to 
prejudice the case against him.'*^ On this basis Stockwell was awarded damages for 
unfair dismissal equivalent to his salary if he had continued to serve until his retirement 
in two years. 
The series of court cases and appeals shows that there were grave problems in 
the benevolent asylum in 1905, as there had been in 1896, at the time of a previous 
inquiry, and in the inquiry of 1884. While this does not exonerate Stockwell, it does 
^ Letta^ of medical superintendent Dr Row to under setretary: 11 April 1906, QSA A/84818, 
letter 4859 of 1906: 18 April 1906, QSA A/84818, letter 5038 of 1906: 26 April 1906. QSA A/84818, 
letter 5409 of 1906: 4 May 1906. QSA A/84818, letter 5777 of 1906. 
•^ 5 Correspondence, evidence and findings of a government enquiry into the administration of the 
Dunwich benevolent asylum and resulting court cases. January-August 1906. QSA COL/320; Letter of 
crown solicitor to under secretary. 9 November 1906, QSA A/4818, letter 17661 of 1906. 
•^ ^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary 17 February 1906, QSA 
A/84818, letter 2248 of 1906; Letters of under secretary to medical superintendent Dr Row: 19 & 26 
February 1906, QSA A/84818, letters 2262 & 2637 of 1906. 
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show that abuses were not confined to his stewardship. The customs of the benevolent 
asylum had been there for him to inherit. Like medical superintendents before and after 
him, he had been unable to make a sufficient impact on the benevolent asylum culture 
to stamp out the abuses. 
Stockwell was sacrificed because, with the changes to public service procedures, 
the administration of the benevolent asylum was out of step with that of the public 
service. When it was noticed, the benevolent asylum was brought back into line by the 
use of retrospective, punitive measures. 
A later medical superintendent, Dr James Macarthur, was also dismissed 
because of his inability to understand the public service culture. He was active, keen to 
reorganise the benevolent asylum and he antagonised his superiors. His armual reports 
were carefully and thoroughly compiled, in contrast to the one page statistical 
summaries which had been submitted in the past. He used his six weeks leave in 1918 
to visit other institutions in order to understand better the nature of his task."*^ Among 
his reorganisation was the introduction of a hospital daily report book, a standard piece 
of hospital administration not previously seen at Dunwich.''* 
After two years, relations between William Gall the under secretary and Dr 
Macarthur degenerated. In September, a woman was permitted to go to Dunwich 
specifically to confront Macarthur to make certain charges against him. He wrote to 
Gall protesting that this should not have been allowed. "I object to this style of letter 
and call upon the M.S. to promptly withdraw it", wrote Gall on the bottom of the 
•^ ^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Macarthur to under secretary, 4 March 1918, QSA 
HOM/B 53, letter 2050 of 1918. 
^ DBA 1917 in QPP 1918, vol. 1, p. 1253. Use of the report books was continued: see Daily 
report books, male hospital wards, 1918-1946, QSA A/52825-54 & Daily report books, female hospital 
wards, 1945-6, QSA A/52860-1. 
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letter. Macarthur did not. The debate became public, with articles appearing in the 
papers about the conditions at Dunwich. Letters were received in the home office, 
complaining about Macarthur's attitude and the lack of care of patients. He accused the 
under secretary of sending spies into the benevolent asylum and undermining his 
authority. Nor would he retract his statements when he was instmcted to do so. Finally 
he was suspended. There was no repetition of the mistakes made in discharging Dr 
Stockwell. Specific charges were laid, the inquiry was held and Macarthur was 
dismissed for refusing to obey orders."*' 
This case showed even more clearly than that of Dr Stockwell the clash of 
cultures that existed when a doctor was expected to behave as a public servant. Both the 
under secretary and the medical superintendent expected to have complete power in 
their domains. For a doctor to allow a non-medical person to dictate to him procedures 
associated with his job was unthinkable, even if those procedures did not lie within the 
area of medicine.50 Conversely, the under secretary saw it as his right to dictate 
procedures even if they were medical. Nevertheless the home office still showed no 
interest in instituting new procedures for the supervision or assistance of the medical 
superintendent. 
The reaction was to find a superintendent who would do what he was told. After 
Macarthur's dismissal, William Gall the under secretary suggested that a lay 
superintendent be appointed. It was more important to him to have a person who would 
"*' Letter of medical superintendent Dr Macarthur to under secretary, 24 September 1918, QSA 
HOM B/53, letter 8724 of 1918; Letter of Mr Pollock to under secretary, 4 October 1918, QSA HOM 
B/53, letter 8968 of 1918; Letter of Retumed Soldiers & Sailors Imperial League to under secretary, 15 
September 1918, QSA HOM B/53, letter 9300 of 1918; Letter of anonymous to under secretary, 28 
September 1918, QSA HOM B/53, letter 9616 of 1918; Letters of crown solicitor to unda- secretary: 29 
& 30 October 1918, QSA HOM B/53, under letter & letter 9654 of 1918: 7 November 1918, QSA HOM 
B/53, letter 9824 of 1918. 
^ Frederick C. Mosher, Democracy and the public service, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford UP, 
1982) p. 112-140, explored the distrust of the professions for government bureaucracy, whom they 
regarded as an enemy to their autonomy. 
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carry out the policy of the home office unquestioningly than to have medical 
recommendations for improving Dunwich.5' 
Such a man would understand the arcane public service procedures which 
inexperienced medical superintendents found so frustrating, especially when they 
attempted to initiate change. When Dr Stockwell wanted new parts for his stove, he 
sent a request to the supply department who had the parts. There was no response. 
When he made further inquiries, the supply department wrote to the home office. 
Stockwell should have made his request through the works department, they pointed 
out, who would then approach the supply department. They would be able to issue the 
parts from stock. The tart memo seemed to be imaware of the incongmity of asking the 
department in charge of erecting buildings to supply stove parts, and insisting that one 
department should supply an item which was being held in stock by another. 52 
This was the kind of frustration that the previous medical superintendent Dr 
Hunt had experienced. He was almost due for retirement, having previously worked at 
the Hughenden hospital researching malaria during the 1880s and publishing his 
findings in 1890.53 When he took up duty at Dunwich in 1900, he received the 
impression that the medical superintendent's house was due for new wallpaper and 
linoleum. He made inquiries of the works department who sent out samples. As the 
linoleum did not appeal to him, he put in an order at Firmey's and wrote to the public 
works department offering to pay any difference in price between the goverrunent issue 
and what Firmey's would charge. The reply was so confusing that Hunt had to ask the 
5' Memo of under secretary William Gall to home secretary, 28 January 1919, QSA HOM B/55, 
letter 1149 of 1919. 
52 Telegram of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to government storekeeper, 3 October 
1901, QSA WOR A/1892 of 1904, letter 15809 of 1901; Letter of government storekeeper to home 
secretary 3 October 1901, QSA WOR A/1892 of 1904, letter 5743 of 1901. 
53 Patrick, Health and medicine in Queensland, p. 249. J .S. Hunt, "The evolution of malaria", 
Australasian medical gazette. vol. 10 (1890), 75. 
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home office what it meant, pointing out that he had only asked what was to be done and 
to "put me right if I was in error". The pattems, explained the works department, were 
only sent for Hunt to look at: "No authority was given to purchase or order material". 
An armotation to his letter noted, "Linoleums are not supplied by Govt in such cases". 
The works department had sent Hunt samples of the linoleum he was not allowed to 
have so that he could look at them but not order anything.54 
Suggested improvements in the administration systems either failed or 
themselves generated their own inefficiencies. In 1907 Dr Row asked if the tedious 
business of preparing weekly reports was necessary as monthly reports were also sent. 
He was informed that they were necessary, although the purpose served by duplicating 
information in this way was unclear. 55 In 1902 Dr Stockwell suggested that a quantity 
of wood be kept at Dunwich for use in emergency jobs to avoid the trouble of 
requisitioning small amounts of timber, and to economise by purchasing stock when 
timber prices were low. The idea appealed to the works department, but within months 
the hapless medical superintendent found himself with another form to fill out, 
accounting for the supply of wood at the benevolent asylum. In 1915, Dr Row had to 
undertake a search for timber missing from the inventory, and eventually found after 
much time and trouble that it had been at Dunwich all along. There had been confusion 
over the width of the timber, so Row had not recognised it.56 
54 Letters of medical supaintendent Dr Hunt to department of public works: 15 March 1900 & 
28 May 1900, QSA WOR A/4202 of 1900, letters 1910 & 3354 of 1900; Letter of draftsman Edward 
Alder from department of public works to medical superintendent Dr Hunt, 23 March 1900, QSA WOR 
A/4202 of 1900, letter 3736 of 1900; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Hunt to under secretary, 15 
May 1900, QSA WOR A/4202 of 1900, letter 7301 of 1900. 
55 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 14 February 1907, QSA 
A/14819, letter 1898 of 1907. 
56 Letta- of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 11 July 1902, QSA WOR 
A/1892 of 1904, letter 3592 of 1902; Letters of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to department of 
works: 10 March 1903, QSA WOR A/1892 of 1904, letter 1338 of 1903: 25 August 1915, QSA WOR 
A/14576 of 1917, letter 5203 of 1915. 
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Dr Macarthur was caught in the works department's drive for efficiency in 
1917. There was a considerable amount of day labour to be done at Dunwich, where 
repairs had to be carried out constantly on an institution that was always deteriorating. 
A new system for ordering repairs was introduced, which involved the medical 
superintendent preparing a monthly list of jobs and sending it to the works department. 
Macarthur could not get the men to do the repairs unless he had done the paperwork. 
Notes and letters were exchanged between the benevolent asylum, the home office and 
the department of works. The inspector of works explained: 
I have verbally requested the officer in charge of the Institution several times 
to make an application for the general overhaul of all buildings which is 
needed, so as to get sufficient work in hand to more fully employ the men.5'7 
What this meant was that if the medical superintendent saw that the railings on a 
veranda needed to be repaired, he would write to the under secretary in the home 
office, who would pass the request to the works department, who would tell the 
inspector of works, who would inform the supervisor of day labour, who would order 
the day labourer at Dunwich to do the job. Macarthur, regarding the process as a piece 
of petty bureaucracy, could not see why he could not walk up to the day labourer and 
tell him personally. When he refused to comply work at Dunwich stopped completely, 
only to begin again when he gave way and made out the required monthly requisition.58 
For medical superintendents who were familiar with the public service culture, 
this aspect of the administration of the benevolent asylum was tiresome, but could be 
coped with. For others it was an inscrutable and frustrating mystery. The treatment of 
5' Letter of inspector of works Stoodley to under home secretary, 31 August 1917, QSA WOR 
A/14576 of 1917, letter 10875 of 1917. 
58 Letters of medical superintendent Dr Macarthur to under secretary: 26 July & 11 September 
1917, QSA WOR A/14576 of 1917, letters 8262 & 8469 of 1917; Utta-s of supervisor of day labour to 
under secretary department of works: 15 September 1917 & 3 October 1917, QSA WOR A/14576 of 
1917, under letter 10875 of 1917 & letter 1159 of 1917. 
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the medical superintendents by the home office as members of a bureaucracy was also 
the cause of much bittemess. This, in one sense, they were, but the existence of the 
special needs of a professional in a bureaucracy were not recognised. Most doctors 
were unused to being confined by bureaucratic mles when they came to the benevolent 
asylum and the shocks in store for them were more than the irritations of learning how 
to fill out the paperwork correctly. 
A minister of the crown visiting Dunwich in 1917 made what were in the eyes 
of the medical superintendent, offensive remarks. Macarthur wrote a furious letter to 
the home secretary demanding an apology, which was not forthcoming.59 
When Stockwell was scathingly critical of the benevolent asylum in his armual 
reports, a few lines from the under secretary's pen removed the venom and ensured that 
Dunwich would not be seen in too unfavourable a light when the reports were published 
in the parliamentary papers. Even in his last report, Stockwell continued to hammer 
away at the problems of untrained staff and overcrowding. "Attention is respectfully 
directed to the disgraceful condition of the buildings and offices of the administrative 
department", he wrote, but the word "disgraceful" was removed by the home office 
before the report was printed.^ A few years later, the home office interfered with Dr 
Macarthur's professional judgement, by questioning his opinion on a list of inmates 
who would be discharged to live on a pension.^' 
59 Precis by benevolent asylum manager R.A.S. Browne of minister for Mr McMinn's speech, 
13 October 1917, QSA HOM B/51, letter 10293 of 1907; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Macarthur 
to home secretary, 13 November 1917, QSA HOM B/51, letter 10295 of 1907. 
60 DBA 1904 in QPP 1904-5 vol. 2, p. 565; Draft of DBA 1904, in Enquiry into the 
administration of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, QSA COL/320. 
6' Letter of medical superintendent Dr Macarthur to under secretary, 4 January 1918, QSA 
HOM B/53, letter 1529 of 1918. 
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In 1906 Dr Row and the home office became deadlocked over the issue of an 
entertainment allowance. Row claimed that, as the officer in charge of a large 
goverrunent institution, he had to entertain official guests and was entitled to an 
allowance. The under secretary would not allow him any unaccountable expenditure. 
He could be reimbursed for expenses, but only if he filled in a voucher and claimed for 
them. Row replied, "I consider that such a course of action would be beneath my 
dignity as Medical Superintendent of this institution". If he did not get an allowance in 
the same way as one was granted at Gatton Agricultural College, he proposed, "I would 
much rather not receive any assistance whatever". The home office was happy to 
comply. The offer of the gentle and dedicated Agnew family to add the looking after of 
visitors to their normal staff responsibilities was accepted.^2 
The policy of the home office towards the benevolent asylum was determined by 
expediency. Policy changes which took effect when different political parties won 
goverrunent did not filter through to Dunwich. Investigations as to the best way to 
administer a benevolent asylum were left to the medical superintendents to conduct, 
usually in their own time. When the public service changed, the benevolent asylum 
seemed to be expected to absorb the changes by a process something akin to osmosis, 
but not by receiving guidance. Even the public service procedures of reports, visitors 
and audits designed to exercise control over an institution were often ignored. Only a 
public outcry or other form of agitation could force the "head office" to take more than 
a superficial interest in what was happening. 
The situation was exacerbated by the home office's hostility to the medical 
superintendents. Its senior officers gained their positions by years of work which saw 
62 Letters of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary: 24 November 1906, QSA WOR 
A/9050 of 1913, under letter 13299 of 1907: 30 November 1906, QSA WOR A/9050 of 1913, letter 
13299 of 1907: 23 December 1906, QSA WOR A/9050 of 1913, letter 14314 of 1907. 
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them start as office boys and proceed slowly by seniority. ^ 3 As they usually had a 
minimum formal education but were proud of their wealth of experience, a doctor 
represented the opposite of all the public servant stood for. This complicated the 
inherent difficulties associated with having experts in a bureaucracy. They are seen as 
intrusive, opinionated, idealistic and inefficient. Specialists complain that their 
recommendations are never applied, that the line executives are too concemed with 
mundane matters, and that they are never given the time to do a complete job.^^ 
The last word on the attitude of the home office (by this time the department of 
health and home affairs) to the benevolent asylum, was from the auditor-general. 
Almost a year and a half after the benevolent asylum had moved to Eventide, there was 
an inspection of the new institution which revealed a long list of grave irregularities. 
The auditor-general sent the report on to the minister for health and home affairs, with 
his own note. "This report indicates that little interest had been taken by Head Office. 
The P.S. [public service] commissioner might be requested to have an inspection".^5 
* * * 
Ultimately, responsibility for the effective administration of the benevolent 
asylum fell on the shoulders of the superintendent. The attitude of the home office made 
the personal qualities of the appointee even more important than they otherwise would 
have been. The success and effectiveness of each of these men is difficult to judge, as 
^3 Steele Rudd [A.H. Davis], himself a public servant, described the system vividly in the justice 
department in his The miserable clerk, 1926 (St Lucia: UQP. 1973). A.G. Kingsmill, under secretary in 
the New South Wales chief secretary's department, described the same things in New South Wales, but 
from a more dignified standpoint. [A.G. Kingsmill, Witness to history: A short study of the colonial 
secretary's department (Sydney: Alpha Books, 1972).] 
^ Charles Handy quotes a study by Pettigrew on organisational decision making to show how a 
line executive can fend of the unwanted opinions of a specialist. (Handy, Understanding organisations, 
p.242.) 
5^ Report of acting public service inspector Cameron Crellin to auditor general, 4 March 1948, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4687, letter 4679 of 1948. 
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the criteria were so nebulous. James Hamilton retired under a cloud after having carried 
out the colonial secretary's office's wishes for seventeen years. James Macarthur left in 
disgrace three years after attempting to implement major changes. Patrick Smith 
allowed abuses to continue under his administration, while James Stockwell was 
dismissed despite his attempts to rectify them. Who was more successful: Smith for 
keeping his position while the abuses continued, or Stockwell for losing his position 
while reforming the abuses? Linford Row remained for ten years and Frederick 
Challands for twelve, but neither left the stamp of their personalities as did James 
Booth-Clarkson and Frederick Tumbull. Booth-Clarkson was dedicated to the 
benevolent asylum and strove to improve it, but was the subject of numerous irunate 
complaints. Tumbull's subjective judgements of people caused him difficulties, and yet 
he was asked to retum as visiting medical officer at Eventide. 
It was necessary for a medical superintendent to be highly organised and used to 
coping with being part of a large bureaucracy. Hunt, Stockwell and Macarthur were 
not. Dr James Booth-Clarkson, medical superintendent from 1919 until his death in 
1927, was a public servant who combined an understanding of public service culture 
with the ability to act on his own initiative. He was an unusual man with a diverse 
range of experiences on which to draw by the time he came to the Dunwich. His early 
working life is unknown, but he joined the mercantile marine when he was rejected 
from the Royal Navy because he was too old. He transferred to the British army, 
studied medicine at Edinburgh and served as medical officer in the Spanish-American 
and Boer Wars. Returning to England, he studied tropical medicine and public health, 
and after further service in South Africa, retired to Queensland. He was commissioned 
as a captain in the Australian Army Medical Corps, worked in the Queensland health 
department, opened an office at Townsville to fight exotic epidemic diseases in 1912 
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and was appointed deputy commissioner of health in 1918. In the following year, at 
sixty-four years of age, he became medical superintendent at the benevolent asylum.^^ 
This background made Dr Booth-Clarkson eminently suited to his position at 
Dunwich. He understood and was a part of the public service, benevolent asylum and 
medical cultures among which the superintendent had to balance himself. He had a 
lifetime of supervising goverrunent institutions in places where he had to rely on his 
own resources, was keen to extend his medical skills and understood people and their 
response to leadership. 
Booth-Clarkson healed the rift which had developed between the previous 
medical superintendent, Dr Macarthur, and the under secretary. He systematically 
approached major areas of concem one at a time while maintaining the day-to-day 
running of the institution. His armual report for 1920 reveals that he had inquired into 
the causes of death in the benevolent asylum and done a review of the sjDCcial treatments 
administered.^^ In 1921 he concemed himself with preventative treatments, including 
the elimination of rats and vermin, and in 1922 he began to attend to an extensive 
rebuilding programme.^ In 1923 he made a tour of New South Wales institutions.^^ In 
1924 he studied of the causes of cancer and continued the rebuilding.^^ Between 1925 
and 1927 he became increasingly ill, but continued to supervise rebuilding and study 
research on illnesses, including cancer and heart disease. He also took an active interest 
in the causes and treatment of alcoholism, reporting his findings in the inebriate 
institution reports each year between 1920 and 1927. 
^^  "Varied career: Soldier and doctor: Dr J. Booth-Clarkson dead". Daily mail, 18 July 1927, p. 
8; Patrick, Health and medicine in Queensland, p. 93. 
67 DBA 1920 in QPP 1921, vol. 2, pp. 565-569. 
68 DBA 1921 in QPP 1922, vol. 2, pp 482-484; DBA 1922 in QPP 1923, vol. I, p. 1078. 
69 DBA 1923 in QPP 1924, vol. 1, p. 987. 
70 DBA 1924 in QPP 1925, vol. 1, pp. 1101-3. 
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Before Boodi-Clarkson's first year as medical superintendent was over, he had 
uncovered a large number of unofficial customs which had crept into his predecessors' 
administrations, from providing campers with medicine and dressings free of charge to 
allowing drinking parties at the dispensary for visiting officials. On writing to inquire 
whether these should continue, he was told to see that they ceased.'i Concemed by 
nursing standards, he was unwilling to have the benevolent asylum recognised as a 
training school, but arranged with considerable difficulty and little support to have 
nurses attend instructional lectures.^2 JT^Q dispenser was wamed that he was not 
working to capacity, and after being given a chance to redeem himself, was told to 
resign.73 xhg new dispenser proved to be no better and was soon gone.^^ 
"Everything possible was done to amuse the irunates", wrote Dr Booth-Clarkson 
in his first report, "and there has been no lack of amusement for them during the past 
year". The list amounted to picture shows, gramophone recitals, the library and several 
visits by amateur concert parties. During his time there, wirelesses were made 
available, a golf course opened, excursions were run, a ward converted into a 
recreation room, and a staff club started which plarmed a variety of activities for staff 
and irunates including fetes. Most of this was not due to his direct influence but the 
greater feeling of purpose and staff spirit which he generated.^5 
71 Letter of medical superint«ident Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 3 November 1919, 
QSA HOM J/317, letter 11944 of 1919. 
72 Letters of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary: 12 January 1919 & 
13 March 1920, QSA B/56, under letter 2838 of 1920 & under letter 4368 of 1920. 
73 Letters of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary: 22 March, 25 
March, 8 April 1920, QSA B/56, under letter 3486 of 1920. 
7'' Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 20 December 1920, 
QSA B/56, under letter 8558 of 1920. 
75 DBA 1921 in QPP 1922, vol. 2, pp. 484-485; DBA 1922 in QPP 1923, vol. 1, p. 1077; 
DBA 1923 in QPP 1924, vol. 1, pp. 987-987; DBA 1927 in QPP 1928, vol. 1, p. 947. 
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For staff who showed loyal service or potential ability, Dr Booth-Clarkson went 
out of his way to offer encouragement. He arranged for the manager, R.A.S. Browne, 
to visit institutions in New South Wales.76 He recommended the herdsman, Mr Iselin, 
for the position of acting stock inspector when it became available.77 This was not 
unexpected behaviour from a man who, although he was for the time being in an 
isolated and remote location, remained keenly interested in professional topics. He 
wrote for medical joumals around the world and was occasionally heard from in the 
Brisbane papers on subjects of public health.78 Booth-Clarkson was one medical 
superintendent who was determined not to allow physical or administrative isolation to 
cause professional isolation as well, keeping up contacts created in his younger days 
from all over the world. On dealing with heart disease he wrote, "I receive regular 
reports from the Health Departments of New York, New Orleans, and Permsylvania".79 
During Booth-Clarkson's time at Dunwich, there were several visitors from 
interstate and overseas who were concemed with health care and institutions for the 
poor in addition to the usual politicians or visitors with a personal interest in the 
irunates such as the Veteran Soldiers' Association. Queensland's Dr Eleanor Bourne, 
the assistant medical officer of health from Carlisle in England, Mrs Richard Jones of 
the English Poor Law Association, Mrs Miller from the Star of the East Society in 
Scotland, Dr Penfold the director of the Commonwealth division of laboratories and Dr 
Hamlyn-Harris of the hookworm campaign all visited Dunwich in the course of one 
year. 80 
76 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 12 January 1920, 
QSA B/56, letter 372 of 1920. 
77 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 20 April 1921, QSA 
B/57, letter 3693 of 1921. 
78 "Varied career: Soldier and doctor: Dr J. Booth-Clarkson dead". Daily Mail, 18 July 1927, p. 
8; "Swat that fly, campaign of destruction: Experience in America " [letter] Daily mail 26 January 1923, 
p. 4; "Mosquito Campaign: Team work suggested", Dunwich cuttings book, JOL. 
79 DBA 1925 in QPP 1926, vol. 1. p. 1124. 
80 DBA 1924 in QPP 1925, vol. 1, p. 1101. 
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The Dunwich area was mled as heavily as the benevolent asylum itself. By 
1919 many people were using Stradbroke Island for pastoral or recreational purposes, 
and the Aboriginal population at Myora and the One-Mile were becoming conscious of 
their rights. Dr Booth-Clarkson, by little more than the force of his own personality, 
was able to continue the traditional hold which the benevolent asylum had over a large 
part of Stradbroke Island, well outside the immediate area of the institution. He was 
successful in having the island closed to selection and actively attempted to force 
existing selectors off their land. When Edward Ruska, the bossman of the Aboriginal 
gang, was given a cow, he was told that he could only keep it if he did not allow it on 
benevolent asylum land. Isobel Mclnnes, a nurse, was prohibited from having a 
horse.81 
Booth-Clarkson's knack of reporting in such a way as to show things in the best 
possible light concealed the fact that Dunwich was still far from an idyllic place. Like 
all other superintendents, he had only so many hours in a day and days in a week in 
which he could work. He may have used his hours more effectively than others, but his 
time still ran out. 
Abuses continued. The Daily standard reported on the sly grog problem, in 
which methylated spirits (a "guaranteed man-killer") as well as less potent forms of 
alcohol were being sold around the wards.82 Letters to the Daily mail promoted a 
goverrunent inquiry in 1925 into ward 14, the locked ward. It was crowded, with no 
facilities for shade or comfort. Official visitors were kept away from the locked gate 
and high fence around the ward.83 Inmates complained that their rations were 
81 Letter of land administration board to under secretary, 26 September 1939, QSA A/4685, 
letter 9486 of 1939; Letters of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary: 17 January 
& 9 February 1922, QSA A/4685, letters 666 & 1426 of 1922. 
82 "Their own moonshine guaranteed man-killer". Daily standard, 6 September 1923, p. 7. 
83 "Dunwich" [letter] Daily mail, 2A March 1925, p. 8; "Quite reasonable Dunwich conditions" 
Daily mail, 28 August 1925, p. 7. 
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insufficient or of poor quality. When the Daily mail published a letter claiming that 
sugar was not issued ("We have not seen even a grain of sugar for years") and food was 
four or five days old, the under secretary, William Gall, released a press statement that 
there was a ration of three ounces a day, issued already mixed in the tea. The letter 
prompted the visiting chaplain to refute the claim, supporting his case by listing the 
ration scale for other food, including bread, butter and meat.8^ Other irunates supported 
the administration. One wrote, "We get shelter, comfort including hot baths, good 
food, clothing, bedding and attention - all free. Anyone who doesn't like it can leave or 
if they think they can do better, they belong in Goodna Lunatic Asylum".85 
To judge the performance of a medical superintendent by the reports and letters 
appearing in the newspapers is a questionable exercise. They show that opinion was 
divided on Booth-Clarkson and that the benevolent asylum was not the smoothly run 
institution that his reports implied, but they do not provide conclusive evidence of the 
alleged negligence, cmelty or cormption. 
Dr Booth-Clarkson was an able administrator who did his best to nm an efficient 
institution, but not, as Dr Tumbull was to do, by writing extensive reports. Booth-
Clarkson was far more used to taking the initiative himself and reporting on his 
successes after his project was complete. He relied on his style of personal leadership to 
control irunates and staff as well as users of Stradbroke Island. Not long after he died, 
such arbitrary autocratic behaviour on the part of the medical superintendent would 
have created a storm of protest. 
84 Letter of Sam Hing, "Surplus sugar". Daily mail. 1 March 1926, p. 8; Letter of Chaplain 
C.H. Edwards, "Dunwich fare". Daily mail. 6 March 1926, p. 8. 
85 "Dunwich" [letter], Brisbane courier, 12 October 1925, p. 11. 
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Dr Frederick Tumbull, who took up the medical superintendent's position in 
1935, was, like Booth-Clarkson, a public service doctor. His attributes made him an 
ideal agent of the home office. He was energetic, punctiliously correct and unwilling to 
take any initiatives which the home office had not sanctioned. He was also fond of 
making sure everything was written down. Within three days of his arrival at Dunwich 
he demanded a written report on the state of the boat that had brought him out, the 
Karboora.^^ He prepared a highly critical twenty-nine page report on the institution and 
sent it to the under secretary. Of the head attendant he wrote, "He has rarely visited a 
single ward since I have been here". The deputy charge attendant was "inclined to be 
secretive". Tumbull wanted a younger nursing sister in charge of hospitals, "one who is 
skilled in more modem methods", and the complete replacement of the Aboriginal gang 
by white workers. He also recommended that he roads be repaired, the regulations be 
revised, the sanitary service be brought up to date and the boundaries be properly laid 
out.87 
His criticisms demonstrate that when acting medical superintendents were in 
charge during Dr Booth-Clarkson's final ilhiess and during the superintendence of Dr 
Challands, the standards of efficiency which had been achieved by Booth-Clarkson had 
been allowed to slip. A staff member recalled quite bluntly, "Dr Frederick Challands 
was appointed to the position and, unfortimately, his ailing health prevented him from 
attending to many of his official duties...and lack of discipline prevailed".88 
Tumbull was not happy with being sent to Dunwich. He resigned during 1934 
when he was acting medical superintendent and asked to be retumed to his old post of 
86 Bonty Dickson, "Address on the Dunwich benevolent institution", p. 11. 
87 "Report on Dunwich benevolent asylimi by F.C. Tumbull acting medical superintendent 9th 
February 1935", QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 1606 of 1935, pp. 1, 2, 4, 9. 20. 
88 Dickson, "Address on the Dunwich benevolent institution", p. 9. 
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Goodna Mental Asylum superintendent.89 Although he was persuaded to stay, his eariy 
opinions were often negative. He believed that the benevolent asylum should be moved 
to the mainland and complained about the presence of Aborigines whom he termed "a 
nuisance".^ The Aboriginal gang bossman, Edward Ruska, was "of no value whatever 
to the Department in the job he holds".^i Of Bonty Dickson, the master of the 
Karboora, he wrote: 
Dickson is not anxious to co-operate with the management in the best 
interests and good of the Institution... He is full of contentious matter, 
excuses and arguments, and it is therefore imperative that a supervising 
authority be interposed between the Med. Superintendent and the boatman.^2 
The boatman, years later, recalled that when these words were being written: 
Dr Tumbull's high pitched voice was like a screeching train whistle, and 
everybody from the head storeman to the message boy were heads down 
scmbbing and polishing, that transformed the whole place into a house of 
hygiene. 93 
Although Tumbull was continually suggesting improvements, every item of 
business done at Dunwich required a letter and, if necessary, permission. When a 
camper left a campsite in an untidy state, Dr Tumbull reported the matter to the under 
89 Letter of acting medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 17 July 1934, QSA 
COL A/4749, letter 6387 of 1934. 
9^  Dickson, "Address on the Dunwich benevolent institution" p. 11; Letter of medical 
superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 26 January 1938, QSA A/4752 under letter 11061 of 
1941; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 13 April 1935, QSA A/4750 
letter 4625 of 1935. 
91 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 23 July 1942, QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4685, letter 5995 of 1942. 
92 "Report on Dunwich benevolent asylum by F.C. Tumbull acting medical superintendent 9th 
Febmary 1935". QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 1606 of 1935, p. 14. 
93 Dickson, "Address on the Dunwich benevolent institution", p. 10. 
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secretary.9'' The disciplinary action taken against a herdsman who had lopped trees and 
spoiled them consisted of writing to the under secretary.95 Being very conscious of his 
legal position and recognising long standing weaknesses in the regulations, Tumbull 
suggested amendments.96 He proposed a court of summary jurisdiction to be set up at 
Dunwich in order to allow more control of irunates and local residents, but the amount 
of business the court would do did not warrant the trouble.97 A lengthy letter to the 
under secretary with a list of inquiries and demands about staff positions at the 
benevolent asylum finally attracted a reply that as medical superintendent, Tumbull 
should use his own judgement.98 This meticulous reporting of every detail of the 
asylum's life caused the volume of correspondence coming into the department of 
health and home affairs from Dunwich to increase considerably from the time Tumbull 
first took up duty. 
As with Dr Booth-Clarkson, deep-seated problems remained uncorrected during 
Dr Tumbull's term of office. He had to battle with decaying buildings and wom out 
equipment, and even a cemetery which was filled to capacity. The benevolent asylum 
was old and in need of sweeping changes which the most energetic and capable medical 
superintendent could not supply. Sly grogging was the cause of a major scandal when 
the Women's Christian Temperance Union put pressure on the minister for health and 
home affairs to ban all alcohol. Tumbull, who had seen the home office reject his 
proposal to control the imderground traffic by means of a wet canteen, protested that 
9^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 8 January 1935, QSA 
A/4750, under letter 11314 of 1935. 
95 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 18 Feb 1935, QSA A/4750, 
letter 1960 of 1935. 
96 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 22 January 1941, QSA 
B/573 letter 969 of 1941. 
97 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 22 Jan 1935. QSA A/4750, 
letter 694 of 1935. 
98 Letter of under secretary to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull, 25 August 1944, QSA 
A/4687, letter 7165 of 1944. 
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the suggestions were uru-ealistic.99 He could not stop outsiders entering Dunwich as the 
benevolent asylum offered a wide range of services wanted by the public, and as it was 
impossible not to enter or leave Stradbroke Island by the Dunwich jetty without going 
through the asylum grounds. 
Tumbull's attributes made him a good medical superintendent as far as his 
superiors were concemed, but his aloofness did not allow him to become easily a part 
of the benevolent asylum culture. The son of an engineer working at Dunwich 
commented that the position was a lonely one, and the medical superintendent seemed 
very remote. A more human side was revealed when the engineer was surprised by the 
warmth of Tumbull's greeting at a chance meeting years later, i^ Another staff member 
recalls Tumbull watching Aborigines going to great lengths to steal a little bit of timber 
at night for building material. Although he commented that they could have had the 
timber had they asked, he made no approach to them.i^i 
A superior who relies on the authority arising from his position in the 
organisation to achieve his ends and who is not able to show that he has his own 
reserves of leadership is unlikely to be tmly accepted by his subordinates. 1^2 DJ-
Tumbull not only relied on his pkDsition but used it to pursue ends which were, to a 
great respect, personal. This showed when Tumbull locked horns with R. Landy, a 
temporary assistant engineer. He was a difficult subordinate who did not adapt to the 
easy give and take arrangement that made Dunwich life more bearable. Landy arrived 
in April 1934, much to the surprise of the medical superintendent, who did not know 
99 "Report on Dunwich benevoloit asylum by F.C. Tumbull acting medical superintendent 9th 
February 1935", QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 1606 of 1935, p 12; Letter of medical 
superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 22 January 1941, QSA B/573 letter 969 of 1941. 
100 John Curtis, Interview, 19 September 1990. 
101 Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 1990. 
102 Handy, Understanding organisations, pp. 130-133. 
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about his appointment. i03 There was continual confusion about his accommodation 
arrangements. As a temporary staff member, he could be eligible for free board and 
lodgings for nine months, up to a year if the under secretary gave his consent and more 
if the minister was agreeable, lo^  Tumbull made inquiries but nine months passed before 
the health and home affairs department replied that Landy would not get board and 
lodgings free. There was no point in pursuing the issue as, "We'll never get the money 
out of him now".105 
Before the decision about Landy's accommodation had been made, with an 
undercurrent of bad feeling over the accommodation and general working 
arrangements, there was a serious confrontation between himself and Tumbull. One 
Sunday, Tumbull came across several people having lunch with Landy on the veranda 
of the visitors' quarters. Tumbull and Landy exchanged heated words; the reason for 
Tumbull's armoyance was not subsequently stated, but it may have been to do with the 
suspicion that the visitors were being fed benevolent asylum rations for which Landy 
had not paid.i06 Landy asked if he should have permission to entertain friends on the 
veranda of his quarters. Tumbull told him that he should. "In writing?", asked Landy 
sarcastically. 107 The argument which followed was bitter enough for Landy's friends to 
complain to the under secretary about Tumbull's marmer. 
103 Letter of R. Landy to under secretary, 12 April 1934, QSA Dunwich batch A/31721, under 
letter 10730 of 1935. 
lO'* Memorandum of under secretary, 21 November 1934, QSA Dunwich batch A/31721, under 
letter 10730 of 1935. 
105 B/C on letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 2 January 1935, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/31721, under letter 10730 of 1935. 
106 Letter of Mr Walthall to under secretary, 31 October 1934, QSA Dunwich batch A/31721, 
under letter 9941 of 1934. 
107 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 29 October 1934, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/31721, under letter 9941 of 1934. 
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Without obtaining the necessary leave from the medical superintendent, Landy 
went to town on the following day to complain about the incident. He was careful in the 
marshalling of his facts. By constming an appointment with the under secretary and the 
purchase of a boat ticket when he retumed as being permission to leave Dunwich, he 
was using the old trick of playing one superior off against another. io8 
On the following morning, the medical superintendent visited Landy while he 
was having his breakfast and told him to come to the office at nine o'clock. Landy 
retorted that he would not be spoken to before work. It was eight o'clock, pointed out 
Tumbull in a letter justifying his actions, and Landy should have been at work already. 
There was another confrontation when Landy finally arrived. Tumbull wrote to the 
under secretary, "This man has many of the steamship chief engineer ideas in his head. 
He holds quite a temporary and subordinate position here on the staff". He wamed that 
if his attitude did not change, he would request his removal. i09 
The whole affair had been over Landy's having lunch with some friends outside 
his room. His work attitude was not good, but it was hardly the thing which could be 
used to force a confrontation. Tumbull was doing nothing of the sort. He was simply 
allowing his personal feelings ta influence his dealings with his staff at inappropriate 
times. 
Tumbull imderstood the public service and how it worked. When he was the 
medical superintendent at Goodna Mental Hospital he had been able to sharpen his 
skills as a public servant, but not in dealing with a local social system. There was an 
intensely strong sense of unity at Dunwich among staff and local people, a major part 
108 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 1 November 1934, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/31721, under letter 9941 of 1934. 
109 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 1 November 1934, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/31721, under letter 9941 of 1934. 
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of which was due to the sense of isolation. Nevertheless, he became closely identified 
with the benevolent asylum and eventually came out of semi-retirement to help at 
Eventide Home. 
Considering the pivotal role played by the superintendent of the benevolent 
asylum, it would be reasonable to expect that the public service took great pains to 
ensure they had chosen someone suitable, but this was not the case. The backgrounds 
and personalities of the nine principal superintendents were so widely different that the 
only thing they appeared to have in common was old age. Dr Row and James Hamilton 
retired from the post and Dr Stockwell was dismissed two years before he was due to 
retire. Both Drs Booth-Clarkson and Tumbull were employed past their retirement 
dates. 110 
There was a high mortality rate: Booth-Clarkson dying before he had retired, Dr 
Smith immediately afterwards and Dr Challands after retirement but before his 
superarmuation could be arranged. All three were ill during their terms of office and 
acting medical superintendents had to be appointed for up to two years in each case.m 
Dr James Hunt became ill soon after his appointment and died within the year. 112 
Appendix figure 4.1 shows the names and years of service of the principal 
superintendents. There were several others, including James Hamilton's' short-lived 
precursors and those appointed in an acting capacity when the superintendent was on 
110 DBA 1896 in QVP 1897, vol. 2, p. 149; DBA 1897 in QVP 1898, vol. 1, p. 791; DBA 
1899 in QVP 1900, vol. 5, p. 607; DBA 1900 in QVP 1901, vol. 2, p. 1553; DBA 1901 in QPP 1902, 
vol. 1, p. 771; DBA 1906 in QPP 1907, vol. 2, p. 1487; DBA 1917 in QPP 1918, vol. 1, p. 1251; DBA 
1926 in QPP 1927, vol. 1, p. 1128; DBA 1927 in QPP 1928, vol. 1, p. 945; DBA 1928 in QPP 1929, 
vol. 1, p. 1223; DBA 1934 in QPP 1935, vol. 1, p.999; "'Eventide,' Sandgate-Fourth annual report for 
the year ended 30th June, 1950", QPP 1950-1, vol. 2, p. 1101. 
111 Letter of acting medical superintendent to under secretary, 16 January 1934, QSA A/4749, 
letter 473 of 1934; Letter of Union Trustees Ltd to under secretary, 9 October 1934, QSA A/4749, letter 
9344 of 1934. 
112 QPD 1901. p. 1406. 
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leave or sick. When Hunt (who did not see out his first year), Macarthur and Stockwell 
(both dismissed) are removed, six superintendents are left to cover sixty-nine years, an 
arithmetic mean of 11.5 years. 
In most cases the appointment was a last sinecure for a public service doctor 
before retirement. This was so with Smith, Booth-Clarkson, Challands and Tumbull 
who served some of the longest terms (see appendix figure 4.2). On the other hand, the 
three shortest terms belonged to men who were appointed from outside the public 
service, and two of whom were subsequently dismissed. Only Dr Row broke the 
pattern. This in itself is powerful evidence of the importance of the medical 
superintendent being a part of the public service culture. 
Perhaps the home office believed that a man of mature years would have the 
wisdom to supervise the benevolent asylum, or perhaps there was nobody else. 
Whatever the case, the policy of appointing older men was only partially successful and 
took no notice of the strain the job placed on them. It would be fair to say that any 
superintendent who was the least conscientious simply wore himself out. 
* * * 
The public service had uru-ealistic expectations of the medical superintendent's 
position. Its organisational culture was difficult for people who were outsiders to 
understand. The conflicting demands of the emerging role and the older power culttu-es 
which combined to make the public service culture created irreconcilable anomalies for 
the medical superintendent. 
He was expected to follow procedures and regulations (a characteristic of the 
role culture), but act independently (the power culture). An emphasis on results (power 
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culture) was retained only until it became necessary to show that the medical 
superintendent had ignored process (role culture). His relationship with the home office 
was defined by the protocols of role culture, but his treatment by the home office was 
strictly according to power culture. 
To make matters worse, the benevolent asylum was largely neglected by the 
home office. The magnitude of the superintendent's task increased as the institution 
grew larger, more complex and had more functions added to it, but never was it 
suggested that too much was being expected of him. On the contrary, the position was 
given prior to retirement. 
The job was too much for any one person, however exceptional, to handle. 
Medical training was not enough, and a man who had been used to the universal 
deference shown to doctors in private practice was unpreptu^ed for a role in a strict 
hierarchy. The ability to handle people - irunates, staff, superiors and outsiders - was 
necessary. The most successful superintendents were those with previous experience of 
the public service, but with the initiative and energy to put forward ideas which took 
them beyond the routine work expected of them. Even dedicated, skilled doctors such 
as Booth-Clarksoti and Tumbull were not able to attend to all aspects of their 
responsibilities, but wore themselves out trying. An average man such as Dr Stockwell 
found himself hopelessly lost and was dismissed for incompetence. Dr Macarthur was 
dismissed for disobeying orders as a result of what was essentially a personality clash 
between himself and a superior. Neither Dr Hunt nor Dr Row had peaceful 
relationships with their respective under secretaries before they retired due to illness, 
while Dr Smith allowed the problems of the benevolent asylum to accumulate quietly 
without rectifying them. Dr Challands was too ill to deal with the problems. James 
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Hamilton was given no guidance and then sacrificed to conceal the defects in the 
administration. 113 
"His word was law", recalled a staff member.H"* The medical superintendent 
may have wielded great power on Stradbroke Island and enjoyed an elevated status 
there as the head of a large, complex and remote goverrunent institution; but his was a 
lonely, difficult, frustrating job which attracted little praise or assistance from any 
quarter. Like the irunates for whom he was responsible, the superintendent was 
abandoned to his fate, to survive as best he could and be tossed aside when he did not. 
113 Correspondence, evidence and findings of a government enquiry into the administration of 
the Dunwich benevolent asylum, January 1906, and resulting court cases, QSA COL/320; Evidence in 
Dunwich enquiry 1918, QSA CRS/379; Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 
August 1885, QSA COL A/436, letter 6719 of 1885. 
11^ Neville Quaill, Interview, 24 April 1992. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
VERY MANY GREAT DIFFICULTIES: 
The Staff and the Benevolent 
Asylum Culture 
The result of their work shows that they have again tried to lead the inmates 
rather than coerce them; and that their general conduct has been amiable, 
courteous, diplomatic, and very tactful... I think the staff, who it should be 
remembered have very many great difficulties to contend with, have shown 
themselves most satisfactory during the year and should be appreciated 
accordingly, i 
It is always easy to generate sympathy for the inmates of an institution, 
especially when they can be seen stmggling helplessly against a tyrarmous regime. The 
problem is that closer examination of the stories can blur the distinctions. Few irunates 
at Dunwich struggled; not all arouse sympathy. The image of the superintendents 
changes from that of a succession of tyrants to cogs in the wheels of a bureaucracy. The 
staff, too, appear more human when they are seen as ordinary people attempting to 
make decent lives for themselves rather than as stereotyped warders. 
Often the staff at Dunwich had much more in common with the inmates they 
saw every day than with their peers in the public service. Most were isolated, with no 
choice if they wished to continue in employment but to live in the institution, under 
almost the same rules and conditions as their charges. They were regarded, if they were 
thought of at all by the home office, as the poor relations of the public service and a 
regrettable necessity. 
Between 1865 and 1885 the superintendent, matron and wardsman were able, 
with the help of the inmates who filled positions as diverse as cooks, bakers. 
1 DBA 1924 in QPP 1925, vol. 1, p. 1107. 
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handymen, laundresses, gardeners and wardsmen, to handle almost every job that had 
to be done. Some heavy and unpleasant work went to the local Aboriginal population, 
while major undertakings such as ward building which were not part of the normal 
routine had to be done by outside workers. 
Gradually as the benevolent asylum grew larger it became necessary to employ 
more and more staff who were not irunates, but the proportion of irunates who worked 
grew less as the composition of the irunate population changed to exclude the able-
bodied. Much of the work required increasing levels of specialist skills, and some of 
the new jobs such as engineer had to be undertaken by a qualified person. Eventually 
the irunates were reduced to performing odd jobs and those which did not require the 
exercise of a great deal of responsibility. 
The workers settled roughly into three groups. A small group of senior staff 
was directly responsible to the superintendent for major sections of the asylum, 
principally administration, the male and female wards and the hospital wards. The 
general staff - mostly nurses and wardsmen - were those who came into direct contact 
with the irunates as the principal part of their duties. The artisan staff were specialists in 
occupations which supported the institution - the cooks, engineers, bakers and others. 
The irunates and the local Aboriginal population continued to be employed in lesser 
tasks but also at times in more skilled positions. 
"Skilled" can be a misleading word to use when applied to the benevolent 
asylum. Nurses and wardsmen, people who would be expected to be skilled, were often 
appointed with no training or experience whatever. As skilled people expected higher 
pay than the unskilled, the latter were preferred. Under these conditions, staff with 
basic skills became an ehte, while staff with higher level skills were almost non-existent 
apart from the artisans and specialists. The appearance of unionisation or attempts by 
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medical superintendents to train the staff were usually met with resistance by the home 
office. The message was clear - the institution was on its own. 
Pauline Morris has noted that workers in old people's homes, mental hospitals 
and similar institutions feel isolated. "Hospital staff - like those in penal establishments 
- think of the institution as a closed world that can only be understood by those whose 
lives are largely encompassed by it".^ This sense of isolation was easily reinforced at 
Dunwich, where physical remoteness was a constant reminder of social ostracism. 
In terms of the model for an institutional study, this chapter concentrates on the 
staff. An organisational culture was developed as a reaction to the form of relationship 
which existed with the sponsoring body. The materialistic social envirorunent did much 
to generate public service attitudes and an isolated local environment supported the 
culture, but the decisions of the home office provided the catalyst. 
In the absence of a perspective from outside the institution, facing neglect or 
even hostility from the home office and living in an artificial community, the staff at 
Dunwich evolved a culture of alienation. This accommodated the isolation, the 
regimentation of people's lives, the strains of dealing with the inmates and individual 
staff members' own inadequacies. It was at times awkward for the home office, but it 
was the defence by which the employees survived the exile into which they had been 
sent. 
* * * 
It is to be expected that massive changes would take place in the stmcture of the 
Dunwich staff over the eighty years. An increase in the number of irunates from less 
than seventy to more than 1 200 necessitated much more than greater numbers of 
2 Morris, Put away, p. 213. 
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people to look after them. The administrative arrangements to be made for a thousand 
people had to be more complex, and the skills of officials much greater. A cook, for 
example, who could prepare a meal for seventy people, did not necessarily have the 
ability to supervise the cooking for a thousand. Water had to be obtained from a 
reservoir with pumps serviced by engineers rather than collected in tanks. 
These quantitative factors were only one reason for change. Qualitative factors 
were even more important. Firstly, society in general grew more sophisticated over the 
years, and the expectations of what was a reasonable standard of living trickled slowly 
through to the benevolent asylum. It was no hardship to be denied electric lighting in 
1882 when the Australian Electric Light Company's demonstration in Melbourne was a 
novelty, but it was by 1929 when electric lighting had become common throughout the 
community. To provide this service at Dunwich, a tribe of electricians and engine 
drivers had to be employed, housed and catered for. Secondly, medical expectations 
rose, so that more trained paramedical staff members were required. 
The need for greater skills, either because of the number of irunates or the 
expectations for their care, meant that the traditional source of labour - the irunates -
could not be used as there were not enough of them with the necessary skills. 
Furthermore, the type of person being admitted to Dunwich changed so that the 
"typical" irunate was increasingly unlikely to be sound enough in body or mind to take 
on many of the jobs necessary for the running of the institution. 
Even so inmate labour remained a considerable part of the Dunwich workforce. 
At first it was the only labour apart from a few jobs done by the Aborigines. The 
"classified officers" - those government employees whose names were recorded in the 
blue books or goverrunent statistical registers - were expected to organise the irunates to 
do the work, not do it themselves. 
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In 1867 there were four "officers" on the ration lists: the officer-in-charge, the 
cook, matron and wardsman.^ The cook was an irunate or ex-inmate who was not 
recognised on the official lists. In 1872, the staff consisted of five people. As the 
inspector A.W. Marming and the medical officer William Hobbs did not stay at 
Dunwich, there were still three staff on site to deal with just under a hundred irunates.'' 
In 1885 the "permanent staff who are not irunates" were the carpenter, baker, cook and 
three Aborigines. Adding this to the irunate staff gives a total of thirty-eight staff for 
390 irunates, a ratio of close to one worker for every ten irunates (see appendix figure 
5.1). More could be pressed into service for special jobs. 
Even when outside workers had to be brought in, irunates were pressed into 
service if possible. In 1881, three buildings were erected, one demolished and a large 
amount of maintenance work done. Superintendent James Hamilton reported, "There 
has been employed one Carpenter from Brisbane. My assistant as much as possible. The 
Carpenter belonging to the Asylum. Three or four of the inmates, and the men 
belonging to the place as circumstances require".^ 
The status of the irunate staff was somewhat ambiguous. Although Hamilton 
informed the 1884 committee of inquiry into the benevolent asylum that there were only 
three non-irunates at Dunwich others disagreed. Adam Wilhelm, the teacher, insisted to 
the committee that he had come as an irunate, but his position of teacher to the 
Hamilton's children made him exempt from that category.^ John Schwartz was so 
incensed at being classed as an irunate by Hamilton that he wrote to the inquiry. 
^ Report of benevolent asylum for week ending 27 January 1867 QSA COL/A 88, letter 315 of 
1867. 
^ Blue book for 1872, p. 566. 
5 Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 11 April 1881, QSA COL/A 313, 
letter 1881 of 1881. 
^ "Progress report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich", JLC 1884, vol. 2, p. 13, q. 91 & p. 35, q. 831. 
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Assistant George Watkins was of the opinion that Schultz was a staff member and had 
never been an irunate.^ According to a witness the cook was even more vehement that 
he was not an irunate. Among other things he watered down the oatmeal after the staff 
had been served, saying, "It is good enough for the danrmed b_s and damned 
wretches ".8 
The increase in classified staff began after the 1884 report. A doctor was 
appointed as superintendent with wardsmen to carry out non-medical functions. A 
matron was chosen on her own merits rather than as the wife of the officer-in-charge. 
From then on staff numbers continued to grow, but irunates were still appointed as 
often as possible. Even the responsible positions of dispenser and storeman were held 
by irunates, the latter as late as 1905, before it was reluctantly admitted that the 
difficulties of using irunates were not worth the financial savings.' 
Appendix figure 5.2 shows the relationship between the number of irunates and 
the number of "official" staff over the eighty years of the benevolent asylum at 
Dunwich. Staff who did not live at the benevolent asylum are not included, as they 
neither contributed substantially to its working nor formed part of the benevolent 
asylum culture. These changes represent those positions which were considered 
important enough to need home office recognition. They were "classified" (in the home 
office terminology) or "gazetted" because they appeared in the Government gazette. The 
^ "Final report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich", JLC 1884, vol. 2, p. 8, q.l336 & 1337, appendix V. 
^ "Final repx)rt from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich", JLC 1884, vol. 2, p. 31. q. 2178. 
' Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 8 December 1905, QSA 
A/84818, letter 13758 of 1905; Letters of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary: 28 June 
1909, QSA HOM/B 38, letter 7926 of 1909: 21 August 1909, QSA HOM/B 38, letter 10273 of 1909: 21 
August 1909, QSA HOM/B 38, letter 10274 of 1909; Letters of J. McAlpine to under secretary: 19 July 
1909, QSA HOM/B 38, letter 8790 of 1909: 19 July 1909, QSA HOM/B 38, letter 8791 of 1909: 30 
August 1909, QSA HOM/B 38, letter 10599 of 1909; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under 
secretary, 16 May 1898, QSA HOM/B 2, letter 6733 of 1898; Letter of medical superintendent Dr 
Macarthur to under secretary, 18 September 1918, QSA HOM/B 53, letter 9442 of 1918. 
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actual numbers of unclassified staff fluctuated according to the needs of the benevolent 
asylum and the budget allocated to the superintendent. 
The most noticeable features of the staff-inmate ratio are the peak of 1885 and 
the steady drop from 1897 on. The high ratio of 1885 (1:130) was caused by a 
government policy of continuing to send irunates to Dimwich as quickly as 
accommodation could be arranged. Irunate numbers multiplied by twelve in that time 
while staff numbers remained the same. Even when the role of appointed staff was 
principally one of supervision, this created a tremendous burden on the superintendent 
and his two assistants. The progressive appointment of extra staff from 1886 on eased 
some of this burden, but the ratio was again allowed to climb imtil 1897. 
For the next ten years, interpretation becomes more difficult. A drop in the ratio 
over three years was due to less irunates at Dunwich rather than more staff, as people 
took advantage of outdoor relief schemes and the colonial secretary's office attempted 
to limit the occupancy. Numbers of irunates rose again between 1900 and 1903, but by 
this time more staff were being appointed each year and the ratio dropped. 
Staff numbers were not appointed simply to handle more irunates, as can be seen 
in the peak of the ratios of 1907 and the drop of 1913. In the first case, more staff were 
not employed for the extra irunates. In the second, more staff were employed despite an 
obvious long term trend of a reduction in irunate numbers. Nevertheless, apart from 
some anomalies and notwithstanding the incomplete data, irunate numbers then 
continued to fall and staff numbers continued to rise, resulting in a rapid change in the 
ratio. 
Four policies emerged, each progressively exerting greater control by the home 
office over what had previously been an intemal management decision at the benevolent 
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asylum. The first, ending in 1885, was one of appointing a small number of supervisors 
to an almost self-sufficient institution where the irunates did the work. The second 
accepted that cooks, bakers, dairymen and other artisans would have to be appointed as 
they would often not be found among the irunates. After 1903, it was acknowledged 
that some nursing staff also had to be chosen from outside the institution. At the same 
time, more technical artisan staff - engine drivers and firemen for example - were 
appointed. After 1925, the philosophy had reversed itself. Although irunates could still 
be used for light jobs, every position of responsibility was filled from outside the 
benevolent asylum. More supervision, fewer positions for irunates and greater numbers 
of skilled positions led to an ever decreasing ratio of staff to inmates. 
The drift to greater control also manifested itself in the regulations. Those of 
1906 listed four individual members of staff in addition to the medical superintendent. 
The matron controlled the female irunates, the laundry and the hospital wards. The 
chief warder was in charge of the men's section. The dispenser dealt with 
pharmaceuticals and the storekeeper with the non-medical management of the 
institution. Despite his lowly title, the storekeeper deserved to belong to the senior 
staff. His duties combined accounting, stocktaking, the keeping of money and property 
in custody, record keeping, storekeeping of all institution property except medicine and 
alcohol, and inspection of cargo and people from the boat. There was, of course, a 
visiting justice, but he was not properly a staff member. ^ ^ Inmates were still widely 
used for the nursing and artisan staff. Training was rarely required for the staff 
employed from outside the asylum. 
Three changes were seen by 1935: a decreasing proportion of irunate staff, an 
increasing total number of staff, and a new group of staff associated with technical 
10 "Regulations for the general management of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 1906", QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683. 
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changes which had taken place (see appendix figure 5.3).n Thus for an average of 723 
irunates there were 121 staff, a ratio of one staff member for almost six irunates. This 
was close to double the ratio of staff to irunates in 1885. Moreover the 1885 staff 
included only nine people out of thirty-eight who were not irunates, about a quarter of 
the total. In 1935 more than half the staff were not irunates. Of the staff who were, 
almost all were employed as assistants to the artisan staff or in low skill, routine work 
such as the nightsoil men. The continual admonition by successive medical 
superintendents that irunates should not be wardsmen had almost completely taken 
effect, so that the irunate wardsmen were attached only to the top tents, where about 
fifty men lived in semi-independence. 
However, this does not account for all of the work done by the irunates. Ten 
years previously, Dr Challands had wamed that there were so few capable inmates that 
it was becoming impossible to get all the help he needed. He gave the figure at 250, 
"who assist in various gardens, kitchen, messroom, stores, wards, woodcutting, &c".i2 
Many were inebriates who, apart from their drunkermess, were capable of ordinary 
work. Even accounting for a drastic reduction in the number of irunate workers, there 
were many in 1935 who did odd jobs for gratuities but who were not counted as staff. 
These staff levels were maintained with little variation. By 1940, the number of 
non-inmate staff stood at sixty-six, only two less than five years previously, i^  In 1941, 
new regulations incorporated Dr Tumbull's recommendations for change, including a 
new division of responsibilities among the senior staff. There were three positions 
specifically mentioned. The matron stayed in the hospital section, handing control of 
11 "Report on the Dunwich benevolent asylum by F.C. Tumbull acting medical superintendent 9 
February 1935", QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 1605 of 1935. 
12 DBA 1928 in QPP 1929, vol. 1, p. 1223. 
1^  Letter of medical supaintendent Dr Tumbull to minister for health and home affairs, 11 
September 1940, QSA Dunwich batch A/4687, under letter 3546 of 1946. 
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the female division over to a housekeeper, whose duties were parallel to those of the 
head attendant in the male division. The managing secretary was responsible for all 
non-medical matters and any workers in these areas, i^  Apart from the division of the 
matron's responsibilities and the slight reorganisation of lines of authority, these 
regulations brought little change in the basic staffing arrangements. 
The changes in staff from irunates to professionals, from the superintendent's 
nominees to goverrunent appointees, from handymen and jacks-of-all trades to 
specialists, generated a profound effect on the administration and character of Dunwich. 
By failing to recognise this, the home office unwittingly reinforced the benevolent 
asylum culture. 
* * * 
When James Hamilton applied for an increase in pay in 1877, he pointed out 
that he had been there since 1868 and during that time his wife had died because of 
"unpleasanmess met with in the course of her duty". He now had to pay a housekeeper. 
His responsibilities had increased and so had his cost of living, with a govemess to 
teach the younger children on the island and the older ones boarding in Brisbane to 
attend school, i^  In 1909 the nursing staff requested that they receive an increase in their 
ration allowance, from £1 to 30 shillings a month, as well as leave of three weeks a 
year and four days a month, i^  Such requests highlight the mind-numbing isolation in 
which the staff members found themselves, poorly paid and without even an escape 
from Dunwich through recreation. 
I'* "Regulations under 'The charitable institutions management act of 1885' for the general 
management of the Dunwich benevolent asylum". May 1941, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685. 
15 Letter of superintendent James Hamilton to under secretary, 7 March 1877, QSA COL/A 236, 
letter 1014 of 1877. 
1^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 2 March 1909, QSA HOM/B 31, 
letter 2664 of 1909. 
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High levels of skills were considered urmecessary for the general staff at 
Dunwich. The original superintendents had been employees of the immigration 
department with no medical knowledge, and James Hamilton, superintendent for 
seventeen years, had been a lime bumer before his goverrunent employment. His 
assistant had been sometime a teacher.i^ The matron was simply the superintendent's 
wife. Though the first training of nurses in Queensland was instituted in 1886, it was 
not until 1899 that the Australasian Trained Nurses Association was established with an 
Australian register in the following year. For institutions such as the benevolent 
asylum, nurses remained unskilled carriers and servants, i^  
As late as 1930, when Irene Westaway applied to be a relieving nurse at the 
benevolent asylum, training was not considered necessary. The standard application for 
employment as a nurse in goverrunent institutions included a paragraph in which the 
applicant agreed to attend training lectures. Westaway's application, in common with 
those of many other benevolent asylum nurses, had the paragraph deleted, i ' 
Five years later the incoming medical superintendent Dr Tumbull agreed with 
the home office opinion that training was urmecessary. He recommended: 
That an Assistant Matron and Deputy Charge Nurse holding similar 
certificates [as the matron's general certificates] be appointed together with 2 
or 3 nurses holding general nurses certificates. The remaining members of the 
nursing staff need not necessarily hold certificates.^o 
1^  "Final report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich", JLC 1884, vol. 2, p. 2, q. 1142-1144. 
1* PaUick, A history of health and medicine in Queensland, p.71. 
1' Application of Irene Westaway for nurse's position, 16 May 1929, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/31721, letter 497 of 1930. 
20 Report on Dunwich benevolent asylum 9 February 1935, by F.C. Tumbull acting medical 
superintendent, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, p. 4. 
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Even the wage stmcture discriminated against trained staff and against staff in 
general at Dunwich. In 1939 it was found that a trained sister was earning less than an 
untrained nurse and most of the nursing staff were being paid less than at other 
institutions. Sisters at Diamantina hospital and Westwood eamed between £135 and 
£180 a year, with allowances to the value of £52 a year. A Dunwich sister eamed the 
same amount but her allowance for fuel, light, uniform and quarters was only £13, 
putting her at a £39 disadvantage. The situations were corrected so that a trained sister 
at Dunwich would eam more than an untrained nurse and a pay rise compensated for 
the lesser value of the allowances.^' 
The Aboriginal workers found themselves in similar circumstances, but like the 
irunate workers, they did not enjoy full participation in the benevolent asylum culture. 
When they tried to have changes made, tolerance tumed to opposition. Dr Booth-
Clarkson praised the gang for the valuable work it did, quoting as an example a search 
party which went looking for a missing irunate.22 He also gave them assistance and 
support, recommending that a request for additional rations be approved.^3 When the 
gang sent a petition to the chief protector of Aborigines claiming that 25 shillings a 
week and rations was insufficient, he supported the petition.^^ Next year, the members 
of the gang decided that they wanted wages rather than rations, so Booth-Clarkson 
offered to arrange credit at the retail store to the value of their wages. This proposal 
was unacceptable as the gang members wanted to spend the money where and when 
21 Minute of public service commissioner J. McCormack to secretary for health and home 
affairs, n.d. 1939, QSA Dunwich batch A/4687, letter 13888 of 1939. 
22 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to undo* secretary, 20 March 1923, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 1943 of 1923. 
23 Memoranda of home secretary to under secretary, 13 April & 15 May 1923, QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4685, letter 2877 of 1923. 
24 Petition of R. Wainwright, E. Ellis, F. King, R. Close, P. King, R. Law, E. Ruska, H. H. 
Wilson, F. Costelloe, W. Tumer, G. Costelloe to chief protector of Aborigines, 8 February 1924, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 1840 of 1924; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to 
under secretary, 4 March 1924 QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 1840 of 1924, under letter 3346 of 
1946. 
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they wished. Booth-Clarkson made the recommendation accordingly, and it was 
eventually passed.25 
However, there was a limit to Booth-Clarkson's tolerance. He replied to Edward 
Ruska's complaint in 1923 about working seven days a week under difficult conditions 
that he received extra rations and pay to compensate for this.26 When the Aboriginal 
gang decided that it wanted to be paid fully in wages, the medical superintendent used 
the extra expense as a reason for dismissing five members of the gang who were 
virtually charity cases: 
Costelloe G. jru". is a weak minded individual who could be dispensed with. 
J. Roberts and J. Neufong are old and feeble and are practically pensioners 
who could be dispensed with who are not worth any more than they are now 
getting. E. Ruska and J. (Archie) Neufong are boys who would not be worth 
higher rates and they could be replaced by one man at £3 per week.27 
Dr Tumbull was not satisfied, writing to the chief protector of Aborigines in 
1935, "I do not consider them as capable or equal to a white gang because they are 
unable to carry on efficiently, unless their work is laid out for them and supervised".2* 
Relations between the Aboriginal gang and the whites - both benevolent asylum 
management and government -deteriorated until manager Edgar Cramb noted in 1944 
25 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 4 August 1925 & 
letter of under secretary to medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson, 20 August 1925, QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4685, letter 6767 of 1925. 
26 Letter of medical superintendait Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 13 August 1923, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 7443 of 1923. 
27 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 19 May 1926, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 4073 of 1926. 
2* Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 17 April 1935: Letter of 
acting under secretary to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull, 29 March 1935, QSA A/4685, letter 3891 
of 1935. 
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that the gang was "slow, have no sense of responsibility, frequently dodge working a 
full day", and made no effort at improvement in order to attract any better conditions.2^ 
The chief protector of Aborigines was responsible for some improvements for 
the Myora people, but his department often took no more than a cursory interest in 
Stradbroke Island.^^ Furthermore the department's judgement was often swayed by 
economic considerations and subjective opinions of the place of the Aborigine in 
society. ^ 1 
The Aboriginal gang had been receiving wages for ten years when it was 
decided that it was in their families' best interests to put them back on the ration lists. 
The assistant manager at the benevolent asylum, Mr Keen, claimed that the Aborigines 
could not handle money, but gambled and drank: 
In most instances, nearly the whole of their wages were absorbed either in 
their Store Accounts or previous cash advances before their monthly pay was 
due... In the case of the Martin and King families, the Dunwich authorities 
have been compelled to deduct their Store Accounts from their wages to 
ensure that they meet their liabilities at the Store. 
Keen also proposed a voluntary assigrunent of between 10% and 20% of the 
cash portion of the wages. The money could be kept in the Native's Savings Bank, for 
the purchase of necessities that were bought less frequently, such as clothes. "It is a 
2' Letter of managing secretary Edgar Cramb to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull, 5 June 
1944; Letter of under secretary to home secretary, 26 June 1944, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 
3739 of 1944. 
^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary and B/C to deputy chief 
protector of Aborigines, 29 January & 15 March 1935, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 27 of 1935; 
Letter of deputy chief protector of Aborigines to under secretary, 21 March 1935, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4685, letter 2706 of 1935. 
31 Petition of Aboriginal gang to minister for health and home affairs, 16 May 1944, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 3739 of 1944. 
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common thing for such families as the Moretons, Landers and Quearys to fall back on 
this Department for clothing supplies to enable the children to attend school".^2 
It was not long before the medical superintendent received the complaints he had 
predicted. The workers submitted that, "We are compelled to pay for our goods which 
are included in our ration and are not required. Several of us have had our wages 
reduced, notwithstanding the judges of the Arbitration Court recently has allowed 4/-
weekly increase to award workers".^^ Dr Tumbull wrote to the under secretary to wam 
that one worker was leaving and another only staying because he had promised to try to 
get the system altered. He recommended that the old system of paying the workers fully 
in cash be reinstituted. "They are quite intelligent and capable enough to handle their 
own money", he wrote, uncharacteristically for himself and in direct opposition to his 
assistant manager's previous statements. He also refuted the story that the Aborigines 
were inveterate gamblers. "Most of them are married and of good behaviour and very 
industrious and do good work and are reliable and sober".^ 
Nevertheless, the plan was persisted with. The chief protector debunked 
Tumbull's claims, accusing the Aborigines of wanting the money so that they could 
gamble. 35 jj^ August five workers complained about the deductions being made from 
their wages. Tumbull transmitted their complaint and endorsed their request that they 
32 Memorandum of assistant manager C.S. Keen to chief protector of Aborigines, 26 February 
1937, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, under letter 3346 of 1946. 
33 Letter of Aboriginal gang to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull, 21 May 1937, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 2226 of 1937, under letter 3346 of 1946. 
3^ Memorandum of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to chief protector of Aborigines, 22 
May 1937, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 2226 of 1937. 
35 Memoranda of chief protector of Aborigines to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull: 2 June 
1937, 8 June 1937, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685 letter & under letter 4862 of 1937. 
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should be able to save their money as they saw fit, on the grounds that the men were 
indispensable. 36 
The chief protector's reply made short work of this proposal. He stated that all 
the people complaining had originally agreed to the scheme and many of them had 
benefited by it. He repeated the accusation of gambling and suggested that there was an 
outside influence on the Aborigines. In any case, he concluded, these people could 
hardly be considered so important to the running of the benevolent asylum if two of 
them were only employed recently. 
Eventually it was agreed that rations could be issued in accordance with what 
was needed rather than what was on the official ration list, providing that "the standard 
of values was maintained", and, "the class of food is in the nature of foodstuffs and is 
not such as may be used for gambling purposes".3^ The difference between the value of 
the rations and the wage eamed was paid in cash or into a bank account. By 1938, the 
chief protector noted that "There was very little discontent at present in cormection with 
the system of part payment of wages in rations".38 
Despite this, a deputation of workers visited the chief protector later that year to 
complain about their wages, which they claimed were too low at ordy £4 a month. He 
claimed that he was ordy able to identify two of the people making the complaint, and 
they were actually receiving £8 and £76s respectively. Only six out of the thirty-two 
other employees were receiving wages in the vicinity of £4. All six were single, all but 
36 Memorandum of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to chief protector of Aborigines, 1 
August 1937, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 7277 of 1937, under letter 3346 of 1946. 
3^ Memoranda of chief protector of Aborigines to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull: 26 July 
& 16 August 1937, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 4862 of 1937. 
38 Memoranda of chief protector of Aborigines to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull: 25 
February & 4 April 1938, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, lener 3143 of 1938. 
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two were sixteen or eighteen years of age, and one of the others (no age stated) was a 
temporary employee.3^ 
A 1943 wages list tells a different story. Of twenty-six workers in receipt of a 
regular income, fourteen were paid less than £4 6s 8d a month. Five of these were paid 
less than £3 10s a month, three ordy receiving £23s Ad."^ Dissatisfied, fifteen of the 
workers left, but the chief protector did not seem overly concemed with the apparent 
collapse of his scheme.•^i He claimed that it had been successful, but his objectives had 
little to do with protection of the Aborigines: 
As far as this Office is concemed, the primary object, namely the elimination 
of rations at our expense to men in full time employment, has been achieved, 
and it is now a matter for decision by your Department as to whether the 
present scheme of remunerating the coloured employees, resident at 
Dunwich, is to stand.'•2 
There was no particular prejudice against Aborigines or any member of the 
benevolent asylum staff. Even the medical superintendents had to endure the indignity 
of censure, correction or of having their professional judgments questioned. The 
treatment by the home office of all staff continually reinforced to them the impression 
that they were regarded as inferior beings. Willing workers were allowed to shoulder so 
3^ Memorandum of chief protector of Aborigines to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull, 7 
February 1937, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 1417 of 1938. 
^ Schedule of native labour of Dunwich, 31 May 1943, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 
10793 of 1943, letter 2345 of 1943 under letter 3346 of 1946. 
•^ 1 Letters of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to chief protector: 5 October 1938, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 3143 of 1938: 19 October 1938, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 10281 
of 1938: 27 October 1938, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, under letter 10919 of 1938: 14 November 1938, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 10919 of 1938: 5 December 1938, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, 
under letter 12364 of 1938: 27 January 1939, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 1256 of 1939: 11 
March 1939, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 2731 of 1939. 
•^ 2 Memorandum of chief protector of Aborigines to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull, 8 
June 1937, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 4862 of 1937. 
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much responsibility that some could no longer cope.''3 When a staff member behaved in 
an insulting fashion to a visiting politician in 1913 his apology was demanded, but no 
such courtesy was extended when a politician insulted benevolent asylum staff a few 
years later. "^  
In such an isolated location as Dunwich, the goverrunent was obliged to take the 
responsibility for domestic facilities which would have been up to individuals to find for 
themselves if the institution had been on the mainland. It failed to do so, or even to 
provide an equivalent standard of living. 
The history of electrification at Dunwich was typical. The firm of Barton and 
White had first provided an electricity generating supply system in Brisbane in 1888; 
Thargomindah was the first country town to receive electricity in 1893, while the 
Toowoomba Electric Light and Power Company commenced in 1905.'•5 Electricity was 
no novelty by the time its need at Dunwich was first raised in the 1916 armual report, 
but it was admitted that the cost was prohibitive. Electricity would have to be generated 
on the island, as a cable from the mainland was out of the question. The matter was 
raised again in 1918 and referred to in passing on other occasions but not effected until 
2929 46 TTie nurses' quarters received lights a year later."*^ Thereafter power generation 
was a continual problem which ordy increased as the benevolent asylum relied more and 
more on engines for one purpose or another. 
''3 Letter of Phillip Agnew to under secretary, 24 May 1909, QSA HOM/B 38, letter 6259 of 
1909 undo- letter 9591 of 1909. 
^ Letter of under secretary to medical superintendent Dr Row, 2 June 1913, QSA HOM/B 43, 
letter 6635 of 1913; Letto" of medical superintend«it Dr Macarthur to home secretary, 13 November 
1917, QSA HOM/B 51, letter 10295 of 1917. 
•^ 5 Clem Lack (ed.), Queensland, daughter of the sun, (Brisbane: Jacaranda, 1959), pp. 133-136. 
^6 DBA 1916 in QPP 1917, vol. 2, p. 584; DBA 1918 in QPP 1919-20. vol. 4, p 275; DBA 
1928 in QPP 1929, vol. 1, p. 1273. 
'^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Challands to under secretary, 28 January 1930, QSA 
HOM/B 77, letter 880 of 1930. 
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Water was almost continually in short supply. Until 1885 the benevolent asylum 
was totally dependent on water collected in tanks from the roof of the buildings for 
fresh water. During the severe drought that winter a reservoir had to be built which 
received water from Yerrol Creek, three kilometres to the north.''* Need continually 
outstripped supply. Although it was confidently expected to last for many years, ordy 
fifteen years later urgent requests were sent to the works department to improve the 
supply.^' The demands created by the new steam laundry in 1911 necessitated another 
renovation.50 More shortages were experienced in 1922, with the consumptive camp 
especially badly affected.51 
Water restrictions were enforced, especially in respect of gardens. In 1929 the 
supervising mechanical engineer calculated that sixty-two gallons of water were being 
used by each person every day, a quantity which he considered "excessive", but this 
figure was arrived at by dividing the total number of gallons used by the number of 
people in the institution. The laundry, kitchen, farm and hospital wards consumed large 
quantities. His report also intimated that there was wastage due to poor maintenance. 
Pumping finished at noon on Saturday and the water level dropped to only 8 000 
gallons by Monday mornings. There were two altematives to solving the problem -
either to install another tank at £678 or pay the engine driver to pump water on 
Sundays. 52 
^ DBA 1885 in QVP 1886. vol. 1, p. 766. 
^'^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary. 10 August 1901, QSA 
HOM/B 6, letter 12762 of 1898. 
50 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 6 February 1911, QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4683, letter 11911 of 1911, under letter 11997 of 1912. 
51 Letter of hydraulic engineer to under secretary, 23 January 1922, QSA HOM/B 61, letter 773 
of 1922; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 23 January 1922, QSA 
HOM/B 61, letter 5525 of 1922. 
52 Letter of supervising mechanical engineer W. Collins to under secretary, 18 January 1929, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter 460 of 1929. 
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The solution was to avoid spending the money by placing the responsibility for 
saving water on the staff. Watering on Saturdays and Sundays was forbidden, the 
number of outlets was restricted, all taps and fittings were progressively reduced from 
three quarter to a half inch diameter and repairs and maintenance of any kind could 
ordy be undertaken by the goverrunent plumber. 53 
Accommodation for the staff was never palatial. Buildings were often allowed to 
become dilapidated before they were repaired, resulting in periodic frenzies of 
renovation. Superintendents made frequent references to the state of the buildings in 
their reports, which were often ignored for several years. Dr Stockwell complained for 
three years about the poor state and crowded conditions of the medical superintendent, 
assistant superintendent and dispenser's quarters, only to have his complaints 
censored.54 In 1904 the armual report mentioned the need for new buildings for the 
nurses. An old ward or other building was renovated for use by the nurses in 1907.55 
By then accommodation for the attendants had also become an issue. They had to wait 
until 1911 before anything was done, when new quarters for the storekeeper, carpenter 
and milkman were also built.56 In 1918 the matron registered a protest about the poor 
standard of her nurses' accommodation.5^ At the same time, the nurses themselves 
through the Asylum Employees Union requested that they have someone to cook their 
meals. 58 
53 Letter of supervising mechanical engineer W. Collins to under secretary, 12 March 1929, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, letta- 460 of 1929. 
54 DBA 1902 in QPP 1903, vol. 2, p. 29; DBA 1903 in QPP 1904, p. 690; DBA 1904 in QPP 
1904-5, vol. 2, p. 1487. 
55 DBA 1904 in QPP 1904-5, vol. 2, p 1487; Letter of inspector of works Mr Alder to deputy 
government architect, 16 March 1907, QSA WOR/A 7370 of 1911, letter 1844 of 1907. 
56 DBA 1904 in QPP 1904-5, vol. 2, p. 1487; DBA 1907 in QPP 1908, second session, vol. 2, 
p. 17; DBA 1908 in QPP 1909, vol. 2, p. 651; DBA 1911 in QPP 1912, vol. 2, p. 39. 
5^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Macarthur to under secretary, 28 May 1918, QSA 
HOM/B 53, letter 4537 of 1918. 
58 Letter of Asylum Employees' Union to under secretary, 11 June 1918, QSA HOM/B 53, 
letter 4937 of 1918. 
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When accommodation materialised, it could well be a second hand building. 
Three houses erected for officials in 1932 had been taken from St Helena Island when 
the prison closed.5' Plans for a policeman to be stationed temporarily at Dunwich in 
1901 were frustrated because there was no room for him and even the cells were 
occupied by two inmates in an effort to relieve overcrowding.60 Eventually the police 
residence at Myora was moved to Dunwich, a step down from the design for a new 
building submitted by the acting commissioner. 6i Despite some attempts to renovate the 
two-roomed building, it was in a filthy condition and in need of extensive painting and 
whitewashing with kalsomine.62 
Even in this house, the policeman was better off than the dispenser, who lived in 
a tent, or the butcher, whose residence in 1903 was a humpy.63 One of the dispenser's 
predecessors had been moved to a new house ordy when life became impossible for him 
in a section of the old store which had been partitioned off, with not even enough room 
for a safe and no privacy as the room faced directly into the men's wards. The 
dispenser and his wife endured these conditions without complaint as long as they 
could, but with the coming of the hot weather they feared for the health of their new 
baby. 64 
59 DBA 1932 in QPP 1933, vol. 1, p . 903. 
60 Letter of acting commissioner of police to home secretary, 7 March 1901, QSA WOR/A 1892 
of 1904, letter 4175 of 1901. 
61 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 4 August 1902, QSA 
WOR/A 1892 of 1904. 
62 Letter of chief commissioner of police to home secretary, 21 October 1902, QSA WOR/A 
1892 of 1904, letter 56 of 1902. 
63 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 7 October 1903, QSA 
WOR/A 1892 of 1904, letter 7963 of 1903. 
64 Letter of dispenser Adams to under secretary, 8 October 1890, QSA WOR/A 556 of 1893, 
letter 10590 of 1890. 
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Because accommodation was limited to the buildings supplied by the 
government, a great deal of juggling, not to mention diplomacy, was necessary on the 
part of the medical superintendent. A married man who succeeded a single man in a 
staff position would find that the quarters which went with the appointment were too 
small for himself and his wife. Consequently, another person would have to be 
displaced. A newly appointed Dr Macarthur tried to keep everybody happy as he 
calculated the necessary moves in 1916. As the head cook was probably leaving, a 
married official could be put in his cottage, if a single male were employed as assistant 
cook. The new assistant cook could then live in the unoccupied night attendant's cottage 
which was too small for a married couple. The old head cook's cottage, suitable for a 
married couple, could be used by the second engine driver whose wife was crippled. 
The new school residence would soon be completed, so the old one would be available 
for another married couple.65 
When the head cook left, Dr Macarthur's careful plans were dismpted by the 
application of the second baker, Mr Goodhew, "something of an agitator, and liable at 
any time to cause trouble", for a house. The request was refused, so he applied for an 
apartment. He and the butcher were living in the Victoria Hall which was used until 
late at night. As he had to get up every morning before dawn, his sleep was minimal.66 
Since ward eleven had been condenmed, the timber was reused to add two 
rooms to the attendants' quarters as temporary accommodation for a total of four men -
the two men who were in Victoria Hall and two others. This was unsatisfactory. The 
kitchen facilities were inadequate, there was no privacy and the ordy place they could 
65 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Macarthur to home secretary, 27 December 1916, QSA 
WOR/A 24417 of 1922, letter 11750 of 1916. 
66 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 6 February 1917, QSA WOR/A 
24417 of 1922, letter 2880 of 1917; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Macarthur to under secretary, 17 
July 1917, QSA WOR/A 24417 of 1922, letter 6803 of 1917. 
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eat was on the veranda. When the works department finally plarmed the new building, it 
was to be placed next to the Victoria Hall. Ordy the determined intervention of the 
medical superintendent caused the works department to change the plans and relocate 
the building well behind the kitchen and laundry. 6^  
Phillip Agnew was a long serving officer at the benevolent asylum whose 
cheerful outlook was obvious even when he was registering a complaint about his 
accommodation in 1897. After being employed at Dunwich for over a year with no 
word as to whether the job would be permanent and without any provision having been 
made for his wife and family, he wrote, "As I have been here for over 14 months in a 
state of uncertainty I should feel extremely obliged if you would kindly inform me if 
you think there is any likelihood of my being permanently settled here and when". He 
had already shown his reliability and the assistant superintendent, James Hill, was keen 
to see him assume the postal duties at Dunwich.68 With this recommendation, he was 
put on the permanent staff and given a house for his family. After a patient wait, 
Agnew wrote again, this time asking to have his house extended, "My present residence 
here is very inconveniently and unhealthily small, each of the 2 small bedrooms being 
occupied by the 3 members of my family".6^ Two years later, at a cost of £2 8s lOd, a 
small extension was added to the house, very possibly due to the fact that the new 
medical superintendent, Dr Stockwell, was much more responsive to his requests than 
an ailing Dr Smith.^o 
6^  Letters of benevolent asylum steward R.A.S. Browne to acting medical superintendent: 15 
June & 2 July 1917, QSA WOR/A 24417 of 1922, letters 5674 & 8112 of 1917; Memorandum of works 
department to under secretary works, n.d., QSA WOR/A 24417 of 1922, attached to letter 5674 of 1917. 
68 Letter of Phillip Agnew to colonial secretary, 5 March 1895, QSA WOR/A 771 of 1897, 
letter 2642 of 1895. 
69 Letter of Phillip Agnew to colonial secretary, 19 December 1899, QSA WOR/A 771 of 1897, 
letter 16066 of 1899. 
^0 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to colonial secretary, 22 August 1902, QSA 
WOR/A 771 of 1897. letter 13135 of 1902. 
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Nothing was then done for Agnew's house until 1909, when he requested that a 
new coat of paint be applied: 
I have the honour to inform you that the interior walls and ceiling of the old 
kitchen at my quarters here was painted at my own expense about ten years 
ago, and the paint is now quite black with smoke, and the portion lately 
added thereto is unpainted, thus giving a very "Old Dutch cum Modem 
Australian" appearance to the apartment which few can appreciate the beauty 
of.71 
The works department supplied the material and inmates were used as painters 
for the job.^2 
Two years later, Agnew wanted a back veranda ceiling similar to those supplied 
on the other houses. It would enable his family to use the veranda as living space 
during the hot summer months when the temperature indoors became intolerable, but 
this would ordy be possible when a ceiling under the iron roof was insulated. He wrote 
to the goverrunent architect and was told that he should go through "proper charmels", 
which meant the medical superintendent recommending it to the under secretary, who 
would pass the request to the works department. The works department would then be 
able to refuse the request through "proper charmels", as there was no money available 
for the job.^3 
Mrs Agnew was a proud housekeeper and keen gardener who often held tea 
parties for groups of irunates. A series of photographs survives, showing her dressed in 
her best clothes and serving tea to her guests surrounded by flowers, shmbs and bushes. 
^1 Letter of Phillip Agnew to under secretary, 24 April 1909, QSA WOR/A 7370 of 1911, letter 
3187 of 1909. 
2^ Memorandum of deputy government architect to under secretary, 28 April 1909, QSA 
WOR/A 7370 of 1911, under letter 3187 of 1909. 
^3 Letter of Phillip Agnew to district government architect, 6 January 1911, QSA WOR/7370 of 
1911, letter 36 of 1911. 
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When the fence around the house slowly collapsed with age, measurements were taken 
for a new one but nothing further was done to replace it. Finally Phillip Agnew wrote 
to enquire as to what was happening. Dr Row, the medical superintendent, added a note 
to explain the problem. Without a fence the cows and horses were progressively 
destroying the garden.'"^ 
Agnew's demands can hardly be said to have been excessive or imreasonable. 
He had been posted at Dimwich for fourteen months and separated from his family in 
that time because a house had not been made available. Though the one he was finally 
given was not suitable, he suffered it for four years; yet it took another three before a 
new room was provided by enclosing a veranda. The house remained unpainted until he 
agitated for something to be done and the fence was allowed to rot away without 
maintenance or replacement. Whether his request was large or small, it was dealt with 
after long delays or not at all. 
This was irritating to an even tempered and willing staff member, but not 
disastrous. Another case of inadequate foresight and subsequent neglect had more 
serious consequences. In 1899 typhoid fever broke out in the house of the assistant 
superintendent James Hill, infecting two of his children. The cause was a mystery. 
Over the last fourteen years there had been four cases in the one house and none 
anywhere else at Dunwich.^5 A draftsman was sent out to inspect the area, and after 
looking at the house and the nearby women's quarters, matron's house and cook's 
house he reported to the goverrunent architect: 
The drainage I found to be very defective and to my mind quite sufficient to 
cause sickness. The whole of the drainage from the above buildings 
'''* Letter of Phillip Agnew to home secretary, 27 November 1914, QSA WOR/A 14576 of 1917, 
letter 9768 of 1914. 
'5 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary, 6 December 1899, QSA 
WOR/A 4202 of 1900, letter 15500 of 1899. 
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discharges (with three outlets) on the beach, and all within 100 yards of Mr 
Hill's house, and in each case several yards above high water line, with the 
result that from the outlet to the water line the refuse lies and rots, and in the 
case of the drains from the women's quarters was most offensive, so much so 
that I could not stay in the neighbourhood. There are 7 irdets to drains 6 of 
which are provided with iron gratings but none of them as far as I can see are 
provided with silt pits.^6 
The evidence may have been conclusive, but it stimulated no action. In 1902 Dr 
Stockwell wamed that "Odours existing at the outlets of drains on the beach in 
proximity to dwelling houses are objectionable and dangerous to health". Plans for the 
new drainage system had still not been implemented."^^ 
The drains were finally fixed, but it took some time to occur to anybody that 
other open drains might be a hazard as well. Two years later Stockwell suggested that 
the drains behind his own house should also be extended so that the outlets would not 
be exposed.^8 
Housing remained sub-standard. In 1935 there were twenty-nine houses, 
including the medical superintendent's, "and many of them are small and pokey"."^^ The 
floor of the nurses' quarters was badly infested with borers.80 According to a 1946 
report ordy half the-houses were adequate. C.A. Smith the butcher had a "good cottage" 
of four rooms and a bathroom. The assistant manager's seven room and bathroom 
house was in "Fair condition. Large garden". In all, eleven houses or cottages listed in 
^6 Report of draftsman to government architect, 12 January 1900, QSA WOR/A 4202 of 1900, 
letter 83 of 1900. 
7^  DBA 1901 in QPP 1902, vol. 1, p. 771. 
^8 Letter of medical superintaident Dr Hunt to under secretary, 9 August 1900, QSA WOR/A 
1892 of 1904, letter 12296 of 1900. 
'^ "Report on Dunwich benevolent asylum by F.C. Tumbull acting medical superintendent 9 
February 1935", QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 1605 of 1935, p. 15 A. 
80 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 12 December 1934, QSA 
HOM/A 4749, letter 11368 of 1934. 
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1946 were noted as "good" or "better class than the others", although the two-roomed 
cottage of G. Taylor, the temporary clerk, had "no accommodation for family". 
Six dwellings were in very poor shape. T. Murray, one of the engine drivers, 
lived with his wife and five sons and daughters aged between twenty-two and five years 
in a seven room one bathroom house which was described as "poor, practically a 
shack". Bonty Dickson's house had five rooms and a bathroom to accommodate 
himself, his wife and two daughters. It was described as having "small, insufficient 
accommodation, veranda enclosed with fibro for protection against weather". 
The remaining six dwellings were described in such terms as "Fair. Small 
cottage", or hopefully, "should be comfortable".81 For these, the occupants were 
charged between £20 and £50 a year. 
These final reports reveal that there was never any significant alteration in the 
poor standards of staff accommodation, from the nineteenth century until the time the 
benevolent asylum was finally moved to the mairdand. This was but another 
disadvantage of employment at Dunwich. 
* * * 
A staff which considered itself neglected, overworked and isolated was hardly 
one which would perform to the best of its ability. Furthermore, as highly qualified 
people were generally not attracted to Dunwich, many began the job with a poor 
81 Notes on quarters at Dunwich, 1946, QSA Dunwich batch A/4687, letto^ 3546 of 1946 & 
12710 of 1938. 
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attitude.82 Whether staff were unsuitable from the start or made unsuitable by the 
circumstances in which they found themselves, the results were the same. Complaints 
about staff neglect of duty, drunkermess, cmelty to irunates, lack of consideration and 
officiousness appeared in the newspapers, across the desk of the home secretary and in 
parliament. While some were mischievous or petty, others were serious. 
A sample of the complaints shows their variety. According to Jacob Schindler, a 
young man with "a palpitation of the heart" was assaulted by the cook, received no help 
from the chief warder, and was driven to hanging himself.83 Maurice Carroll who wrote 
to complain that there was never any cabbage for the irunates' dinner followed this with 
a more sinister complaint in which he claimed staff neglect of irunates in need.8^ 
Parliament in 1898 heard of a head warder beating an old man with a stick, and of a 
warder who terrified and abused people. "It was not once that this warder Farrell had 
abused the irunates, but time after time, and he had got a lot of the poor old people so 
cowed that they were afraid to make a complaint against him".85 A succession of 
inmates told the committee of the 1906 inquiry stories of abuse and neglect.86 
An inquiry was instituted in 1923 over allegations of theft by staff members, 
incompetence and a "protection racket". The charges were shown to be generally 
82 There were exceptions, the three most notable being career public servants who were liable to 
transfer to a variety of gova-nment institutions, individuals with a real sense of vocation, and people who 
accepted employment in the benevolent asylum in order to live on the island. 
83 "Final report from the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum, 
Dunwich," JLC, 1884, vol. 2, pp. 34-35, appendix FF. 
8^  Maurice Carroll, "Life at Dunwich" (letter). Daily mail. 11 March 1925 p. 8; Maurice 
Carroll, "Dunwich" (letter). Daily mail, 2A March 1925, p. 8; "The mailed fist", Brisbane truth, 2 
October 1927, p. 12. 
85 QPD 1898 p. 742. 
86 Correspondence, evidence and findings of a government inquiry into the administration of the 
Dunwich benevolent asylum, January 1906, QSA COL/320. 
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unfounded but the suspicion remained.8'7 In 1929 a complaint sent to the home secretary 
that a wardsman was robbing the irunates was repeated a few months later against the 
senior staff. 88 
The benevolent asylum culture was a defensive one, mistmstful of people from 
outside the institution. The staff closed ranks against complainants whom they believed 
were malicious or ill-informed. They also felt threatened by outsiders who could come 
to the institution and take more senior positions. In June 1946 the secretary of the 
hospital employees' union, Mrs Flower, met with the minister for health and home 
affairs to try for a guarantee that promotional positions at Dunwich would ordy go to 
existing Dunwich or Eventide staff. Although Tumbull supported the idea, the public 
service commissioner was strongly opposed: 
There are many advantages to be gained from the system whereby officers 
may serve in different institutions and Departments and it is in the best 
interests of the officers themselves that they be eligible for transfer from 
department to department so as to widen their experience and increase their 
efficiency. 
A person who felt wronged could always appeal against a decision, and the 
present medical superintendent had in fact been transferred from the mental hygiene 
service. Mrs Flower was informed, "It is in the interests of the Public Service that there 
should be a wide and unfettered choice of officers for the filling of higher positions". 
Judging the public service by its treatment of the Dunwich staff, "the interests of the 
public service" was a greater concem than those of the staff mentioned in his next 
8^  Letter of medical superintendent Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 12 September 1923, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683, letter 6926 of 1926. 
88 Letters of anonymous to under secretary, 1 February and 21 June 1929, QSA HOM/B 75, 
letters 4450 and 1043 of 1929. 
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sentence, "...and that flexible arrangements in respect of promotions and transfers of 
officers are in the best interests of the officers themselves".8^ 
Many of the staff did not come from any higher rungs on the general socio-
economic scale than did the irunates. Neither rates of pay nor working conditions were 
good enough to attract employees of reasonable standard, so that the few who were at 
Dunwich out of a sense of vocation were oumumbered by those who could find no 
other work. 
The problems with alcohol illustrated the small difference between the lifestyles 
of the staff and the people they looked down upon. Keeping alcohol from the staff was 
at times as great a problem as keeping it from the irunates and the Aborigines. The staff 
was subjected to the same monotonous, mind-dulling boredom of an isolated institution 
which offered no chance of escape even on a day off. There was a limit to the appeal of 
the natural beauty in which the benevolent asyliun was set when no altematives were 
available. The practice of allowing one week's full leave and five week's full time work 
was introduced as one way of combating the problem. Heavy drinking, a part of the 
culture of the benevolent asylum for staff and irunates, offered a form of recreation for 
people who had few ways of easing the monotony. Even visitors considered a few 
"drinks on the house" as their right. Although the medical superintendent objected in 
1907, the Seaforth Band always received a few whiskies when they performed at 
Dunwich - on that occasion, eighty-one.^ 
8' Memorandum of under secretary to public service commissioner, 20 June 1946, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4687, letter 7298 of 1946; Memorandum of public service commissioner to secretary 
for health and home affairs. 12 July 1946. QSA Dunwich batch A/4687, letter 8224 of 1946; Minute of 
public service commission^- to secretary for health and home affairs, 12 July 1946, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4687, letter 8224 of 1946. 
^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary 25 November 1907, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 12522 of 1907, under letter 6435 of 1943. 
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The records are peppered with references to staff drunkermess for most of the 
eighty years, but especially in the earlier history. A dairyman was reported as suspected 
of drunkermess in 1903.'i In 1908 the cook and the baker both retumed from Cleveland 
drunk.'2 ^he butcher was fined for dnmkermess in 1911.^3 Attendant T. Lowry was 
drunk on duty in 1906.^'' In the same year the cook, James McEwan, was fined one 
pound and reprimanded for a similar offence. In 1907 he was dismissed for 
"misconduct" with a female irunate, facilitated by the access to the women's division 
which his position gave him.^5 Lowry's work record was good and McEwans's was 
poor, but both were prone to alcohol abuse. 
On taking up duty at Dunwich, Dr Tumbull wrote an extensive report in which 
he singled out the medical superintendent's clerk before making a more general 
accusation: 
He is addicted to drinking excessively, and is often muddled while on duty 
...Heavy drirdcers and those who indulge in the use of alcohol while on duty 
are, in my opinion, unfit persons to be permitted to care for Inebriates and 
aged and Invalided people, and they should be gradually weeded out of the 
service at Dunwich.^6 
'1 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 16 April 1903, QSA 
HOM/B 2, letter 5510 of 1903. 
'2 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 6 February 1908, QSA HOM/B 
20, letter 1610 of 1908. 
^3 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 9 January 1911, QSA HOM/B 
25, letter 1357 of 1911. 
'•^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 13 November 1906, QSA 
A/84818, letter 12848 of 1906. 
'5 Letter of medical superintendait Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 26 January 1906, QSA 
A/4819, letter 1028 of 1906; Report of visiting justice to under secretary, 27 September 1907, QSA 
A/4819, letter 10399 of 1907; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 14 October 
1907, QSA A/4818, letter 10984 of 1907. 
'6 "Report on Dunwich benevolent asylum by F.C. Tumbull acting medical superintendent 9 
Febmary 1935", QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 1605 of 1935, p. 8. 
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Who these people were, Dr Tumbull did not say, even when he retumed to the 
subject a little later on: "There exists a great deal of insobriety amongst certain 
members of the staff and others living on the reserve".'^ 
This form of escape was not confined to the general staff members. A matron 
was dismissed in 1905 for being so drunk that she was unable to perform her duties. 
Although this was the one confirmed occasion, it was strongly rumoured that she made 
a habit of getting irunates to bring alcohol to her from the boat so that she would not be 
seen. As she had the privacy to become drunk frequently without most people's 
knowledge, she was able to conceal her drinking from official notice, but not from 
mmour.'8 
Policing the drinking of the dispensers, both staff and inmate, was a continual 
problem.'9 From 1886 to 1894, there were three "classified" dispensers, followed by 
succession of irunates between 1894 and 1898. When the last was dismissed for 
neglecting his duty irunates were no longer used.ioo From 1898 until the employment of 
Robert Berkley in 1906, there were another three dispensers. One was dismissed for 
having compounded dnmkermess with having sexual relations with a female irunate. loi 
When Berkley left in 1915, he was replaced by an existing staff member whose 
penchant for drirdc revealed itself when it was given the opportunity. i°2 His successor 
^^ "Report on Dunwich benevolent asylum by F.C. Tumbull acting medical superintendent 9 
February 1935", QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 1605 of 1935, p. 17. 
'8 "Enquiry into the administration of the benevolent asylum, January 1906", QSA COL/320, p 
54. 
^^ Information on the length of employment of dispensers taken from the Blue books, QVP, QPP 
&QGG. 
100 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary, 16 May 1898, QSA HOM/B 
2, letta-6733 of 1898. 
101 "Enquiry into the Administration of the Benevolent Asylum. January 1906", QSA COL/320, 
p. 81. 
102 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Macarthur to under secretary, 18 September 1918, QSA 
HOM/B 53, letter 9442 of 1918. 
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was just as unsatisfactory, probably once again because of drirdc. i03 Dr Booth-Clarkson 
finally achieved some stability by strict insistence on standards of behaviour. 
The traffic in contraband alcohol was promoted by staff. Mrs Wilson, wife of 
one of the engineers, ran a sly grog operation. The behaviour of the family was 
described as "causing a scandal". The sly grogging came to a head when an inebriate 
irunate was found dnmk in the Wilsons' toilet, lo^  In 1931, police investigations proved 
that at least one staff member, a wardsman, was involved in supplying alcohol. He 
would retum from the mairdand loaded with beer, wine and spirits to sell. The practice 
was fairly widespread, but the police were unable to find evidence that would lead to 
prosecution. i^ 5 
Another source of supply was by theft of benevolent asylum stock. During the 
inquiry into the benevolent asylum in 1906 it was found that 16 204 ounces of spirits 
were unaccounted for. This was the equivalent of around twelve bottles a week.i06 
After security had been tightened, the amount of missing alcohol actually rose. In 1907, 
19 000 ounces of mm was missing, but the explanation that there was a great deal of 
wastage in transferring the rum from the large bottles to two ounce tots was somewhat 
far fetched. 107 
103 Letters of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary: 22 & 25 March 
1920, QSA HOM/B 57, letters 2923 & 3066 of 1920. 
lO'^  Letter of medical sujjerintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 23 Febmary 1910, QSA 
HOM/B 38, letter 2341 of 1910. 
105 Report by Constable Reedman to police commissioner, 6 November 1931, QSA A/4686, 
letter 21654 of 1931. 
106 "Enquiry into the administration of the benevolent asylum, January 1906", QSA COL/320, 
"Surgery and dispensary". 
10^7 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 25 November 1907, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 12522 of 1907, under letter 6435 of 1943. 
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The gradual imposition of greater restrictions on alcohol at Dunwich made it 
increasingly difficult to bring alcohol into the asylum. The practice of using alcohol as 
a stimulant lost favour in the medical world, which removed the necessity of keeping 
large stocks as medicinal comforts. Using pure alcohol was curtaUed when Dr Booth-
Clarkson treated it to make it undrirdcable. Irunates and outsiders, as well as staff, rose 
to the occasion with remarkable determination and ingenuity, and usually with success. 
The custom of paying part of the wages with alcohol died out less quickly. 
Originally tots of spirits were given as a bonus for people working on dirty, unpleasant 
jobs or as a panacea to wet and cold conditions. The bonus became regarded as a 
custom, the custom as a right, and the right as a part of the wages package. In 1924 
Booth-Clarkson vetoed a request for the ten tablemen in the messroom to be issued with 
a mm ration. He did not like payment in alcohol, and while he could not stop it, he 
could certairdy prevent it from growing more widespread. i08 The practice was so firmly 
established that it was possible to calculate exactly the wage adjustments which would 
be necessary if the rum ration were discontinued, based on the accepted price of a tot of 
mm on the black market, a shilling for two ounces. Eventually, the Women's Christian 
Temperance Union heard about it, and in 1941 raised complaints with the minister for 
health and home affairs. By this time, Dr Tumbull had been medical superintendent for 
long enough to have the keermess of his original crusading zeal somewhat blunted. He 
replied to questions from the department by pointing out the difficulties that removing 
the mm ration would entail. In a letter to the under secretary, he calculated the costs of 
buying mm at wholesale price and using it, at retail price, as a part of the wages of a 
worker. He compared that with the cost to the government of paying the equivalent of 
the retail price of the mm as wages. The savings effected, although considerable, did 
not impress the department. Nor did Tumbull's response when he was instmcted to 
108 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 22 May 1924, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 6435 of 1943. 
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cease the practice and pay full wages, that it would make a lot of people discontented. 
"I have been discontented for a long time", replied the director of the health 
department, ordering him to comply.lo^ 
Dnmkenness remained a serious concem for the authorities throughout the 1930s 
and 1940s. Along with neglect of duty and disobedience, it was retained as one of the 
three offences which would make a staff member liable for dismissal in regulations 
which were redrafted in 1941. All incoming goods were inspected and alcohol was 
seized. There was a permanent police presence at Dunwich, and the boundaries of the 
benevolent asylum were redefined. This made the staff's personal circumstances 
different to the employees of an institution located on the mairdand in the city. The 
problem was that for staff living in the benevolent asylum area, a ban on alcohol in the 
asylum meant a ban on alcohol in their own homes, and the growing efficiency of the 
controls made it increasingly difficult for the offence to escape detection. 
It appears that if there was no impropriety, a blind eye was tumed to staff who 
wanted a quiet drink in their quarters. Although Dr Tumbull had referred to "the 
excessive use and indulgence in alcohol by a fair number of the staff", he was aware of 
the impracticality of a complete ban. He viewed the private consumption of alcohol as 
reasonable, so long as it had been declared to the medical superintendent when staff 
members had brought it in. Dnmkermess was rarely acted against urdess it was related 
to other offences. The attendant who was dnmk on duty in 1905 was not disciplined, 
but his contemporary was dismissed for being dnmk and for sexual impropriety. While 
the matron was dismissed in 1905 for a single offence, this was an opportimity to 
dismiss an officer who was almost certairdy a continual abuser of alcohol and not 
109 Letter of Woman's Christian Temperance Union to under secretary, 11 August 1939, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/31721, letter 8776 of 1939 under letter 6081 of 1941; Letter of medical superintendent 
Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 19 May 1941, QSA Dunwich batch A/31721, letter 5011 of 1941 under 
letter 6081 of 1941; Letter of director of health department to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull, 9 June 
1941, QSA Dunwich batch A/31721, letter 6081 of 1941. 
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performing satisfactorily. The staff member dismissed in 1931 had been supplying 
alcohol to irunates. Tumbull's recommendation in 1935 that staff should be dismissed 
for being dnmk was novel. Like most other medical superintendents, he avoided 
becoming part of die outcry against the evils of alcohol which was made manifest in the 
Women's Christian Temperance Uruon, the early closing movement, local options, and 
the temperance league. 
Both Dr Macarthur and Dr Tuimbull proposed the establishment of a wet 
canteen, where irunates as well as staff could get a drirdc under regulated conditions, but 
without success. 110 A home office which ordy had to dictate the policy rather than go to 
the trouble of implementing it was consistently unsympathetic to the difficulties it was 
causing. Technically the issue of rum to workers contravened regulations. The medical 
superintendent suggested, unsuccessfully, that as this was the case, regulations should 
be changed. It was much easier for the home office to have a mle which was constantly 
broken than face the wrath of the temperance forces. 
The actions and opiruons of the medical superintendents as opposed to those of 
the home office were generally a reliable indicator of the severity of the problems of 
abuse of alcohol among the staff. These show that there was an undercurrent of heavy 
drirdcing as part of the benevolent asylum culture. It was highlighted in individuals who 
drank to excess, rendering themselves unfit for duty or compounding other offences. 
Life was not a continual drurdcen binge, but cases of dnmkenness were generally a 
development of, rather than a deviation from, accepted behaviour. In the same way, the 
benevolent asylum culture was a development of general societal norms. The difference 
110 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Macarthur to under secretary, 27 September 1917, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 9013 of 1917 under letter 4706 of 1941; "Report on Dunwich benevolent 
asylum by F.C. Tumbull acting medical superintendent, 9th Febmary 1935", QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4684, letter 1606 of 1935. p. 12. 
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was that they had been adapted and selectively applied due to the distortions caused by 
isolation. 
* * * 
Improvements in training, pay and conditions were not due to any irutiatives 
from the home office. Some, like the changes in the Aboriginal gang, came because of 
staff imionisation; others because of the efforts of the staff or the superintendent. Some 
attempts simply met with failure. 
Although there were medical superintendents who agreed with the home office 
opinion that nurses needed no trairung, others attempted to bring about changes. Dr 
Smith wamed in 1899, "It seems as if the employment of trained nurses, male or 
female, must be obtained, to keep the attendance on the sick up to, even the ordinary 
level of efficiency ".111 
Dr Stockwell attributed the better standard of care in the hospital wards to the 
appointment of a trained male nurse, but still urged that more trained staff needed to be 
appointed. 112 A second male nurse was appointed in the following year, but the doctor 
kept up the agitation.ii3 He wrote, "A larger staff of trained nurses is...necessary, both 
on the male and female side, and the employment of inmates for nursing sick people 
should be abolished".H"* In 1904 Stockwell asked that all nurses be trained, as "until 
they take the place of irunate nurses the hospitals here will be a long way behind the 
times". He was astute enough to realise that trained nurses would not be attracted by the 
111 DBA 1898 in QVP 1899. vol. 4, p. 1341. 
112 DBA 1901 in QPP 1902. vol. 1, p. 771. 
113 DBA 1902 in QPP 1903, vol. 2, p. 29. 
ll'* DBA 1902 in QPP 1903, vol. 2, p. 771. 
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living conditions currently provided, and asked for a nurses' home and laundry. ii5 Even 
some of his staff called for training. John McDonough, dresser, said, "I thirdc a class 
should be held here to train the Irunate Wardsmen in First Aid and how to make the 
plasters etc".ii6 
Dr Booth-Clarkson was also keen to see that the staff of the benevolent asylum 
had as high a standard of skills as possible. Soon after he took over he began inquiries 
about a training course for the nurses and attendants. The department of public health 
offered lectures for trainees at the "central school" which he thought he might be able 
to use. His problem was the remoteness of Dunwich and the work schedule of the 
nurses and attendants, which gave them a one week's leave in six. 
The reply was not encouraging: 
You are advised that such lectures extend over a period of months, moreover 
Dunwich is not recognised as a trairung school for pupil nurses. Consequendy 
it would appear that no advantage would be secured by your Nursing Staff in 
attending lectures nor would they be eligible for registration as State Nurses 
under the nurses' registration regulations, n^ 
Booth-Clarkson's response was very revealing of the man and the establishment 
of which he was a part. He wrote to the nurses' registration board again, asking for the 
schedule of lectures, and adding, "I should be greatly obliged if the nurses could obtain 
permission to attend the Central School lectures when in town, not in order to count 
time but for the knowledge they would gain from such attendance".ii8 He wanted 
115 DBA 1903 in QPP 1904, p. 689. 
116 "Enquiry into the administration of the benevolent asylum, January 1906", QSA COL/320, 
p. 114. 
11' Letter of the nurses' registration board to medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson, 23 
March 1920, QSA A/31721 undei letter 6719 of 1923. 
118 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to nurses' registration board, 15 April 
1920, QSA A/31721, under letter 6719 of 1923. 
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training for his nurses and attendants in order to upgrade the quality of the institution. 
The nurses' registration board could ordy see the benefits in terms of qualifications as a 
result of the course. It even professed to have a better knowledge of the needs of the 
benevolent asylum, as revealed by the complete dismissal of Booth-Clarkson's requests. 
In the event, the nurses' registration board was uninterested in the benevolent 
asylum nurses and showed itself unwilling to co-operate. It directed Booth-Clarkson to 
the central techrucal college, where the classes were also being conducted, and advised 
him that the department of public instmction could waive the fee of 10s 6d per 
course. 11^  He wrote to the home secretary with his plan, requesting that the 
arrangements be made to have his staff attend at no cost and outlining his scheme for 
surmounting the problem of the unusual work schedule: 
Owing to the members of our staff getting a week's leave out of every six 
there are always going to be absentees from any lecture that I give, but if 
these absentees could attend lectures in town the 2 sets together would give a 
full course of instruction. 120 
The central technical college would oblige, and Booth-Clarkson claimed that the 
nurses were keen, but the acting under secretary informed him that he had made 
inquiries and been told that the courses for the year were over, not to be restarted again 
until February 1921. Furthermore, although the nurses could go to the courses, their 
irregular attendance would be of limited benefit. In a spirit of co-operation it was 
suggested that the nurses might benefit from a short course in invalid cookery, with 
payment spread over the year. 121 
11' Letter of the nurses' registration board to medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson, 20 
April 1920, QSA A/31721, under letter 6719 of 1923. 
120 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to home secretary, 12 July 1920, QSA 
A/31721, under letter 6719 of 1923. 
121 Letter of acting under secretary to medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson, 1 September 
1920, QSA Dunwich batch A/31721, under letter 6719 of 1923. 
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After seven months of inquiring, letter writing and plarming, Dr Booth-Clarkson 
was back where he had started. The nurses' registration board seemed to have forgotten 
the frustration of its own efforts to achieve some recognition as recently as 1913 and 
was doing everything it could to undermine his attempts to train his staff. He was still 
unable to get them onto a course which would be of benefit. The home office did not 
appear to have the slightest imderstanding of what he was trying to achieve. Even his 
requests to arrange for payment for the courses were ignored. In desperation Booth-
Clarkson wrote back trying to make the home office understand that he wanted the 
nurses to attend the central techrucal college, the one thing they could already do was 
cook, and he was acting under information that it was possible to arrange to have the 
nurses attend the course at no cost to themselves. 122 
Dr Booth-Clarkson did not wait for official sanction or for a properly constituted 
course to fill an area of need. When he first started inquiring about training courses in 
March 1920, the matron from the Diamantina Hospital was relieving at Dunwich. He 
arranged for her to deliver a series of lectures, two a week, to the nurses and attendants 
while she was at Dunwich. i23 That and his own lectures remained the ordy in-service 
trairung received by nurses and attendants. 
Although more trained nurses were appointed over a period of time, conditions 
remained unattractive and opportimities for professional advancement were severely 
limited. It was difficult to get many trained people to forsake the attractions of city life 
for Dunwich, and more so when there were no incentives for service in a remote 
location. While there were some people who felt a special call to serve at Dunwich or 
122 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to acting under secretary, 18 January 
1921 & BC of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson, 21 January 1921, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/31731, letter 628 of 1921; Ross Patrick, Health and medicine in Queensland, p. 71. 
123 Letter medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 13 March 1920, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/31721, under letter 8719 of 1920. 
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who had an unusual affinity for the place, most nurses gravitated to the city if they 
could, allowing the hospitals there to take their pick of applicants. Dunwich and similar 
locations had to be happy with what they got. Moreover, the remoteness of the 
institution made further in-service training of the staff difficult. 
For staff dissatisfied with the state of the benevolent asylum there were three 
choices - fight, succumb or leave. A matron, Menia Maspero resigned: 
I feel it is utterly impossible to maintain proper order, authority or discipline, 
when intoxicating drirdcs are allowed to be brought down and distributed 
among the women, many of whom have been brought here through the same. 
The taste revived they become quarrelsome and quite ungovemable and my 
pledge forbids my giving drirdc except for medicinal purposes. I therefore 
carmot conscientiously remain while more is distributed than is medicinally 
ordered by the Doctor. 
If this difficulty is removed for me, I am quite willing to withdraw my 
resignation. 
Her complaints received scant attention. There was no problem according to the 
under secretary. Her stipulations seemed "imreasonable". In all faimess, someone who 
had taken the "long pledge" to neither drirdc nor supply alcohol would have had 
difficulties at Dunwich. Her resignation was accepted and her duties were shared 
between two nurses. 12^  
A.V. Montgomery was a short-lived staff member who succnimbed. He was 
asked to resign over his poor conduct, but it was also revealed that for the six months 
of his employment he had received neither uniform nor cash allowance in its place. His 
12^  Letter of matron Menia Maspero to under secretary, 1 December 1890, QSA COL/A 642, 
letter 13488 of 1890. 
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resentment at his poor treatment had made itself marufest in his conduct, for which his 
employment was terminated. 125 
The first laundresses found it difficult to accept the demands placed on them by 
living in the benevolent asylum. Mary Grayson and Mary Cooper were appointed to 
take charge of the just completed laundry in 1911, but their accommodation was not 
ready. There was every cause to delay the commencement of their employment, as the 
laundry was waiting for the water supply to be upgraded before it became functional. 126 
The home office persisted, so the women were housed in the detention ward of 
the women's division, which they preferred to the offer of tents. At six o'clock the 
division was locked as usual, and the laundresses found themselves prisoners. They 
called a nurse and demanded to be released as "They were not going to be locked in 
here with a dirty rotten lot of inmates. They were not irunates and they would see Dr 
Row and have the gates left open". They refused to go to the matron to be let back in, 
expecting evidently that either the gates would be left urdocked or a nurse would wait 
there for them to retum. Eventually they slept in the laundry before writing to the home 
secretary to protest at their treatment. 12' 
Dr Row responded to the under secretary's "please explain" letter with his own 
complaints about the new employees: 
125 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 8 January 1910, QSA HOM/B 
38, letter 498 of 1910; Letter of A.V. Montgomery to under secretary, 14 January 1910, QSA HOM/B 
38, letter 921 of 1910; Letter of public service board to under secretary, 24 January 1910, QSA HOM/B 
38, letter 933 of 1910. 
126 Letters of under secretary to medical superintendait Dr Row: 23 December 1910 & 19 April 
1911, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, letters 13107 & 3885 of 1911, under letter 11997 of 1912; Letter of 
medical superintaident Dr Row to under secretary, 6 Febmary 1911, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, letter 
11911 of 1911, under letter 11997 of 1912. 
127 Letter of Mary Grayson to home secretary, 13 June 1911, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, 
under letter 11997 of 1912; Letter of matron Ellen Cardew to medical superintendent Dr Row, 17 June 
1911, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, under letter 11997 of 1912. 
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Mrs Grayson is a scandalmonger of the worst type and quite unfit to hold any 
position in a government institution. Mrs Cooper, who was temporarily 
appointed assistant laundress on the recommendation of Mrs Grayson is 
completely under the latter's influence and according to what I have been told 
by the Matron there is grave reason to doubt the honesty of both these 
women. 
His recommendation to dismiss both of them was accepted. 128 
Meanwhile, Mary Grayson decided that she had had enough of Dunwich, with 
supervising old people who did not know their tasks, no assistance from the 
administration, and not even the freedom to come and go as she pleased. On top of 
everything, the promised house would be going to the boatman, who had been waiting 
for years and was therefore next on the list. She resigned. Two more amenable 
laundresses were appointed, shortly to be joined by a third. 12^  
While the women may have been unsuitable appointees and all parties to the 
dispute attempted to justify their actions by showing their antagorusts as unreasonable, 
the incident highlighted the pervasiveness of the benevolent asylum culture. Even the 
seruor staff believed that the laundresses would be happy to live in a tent or a detention 
ward, accept that employment conditions would be broken and allow restrictions on 
their movements. The benevolent asylum staff considered it normal to live in this 
fashion. 
Some staff tumed their energies to improving conditions at Dunwich, for others 
as well as themselves. The Agnew family was extraordinarily talented. Medical 
128 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 20 June 1911, QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4683, under letter 11997 of 1912. 
129 Letter of Mary Grayson to under secretary, 3 July 1911, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, under 
letter 11997 of 1912; Letters of under secretary to medical superintendent Dr Row: 26 September 1911 & 
4 October 1912, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, letter 11854 of 1911, under letter and letter 11997 of 
1912. 
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superintendent Dr Smith reported that Phillip Agnew's drama presentations were well 
attended: 
The usual concerts and entertairunents have had new interest infused into 
them owing to the skilful leadership of Mr Agnew, telegraphist ...Several 
plays and comedies were produced in which Mr Agnew, assisted by other 
officials and irunates, contributed largely to the amusement of the 
audience. 130 
R.A.S. Browne the steward and Mrs Booth-Clarkson both assisted Agnew. In 
1921 a boxing day concert was organised by the staff who had been in quarantine at 
Dunwich. 131 
M \ 
When a new recreation hall was built in 1887, Agnew devoted a lot of time to 
making recommendations to fit it out for theatrical performances, until Smith found it 
easier to hand the project over to him.132 Agnew arranged to have windows put in 
behind the stage for ventilation and scenery to be painted at a nominal fee. 133 
Enthusiastically he co-ordinated the scenery painting so that it would be ready for the 
hall opening. 134 The dramatic club, housed in the new hall, became an established 
feature of Dunwich life.i35 Gramophone concerts were also provided by the music-
loving Agnews, and for those irunates who were bedridden, Phillip took the 
gramophone around the wards every fortrught.i36 
130 DBA 1894 in QVP 1895, vol. 2, p. 141. 
131 DBA 1921 in QPP 1922, vol. 2, p. 479. 
132 Letter of P. Agnew to under secretary, 22 December 1887, QSA WOR/A 4202 of 1900, 
letter 16310 of 1887. 
133 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Smith to under secretary, 4 November 1897, QSA 
WOR/A 4202 of 1900, letter 7080 of 18^7. 
134 Letter of Phillip Agnew to under secretary, 18 October 1887, QSA WOR/A 4202 of 1900, 
letter 12861 of 18J7. 
135 DBA 1898 in QVP 1899, vol. 4, p. 1341. 
136 DBA 1908 in QPP 1909, vol. 2, p. 17. 
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A termis court was built and remained in constant use for at least half a 
century. 137 A rifle range was constmcted to the south of the main part of the benevolent 
asylum. 138 Cricket was introduced but proved too strenuous for most irunates, so it must 
be presumed that it was primarily a staff activity. In 1927 a rune hole golf course was 
opened on which staff, visitors and irunates were able to play. Like cricket, the game 
was closed to most irunates because of their physical disabilities, and there were 
complaints about the exclusiveness of the golf club.i39 The irunates requested a bowling 
green in 1900, but the request was ignored until 1929, after staff members had taken 
the initiative. 140 
Mrs Agnew orgarused a May Day party for the children and the school events -
the breaking up party, swimming sports day and arbour day - were regarded as major 
events at Dimwich. The nurses held an armual ball and a fete to raise money for the 
benevolent asylum.i^i In 1923 the fete was used to raise funds for a piano. 1^2 
From July 1918, film everungs were run in the Victoria Hall by the staff twice a 
week. 143 Greater Australasian Films, British Empire Films, Fox, M.G.M., Columbia 
and R.K.O. sent films free or at a nominal cost. They were extremely popular and 
attracted not ordy irunates but staff members and local people from outside Dunwich. A 
collection was made before the film began so that those who could afford to pay could 
137 Map, "Benevolent asylum, Dunwicii", 1899, QSA Dunwich batch Ay4686, under letter 0864 
of 1899; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 11 October 1934, QSA 
A/4749, letter 9394 of 1934, under letter 11674 of 1935. 
138 "Sketch Survey map of benevolent asylum, Dunwich, 1913", QSA Misc 4 Map 1. 
139 DBA 1927 in QPP 1928, vol. 1, p. 945. 
140 DBA 1901 in QPP 1902, vol. 1, p . 771; Memorandum of home secretary, 21 June 1929, 
QSA HOM/B 75, letter 5048 of 1929. 
141 DBA 1923 in QPP 1924, vol. 1, p. 985; DBA 1924 in QPP 1925, vol. 1, p. 1101. 
142 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 25 May 1923, QSA 
HOM/B 63, letter 4480 of 1923. 
143 DBA 1918 in QPP 1919-20, vol. 4, p. 584. 
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do so while those who could not would not be disadvantaged, but this was ordy partially 
successful as some irunates still felt an obligation to pay. A policy was later intrcxluced 
of allowing all inmates in for free.i44 In 1931, after thirteen years of service, the 
projector was on its last legs and a new "talkie" was bought using funds from the Otter. 
Equipment was bought second hand but wore out and had to be replaced in 1939. This 
time an electrician installed and inspected the equipment. His expectations were 
somewhat higher than the people at Dunwich, his report showing that audiences had sat 
through seven years of near inaudibility simply because they knew no better. As the 
projector was in the hall rather than in a soundproof box, and because of the poor 
acoustics of the hall, very little of the film could be heard but a lot of the projector. 
Machine noise and electrical interference were also heard through the speakers. i45 In 
1935 the picture shows were "taken over" by the benevolent asylum.i46 
When quarantine was enforced to isolate the benevolent asylum from epidemics 
on the mairdand in 1919, staff entertairunents were introduced. They proved so popular 
that they were continued. On one Friday each month there were card games, children's 
entertairunents and a supper. i4^  This eventually led to the formation of a Staff 
Recreation Club in 1939. It held an inaugural fete to raise money which was 
supplemented by voluntary subscriptions for the club room. A new building was erected 
and equipped with billiards, bobs, ping pong and card tables. It was a mark of the 
novelty of electricity at Dunwich that the lights were given a special mention. i48 
144 DBA 1937 in QPP 1938, vol. 2, p. 1124. 
145 Letter of Ben Hankinson (Greater Union Theatres) to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull, 18 
April 1939, QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, under letter 1323 of 1940. 
146 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 4 June 1935, QSA A/4750, 
letter 6857 of 1935, under letter 4375 of 1949. 
147 DBA 1921 in QPP 1922, vol. 2, p. 479. 
148 DBA 1939 in QPP 1940, p. 1081. 
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These improvements were due to the hard work of staff members who received 
little or no official support. Improvements in wages and living conditions, however, 
necessitated confronting an unsympathetic home office, often without the assistance of 
the imions. The attendants and nurses were employed under the Asylum Employees' 
Award and other staff under the award appropriate to them.i49 Uruons, seen as an 
obstacle to the "big happy family" which enabled the home office to treat staff virtually 
as it pleased, were opposed bitterly. The claim was made that the uruque employment 
conditions made adherence to an award impossible, so that some "give and take" was 
necessary, but it appeared that the staff did the giving and the home office, the taking. 
The general treatment of staff, neglect of housing, drains and other facilities and the 
insensitivity to individual problems were demonstrations of that. The arbitration court 
agreed in 1926 to a submission from the public service commissioner that the 
goverrunent service be clear of awards, and that the different departments would "go 
into" die matter. 150 
The Aboriginal gang received only a little help from the uruons in their pay 
claims. The Australian Workers' Union represented the Aboriginal gang in its 1926 
wages case, but then abandoned them, suggesting that in view of the difficnilty of 
finding standards of comparison between them and other union members they were 
better off on their own.i5i Between 1926 and 1934 pay was decreased by 5 shillings a 
week and rations were once again handed out, reducing the pay to ordy 75% of the 
1926 figure. Ordy nine members of the 1926 gang remained. Finally the AWU was 
149 DBA 1928 in QPP 1929, vol. 1, p. 1223. 
150 Memorandum of supervising mechanical engineer to under secretary, 28 Oct 1940, Q.S.A. 
A/4687, letter 23453 of 1940 under letter 6448 of 1946. 
151 Letters of Australian Workers Union secretary C.J. Lament to under secretary, 21 May & 17 
November 1926, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 4073 of 1926; Letter of Under Secretary to 
Australian Workers Union secretary C.J. Lament, 1 December 1926, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 
9349 of 1926, under letter 3346 of 1946. 
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persuaded to assist, winning benefits totalling about £130 a year for the Aboriginal 
workers. 152 
After the case was over nothing was heard of the AWU for another eight years, 
until it emerged in 1942 to deal with pay claims triggered by the strain of wartime 
working conditions and the attempts of the medical superintendent to improve the 
efficiency of the workers. After two years of negotiation between the muiister for 
health and home affairs and the AWU, the Aboriginal gang was finally granted a basic 
wage of sorts. The miruster tried to show that a man paid the standard £3 5s (67% of 
the basic wage) with rations and accommodation at Dunwich was as well off as 
someone being paid the basic wage of £4 17s in Brisbane. 153 This may well have been 
so, but eleven people (including five juruors) received under the £3 5s and ordy four 
received more. 154 
By this time the relations between the Aboriginal workers and Dr Tumbull had 
become very sour. Tumbull was looking for an excuse to get rid of the bossman, Teddy 
Ruska, whom he regarded as a troublemaker. "He had the workers in the gang schooled 
up to come and see me this morning", wrote the doctor in relation to one incident. 
Ruska was accused of being a "constant agitator", of being "always disgruntled and 
faultfinding", of doing no work ("he spends his time carrying his hands about") and of 
152 Letter of district secretary Australian Workers Union to medical superintendent Dr 
Challands, 7 July 1934, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, under letter 3346 of 1946; Letter of Aboriginal 
gang representative Wainwright to under secretary, 27 August 1934, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 
6063 of 1934; Letter of under secretary to medical superintendent Dr Challands, 11 October 1934, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, under letter 3346 of 1946. 
153 Schedule showing analysis of adult basic wages and the fwobable effect of applying such 
wage to certain Aboriginal workers at Dunwich benevolent asylum, 1 July 1944, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4685, under letter 3346 of 1946. 
154 Schedule of wages and rations distributed to gang workers, 1 July 1944, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4685, under letter 3346 of 1946. 
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paranoia. When he was on leave, the gang got along much better, but on his retum, 
there was discontent again. 155 
By the following March, Dr Tumbull's dislike had hardened into a resolve to 
get rid of the men in the gang altogether if he could, replacing them with white 
workers. He attempted to use the manpower regulations drawn up as part of the war 
effort. Five men who left the gang were reported for leaving their jobs without 
permission and of the eighteen men remairung, Tumbull commented, "Their work is 
exceedingly unsatisfactory. They work when it suits them". They would not work the 
forty-four hour week as directed by the department, started, finished, tcx)k breaks as 
they pleased, and generally showed a "hostile and demoralizing attitude".i56 Their 
discontent was due to the realisation when men who had left had been given better jobs 
with better pay that they were being discriminated against by working for the 
benevolent asylum - the same complaint as the white employees. 15^  
A new agreement was reached in 1944, based on a recommendation of the 
manpower inspector. In retum for a basic wage with adjustments for housing and other 
concessions, the gang had to use the retail store and were subject to supervision in their 
purchases. They lost their bossman, were given a white overseer and made themselves 
liable to dismissal for work of insufficient standard. Therefore Tumbull's objectives of 
removing Teddy Ruska and disciplirung the gang were achieved and the department of 
Aboriginal affairs was free of financial burdens while the Aboriginal gang was left with 
155 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 23 July 1942, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 5995 of 1942. 
156 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to deputy director of manpower, 1 March 
1943, under letter 2345 of 1942; Letter of deputy director of manpower to under secretary, 8 March 
1943, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 2345 of 1943, under letter 3346 of 1946. 
15^ Letter of inspector Richards to director of native affairs, 31 May 1943, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4685, letter 2345 of 1943. 
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less certainty of employment, still subject to control over their rations and ordy 
marginally ahead financially.'"" 158 
Like the Aboriginal gang, the men responsible for providing p)ower to the 
benevolent asylum were involved in imion disputes. Urdike the Aboriginal gang, they 
were skilled workers on whom the benevolent asylum relied for the refrigerator, 
kitchen, laundry and sawmill, electric lights and the picture shows in the Victoria Hall. 
They were efficient and their working hours were regular, but there still seemed to be 
difficulties with orgarusing an award. 15^  
Claims were made as early as 1917, when the two engine drivers made a request 
to be paid at similar rates to each other. From 1915 at least their salaries had been 
supplemented by allowances for rations, fuel and light. The engine drivers and 
government at that stage were happy to agree that it was not possible to carry out award 
conditions to the letter. In the belief that as continuous shift workers they were entitled 
to two weeks' leave, three weeks' was agreed upon as compensation for other 
inconveruences. Confusion over whether the engine drivers were "continuous shift 
workers" led to their being granted three weeks' annual leave when they were not 
entitled to any until 1924 (one week). 
This gentlemen's agreement lasted for twenty years until 1938, when a letter of 
inquiry was delivered from the Engine Driver's Uruon to the home office. By then there 
were an engineer and two engine drivers employed, later to be joined by an assistant 
158 Letter of inspector Richards to director of native affairs, 31 May 1943, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4685, letter 2345 of 1943; Draft of discussion notes, 14 July 1944, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, 
under lener 3346 of 1946; Memorandum to the minister for health and home affairs, 17 July 1944, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, under letter 3346 of 1946; Lener of under secretary to medical superintendent Dr 
Tumbull, 8 August 1944, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, under letter 3346 of 1946. 
159 Memorandum of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 22 April 1940, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4687, under letter 6448 of 1946. 
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engineer. 160 M.A. Westaway the pumper was transferred to the position of engine 
driver. 161 The men worked two shifts of 44.25 and 43.5 hours a week respectively, 
with one day off a week. Apart from the day during which one shift would cover for 
the other's leave, the shifts started early in the moming (4.45 a.m.) and worked to 
noon, or started at noon and worked to evening, firushing at 5.00 pm on normal days 
and 7.00 p.m. when the boat was in.i62 With armual leave increased officially to two 
weeks, parity claims were submitted for a 5s 6d per week loading for attending boilers 
and engines and for overtime work on Sundays. Supervising mecharucal engineer 
C.Douglas pointed out that the loading was already included in the award, and that it 
seemed that it had been accepted that the third week's leave was in compensation for 
working on Sundays and public holidays. Apart from the strange mathematics, the 
assumption was based on the fact that the engine drivers had never asked for the 
overtime before, even when relieving engine drivers were paid according to the award. 
There was even a disagreement over the date of the union's original claim. Douglas 
believed it should have been taken as the letter of September 1939, as opposed to the 
letter of 28 November 1938, which he felt was ordy an inquiry. 163 Fourteen months 
worth of back pay rested on this fine point. 
The goverrunent approach to the claim, the reference to a twenty year old 
agreement with an engine driver no longer employed (McPhail in 1918), and the 
quibble over which letter from the imion constituted the original claim, demonstrate its 
unwillingness to make any concessions. The staff was expected to make sacrifices 
160 Memorandum of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, nd, QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4687, letter 12710 of 1938 under letter 6448 of 1946. 
161 Memorandum of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, n.d., QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4687, no letter number, under letter 6448 of 1946. 
162 Memorandum of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 22 April 1940, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4687, letter 6448 of 1946. 
163 Memorandum of supervising mechanical engineer to under secretary, 28 October 1940, 
Q.S.A. A/4687, letter 23453 of 1940 under letter 6448 of 1946. 
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without complaint, enduring treatment and conditions which were not acceptable 
elsewhere. 
* * * 
Over the years, the staff grew to become a large, diverse group of people whose 
shared experiences of isolation caused them to develop common values, attitudes and 
behaviours. Then, in 1941, a single incident brought to a head the difficulties associated 
with working at the benevolent asylum. 
On 25 April neither the regular constable who was on leave nor the medical 
superintendent Dr Tumbull was at Dunwich. That everung, the relieving constable, 
Constable Garmon, detained carpenter Comelius De Hayr and confiscated rune bottles 
of beer in a bag from the Karboora. Next moming the secretary of the Staff Welfare 
Club, Fredrick DuVe, rang Garmon to tell him that he and the social club intended to 
fight this case in order to end the double standard by which the staff lived, smuggling 
liquor into their own homes so as to enjoy the same rights as other citizens living 
elsewhere. 164 
A telegram was sent to Ned Hardon, the miruster for health and home affairs: 
Local constable yesterday confiscated quantity of beer from member of staff 
and states will confiscate all future liquor consigned to staff stop this action 
deprives members of citizenship and we request official interpretation of 
regulations which gives authority to so impinge our rights and subject us to 
humiliation without any possible means of redress. i65 = 
164 Report of Constable Gannon to police inspector south coast district, 28 April 1941, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686 under letter 5851 of 1941; Telegram of Dunwich staff welfare club to minister for 
health and home affairs, 28 April 1941, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 21654 of 1941. 
165 Telegram of secretary of Dunwich staff welfare club F. Duve to minister for health and home 
affairs, 26 April 1941, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 5891 of 1941. 
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When Dr Tumbull retumed from his weekend, he was faced with a staff that 
was talking about citizens deprived of their rights and a policeman determined to uphold 
the letter of the law come what may. 
Constable Garmon asked for guidance from his inspector, who outlined the 
situation for him. He could not confiscate the beer, ordy seize it. He also had to prove 
that a law had been broken. Was there a regulation at Dunwich prohibiting staff from 
having alcohol? Could staff bring it in? Was De Hayr drurdc?i66 Meanwhile De Hayr 
was demanding the retum of the beer.i67 Tumbull, referring to new regulations which 
had been gazetted in May, informed Garmon that a regulation existed which prohibited 
alcohol at Dimwich urdess it was brought in by marufest. The previous prohibition on 
"any intoxicating liquor, drugs of any description, or any article or thing which in the 
opiruon of the Medical Superintendent is likely to disturb the harmony and discipline of 
the Asylum" had been relaxed.i68 The regulation was now: 
Any person who, without the consent of the medical superintendent -
a) Brings into or attempts by any means whatever to introduce into the 
Asylum any spirituous or fermented liquor, or dmgs of any description... 
shall be guilty of an offence. 16^  
The law had still been broken and Gannon was ordy stopped from prosecuting 
De Hayr by Tumbull's formal request that the prosecution not go ahead as he would 
deal with the matter intemally.i^o 
166 Memo of police inspector to Constable Gannon, 30 Ajxil 1941, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4686, under letter 5891 of 1941. 
16' Letter of De Hayr to police inspector, south coast district, 9 May 1941, QSA Dunwich batch 
Ay4686, under letter 5891 of 1941. 
168 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to imder secretary, 11 June 1931, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 4595 of 1931; QGG 20 June 1931, vol. 136, no. 189, p. 2411. 
169 "Regulations under 'The Charitable Institutions Management Act of 1885' for the general 
management of the Dunwich Benevolent Asylum", QGG 2 August 1941, vol. 157, no. 23, p. 210. 
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This was not satisfactory to the staff which was by then thoroughly outraged. By 
30 May a petition had been signed by twenty-rune people, asking that the regulations be 
reviewed and protesting the over zealousness of the police, against which the protection 
of the medical superintendent was considered insufficient. I'l On 10 June the staff again 
protested the alcohol regulations, and suggested the addition of a regulation which gave 
the medical superintendent the authority to exempt staff from the alcohol restrictions, 
but to no avail. 1^2 Slowly, the conflict died down. The right to possess alcohol without 
seeking permission from the medical superintendent was never won. Eventually, with 
the benevolent asylum relocated on the mairdand, the staff was able to live outside the 
institution and the problem faded into history. 
Contained in this one dispute over contraband alcohol were all the elements of 
the benevolent asylum culture. Firstly, it was caused by mles not drafted to accept the 
realities of life for Dunwich staff, officials who cx)bbled expedient piecemeal solutions 
to problems and the incursion of the regulation into staff members' lives. It involved 
conflict between members of the culture and an "outsider". In other words, the staff 
was reacting to neglect and aggression by people and authorities from outside Dunwich. 
The incident had nothing to do with the purposes of the benevolent asylum but 
was a dispute over the rights of the staff in their own time and within their homes, a 
dispute which ordy cx:curred as the staff had was living within the boundaries of a 
goverrunent institution. It was over alcohol, which in its consumption or policing, 
occupied an inordinate amount of the time of all people concemed. The cnilture was not 
1^ 0 Letter of constable Gannon to police commissioner, 7 May 1941, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4686, letter 4706 of 1941 under letter 5891 of 1941. 
1^ 1 Petition of Dunwich staff to minister for health and home affairs, 30 May 1941, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 5891 of 1941. 
1^ 2 Letter of secretary of Dunwich staff welfare club F. DuVe' to minister for health and home 
affairs, 10 June 1941, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 4706 of 1941. 
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necessarily based on caring for inmates but with attempting to carry on a normal 
existence in abnormal circnimstances. 
However, what was "normal" became distorted in the eyes of the staff by the 
lack of contact with the outside world. Like many other issues which were of 
importance to the staff, the incident itself was a petty one which was magrufied until it 
became a question of democratic rights. Petty or not, it provided a focal point for the 
staff to close rajdcs against an "outsider". It was imrealistic to expect that in a court of 
law, the staff's notions of justice would succeed against the regulations, no matter how 
unfair they were. The staff members had lost a perspective on themselves and their 
actions. 
Finally, the solutions suggested by the home office and medical superintendent 
were patemalistic in their attitude to the staff. The new regulations which allowed the 
staff to have alcohol so long as the medical superintendent knew about it were objected 
to on the grounds that whether or not a staff member had a beer with his dirmer was 
nothing to do with the medical superintendent. The immediate solution, for Tumbull to 
"deal with the matter intemally", was simply a reinforcement of his extraordinary 
powers, including those transcending his legal authority, which the medical 
superintendent was allowed to exercise in the benevolent asylum. After eighty years, it 
had become a question of whether or not the staff would accept such conditions any 
longer. 
The culture of the benevolent asylum arose as a response to the situation in 
which the staff found itself. Isolation was not ordy a constant factor in the lives of the 
Dunwich people but they were reminded of it in many different ways. Commimication 
with the mairdand had to be plarmed around the schedule of the boats which came twice 
weekly. Services which could be obtained by means of a two hour trip to Brisbane on 
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the mairdand took weeks, even months of plarming. People could ordy converuently buy 
items which were stocked by the single, goverrunent-controlled retail store. Unusual 
restrictions were placed on the private behaviour of staff members, goverrung their 
activities when they were off-duty or even in their homes. Special leave conditions did 
little to alleviate the knowledge that they lived, worked, raised families and conducted 
their private lives, all within the boundaries and under the control of a goverrunent 
institution. 
To make matters worse, many of the most discriminatory conditions were 
magrufied while the standard of living of the public rose. Resentment was engendered 
as mles goveming staff behaviour were reinforced rather than relaxed. The boundaries 
of the asylum and movement across them were more strictly policed in the 1930s and 
1940s than ever before. Despite this there was little intervention in areas which were 
important to the staff. The houses in which they lived were often dilapidated and had 
minimum maintenance. Power, drains and toilet facilities were primitive and were a 
long time being upgraded. Little was done to ensure that the dictatorship of the 
superintendent at least remained benevolent. 
To members of staff this was ample evidenc^e that they were expected to remain 
as low-grade employees. Training to improve skills and upgrade qualifications was hard 
to arrange, impossible to carry out or thwarted by the various goverrunent departments. 
Uruorusm was opposed as a matter of policy. 
These attitudes were also felt from society in general. Uruons and the Nurses' 
Registration Board were usually unwilling to assist Dunwich staff. Providers of 
professional services such as dentists and medical specialists were unwilling to grant 
concessions to make consultations easier. Occasional newspaper articles criticised the 
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conditions which irunates had to endure and blamed the staff, but no one thought of 
speaking out in their favour. 
It is little wonder that the benevolent asylum culture was a defensive one. It 
excluded outsiders - the public, the home office and other government departments. It 
was suspicious of people in similar institutions or ocx:upations. The exclusiveness was 
also directed against workers at Dunwich, in imitation of the hierarchical treatment 
given to the staff by the home offic^e. Irunates, whether paid workers or not, remained 
at the bottom of the social scale along with Aborigines. Participation in the culture was 
really confined to the seruor, nursing and artisan staff - a total of no more than sixty -
with the medical superintendent teetering between the benevolent asylum and the public 
service cultures. The hierarchy became even more essential to maintain in the face of 
the little real difference between many people. 
Isolation explains the reason for a response, but the quality of the people 
explains the form of the response. It carmot be derued that among the ranks of the staff 
were those f)eople whom only luck had made into staff rather than irunates. Even some 
senior staff were alcoholic, lazy, incompetent or with no idea of the job they were 
supposed to be doing. On the other hand, staff standards rose over eighty years. Seruor 
staff became more skilled and general staff tasks, once taken by irunates, were given to 
paid employees. 
Many people were locked by their own education and background into 
accepting the treatment they received at the hands of the government and making the 
most of it. Some were not fit for other work. Others could conceive of no different life 
style. In their eyes, they deserved to be treated the way they were and in tum they 
deserved to treat their inferiors in a similar fashion. In time, when staff members did 
indeed question their conditions, they were met with opposition and accusations of 
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insubordination. This reinforced their belief in conflict between their culture and the 
"outside world". 
In theory, the staff could have reacted as did some of the medical 
superintendents and individual staff members. Dr Booth-Clarkson had an active social 
and professional life outside the benevolent asylum, even outside Queensland. The 
Agnew family tumed a job into a vocation, living and dying for the welfare of the 
benevolent asylum whether they dealt with staff, visitors or irunates. A few came to 
Dunwich because they were attracted to Stradbroke Island, while some others were 
posted there as goverrunent employees, to be relocated or promoted later. In practice, a 
position at Dunwich attracted few people with the exceptional personal qualities 
necessary to overcome the established attitudes and beliefs, not ordy of the benevolent 
asylum, but society in general. 
At worst the benevolent asylum culture was a system of values that reinforced 
the traditional practices at Dunwich. Abuse of irunates, dnmkermess, occupational 
cormption and petty resistance to any change were a reaction of a certain kind of person 
to isolation, neglect and official indifference. At the other end of the scale were those 
staff members for whom the barushment became a missionary adventure. If they alone 
were responsible for improving the lot of the irunates and conditions at Dunwich, to 
them alone came the emotional rewards for their work. These were the extremes. Most 
of the staff, according to background, education and inclination, lay somewhere in 
between, neither the very good nor the very bad, but often better than the goverrunent 
could expect for what it gave and ordy on rare occasions, any worse. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
GOOD FENCES AND GOOD NEIGHBOURS: 
A Social Ecology of Dunwich and 
the Benevolent Asylum 
I tell you Sail, they don't make a better neighbour than old Fonse. Of course, 
he don't belong to my party nor my church. I can't help that. He can't help 
it. But he's a good neighbour as a body ever lived by. It's good fences that 
we got between our places that make us good neighbours.* 
Benevolent asylums, poorhouses or workhouses were usually situated in the 
cities, if not centrally, then certainly on their outskirts. This meant they could double as 
distribution points for outdoor relief, were easy to enter by people applying for 
admission and convenient for inmates going out in search of employment or on assigned 
tasks. In short, they could be part of, and have interaction with, the local social system 
from which they drew their clientele. 
This was not the case with the benevolent asylum at Dunwich. It was physically 
placed on Stradbroke Island but administrationally and sociologically based at Brisbane. 
Consequently, a new form of interaction began to evolve between the institution and the 
other users of the island. It did not depend on the benevolent asylum being part of the 
local social system and developing out of it naturally, but on the institution being 
artificially imposed by extemal forces. How closely the asylum and the other users of 
the island would grow together depended on a variety of factors, not least of which was 
the attitude of the asylum authorities. 
' Jesse Stuart, "Uncle Fonse laughed", The bedside esquire, ed. Arnold Gingrich (Sydney: 
Angus & Robertson, 1940), p. 239. 
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In a way, the relationship that developed between the benevolent asylum and the 
population of Stradbroke Island - the Aborigines who lived nearby, the landholders, 
holidaymakers and the fishermen - was like the relationship that exists among living 
things. Biologists talk of an ecosystem - the pattern of relationships which exists 
between organisms and their environment. The benevolent asylum was part of an 
ecosystem of people and their institutions on Stradbroke Island - a social ecosystem 
within a local environment. 
People and groups shared the same area and used it according to their purposes 
and needs. Each of these changed, grew, and developed. Some were native, but most 
entered later, and some later than others. Most stayed, but some did not. They reacted 
with each other on social, political and economic planes. At times, there was co-
operation, while on other occasions there was conflict, engendered by the need for 
territory and the characteristics of the people. 
On its arrival on Stradbroke Island the benevolent asylum was soon able to 
dominate the few Aborigines and fishermen who were already there. It established a 
symbiotic relationship with the Aborigines, who moved closer to Dunwich to enjoy the 
benefits of the institution, which came to depend on their labour to such an extent that it 
was inconceivable not to have them there. Some individuals, such as member of 
parliament Bill North, lived in comparative harmony with the giant institution. Others, 
like the less influential Bert Levinge, were constantiy threatened. Farmers and 
pastoralists tried to establish themselves, but an unsuitable physical environment and the 
aggressive nature of the benevolent asylum drove them out. Visitors competed with the 
institution in their use of the Dunwich facilities and other land on the island, resulting 
in continual conflict with the asylum authorities. 
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As the Aboriginal people became more self aware, clashes between them and the 
benevolent asylum occurred. These were made all the more bitter by the changes 
occurring in the benevolent asylum, which were causing it to become more dominant 
and more aggressive as it attempted to exert greater control over its own and 
surrounding territory. The end result left the benevolent asylum less powerful outside 
its boundaries, with the Myora and One-Mile populations considerably more in control 
of their own destinies, but more powerful inside its borders, while new regulations and 
a police presence strengthened the medical superintendent's position. 
Many of the problems would have been avoided if more thought had gone into 
the benevolent asylum before the problems arose. As it was, the failure to define the 
institution's boundaries, expectations that it would perform governmental functions 
beyond its own responsibilities in the area and hierarchical authoritarian or patemalistic 
attitudes towards other island users almost guaranteed that there would be conflicts in 
which the benevolent asylum would be the aggressor more than its fair share of times. 
The displacement of the asylum from its social environment gave rise to an 
unusual situation in the institutional study model, in that the local environment was 
completely separated from the social background of the inmates. Furthermore, the 
contributions of the local environment to the institution went largely unrecognised due 
to superintendents and the home office being so overly conscious of the asylum's pre-
eminence on Stradbroke Island, 
* * * 
When the benevolent asylum was first moved to Dunwich in 1866, there was 
littie consideration given to the asylum's effect on the local people, or the local people's 
effect on the asylum. Stitidbroke Island was almost deserted. There were some 
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Aborigines whose living space included the island and the south coast on the mainland, 
but the actual number is uncertain. Little is known of the handful of white men, 
apparently fishermen employing Aborigines. In time the government opened up 
Stradbroke for pastoral occupation, and a number of farmers from the mainland made 
sporadic attempts to establish holdings. By the beginning of the twentieth century, 
campers and day trippers were discovering the delights of Stradbroke Island and the 
benevolent asylum's first period, that of relative isolation, drew to a close. 
Recent archeological research indicates that "Stradbroke Island was originally 
used for fishing and ceremony, but few Aboriginals lived there".^ Some early stories 
indicate that there were times when Aborigines stayed on the island. The convict cedar 
getters, Pamphlett, Finnegan and Parsons had lived in a camp for about six weeks in 
1823, and in 1833 there was a minor skirmish ironically named the "Battle of 
Kappembah" between Aborigines and white troops. In 1843 Father Raymond of the 
Passionist Roman Catholic mission at Dunwich was frightened by threats from the 
Aborigines. These incidents do not show any permanent residence or whether there was 
ever more than a handful on the island unless for a special gathering. The migrations 
between the mainland and Stradbroke make it hard to determine where the Aborigines 
lived within their tribal areas. 
Early estimates of the numbers were broad, impressionistic, and of doubtful 
accuracy. Of two calculations made in 1844 one, at 300, was double that of the other. 
Later figures were precise but only within the Dunwich-Myora area. George Watkins, 
assistant superintendent at the asylum, gave figures for ration distribution and used 
school enrolment records in 1891 (see appendix figure 6.1).3 
^ A. Keats et. al., Dunwich: A study of Aboriginal and European integration (St Lucia: UQP, 
1966), p. 10. 
^ F.S. CoUiver & F.D. Woolston, "The Aborigines of Stradbroke Island", Proceedings of the 
Royal Society of Queensland, vol. 86, (1975), pp. 91-104 & table 1. 
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Under these circumstances, it is hard to ascertain whether or not the Aboriginal 
population in the area was declining under the influence of white occupation. The 
choices of locations for which the estimates were made show that the earlier nomadic 
lifestyle was breaking down and the Aborigines were gathering in smaller areas, 
eventually settling around the attractions of the govemment institution at Dunwich. This 
process was hastened by the separation of the two Stradbroke Islands at Jumpinpin in 
1896. With new currents, the pattems of sand deposits in Moreton Bay changed, so that 
the oyster beds silted up and became infested by worm. By 1898 the people previously 
engaged in the oyster industry at Cooran and Currigee had moved to Myora, called at 
that time Moongalba.^ 
Govemment decision-making encouraged semi-permanent settlement there. 
Dunwich was used as a distribution point for rations, including blankets. This 1881 note 
was typical: 
I hearby certify that I have this day distributed twenty (20) Blankets to 
Aborigines at Dunwich. 
Thirteen (13) men and lads above 12 yrs 
Twenty-two (22) women and girls above 12 yrs 
and twelve (12) children presented themselves to receive Blankets.* 
In 1892 the numbers on the island were augmented by the transfer of the Bribie 
mission to Myora. Later, a group of Maryborough Aborigines was also moved there 
with the existing Aborigines* consent. In fact it would appear that it was the Europeans 
who were largely responsible for permanent Aboriginal settlement on Stradbroke. 
* Letter of chief protector of Aborigines Archibald Meston to under colonial secretary, 26 May 
1898, QSA HOM/A20, letter 7040 of 1898. 
^ Report of superintendent James Hamilton to under colonial secretary, 30 April 1881, QSA 
COL/A 312, letter 1885 of 1881. 
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To encourage the Aborigines to base themselves at Myora was a convenient 
administrative arrangement as the Dunwich superintendent was able to keep a 
patemalistic eye on the people there. Moreover he had ready access to a casual 
workforce. In the days of Dunwich as a quarantine station, two white men who were 
possibly fishermen, a Mr Donald and a Mr Daubigny, had arranged for their Aboriginal 
employees to do some of the work, Sydney Moore, the acting superintendent at the 
quarantine station in 1865, found their assistance to be a mixed blessing, Donald had "3 
blacks" with him to clean out the houses. Both groups were employed to clean wards 
and the grounds, as builders' labourers, and to clean out the earth closets, Daubigny 
was evidentiy not a reputable character. On one occasion, "Mr Daubigny landed at 
Police Station...he and his Blacks were all drunk. I found Mr Daubigny lying dead 
drunk close to a fire on the beach", Moore was careful to keep the two groups apart, as 
they did not get along with each other and fights broke out frequently.^ 
There was no mention of either Donald or Daubigny when the benevolent 
asylum arrived in the following year but the local people were still employed in a 
similar way. When inmates escaped or wandered off, trackers were called to find them. 
The girls were employed as servants, maids and assistant nurses,'' The men were given 
heavy and dirty work, including briefly the cleaning of the privies.* In time the 
arrangement became less casual and more formal, and the Aborigines were employed 
permanently as herdsmen and "the Aboriginal gang". 
The Aboriginal population lived on the borders of legitimacy. As workers at the 
benevolent asylum they were tolerated, but were seen as inferior beings. By 1898 when 
* Diary of Dunwich quarantine station acting superintendent Sydney Moore, August to October 
1865, QSA COL/A72, letter 2952 of 1865. 
^ Report [by superintendent J. Hamilton] upon investigation re assault upon Mrs Smith by J. 
Freeman, 20 February 1881, QSA COL/A 308, letter 452 of 1881. 
* Weekly report of the benevolent asylum, 29 September 1867, QSA COL A/95, letter 2445 of 
1867. 
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the chief protector of Aborigines paid a visit to Myora, the medical superintendent had 
a long list of complaints against them. The old men demanded the rations of the young 
ones, the young women prostituted themselves at the benevolent asylum, and the young 
men were a source of trouble. In 1898 Dr Smith recommended that the entire 
Aboriginal population be sent far away to Fraser Island. The chief protector inspected 
the settlement and proposed a less draconian solution by suggesting removal of the few 
people who were a positive nuisance. The young girls who were fit for service would 
be given positions and the idle young men would be found jobs. The remaining people 
would be wamed not to offend the medical superintendent, and the women were to be 
kept out of asylum grounds altogether. The home secretary approved "provided the 
aboriginals referred to are willing to be removed", which rather softened the impact of 
the original intent.' Only a couple of girls who were taken away by the chief protector 
when he was making his inspection, were ever removed. 
Though the benevolent asylum was the chief employer of casual labour in the 
area, it was not the only one. Bill North employed Aborigines at his slaughter house 
near Myora.'o Local people who knew the locations of banks and sea and weather 
conditions were employed in the oyster industry. Their camps dotted the westem 
beaches, but it was the Moreton Bay Oyster Company which dominated the industry at 
Stradbroke Island. First established in 1876, it was set up by prominent members of 
Queensland society, including the parliamentarians Thomas Mcllwraith and Arthur 
Palmer, remaining in the hands of their families until the company was wound up in 
1963, although as early as 1956 it was noted that the "Moreton Bay Oyster Company is 
no longer operating and can be regarded as defunct".'* Eight leases were taken up on 
' Letter of chief protector of Aborigines Archibald Meston to under secretary, 26 May 1898, 
QSA HOM/A20, letter 7040 of 1898. 
•^  Letter of chief protector of Aborigines Archibald Meston to luider secretary, 26 May 1898, 
QSA HOM/A20, letter 7040 of 1898. 
•' Records of the Moreton Bay Oyster Company, 14 Dec 1956, QSA A/21322 & 21323. 
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the shorelines of North and South Stradbroke Islands for use as oyster camps, and one 
at Big Hill was almost adjacent to Dunwich. The local Aborigines employed by the 
Moreton Bay Oyster Company would appear to have been more efficient at managing 
the specific leases for which they had responsibility than the parent company was at 
conducting its overall affairs. Their families are still working the beaches long after the 
Moreton Bay Oyster Company has sunk into insolvency. The oystermen, like the 
fishermen who dried their nets on the beaches, generally had little to do with the 
benevolent asylum apart from getting supplies from there at times. Thomas Thirkill, 
manager of one of the leases in 1885, had trouble with inmates who accused him of 
conniving with the superintendent to steal rations.'^ 
The benevolent asylum was also able to share Stradbroke Island with the first of 
the farmers who had land there, although their presence was a rarity. Few people 
applied for land, and most of those who did relinquished it after a short period of time, 
lasting no more than a couple of years. 
As early as 1877, F.J.C. Wildash took up a property towards the south end of 
what was later to become North Stradbroke Island, but he transferred the portion to 
Walter Russell Hall of Sydney a few months later, taking another two portions in 1878. 
The land remained untouched.'^ Eamest James Stevens took up three selections in 1882 
and relinquished them after seven years.'^ He showed more staying power than F. 
Fowler, who gained his selection in 1893 and forfeited it in 1896.*^ Percival Paul took 
'2 Letter of visiting justice Colonel Ross to colonial secretary, 16 September 1884, QSA COL 
A/400, under letter & letter 6395 of 1884. See chapter 3 for the story of Thomas Thirkill and the 
iimiates. 
13 Files 73, 74, 75 of leases under the Pastoral Leases Act of 1869, QSA LAN/N15. 
•'' Occupation licence files 127, 128, 129 in register of runs leased under the Settled Districts 
Pastoral Leases Act of 1876, QSA LAN/85. 
'^  Folio 95-98, Files concerning occupation licences in various land agents' districts, Aramac to 
Warwick, 1865-1932, QSA LAN/S153. 
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up land in 1906, and transferred it to Gerald Gallot in 1914, who gave up the land in 
the following year."^ The longer lasting landholders included Bill North, Carl 
Kleinschmidt, William Scarborough and John Siganto. North took up land in 1894 
which was revoked in 1895 for non payment of rent, but acquired more land which was 
eventually taken as part of the benevolent asylum in 1902, and for many years he make 
a living supplying the benevolent asylum with meat.''' William Scarborough and John 
Siganto shared an occupation licence and Siganto, a prominent south coast public 
figure, leased almost the entirety of South Stradbroke Island between 1907 and 1921.'* 
The association that Carl Kleinschmidt and his family had with Stradbroke Island lasted 
into the 1920s.'9 
By the 1910s the character of land holding was changing in two ways. Firstiy, 
there were more allotments being taken up - ten between 1910 and 1920 as opposed to 
six in the previous decade and one in the 1890s. Secondly, although the alienations of 
crown land fell again during the 1920s, there was more land in use than previously, 
owing to the allotments being retained by the selectors for longer periods than before. 
In 1925 there were eleven land holdings being worked simultaneously on the islands, 
almost as many as the total number of land holdings applied for up to 1910 (see 
appendix figure 6.2). 
'^  Occupation licence 174 in register of applications made for licences to occupy crown land 
under part V of the Crown Lands Act 1897 in the land agents district of Brisbane 1897-1928, QSA 
LAN/S16. 
' ' Folio 107, Files concerning occupation licences in various land agents' districts, Aramac to 
Warwick, 1865-1932. QSA LAN/S153; Register of applications made for licences to occupy crown land 
under part V of the Crown Lands Act 1884, vol. 3, 1888-98, QSA LAN/S3. 
'* Occupation lic^ice 203 in register of applications made for licences to occupy crown land 
under part V of the Crown Lands Act 1897 in the land agents district of Brisbane 1897-1928, QSA 
LAN/S16; Run files (Moreton district) Currigee no. 2718, QSA LAN/AF 1495, LAN/S16. 
Occupation licence 205 in register of applications made for licences to occupy crown land 
under part V of the Crown Lands Act 1897 in the land agents district of Brisbane 1897-1928, QSA 
LAN/S16; Run files (Moreton district) Currigee no. 2718, QSA LAN/AF 1495. 
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Despite the increasing number of holdings, there was little permanence about the 
selections. Part of the reason for this was that the holding on the islands was not the 
selector's chief piece of land, or even the selector's main interest. John Siganto, hotel 
owner, shire councillor and pastoralist, showed only passing interest in his Currigee 
holding. The Kleinschmidts, Hermann Zipf, Richard Hargraves, Alex Rose and Ronald 
MacDonald all had properties on the mainland opposite Stradbroke. Even the relatively 
successful Richard Hargraves of Mount Scott, a large mn occupying most of the 
southem part of North Stradbroke Island, only used it as an adjunct to his Coomera 
property, ferrying cattle back and forward across the bay. Bill North ran an abattoir and 
a fish cannery. 
Another reason for the impermanence of most of the holdings was the unsuitable 
nature of the land. The benevolent asylum tried to be largely self sufficient by growing 
vegetables and raising animals, but was unsuccessful. Conditions were no better 
elsewhere on the island. A 1931 report on the Mount Scott holding which occupied a 
major part of the south of North Stradbroke Island painted a gloomy picture of the 
usefulness of the land for any pastoral or agricultural purposes: 
The country consists entirely of forest, fairly open, serrated by low sandy 
ridges and broken at intervals by hills of sand that change their appearance 
according to the state of the weather and the velocity of the wind... The soil 
is composed of pure white sand, its unproductivity renders it valueless for 
cultivation. The land is suitable for grazing purposes only... The process of 
placing stock on the island and lifting same is very slow and of a very 
precarious undertaking... Water supply may be obtained by sinking and 
although suitable for stock is not fit for human consumption.^o 
The Cameron MacNamara study of North Stradbroke Island in 1983 showed that 
the dominant soil types are podzols and humus podzols. Podzols are formed as a result 
^^  Report of ranger Joseph Shannon to lands commissioner, 24 February 1931 in run files 
(Moreton district) Mount Scott no. 2721, QSA LAN/AF 1496. 
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of organic material leaching through siliceous sands. Humus podzols occur where the 
site is poorly drained. The sand itself supports little more than the grass and scrub 
vegetation "typical" of sand dunes.^' 
The soil may not have supported economically viable vegetation, but it did allow 
prickly pear to thrive. In 1921 the two major runs of Currigee and Mount Scott were 
brought under the provisions of the prickly pear acts which made the clearing of prickly 
pear a condition of holding the lease. Currigee was so plagued that it became 
impossible to make the mn an economic proposition.22 Richard Hargraves had less 
difficulty with prickly pear on Mount Scott, partiy because there was less on the north 
island than on the south, but also because he worked harder than did John Siganto on 
Currigee. 23 
Township settiement was even more of a rarity on Stradbroke Island. Plans were 
made to establish two towns at the extreme south and north ends of the island, 
Moondarewa and Amity, but only Amity attracted a handful of people to actually live 
there. Land for Moondawera was initially released for sale in 1881, but of 156 
allotments only twenty-five were sold, and those went to no more than six people. 
Walter Snelling was the biggest buyer, taking fourteen of the twenty-five properties. 
Some of the land was withdrawn from sale and a few months later, another land sale 
disposed of four out of the remaining 119 allotments to people including William Walsh 
MLC, who had bought an allotment previously. As there were no more sales until 
1934, those twenty-nine mostly unoccupied allotments were all there ever was of the 
township of Moondarewa. 
2' Cameron MacNamara, North Stradbroke Island development strategy (Queoisland: Premier's 
Department, 1983), pp. 2:4 & 2:6. 
^^  Report by ranger Joseph Shannon to lands commissioner, 9 March 1925 & letter by John 
Siganto, 18 April 1925, in run files (Moreton district) Currigee no. 2718, QSA LAN/AF 1495. 
23 Report of ranger Tom Ford to lands commissioner, 9 January 1922 in run files (Moreton 
district) Mount Scott no. 2721, QSA LAN/AF 1496. 
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Amity, site of the old pilot station in the days when the dangerous South Passage 
between Stradbroke and Moreton Islands was used by ships entering or leaving Moreton 
Bay, was first sold as town allotments in 1886. The response to the sale was 
considerably better than at Moondarewa. Most of the 107 allotments were bought, 
although often by people who were interested in resale rather than private use. Amity 
became the only population centre that was an altemative to Dunwich on the island, and 
it was to Amity that many of the mnaway inmates made their way. Despite this, there 
were never any serious complaints from the medical superintendents about Amity or the 
people who lived there. The Amity community was self-contained, not needing to go 
through Dunwich to get a boat to the mainland, nor, with its own shops, to visit 
Dunwich for stores, as did many of the people who lived or stayed further south. Nor, 
in all probability, did the residents of Amity want to have any communication with the 
sort of people who were inmates of the benevolent asylum if it could be avoided. 
Early visitors to Dunwich were few, and as they usually came to see people in 
the benevolent asylum, they expected to conform to institution mles. Later visitors were 
campers and day trippers who were forced to enter the institution because it straddled 
the road from the jetty where the boats were moored. They considered themselves to be 
visitors to the island rather than the asylum, and as such did not expect that they should 
abide by asylum mles. Nor did they see that the medical superintendent had any 
authority over them if they were camped in bush several kilometres from Dunwich, 
Strictiy speaking, the campers were correct. The only regulations for the 
govemment of the benevolent asylum had been issued as a result of the 1884 legislative 
council inquiry, but they concentrated on the responsibilities of the officials and the 
behaviour of the inmates. There was no clear statement of the powers of the 
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superintendent in relation to outsiders or even what land was allocated to the 
institution. 2'* 
In 1902 the water reserve was placed under the control of the medical 
superintendent at Dunwich - recognition that the isolation of the benevolent asylum was 
coming to an end and that some arrangements would have to be made to keep the 
surroundings of the benevolent asylum free of outsiders. Twelve and a half acres which 
had previously belonged to Bill North were added to the benevolent asylum's area. This 
administrative arrangement did not make the medical superintendent, Dr Stockwell, 
very confident of success in controlling unwelcome intmders. There was a lot of coast 
on which to beach a boat and a great expanse of bush in which people, especially those 
bent on mischief, could make themselves scarce. 
On one occasion in 1902, twenty-three people landed in three groups. Two 
groups which landed at the jetty left when it was explained that Dunwich was not public 
land. The third group landed at Myora to go hiking and, although the members 
complied with Dr Stockwell's request to leave when they were finally found, it had 
taken two hours to track them through the bush. Another group arrived regularly on 
weekends and kept itself carefully hidden, as it was supplying liquor to the nurses.2^ 
Consequendy, Stockwell spent an exorbitant amount of time each weekend and even 
enlisted the aid of his neighbour Bill North in patrolling the beaches to persuade people 
to leave. He did not intend to instmct them to do so as he was not sure enough of his 
legal position to deliver an order. 
24 Letter of John McDonnell to under colonial secretary, 13 May 1867, QSA COL A/89 letter 
620 of 1867; DBA 1870 in QVP 1871, p. 985; DBA 1874 in QSA COL A/209, letter 1487 of 1875; 
"Report of the select committee on the management of the benevolent asylum Dunwich, 1884", QVP 
1884 vol. 1, p. 4; "Regulations for the general management of the benevolent asylum at Dunwich", QGG 
5 May 1885, vol. 366, no. 81, p. 1508. 
25 Telegram of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under home secretary, 13 May 1902 & 
Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 27 May 1902, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4683, letter 8334 of 1902. 
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Stockwell was right to be wary. When a recurrence of the plague broke out in 
Brisbane in 1902, he was anxious to control people entering the benevolent asylum. He 
sent a telegram to the under secretary, "Crews of fishing and sailing boats land on all 
parts of the Island and apply to store for provisions". Not a few "camped close to 
cemetery and fowl yard", locations comfortably out of sight of the buildings. He 
continued: 
Please tell me the act and clause empowering me to prevent unauthorized 
landing on the reserve. Clause ten of Regulations gives me power over 
Asylum and inmates. It is as necessary to prevent boats coming down as to 
stop visitors by steamer if plague is to be kept outside. ^ ^ 
If a person did not enter the asylum area but stayed in the reserve, or if the 
person was not an inmate of the asylum, the regulations did not allow the medical 
superintendent to take action. If there was a confrontation and the visitor proved to be 
unco-operative, the only official help - the police - was stationed across the bay at 
Cleveland. 
Some of the greatest problems related to the illicit traffic in alcohol. Already a 
major concem during Dr Stockwell's time, the trade in anything alcoholic was 
unaffected by the revised regulations of 1906 which made specific mlings. Later, 
alcohol would be a determining factor behind the new regulations of 1931. 
In 1905, when the police magistrate investigated "the supposed unauthorized 
obtaining of spirituous liquor by inmates", Stockwell blamed outsiders for supplying it, 
especially fishermen and oystermen. As prohibition of alcohol on the island was 
impractical, water police were suggested "to prevent larrikins with boats from landing". 
2^  Telegram of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under home secretary, 12 May 1902, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, letter 8334 of 1902. 
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Desperately Stockwell wrote, "I strongly suspect that liquor is being landed just now 
under my very nose - namely at the piggery - and they are very smart at it".27 
The problems of dealing with the traffic in alcohol and the disturbances caused 
by outsiders finally communicated themselves to the home office, although they were 
overshadowed by the acrimonious and lengthy arguments surrounding the dismissal of 
Stockwell from his post. The new regulations gazetted in 1906 were part of a general 
and much needed overhaul of the system. Regulation twenty gave the medical 
superintendent power to stop undesirables entering the asylum: 
20. He shall have power to prevent any undesirable person or persons 
visiting the Asylum, or any institution connected therewith, if he has reason 
to suspect such person or persons of bringing intoxicating liquors, or of intent 
to disturb the harmony of the institution.2* 
While addressing the problem of illicit alcohol, the regulations still did not do 
anything about the legal position of a superintendent keeping an undesirable person off 
the reserve which surrounded the benevolent asylum. Was it part of the institution or 
not? Furthermore, it was becoming obvious that a police presence was needed at 
Dunwich, The mere framing of regulations would not of itself solve the problem. 
Enforcement was also necessary, but it was not until 1931 that a permanent police 
officer was appointed. 
Thus until the time of the First World War, the Dunwich benevolent asylum 
survived in relative isolation, A declining Aboriginal population caused only minor 
problems. There was no conflict with other European users of the island as they were 
27 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Stockwell to under secretary, 8 December 1905, Dunwich 
batch A/4686, letter 12525 of 1905. 
2* "Regulations for the general management of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 1906", QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4683. 
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usually not resident and held land for only a short period before deciding that it was a 
bad job and surrendering the lease. Irritation was caused by holiday makers, but the 
problems reported at the time were not great. The one major extemal problem was the 
traffic in alcohol, which was as much an intemal and organisational problem as it was a 
problem in controlling outsiders. Relations with other users of the island were relatively 
good, as there were not enough to pose a threat to the workings of the institution. 
Nevertheless, certain weaknesses already existed which would soon cause an 
escalation in conflict. The boundaries of the institution were neither legally nor 
physically defined. The lands department was alienating land without any thought of the 
effect of such action on the benevolent asylum. The authority of the institution over 
people within its boundaries was uncertain. Dunwich provided a retail store, medical 
facilities, a church and a post office, all of which it was happy to allow the public to 
use. It was also a govemment agency, overseeing the welfare of the Aboriginal 
population and providing a school. The benevolent asylum monopolised the approach to 
the jetty, forcing people who had no business with it to enter not only the grounds but 
into the heart of the institution. To the group of Aborigines who moved to be near 
Dunwich, the govemment added more people, by transplanting the Bribie and some of 
the Maryborough Aborigines. 
It is no wonder that people came in to Dunwich for a wide variety of purposes. 
The benevolent asylum both attracted people and compelled them to come to Dunwich, 
inviting eventual conflicts when the organisational inadequacies became evident. 
* * * 
The govemment's lack of foresight blinded it to the fact that the few problems 
which the benevolent asylum had experienced with outsiders before 1910 would 
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increase with the numbers of outsiders. Superintendents coped as they always did, by 
doing the best they could on the spot without a great deal of official support. 
Experienced, self-assured and dominant men such as Dr Booth-Clarkson tumed legal 
omissions to die advantage of the institution and govemment by conti-olling land 
selection, regulating campers and overseeing the Myora reserve. While the home office 
was getting such a range of bonus services from one overworked official, it was happy 
not to notice that he was blatantiy overstepping his authority. 
Although some were more successful than others, all of the superintendents 
pursued aggressive policies towards their neighbours. The efforts of two local men to 
obtain land were vigorously resisted by Drs Row, Booth-Clarkson, Challands and 
Tumbull in succession. In March 1916, Albert Levinge, an employee of the Moreton 
Bay Oyster Company who was facing the prospect of unemployment while trying to 
feed eight children, applied for seven and a half square miles of land. It was a portion 
of an eighty-three square mile area which had been planned for occupation licence in 
1894, lying direcUy adjacent to the benevolent asylum grounds. The land, part of the 
water reserve, was only released when plans of using Stradbroke Island as a reservoir 
for Brisbane were abandoned.2' 
The application was sent via the usual govemment channels to the medical 
superintendent for his comments, perhaps because of the benevolent asylum's authority 
over the water reserve, certainly because the selection would be so close to the 
institution. Dr Row opposed the lease in letters to the lands department, his immediate 
superiors in the home office and directiy to the home secretary. He pointed out that 
Levinge's stock would contaminate the water supply and wander into Dunwich grazing 
land, which had the only satisfactory grass on the island. In fact, he continued, the 
stock was already there, and was suspected of being responsible for the recent epidemic 
29 QGG, 10 February 1894, no. 29, vol. 61, p 328; QSA LAN/AK 117, letter 9205 of 1902. 
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of red water fever which had caused the institution to lose fifty-one head. In addition, 
Row believed that Levinge, as a Myora resident, was personally unsuitable to hold land 
anywhere on the island.^° 
The application was refused and the decision stayed despite the intervention of 
Levinge's character witness, Henry Biggs, who arranged to visit the under secretary to 
put forward an ad misericordiam argument based on his personal circumstances. The 
refusal to grant land to one person created a precedent which made it easier to refuse an 
application from others, including W.G. Thirkill, who was redirected to the 
Maryborough and Gympie areas. The benevolent asylum held the ascendancy for the 
time being.3' 
A year later, Evelyn Ellis applied for 640 acres to mn dairy cattle and pigs. 
Ellis was a Stradbroke Island resident who had retumed from the First World War and 
was staying at Kangaroo Point, Brisbane, while he waited for an answer to his 
application. He applied for land at Aranarawa Creek, a little further north than the 
selection which Levinge had wanted and therefore further away from the benevolent 
asylum. The application went to the medical superintendent for his report, and the reply 
repeated the objections to Bert Levinge's application a year before. The land had a 
swamp frontage of a quarter of a mile where stock had already become lost and Ellis' 
unsuitability was made even greater in the eyes of Dr Row by the fact that he was not 
only a local Aborigine but also Levinge's half brother. Ellis mustered support, asking 
^^  Letters of medical superintendent Dr Rowe to under home secretary, land commissioner & 
home secretary: 15 & 16 June 1916: B. Levinge & E. Ellis, applications for occupation licences in 
requests for occupation licences, June 1919, QSA LAN/AK 117. 
^' Letter of Henry Biggs to lands commissioner, 28 July 1916: Letter of home secretary John 
Huxham to lands commissioner, 3 August 1916: Letter of W. G. Thirkill to lands conunissioner, 27 July 
1917: Letter of lands commissioner to W.G. Thirkill, 15 June 1917: B. Levinge & E. Ellis, applications 
for occupation licences, in requests for occupation licences, June 1919, QSA LAN/AK 117. The Thirkills 
had long standing coimections with Stradbroke Island (see chapter 2), and were related to the Levinges 
(Gilbert Levinge, Interview, 17 September 1990). 
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Herbert Goodson of Southport to write to the minister for lands. Goodson stated that he 
believed Ellis, a man of good character, should be allowed to end his days in his native 
place, and that the land was unsuitable for anything but pigs, which would have to be 
fenced in, therefore offering no problems by straying. The medical superintendent was 
again consulted and he still objected. The land commissioner supported his stand and 
the application was refused.^ 2 
When Ellis wrote again, asking for fifty acres to keep pigs, the lands office sent 
a memo to the home office asking for its opinion. This time the medical superintendent 
was not consulted. Personal discord between Dr Macarthur and the under secretary had 
grown to such an extent that Macarthur would be dismissed in a month. With no advice 
from the superintendent, the home office could only reconsider the application on the 
basis of information already provided. If there were to be no cattle and the fencing was 
adequate, there seemed to be little to which the benevolent asylum could object. Evelyn 
Ellis was granted occupation licence 220 at 50 shillings an acre for fifty acres on the 
south bank of Aranarawa Creek. ^ ^ 
Four months after Evelyn Ellis had his land, Bert Levinge tried again. On this 
occasion he applied for five square miles in the extreme north of Stradbroke Island, part 
of forfeited lease 174 and cancelled S.P. lease 1713. To Dr Booth-Clarkson, the new 
medical superintendent who had only recentiy replaced Dr Macarthur and was unaware 
•'^  Application by Evelyn Ellis for occupation licence, 4 July 1918: Letter of medical 
superintendent Dr Macarthur to under home secretary, 26 July 1918: Letter of H. Goodson, 2 August 
1918: Letter of imder home secretary to medical superintendait Dr Macarthur, 6 August 1918: 
Memorandum of land commissioner to minister for lands, 11 September 1918: Letter of minister for 
lands to E. Ellis, 18 September 1918: Letter of medical superintendait Dr Macarthur to under home 
secretary, 7 October 1918: B. Levinge & E. Ellis, applications for occupation licences, in requests for 
occupation licences, June 1919, QSA LAN/AK 117. 
^^  Letter of E. Ellis to minister for lands, 22 October 1918: Memorandum of lands department 
to home office, 24 October 1918: Memorandum of land commissioner to minister for land, 6 November 
1918: Memorandum of home office to lands department, 9 November 1918: B. Levinge & E. Ellis, 
applications for occupation licences in requests for occupation licences, June 1919, QSA LAN/AK 117. 
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of the problems which the benevolent asylum had with indeterminate boundaries, the 
distance from the lease to Dunwich was great enough to cause few concems about 
wandering cattie. Neither was he concemed, as Dr Row had been, about Aborigines 
occupying land. The lease was approved at twenty shillings per square mile, as OL 
229.34 
Ellis quickly built the fences that were prerequisite for his pigs. Apart from a 
small problem with payments which led to Bert Levinge's lease being reopened and 
then given back to him in 1920, both men were reliable leaseholders until 1926. They 
had won their land with a certain amount of luck, applying when the medical 
superintendent and under secretary were communicating as little as possible and when 
the superintendent was too new to be aware of many of the aspects of the job. 
The medical superintendents conducted a vigorous campaign against the major 
property holder on the island. In 1916 Richard Hargraves occupied five square miles 
and then, a few months later, another portion of twelve square miles. The two holdings 
were combined as the Mount Scott mn when they were revoked and re-let to Hargraves 
in 1921 under the Prickly Pear Act.^ ^ The mn occupied a major part of North 
Stradbroke Island. As Hargraves was one of the few land holders who had the 
necessary resources to make the mn economical, the length of time he stayed there was 
longer than that of the average land holder. With poor grass and an unreliable water 
3** Letter of minister for lands to E. Ellis, 14 November 1918: Letter of B. Levinge to minister 
for lands, 19 March 1919: Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to land commissioner, 24 
April 1919: Letter of land commissioner to under secretary, 2 May 1919: B. Levinge & E. Ellis, 
applications for occupation licences in requests for occupation licences, QSA LAN/AK 117; Occupation 
licence 203 in register of applications made for licences to occupy crown land under part V.of the Crown 
Lands Act 1897 in the land agents district of Brisbane 1897-1928, QSA LAN/S16. Gilbert Levinge 
referred to Bert Levinge's land being called "The Soak" (Gilbert Levinge, Interview, 17 September 
1990). 
35 Occupation licences 92, 98 in register of ^plications made for licences to occupy crown land 
under part V of the Crown Lands Act 1897 in the land agent's district of Brisbane 1897-1928, QSA 
LAN/S16. 
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supply. Mount Scott could only be worked in conjunction widi Hargraves' six mainland 
properties and by "allowing the stock to roam at their own sweet will over a large 
area".36 
Towards the end of the same year Dr Booth-Clarkson wrote to the home 
secretary to complain that Hargraves' cattie were straying near Point Lookout. This was 
not the first time this had happened, and Booth-Clarkson had previously taken the 
matter up with Hargraves, but without success. As the cattle were tick infested, there 
was a danger of the Dunwich herd becoming infected.^ ^ The medical superintendent and 
the lands department agreed that the lease should be cancelled, and Booth-Clarkson 
suggested that no more leases should be granted. 
All went well with the plans to evict Hargraves until they came to assistant 
under secretary A.G. Melville. Leases could not be cancelled, he explained, just 
because cattle were allowed to stray. The only way Hargraves would make his lease 
liable to cancellation was by not fulfilling his conditions, principally those of 
eradicating prickly pear on his property. The land ranger, Tom Ford, was dispatched to 
inspect the property, and he reported that the prickly pear was clear, which was not 
surprising as the amount had not been excessive when he inspected it the previous 
month. As a last hope the fmstrated lands department tried to invoke some of the "small 
print" in the lease. The prickly pear had to be kept clear not only on the mn itself but 
on the adjoining oyster leases and a five chain wide reserved strip along the beach, both 
on the west side of the holding. Had that been done? Yes, Ford responded.^ ^ On 24 
36 QGG, 8 April 1933, vol. 140, no. 88, p. 1437. 
3^  Letter of Dr Booth-Clarkson to under home secretary, 23 November 1921 in run files 
(Moreton district) Mount Scott no. 2721, QSA LAN/AF 1496. 
3* Letter of medical superintendent Dr J. Booth-Clarkson to under secietary, 23 November 
1921: Memo of A. Melville, 10 December 1921: Memo of lands commissioner to under secretary, 10 
December 1921: Report of ranger Tom Ford, 9 January 1922, in run files (Moreton district) Mount Scott 
no 2721, QSA LAN/AF 1496. 
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January, Dr Booth-Clarkson was informed that Richard Hargraves could not be 
evicted. 39 
Tick-infested cattie were as much an excuse for getting rid of Hargraves as was 
prickly pear, Booth-Clarkson did not want anybody holding land on North Stradbroke 
Island, and was determined to get rid of the present land holders and prevent new ones 
from coming in. His suggestion that stray stock be impounded and the unoccupied part 
of the island be leased by the benevolent asylum was ignored,^ He made further 
inquiries as to whether he could impound stray cattle, and if the asylum could lease 
some pieces of land rather than all of it. The land was OL 220, held by Evelyn Ellis 
who was in arrears with his rent, OL 229, held by Bert Levinge in the extreme north 
excluding Amity, and Portion 4, one of the pieces released in 1877, now within Mount 
Scott. The answer to both queries was negative. Stray stock could not be impounded, 
and the asylum would not be allowed to acquire leases. If stray cattie were such a 
problem, it was suggested that a stock inspector could examine suspect animals and 
order them to be dipped.'*^ 
The campaign to get rid of Richard Hargraves and Bert Levinge continued. In 
1925 the herdsman and pumper from the benevolent asylum reported to Dr Booth-
Clarkson that Levinge's horses and cattie were trespassing on benevolent asylum land 
and using the water there. Booth-Clarkson wrote to him to complain that the water 
would be contaminated and that the cattie, being tick infested, would infect the 
Dunwich herd. He suggested to the under secretary that Levinge be made to transport 
his cattie to the mainland for dipping, as there was no dip on the island. He also took 
3' Letter of Lands Commissioner to medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson, 24 January 
1922, in run files (Moreton district) Mount Scott no. 2721, QSA LAN/AF 1496. 
^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 8 February 1922, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 1426 of 1922. 
^' Letters of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson 8 February & 21 March 1922, in run 
files (Moreton district) Mount Scott no. 2721, QSA LAN/AF 1496. 
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the opportunity to suggest that any future occupation licenses be granted only on 
condition that the land be fenced, an impossibility in view of the nature of the land. The 
lands department was not co-operative, but a man was sent out to look.42 
When Mr Queale the stock inspector from the lands department arrived five 
weeks later, he examined Hargraves' herd and found them only very lightiy infested. 
They had not been giving any trouble recently. The scmb around Levinge's property 
was too dense for his cattie to be located, but Mr Iselin, the Dunwich herdsman, said 
that he knew the cattie had been hand-washed recentiy, and were now practically tick 
free. As far as the lands department was concemed, if the cattie were not tick infected, 
they were not a problem to the benevolent asylum so no action could be taken. Queale 
suggested that since there were almost no fences on the island, the institution should be 
allowed to lease it all. It would appear that he had been discussing options with Booth-
Clarkson who was still promoting the idea of obtaining all the land on the island for the 
benevolent asylum,^ 3 
Dr Booth-Clarkson put this proposal directiy to the under secretary. His request 
to impound stray animals and take punitive action against their owners was dismissed 
on legal grounds. The case for leasing the island, based on the needs of the expanding 
dairy herd which also supplied Peel Island, was considered more carefully. Eventually 
it was decided that Dunwich would not take any leases, but that unoccupied land would 
be withdrawn and leases would not be granted to anyone else. The solution saved the 
home department money even if the lands department lost out on revenue.'*^ 
''2 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under home secretary, 19 February 
1926, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 1744 of 1926. 
3^ Memorandum of stock inspector C. Queale, 6 May 1926, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 
1744 of 1926. 
^ Letter of imder home secretary to medical superintendent Dr J. Booth-Clarkson, 30 August 
1926, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 992 of 1926. 
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The occupation of Stradbroke Island for pastoral purposes was stopped. History 
showed that the existing licence holders would surrender their leases sooner or later, 
leaving the island to the benevolent asylum again. Nevertheless, Booth-Clarkson kept 
up the pressure to speed the departure of the current licensees. When "strange cattie" 
were reported at Point Lookout in 1927, with redwater fever already in the Dunwich 
herd, investigations were made and it was found that at least five which carried the 
Hargraves' brand were tick infested. The tracks suggested about twenty head in all. 
Armed with this information, under secretary William Gall wrote to Hargraves at 
Wonga Wallen, Coomera, to ask him his intentions. He replied: 
It is only at this time of the year that the cattle work towards Pt Lookout on 
account of campers disturbing them. At present the engine of my motor boat 
is in Brisbane being overhauled. I expect it down any day and then intend to 
take all the cattie off the Island and give the lease up.^ ^ 
Richard Hargraves was driven off Mount Scott in time, but not by human 
efforts. As he said in 1923, "I have'n't [sic] had very good luck with my lease hold on 
Stradbroke Island". He put up fences on the property and stockyards in the south, 
testimony to his diligence, but was unable to make the mn economically viable. As the 
vegetation was unsuitable for fattening cattie, he had to move the stock to one of his 
mainland properties located between Cedar Creek and Coomera.^ Drought almost dried 
up the swamp which was the water supply, and bushfires reduced much of the holding 
to ashes.^'' Up to 1925 he paid over £1(X) to clear prickly pear on his own and adjoining 
properties, but it continued to sprout as the govemment land to the north was infested 
^^ Letter of James Hargraves to under home secretary, 25 November 1927, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4685, letter 8081 of 1927. 
^ Lessee's statement 28 July 1924, run files (Moreton district) Mount Scott no. 2721, QSA 
LAN/AF 1496. 
^^  Letter of Richard Hargraves to lands commissioner, 27 December 1924 [written in 1923 and 
misdated as 1924] in run files (Moreton district) Mount Scott no 2721, QSA LAN/AF 1496. 
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but uncleared.'** In addition, Hargraves had to bear the cost of transporting the cattie to 
and from the island by punt. Beenleigh Shire Council tried to get him to pay rates, but 
he was able to forestall most of die expense by showing that only a small part of the 
property lay within the shire boundaries.'*' Even with the annual rent reduced to 5 
shillings a square mile the property was still failing to make a profit.^^ Hargraves used 
the land less and less, until by 1927 it was unoccupied.^ ^ At the beginning of 1930, he 
vacated the mn.52 
Despite the wishes of the medical superintendents and the decision of the lands 
department. Mount Scott was re-let to R.A. Mclntyre of Lota in 1931. He was keen to 
get started. "I would like to occupy it as soon as possible as I have stocks waiting to put 
on it now", he wrote in October, but in November he wrote again to say that the land 
was unsatisfactory and he wished to cancel the lease. This time it was not re-let.^3 
From then on, the lands department complied with wishes of the benevolent 
asylum by not leasing land. In 1939, when he was living at Currigee, Bert Levinge 
applied for land near Point Lookout, which by then had a large transient population of 
** Lessee's statement by Richard Hargraves, 12 October 1925: Inspection report on Mount Scott 
run, 28 July 1924, in run files (Moreton district) Mount Scott no. 2721, QSA LAN/AF 1496. 
^ ' Letter of minister for lands to Richard Hargraves, 30 December 1924, run files (Moreton 
district) Mount Scott no. 2721, QSA LAN/AF 1496. 
^^ Inspection report on Mount Scott run, 28 July 1924, run files (Moreton district) Mount Scott 
no. 2721, QSA LAN/AF 1496. 
^' Letter of J. W. Kleinschmidt to lands commissioner, 16 September 1927, run files (Moreton 
district) Mount Scott no. 2721, QSA LAN/AF 1496. 
^2 Record of interview, Richard Hargraves and land agent, 14 January 1930, QSA LAN/AF 
1496 run files (Moreton district) Mount Scott no. 2721; QGG, 25 January 1930, vol. 134, no. 13, p. 
249. 
^3 Application for occupation licence by R.A. Mclntyre, 22 October 1931 & Letter of R.A. 
Mclntyre to lands commissioner, 26 November 1931, QSA LAN/AF 1496 run files (Moreton district) 
Mount Scott no. 2721; QGG, 7 November 1931, vol. 137, no. 156, p. 1403. However, the Levinge 
family maintains that Bert Levinge ran cattle on Mount Scott (Gilbert Levinge, Interview, 17 September 
1990). 
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campers. Dr Tumbull pointed out that Levinge's herd could not be kept separate from 
the Dunwich herd widiout constant mustering. The application was refused.^ ^ 
The benevolent asylum may have enjoyed a victory over the would-be 
pastoralists on Stradbroke Island, but by the late 1920s it was being overwhelmed by 
problems from other areas. The island was becoming a popular recreation spot for 
Brisbane people. Some came to see friends and relatives who were Dunwich inmates, 
but most took day trips simply to enjoy the salt air of Moreton Bay and the scenery 
around Dunwich when they arrived. Without transport, they were unable to move far 
from their arrival point and so stayed at best only a short distance from the asylum. 
Some of the visitors brought with them contraband alcohol, either for sale to the 
inmates or in die belief that they were doing the inmates a service by smuggling it. In 
1924 an inmate who had been drinking with visitors on board the Brisbane Tug 
Company's Beaver came back dmnk after consuming at least a quart of mm. Having 
threatened another inmate in the dining room, he wandered up to the top tents seeking a 
fight there. He was discharged. His evidence that he had been getting drink regularly 
from the boats and further complaints over the next two years led to a waming from 
under secretary Gall to the Brisbane Tug Company, pointing out that they were selling 
alcohol illegally and suggesting that an immediate meeting between himself and the 
company representatives would avoid prosecution.^^ 
In the same year the staff tried to control what was described as hundreds of 
excursionists under the influence of liquor. Paper was left "everywhere", and the 
^^ Letter of land administration board to under secretary, 26 September 1939, QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4685, letter 9486 of 1939. 
^^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 26 May 1924, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 4776 of 1924; Letter of under secretary to Brisbane Tug Company, 10 
December 1926, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 10496 of 1926. 
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visitors were "absolutely insolent more than once when asked to carry away their picnic 
debris". A policeman was requested, at least during holiday times." 
In May of 1925, two inmates, one of whom was an inebriate, were dmnk and 
disorderly. One admitted to getting his flask from passengers off the govemment 
steamer Otter. As this was the result of another weekend spree, the assistance of police 
was again requested,^ '^  Sergeant Stephenson of the water police pointed out that they 
already supervised passengers embarking for Dunwich, by checking their passes. There 
was a large sign waming people that alcohol was not permitted, and the police were 
only too ready to assist the master of the boat if he wanted help. The commissioner 
added that the police had no authority to question the bona fides of passholders.^* 
The result of this, and of considerable investigation regarding the distribution of 
liquor to people at Myora, was that no one was allowed on the Otter when it was at the 
jetty.^' The Brisbane Tug Company was wamed that its employees were breaking the 
law. In addition any groups visiting the institution were sent letters informing them that 
their use of facilities was restricted, and that there was to be no alcohol. This included 
groups which had already made arrangements to go to Dunwich, and one party, finding 
that the facilities it had planned to use were no longer available, cancelled.^° 
** Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 20 October 1924, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 9013 of 1924. 
^^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 23 May 1925, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 4619 of 1924. 
^* Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under home secretary, 6 June 1924, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 18119 of 1924. 
^ ' Letter of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson to under secretary, 11 August 1926, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 4964 of 1926. 
^^ Letters of medical superintendent Dr Booth-Clarkson: to under secretary, 7 April 1926: to 
Interstate Rowing Association, 8 April 1926: to Dancing Teachers' Association, 11 April 1926: to 
Sherwood Retumed Soldiers Association, 15 April 1926: to Water Board Retumed Soldiers' Association, 
18 April 1926, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 3431 of 1926. 
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Excursionists caused other problems, often arising from unreasonable 
expectations of the institution. Visitors were quite unaware of the fine distinction that 
the govemment was putting on Dunwich as an institution rather than as an ordinary 
town. A letter to the newspaper complained that boat owners could not get stores at 
Dunwich as the store was not open.^' An attempt was made to correct the 
misunderstanding by putting notices in the papers every holiday, waming people that 
they were trespassing by coming into Dunwich. This failed to inform anyone but the 
most avid readers of the Brisbane courier.^"^ 
A letter to the paper in 1923 sarcastically thanked the benevolent asylum for the 
excellent treatment the writer received when he went to the retail store, and suggested 
that the alleged presence of the Queensland premier Theodore and cabinet minister 
McCormack who were camped somewhere nearby had something to do with it. A 
"Dunwich Official" replied that there was an enormous number of people who arrived 
at Dunwich. They wanted "everything" and were "a nuisance". The Royal Queensland 
Yacht Club entered the debate to say how courteous Dunwich officials always were.^ 3 
Dr Booth-Clarkson and his successor Dr Challands also opposed the intmsions 
of the day-trippers on the grounds that they interfered with the Aboriginal settlements at 
Myora and the One-Mile, Drink was as common a problem amongst the Aborigines as 
amongst the inmates. Fights after drinking bouts were a regular occurrence. On one 
occasion, a man drank himself into a stupor on board the Otter and became an 
unwilling and undetected passenger back to the mainland, where he was forced to wait 
for several days until the boat retumed to Dunwich. 
*' "Getting stores at Dunwich for outsiders", Dunwich cuttings book, JOL. 
^2 "Sacred Dunwich: Trespassers wamed", Dunwich cuttings book, JOL. 
*3 Letter of D. Lighted, "Holidays afloat", Brisbane courier, 12 January 1923, p. 8; Letter of 
one of the Dunwich officials, "Dimwich officials", Brisbane courier 18 January 1923, p. 13; Commodore 
Queensland Yacht Club James Clark, "Dunwich officials", Brisbane courier, 9 February 1923, p. 12. 
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The superintendents saw the Aboriginal community on Stradbroke Island in 
much the same way as most white people of their time, as irresponsible natives in need 
of care and protection. They needed the patemai supervision of the asylum, and thus its 
control was spread beyond its official boundaries to encompass Myora. The Aborigines, 
on the other hand, were not officially welcome at Dunwich unless they were working. 
A staff member recalls an old sign on tiie veranda of the Victoria Hall, "Full bloods, 
half castes and quarter castes not allowed in institution ground after 6 o'clock", 
although by the time he was there during the 1940s, this was no longer adhered to.**"* 
Another resident remembers that the Aborigines were separated from whites when they 
were in the hall watching shows.^ ^ 
There was a school at Myora for the Aborigines. A teacher, Mr Bensted, was 
responsible for ten children and was part time supervisor for about thirty people on the 
reserve. He co-operated with the benevolent asylum in performing his task, but 
experienced difficulties. Following a disturbance in 1928, he reported in fmstration, 
"My native police is very littie use as he seems afraid". The reported laziness, slyness 
and lack of co-operation, even aggression, was an expression of the resentment of the 
benevolent asylum and govemment domination of their lives. They were no longer 
willing to accept at face value that anything done was for their ultimate benefit. 
The solidarity of the Myora people became evident when Bensted left in 1929. 
Bamey McKenna, the director of education, decided not to replace the teacher and to 
send the Myora children to Dunwich school.^ ^ The Myora building was condemned and 
the Dunwich teacher, Mr McPhail, took the usable stock from Myora back to Dunwich 
'^* Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 1990. 
^^  John Curtis, Interview, 19 September 1990. It appears that amongst the Dunwich people, staff 
was segregated from inmates. 
^^  Letter of director of education to under secretary, 5 September 1929, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4684, letter 7464 of 1929. 
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and threw out the rest. Sam Rollands, the dugong fisherman and an important 
community identity, protested to the chief protector of Aborigines, drawing to the chief 
protector's attention the importance of the school as a local social centre where picnics 
and dances were held. Lights had been bought so that the building could be used at 
night. "^^ The mothers of the children also wrote, expressing their concem at the two and 
a half miles the children would have to walk and the risk of their being bitten by snakes 
on the track. ^ * 
In a private letter to Bensted, one mother, Mabel Brown, communicated the 
concem felt by the loss of an important community centre and a school which the 
Myora people felt was their own.^' Furthermore, she expressed the vulnerability felt by 
the group when they had been deprived of the old teacher's protection. This had hardly 
been allayed by McPhail's swoop on the school to remove various items. Rumours in 
the unsettied atmosphere were rife. "Last week we heard everyone is going to be sent to 
Brambah [Cherbourg] this week its all the kids going to Dunwich", she wrote. "We 
often said when you go away from here we dont know what we all do or what will 
happen to this place". Bensted relayed this letter to the chief protector,''o 
The protests were successful. Mr Morrison, the farm foreman at Barambah 
[Cherbourg] was retiring, and had two daughters. Morrison took on the supervisor's 
position and one daughter became the teacher, both in part-time positions, at £ 100 and 
^^ Letter of Sam Rollands to chief protector of Aborigines, 16 September 1929, QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4684, letter 7465 of 1924. 
^* Letter of mothers of Myora school children to chief protector of Aborigines, 9 October 1929, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 07464 of 1924. 
*^ ' The writer identified herself in the letter to Bensted simply as "Mabel", but "Mabel Brown" 
appears in the list of parents protesting the removal of the school. The letters from Sam Rollands and the 
mothers of the Myora children are in her hand. 
^° Letter of Mabel [Brown] to P. Bensted, 10 September 1929, QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, 
attached to letter 7464 of 1929 under letter 5293 of 1943. The children were by this time attending 
Dunwich school, but many islanders regarded this as temporary. 
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£60 a year respectively.^' Morrison was able to manage fairly well, until he tumed 
sixty-five in 1932 and the issue of his retirement came up. The under secretary 
proposed that, if the chief protector had no objections, he could stay on in the position. 
The chief protector wrote back: 
I would advise that since Mr Morrison's appointment to the control of this 
reserve there has been a most noticeable improvement in the discipline of the 
people: harmony of the establishment and the general contentment, and the 
institution generally is mnning quite smoothly and satisfactorily.''2 
Each year, his position was reviewed, and each year he was kept on. Finally, in 
1941, he retired and the tiny Myora settlement was moved to the One-Mile."^ 3 
The picture of peace and harmony painted by the chief protector was not an 
accurate one. The beginning of Morrison's term of office was marred by conflict and 
tragedy, and until 1946, there would be frequent disputes between the benevolent 
asylum and the local people who worked at Dunwich. 
During the 1920s the home office was unaware of the extent to which the 
medical superintendents were losing their control over Stradbroke Island. They 
themselves did not seem to understand that they were fighting a losing battie. They had 
^' Letter of chief protector of Aborigines to under home secretary, 19 September 1929 & 
Memorandum of public service commissioner to imder home secretary, 15 November 1929, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 7879 of 1929. 
^^ Letter of under secretary to chief protector of Aborigines, 29 November 1929, & Letter of 
chief protector of Aborigines to under secretary, 8 December 1929, QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 
9581 of 1929 under letter 5293 of 1943. 
^3 Letter of public service commissioner to under secretary, 5 August 1941, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4684, letter 8017 of 1941; Minute of public service commissioner to under secretary, 24 September 
1941, QSA Dunwich batch A/4684 letter 9931 of 1924; Letters of deputy director of native affairs to 
under secretary: 8 September 1941, QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 9175 of 1941: 18 November 
1941, QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, under letter 9931 of 1943: 25 November 1941, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4684, letter 9931 of 1943: 11 March 1942, QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 2112 of 1942: 10 June 
1942, QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 4721 of 1942: 7 April 1943, QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, 
letter 3181 of 1943. 
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scored one victory, by persuading the lands department not to allow any more pastoral 
occupation of the island, but even that occurred only when it was becoming evident that 
Stradbroke Island was unsuitable for selection. On the oUier hand, they had failed to 
drive Richard Hargraves off Mount Scott, or stop Bert Levinge and Evelyn Ellis from 
taking up selections. A few half-hearted gestures were insufficient to halt the rising 
flood of weekend and holiday visitors, which would cause more trouble than could a 
handfiil of selectors. The emergence of the Aboriginal people as a more self-aware 
community was ignored. 
From 1910 to 1930 a strong willed, experienced manager like Dr Booth-
Clarkson was able to dominate the situation by the strength of his personality. He 
combined a rare talent for management with the good fortune of being in charge before 
the institution's position had deteriorated very far. It was too much for others, who 
were forced to rely more heavily on their authority, which had not been changed or 
reinforced since the new regulations of 1906 were gazetted. Neither the regulations nor 
the ability to enforce them were adequate for the purpose to which they were being put, 
the extension of the benevolent asylum's power over Stradbroke Island. It was soon to 
be seen that they did not even allow the medical superintendent to exert control over the 
benevolent asylum. 
* * * 
Two events in 1930 and 1931 showed what littie authority the officials of the 
benevolent asylum had over Dunwich. They were the incident causing the death of 
nineteen year old Hector Ruska and the vain attempts to stop the illegal traffic in 
alcohol. Together they demonstrated the reversal which the institution had experienced 
in its relations with its neighbours. Once able to forestall land grants anywhere on 
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Stradbroke Island, the superintendent could no longer even stop gang fights inside the 
institution. 
In October 1931 R.S. Exton and Company sent over some painters who were 
living at Dunwich while they worked on the benevolent asylum buildings. The local 
young men became jealous that their girls were paying too much attention to the 
painters, who represented the greener grass in the next field. When two of the painters 
went for a Sunday night walk to the cemetery with two of the girls, a group of the 
young men followed the couples and pelted them with eggs. Angry words were 
exchanged before the gathering broke up. 
On the following evening, Dunwich resembled the set of a cowboy movie, with 
small groups of young men walking up and down the streets looking for a fight. Word 
had gone around that the locals were looking for the painter who had "threatened to 
knock the bark off us", and most of the painters kept in groups for protection. A gang 
caught one of them at the jetty, but left when other people were seen who might be 
witnesses. 
At about 7.30 p.m. another four painters were confronted by thirteen local 
youths and a fight began, but stopped when the postmistress. Miss May Burmp, called 
out from her front fence, "Don't be silly boys". As she went inside, the fight started 
again, and one of the painters, Thomas McGuire, was knocked down. Another, Noel 
('Bluey') Phillips, tried to protect him while the other two ran off. McGuire stmggled 
to his feet and ran to the postmistress's house for help. As the two retumed the fight 
broke up, leaving Phillips on the ground, unconscious from the kicking he had 
received. 
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The chief attendant considered that the incident was serious as he believed that 
Phillips could have been killed. Police were called and arrived to make investigations 
on Tuesday moming. Hector Ruska, son of the Aboriginal gang bossman and a lesser 
participant in the events, watched in growing terror as one by one his friends were 
found and questioned. He became convinced that he would be arrested and taken to 
gaol, where he had spent a short time two years previously for a minor offence. He told 
his friends that he had no intention of going back to gaol but did not elaborate on this 
before retuming home. There he committed suicide.'^ '* 
Ruska was not to know that neither the police inquiries nor the investigation by 
Dr Challands assigned to him more than a minor part in the events.^^ The painters were 
too fiightened of reprisals to lay charges. The Aboriginal Protection Act could only be 
used against people who were "Aboriginals or half castes (50% fiillblood)" and even 
recommendations of removal were not carried out. The only action taken was against 
Peter Byers who was retumed to Barambah.^ ^ 
This incident had a sobering effect on the local youths. Challands penned a 
quick letter: 
The Xmas season passed off quitely [sic] none of the outsider Iselin s, 
Costelloes or Campbells visited the settiement and possibly the death of 
young Ruska and the fact of the Police taking the statements of various men 
^* Report [by constable Gallagher] re assaults by Aboriginals on painters employed at Dunwich 
on nights of 12th & 13th October 1930 to Brisbane police inspector 16 October 1930, QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4686, letter 8971 of 1930. The police statements of Nuggan and Nufong give the most 
comprehensive accounts of the events. 
^^  Letter of medical superintendent Dr Challands to under secretary, 11 November 1930, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 8971 of 1930. 
^^  Letter of chief protector of Aborigines to under secretary, 15 December 1930, QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4686, letter 8971 of 1930. 
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has had good effect. It may have convinced the leaders of the seriousness of 
the business.^ "^  
The incident demonstrated the anarchy that existed in the benevolent asylum. 
None of the people involved in what was called "the egg throwing incident" were from 
the institution itself. There was no way that the medical superintendent could prevent 
people's entry or eject them when they overstayed their welcome. If police were 
needed, they were not available. The inability of officials to act quickly and decisively 
was usually annoying and inconvenient. In this case it cost a life. 
Challands raised the same legal question as had Dr Stockwell thirty years 
previously. Could he remove from the benevolent asylum one of the part Aboriginal 
youths who was causing trouble? The chief protector said that either someone was an 
Aborigine or he was not. If he was, then the medical superintendent could have him 
sent to a reserve. If he was not, he could be expelled without any consideration of 
where he would go.^ * Dr Challands remained unconvinced that the issue was so simple. 
It took the under secretary to convince the vacillating medical superintendent that he 
could expel anyone, whether that person worked at the asylum or not.^' This glib 
assessment had been of no use previously for Stockwell, and it was of no more value 
thirty years later for Challands. 
A few months later, in 1931, a major operation was mounted to stamp out the 
illegal traffic in alcohol after an undercover agent exposed a sly grog business within 
the benevolent asylum. Further investigation revealed that some of the people were 
^^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Challands to under secretary, 5 January 1931, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 10443 of 1931. 
^* Letter of chief protector of Aborigines to under secretary, 5 January 1931, QSA Dunwich 
batch A/4686, letter 10443 of 1931. 
^ ' Letter of under secretary to medical superintendent Dr Challands, 13 January 1931, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 10443 of 1931. 
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supplying liquor from outside the institution. A tip-off resulted in a man with alcohol 
being detained by the Cleveland police at the One-Mile, on the Dunwich boundary. He 
was taken back to the mainland to face charges of having brought alcohol into Dunwich 
in order to sell to the inmates and the Aborigines. "An old Dunwich inmate" wrote a 
letter accusing "the boss of the messroom", who always retumed from town with a 
large supply, of being the "biggest dealer in mm". Another man had a friend, usually a 
young man, sometimes a young woman, bring supplies on the Otter,^ ^ 
On 7 September the home secretary received a letter informing him that a 
woman who took mm into Dunwich hidden in her underclothes would be going down 
on the following day. The police used a special agent, Arthur Ellis who, with his wife, 
boarded the Otter and watched the suspects, Mary Menion and Annie Morgan. An 
officer from the traffic branch watched the Elisses. Constable Lucy was at Dunwich 
when the Otter landed, and he was approached by the officer from the traffic branch, 
who identified himself. No sooner had this happened than Lucy was called onto the 
boat by the master. Captain Junner who wanted to inform him that Mary Menion and 
Annie Morgan were carrying alcohol. The constable followed the women and 
confronted them. The Ellisses retumed and identified themselves. They pointed out two 
more women who were going into the institution, but when Constable Lucy and Mrs 
Ellis stopped and searched them, nothing could be found. Back in the search room at 
the boat shed Mary Menion's bag was found to contain five bottles of mm.** The police 
had acted too swiftly, and with a total lack of co-ordination. Mary Menion could be 
*^  Letter of anonymous to under secretary, n.d., QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, attached to letter 
3271 of 1931. 
*' Letter of anonymous to under secretary, 12 September 1931: Statement of A. Ellis to 
licensing inspector, 9 September 1931; Police department letter S.G. 5843 of 1931: Report of Constable 
Smith to licensing inspector, 15 September 1931: QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 9007 of 
1931. 
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charged with bringing alcohol into the benevolent asylum, but not with trafficking. She 
had the audacity to ask officially for the retum of her confiscated property.*^ 
On 5 November the police stmck again. A constable followed a man called 
George Hamilton from die Otter to the wards, where he was apprehended in company 
with a female inmate called Matilda Barry. Hamilton was a frequent visitor who was 
known for supplying alcohol to various inmates and Barry was always dmnk when he 
left, but when he was searched the bottie of wine he had brought was found still in his 
bag. The charges of supplying the wine could not stand.*3 
The authority of the benevolent asylum was becoming a laughing-stock. The 
Myora Aborigines were mnning a two-up school in Dunwich, day trippers were coming 
and going at will, and even with informants giving accurate information, the police 
were unable to make an impression on the alcohol traffic. Finally, new regulations were 
drafted: 
85. No person shall land or visit the Asylum or be within the boundaries 
thereof without a permit duly signed by the Minister or an authorized officer 
of his Department. 
86. No person or employee or inmate shall bring to the Asylum any 
intoxicating liquor, dmgs of any description, or any article or thing which in 
the opinion of the Medical Superintendent is likely to disturb the harmony 
and discipline of the Asylum. 
90. Upon conviction for an offence against the Regulations hereinbefore 
mentioned the offender shall be liable for a fine not exceeding fifty pounds in 
default of payment of the fine to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding 
six months.*^ 
*^  Letters of police commissioner to home secretary: 29 October, 17 November, 8 December, 
and letter of home secretary to police commissioner, 17 December 1931, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, 
under letter and letter 9007 of 1931. 
*3 Letters of police commissioner to under secretary: 6 November 1931 & 12 November 1931, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 8769 of 1931. 
*'* Amended regulations for the general management of the Dunwich benevolent asylum (draft), 
11 June 1931, QSA Dunwich batch A/4683, letter 4595 of 1931. 
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It was planned to enforce the new regulations by searching visitors at the jetty 
and prohibiting entry to anyone not holding a permit. The home office also speculated 
on the advantages of having Dunwich declared a town iri order to bring it under the 
jurisdiction of die Towns Police Act. The crown solicitor was doubtful about most of 
the ideas proposed. He was not sure whether the asylum could be called a town, and he 
was certain that a regulation empowering search of people other tiian inmates or 
employees exceeded the superintendent's authority. An altemative which would be just 
as effective was to make the issue of a permit conditional on the holder agreeing to a 
search. Rule 90, imposing fines and imprisonment, was illegal and would have to be 
dropped.*^ 
The crown solicitor's advice was taken and the drafts of the regulations were 
altered accordingly. Dunwich was not declared a town, but the legal authority of the 
medical superintendent over the surrounding land was confirmed by an order in council 
declaring the area a "Charitable Institution" so that Section 36 of the proposed 
Vagrants, Gaming and Other Offences Act would apply. People who contravened the 
act would be liable to penalties. No alcohol would be allowed there, a mling which 
later prompted a query on the position of alcohol in the homes of staff, most of whom 
lived within the gazetted area.*^ Permits were issued on the understanding that the 
holder had consented to a search, and people without permits were not allowed within 
the area gazetted and officially designated. Anything "which in the opinion of the 
medical superintendent is likely to disturb the harmony and discipline of the Asylum", 
was banned, and a regulation was added prohibiting anything being given or sold by 
any employee or inmate without the sanction of the medical superintendent. 
*^  Memorandum of crown solicitor to under secretary, 11 June 1931, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4683, letter 4595 of 1931. 
86 QGG, 27 February 1932, vol. 138, no. 63, p. 1133; Memorandum of under secretary to 
home secretary, 21 May 1934, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 4446 of 1934. 
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Camping around Dunwich became increasingly prevalent and subject to formal 
mles. A note from the under secretary was sent to applicants, giving permission at a fee 
of 5 shillings a week, subject to the area being kept clean and tidy and a latrine service 
being arranged with the institution,*^ 
In May a policeman was finally stationed at Dunwich on a permanent basis.** 
This move to enforce the regulations was probably more important than drafting new 
regulations, which, without a means of enforcement, would have been as ineffective as 
the old ones. 
In June the new regulations goveming Dunwich were complete.*' The master of 
the Otter was advised that the police were taking from him the handling of visitors' 
permits.'^ The Vagrants, Gaming and Other Offences Act allowing for penalties to be 
imposed for breaches of the regulations goveming Dunwich and any charitable 
institution, was introduced into parliament, and was passed on 16 December. On the 
strength of this, the home secretary released a press statement on 20 November, 
outiining what had been done and affirming that: 
The Department is determined that offenders against the above provisions 
will be prosecuted with the utmost rigour of the law... It is confidentiy 
anticipated that the undesirable happenings which have occurred at the 
Institution in the past will very speedily be stamped out.'* 
*^  Memorandum of under secretary, 7 December 1937, Notice book (attendants for reference), 
1935-1946, Collection of Eventide Home. Home office letter registers show increasing numbers of 
applications each year to camp near Dunwich for holiday seasons, principally Christmas and Easter. 
** Letter of medical superintendent Dr Challands to under secretary, 21 May 1931, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 3998 of 1931. 
*' Letter of medical superintendent Dr Challands to under secretary, 19 June 1931, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 4776 of 1931. 
^ Memorandum of acting under secretary to home secretary, 19 June 1931, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4686, letter 4776 of 1931. 
" Press statement of home secretary, 20 November 1931, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 
9027 of 1931. 
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These were fine words, and the immediate problems abated, but the benevolent 
asylum was still unable to reach a satisfactory relationship with its neighbours. 
The regulations gazetted in 1932 contained a profound change in the relationship 
between the benevolent asylum and the visitor. No longer was the onus on the medical 
superintendent to show that a visitor had alcohol or intended to disturb the "harmony of 
the institution". Now the superintendent could take pre-emptive action to prevent 
incursions, and with a police presence, the regulations could be enforced on the spot -
at least in theory. Dr Challands' annual reports contained favourable comments on the 
behaviour of the inebriates for the first time in four years. Complaints about 
excursionists and the Myora residents all but vanished. It appeared that the authorities 
had finally managed to gain control of the Dunwich area. It was not so. 
The medical superintendents had thought in terms of "the benevolent asylum" 
and "the outsiders". The regulations which reflected this thinking, in conjunction with 
the police station at Dunwich, were able to handle people who fell into this category, 
principally the visitors. But there was a large number of people who were not. These 
included local people who were workers at Dunwich and their families, or the few 
people who lived at Myora but had no connection with the benevolent asylum. Staff 
members had family or social relationships with the Myora people, further complicating 
matters.'^ Some people had legitimate business in Dunwich but not with the benevolent 
asylum. Could the medical superintendent refuse a permit to enter the asylum to a 
Myora resident who was commuting to the mainland on the Otter in order to work? 
Could he stop a staff member visiting his wife's family at the One-Mile? The medical 
superintendent was still helpless when faced by an individual determined to cause 
difficulty to his officials. 
'2 Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 1990. 
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These weaknesses were exposed when the new medical superintendent, Dr 
Tumbull, tried to expel an unmly inmate, John Riley, in 1935. He had been causing 
trouble for some time before Nielsen the herdsman reported to Tumbull diat Riley had 
used a horse without permission, taken it to Amity, kept it out all night and abused it. 
Tumbull wrote to the under secretary: 
He has frequentiy roamed the Institution at night, using the buggy horse 
without permission to go to the Borey's house at the One Mile and other 
places - on Wednesday last went to Amity Point without permission. 
On the 26th ultimo he assaulted Mr Robert Gordon. He threw Gordon - aged 
74 - to the ground and banged his head thereon without any provocation. 
He has also been mixed up with the improper use of drink.'3 
Later, Tumbull expanded on his account of Riley's misdeeds: 
His attack on Mr R. Gordon was the climax of a series of misconducts. 
On May 15th 1934 he was reported associating with a female inmate without 
permission under trees in the dark after the picture entertainment. 
He has frequentiy been absent from his wards during the night without 
permission.''* 
It was easy to discharge Riley but he was not going to be disposed of quickly. 
He appealed against his dismissal, lost, and retumed within a month on a perfectiy legal 
errand - to collect his rations, which were handed out to him at Dunwich. While doing 
this, he visited his old friends at the asylum, making a mockery of the disciplinary 
action that had been taken three weeks before. A fmstrated Dr Tumbull wrote to the 
'3 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 21 May 1935, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 46 of 1935. 
''* Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under home secretary, 22 January 1935, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 46 of 1935. 
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under secretary to find out whether Riley could be made to collect his rations at another 
police station.'5 
Riley retumed to Stradbroke Island in March, when he stayed with a family at 
the One-Mile. Tumbull reacted by suggesting that a new regulation be drafted, 
providing for a £ 50 fine for people who were in the asylum boundaries without a 
permit, a repetition of the suggestion made by his predecessor in 1931. The crown 
solicitor reiterated that the fine would be illegal. Tumbull was told that the regulation 
was unnecessary, and that the problem was only minor. Riley finally faded away, but 
other trespassers did not.'^ 
In 1937 Tumbull sought another legal opinion on the subject of trespass and the 
rights of the benevolent asylum over the comings and goings of its inmates. He likened 
the institution to a prison, where an authority had the responsibility for the care of large 
numbers of people. A department of justice memorandum spelled out how difficult the 
situation was. Dunwich was not "the enclosed lands of any other person" but crown 
reserve land. Therefore Tumbull was trying to control an institution with the population 
of a small town straddling the main thoroughfare to the rest of the island, but without 
the jurisdictional rights of an ordinary householder. Furthermore, the benevolent 
asylum was a charitable institution, established to give refuge to unfortunate people who 
needed help. It was not a prison, and not designed to restrict the movement of people, 
so the solutions which a prison could apply to the problems of intmders and recalcitrant 
inmates were not available to the asylum. The only scrap of help the memo gave was 
the suggestion that if intmders could not be dealt with under the Vagrants, Gaming and 
'^ Letter of inmate John Riley to under secretary, 8 January 1935 & Letter of medical 
superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 21 January 1935, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 46 
of 1935. 
'^ Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 21 May 1937 & Letter of 
under home secretary to medical superintendent Dr Tumbull, 7 April 1935, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, 
letter 693 of 1935. 
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Other Offences Act, special legislation would have to be drafted rather than new 
regulations. Tumbull battied on trying to regulate the movements of outsiders while 
armed only with regulations which allowed him to keep people out only if they wanted 
to be kept out. As in the Riley case, he could do no more than continue to eject tiiem 
and hope that they would not retum. If they did, he could do no more than eject tiiem 
again.'^ Memoranda were issued to staff like one in 1935; "Until further notice, ex-
inebriates Percy Bell and Harold Vincent James are not to be allowed to land at 
Dunwich".9* 
The benevolent asylum was not even free of territorial violations by other 
govemment departments. Over many years, Myora residents who worked at Dunwich 
had built houses at the One-Mile. In 1932 the portmaster decided that he wanted the 
land, which was designated as fishing reserve, for the sub-inspector of fisheries.'' 
People who had been living there applied for permission to stay. J.J. Borey, a licensed 
fisherman had occupied the land for five years. R. Perry also had a house there, 
although not in die usual sense of the expression, as it was stacked in the comer of Mr 
Gunn's yard. Perry explained that he had moved the house from Amity Point "as some 
larikins were in it through the holidays and knocked it about a bit". As Mr Gunn was 
leaving in a month. Perry was asking permission to take over his house with the garden 
and fmit trees. Oysterman Markwell Brown, carpenter Raff who had a tent, G. Carter 
'^ Memorandum of department of justice to under secretary, 7 April 1937, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4685, letter 4680 of 1937. 
'* Memorandum of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to head attendant, 7 March 1935, 
Collection of Eventide Home, Notice Book (attendants for reference), 1935-1946. 
' ' Letter of portmaster to under secretary, 8 November 1932 & Letter of land administration 
board, 6 December 1932, QSA Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 57435 of 1932. 
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and Watts were diere as well, although they did not apply for permission with the first 
three. The Costelloes also applied for permission to stay.'o^ 
This was not a satisfactory arrangement to Dr Challands who, as usual, was 
consulted on anything to do with his domain. The Costelloes had been involved in the 
assault on the painters two and a half years previously, and the Cleveland police had 
considered them to be among the greatest trouble makers there. Borey, who would later 
play host to the ejected inmate John Riley, had been thrown out because of his 
"unsatisfactory living conditions", on which Tumbull did not elaborate.'°i 
Although the proposal was an opportunity to get rid of the undesirable element, 
the gazetted boundaries caused an even greater problem. A visitor agreed with Dr 
Challand's objections, commenting, "It is close to the Institution, in fact, cuts through 
the present Cemetery. If persons are allowed to put up residences it will certainly be to 
the disadvantage of the Institution".^^^ 
Eventually a compromise was reached. The fishing reserve was cancelled, but 
fishermen were still able to dry their nets as they had always done. The One-Mile 
residents stayed, but not for any concem felt about their rights. They were simply lucky 
that the reserve interfered with the cemetery.*^ 
•00 Letters of J.J. Borey to chief inspector of fisheries, 14 November 1932; R. Perry to inspector 
of fisheries, 14 November 1932; Markwell Brown to secretary marine department, 21 January 1933; 
F . C , C. & Stanley Costelloe to inspector of fisheries, 22 January 1933; R. Perry to harbours and marine 
department, 4 February 1933, QSA Dunwich batches A/4684, under letter 7119 of 1943. 
'01 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Challands to under secretary, 29 March 1933, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 1635 of 1933. 
'02 Memorandum of medical superintendent Dr Challands to under secretary, 26 July 1933, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 2687 of 1933. 
•03 QGG, 20 May 1933, vol. 140, no. 122, pp. 1813-4; QGG, 10 March 1934, vol. 142, no. 
63, p. 996; Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 28 September 1933, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4685, letter 6677 of 1933. 
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In 1935 there was one last attempt to move the Aboriginal population. Dr 
Tumbull, who had just taken over the position of medical superintendent, complained 
that there were too many coloured people hanging around the institution, a situation 
which he claimed led to immorality. The specific case which sparked off Tumbull's 
complaint was that of Emily Delaney whose mother lived at Myora. She was at the 
hospital to be treated for nausea and vomiting associated with pregnancy. It was her 
third illegitimate child, tiiis time allegedly to one of the inebriates. Her sister had 
married a white man "under duress" three or four months previously, and they were 
living at Dunwich. "As far as I am able to judge, a similar fate awaits the majority of 
the younger coloured set at Dunwich", Tumbull wrote when he recommended much 
closer supervision.'04 
He also wrote to the chief protector of Aborigines, suggesting the removal of all 
coloured people from the island. The chief protector considered the recommendation in 
the light of a report made by his deputy earlier that year, A new act in 1934 had 
changed the definition of who would come under his jurisdiction: 
As the people were not on an Aboriginal Reserve and were under the control 
of the Dunwich Authorities.., the view was taken that even were aboriginal 
breed proved, the exercise of dual authority would not be advisable. 
However, with the amendment of the Aboriginal Protection Acts of 1934, the 
majority of these people now come within the ambit of these Acts and if 
assistance can be given towards indicating those that should be removed to 
other Settiements, this Office will readily give its help to improve the 
condition of things.'o^ 
The report found the Myora Reserve was not in good condition. The soil was of 
poor quality and unsuitable for agriculture. At least some of the houses were urgent 
need of repair. Sanitary conditions were exceptionally bad. Permissive behaviour was 
•04 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 28 October 1935, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 12793 of 1935. 
•05 Letter of chief protector of Aborigines to under secretary, 25 November 1935, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 12193 of 1935. 
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indicated amongst young people, who went to the mainland and retumed lavishly 
dressed and with pocket money, "The natural inference is that they proceed to Brisbane 
to practice prostitution". One "boy" had venereal disease, Tne males, "even in 
employment are difficult to discipline". Population was estimated to rise in the next six 
years from about fifty to two hundred, mostiy fifteen and sixteen year olds. Although 
there was some employment provided by the fishing industry, almost all of the people 
were dependent on the benevolent asylum. 
There were inconsistencies in the report. Despite the conditions, the people 
seemed to be "healthy and contented". Regardless of the difficulty in getting them to 
work, the men gave "a reasonable retum for the wages paid". The Myora residents 
were castigated for travelling to or from the mainland and being able to "proceed 
through the institution to the house of some of their friends", and yet the benevolent 
asylum straddled the approach to the jetty, making it impossible to get to the mainland 
any other way. "A big proportion of [the people] were bom or have resided on or in the 
vicinity of Stradbroke Island all of their lives... These people regard Stradbroke Island 
as their home", stated the report, and yet plans were made to move them wherever was 
more convenient for the authorities. 
Three locations were suggested. The least radical was to place the reserve closer 
to Dunwich and move the Aborigines living at Dunwich there as well. Secondly, all the 
people could go to Cherbourg. As this would cause hardship to traditional coastal 
dwelling people, it was suggested that a new reserve be set up somewhere on the south 
coast.'0^ 
•0* Report of deputy chief protector of Aborigines, 28 January 1935, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4686, letter 2478 of 1935. 
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It was not until the following year that Dr Tumbull replied to the 
recommendation, and when he did it was to show that he had realised the dilemma that 
his predecessors had faced. He did not want to lose his workers, and many of the 
troublemakers were their dependents. He could not send the whole reserve away, nor 
even families of trouble makers. The process of finding and rounding up individuals for 
deportation was too difficult and had defeated other medical superintendents. He 
concluded that nothing should be done, not even to move the reserve onto the 
benevolent asylum land, as die cost of building maintenance would be excessive, ^ o^  
The predictions contained in the report proved incorrect. Numbers on the Myora 
reserve decreased, until in 1941 the remaining few people were moved to the One-Mile, 
more because of convenience and economics than immorality or misbehaviour. 
Disputes with the local people continued during the 1930s and 1940s, but moved 
to a new area. As the medical superintendents no longer felt capable of controlling the 
Aborigines' home lives, they did their best to control their work. Criticisms were made 
that they were lazy and irresponsible, while the local men responded by demanding 
better working conditions and higher wages. There was a growing consciousness of 
trade unionism, but the unions were often unwilling to represent Aborigines. The 
argument was finally resolved not by the removal of the Aborigines, but by the removal 
of the benevolent asylum to Sandgate in 1946.'o* 
The picture which emerges in the final years is extemally very different to that 
of the benevolent asylum in previous times but under the surface quite similar. Every 
year the number of day trippers and holiday makers coming to and through Dunwich 
•07 Letter of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretary, 20 March 1936, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 2478 of 1936. 
•08 For relations with Aborigines as workers at the benevolent asylum as opposed to its 
neighbours, see chapter 5. 
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swelled and could not be stopped, although their behaviour was more orderly than 
previously. Part of the price paid for this was the enormous volume of permits that had 
to be written out. The mnning series of complaints between the local people and the 
benevolent asylum continued but usually the work place was now the excuse to carry on 
the hostility. The alcohol traffic, an open secret, was as healthy as ever, Govemment 
support was still minimal. The benevolent asylum continued to try to use an 
increasingly refined authoritarian mechanism to cope with the problems it was causing 
for itself. Officials still remained unaware that the benevolent asylum was not simply a 
govemment institution that happened to be located at Dunwich but was part of a 
complex social environment. 
* * * 
The home office and medical superintendents were never able to understand that 
the benevolent asylum belonged to rather than dominated the group of users of 
Stradbroke Island. Because they continued to see the asylum as the authority in the local 
area, reinforcement of that authority was the only solution used to handle conflicts with 
other users of the island. Regulations, the personal abilities of the superintendent and 
the use of police were developed and refined. Yet the conflicts did not abate because 
the wrong cure was being applied. 
Conflicts with other users were seen as threats to the authority of the benevolent 
asylum, to be fought and won not only to solve the problem at hand but in order to 
ensure that there would be no diminution in power. Such a view left no room for 
introspection on the part of the medical superintendent, who perceived the asylum to be 
always in the right and the other party always at fault. Neither was a distinction made 
between the seriousness of the problems causing conflict. The weekly invasion of day 
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trippers was treated in the same way as an argument over stray cattie. When the issue 
was the authority of the benevolent asylum, such distinctions were unimportant. 
Had conflict not been a public demonstration of power, it would have been seen 
for what it was - as arising from an ongoing relationship rather than as a series of 
isolated incidents. A distinction might have been made between incidents which 
comprised a real threat to the good order of the institution and those which were a 
dispute between neighbours, and both types could have been handled more efficientiy. 
As doctors and public servants, medical superintendents expected obedience and 
respect and were given control of a complex govemment institution which contained a 
large number of people who were unable or unwilling to express dissent. They were not 
likely to view the benevolent asylum in any other than patemalistic authoritarian terms. 
Outsiders were expected to show due deference and if they did, they were tolerated. 
They were allowed to visit the entertainments in the Victoria Hall and were employed at 
Dunwich. They could mn cattie on their own land. To the medical superintendents, 
generosity which could be removed arbitrarily was a demonstration of their authority 
over other users of the island. 
For these users, the development of the consciousness of their rights outstripped 
the benevolent asylum's understanding of the changes which were occurring, 
engendering further conflict. Nowhere is this more evident than in the Aborigines, the 
only other group of permanent residents. The change that had taken place within this 
group as it moved towards self-determination went largely unnoticed by the benevolent 
asylum except when it affected the group as a potential work force. 
The result was that relations between the benevolent asylum and other users of 
the island swung back and forward between periods of calm when the authority of the 
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asylum was not threatened and periods of conflict with any one of several groups. Over 
time, the comparative anarchy began to favour the other users rather than the 
institution. Regulations were introduced in order to protect the institution's interests 
rather than define its rights. When these proved insufficient, more were added. 
Eventually the institution was forced to withdraw, abandoning its claim on the large 
part of die island that did not lie within its carefully defined boundaries. Even then, the 
problems continued. 
Relations between the benevolent asylum and its neighbours were seen in the 
same authoritarian light which influenced its treatment of staff and inmates. Had things 
been viewed differently, there would have been an appreciation of the role that the 
asylum was playing locally and the interaction that was occurring between it and the 
others. Indeed, there would have been less of a sense of "others" and a greater 
understanding of individual differences among them. It would have been easier to see 
the difference between the three causes of conflict: an argument when the benevolent 
asylum was the aggressor, when the argument was simply a dispute between people 
occupying adjoining land, and when the intmder was a positive threat to the harmony of 
the institution. 
Most importantiy the basic inconsistencies which were the cause of so much 
trouble would have been made more obvious and action could have been taken to 
correct them rather than to patch up their manifestations. It is obvious that if an 
institution straddles the only road into a large area there will be a problem with 
outsiders straggling through the institution. The solution, to provide new access, is 
equally as obvious. Yet this solution was never proposed. 
Much of the blame for this can be laid at the feet of the home office and 
ultimately the govemment. The same littie thought was given to the benevolent 
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asylum's relations with its neighbours as was given to the difficulties experienced by the 
staff working there or the problems faced by the inmates. Specific solutions such as the 
request for police and the closing of leases, even the definition of boundaries, were 
accepted unwillingly as they cost time and money to implement. If the medical 
superintendents were expected to police campers, control Myora and maintain a 
govemment presence in the area as well as mn a huge institution on limited resources, 
they had littie choice but to react to conditions imposed upon them. 
It is unrealistic to expect the home office or institution officials to see the 
benevolent asylum in terms of models or analogies based on the scientific concepts of 
ecology which were not yet developed. There were, however, other maxims which 
could have been applied, but they were not. The old saying, "Good fences make good 
neighbours" would have been worth considering. The institution chose, by making no 
choice but to follow the example set by the govemment, to see its interaction with other 
groups of Stradbroke Island users in terms of its authority and its place in a system of 
authority. In doing so, it attempted endless authoritarian solutions to solve multifaceted 
organisational and social problems, thereby condemning itself to failure. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
NOT IN MY BACK YARD: 
The Closing of the Dunwich 
Benevolent Asylum 
Old men were walking in danger on the roads, under the influence of liquor. 
Others were in bars drinking, and a methylated spirit bottie was found near 
one man lying unconscious in the bush. He was taken away in the 
ambulance.' 
At the end of 1946 the Dunwich benevolent asylum suddenly ceased to exist. 
Between 3 and 8 October almost the entire institution was packed up and transported 
across to the mainland. Thirty-one of the 768 inmates went to the mental hospital at 
Goodna and the inebriates were sent on to the old prison farm at Marburg, but the 
majority stayed at north Sandgate, later called Brighton, where the Australian air force 
was vacating a base used during the second world war.^ There the "benevolent asylum" 
became "Eventide". Dismantling of the Dunwich site was completed by the handful of 
staff who stayed on the island until June 1947. Then, when there was virtually nothing 
of the asylum left, the order in council of 20 December 1934 designating Dunwich to 
be a public charitable institution under the act of 1885 was rescinded.^ 
Stunned staff and public searched for a reason for the move, whose swiftness 
was bound to attract comment. There was a certain agreement with the govemment 
statement, that the benevolent asylum had seen its day, but ulterior motives were 
' "Says govt, wanted Dunwich for private ventures". Courier-mail, 9 October 1946, p. 2. 
2 "'Eventide' Sandgate-First annual report for the year ended 30th June 1947", QPP 1948-9, 
vol. 2, p. 1110; "Institution for inebriates, Marburg", QPP 1948-9, vol. 2, p. 883; Neville Quaill, 
Interview, 20 September 1990. 
3 QGG 14 June 1947, vol. 168, no. 140, p. 2181. 
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suspected. Some said that it was done in retribution for a strike on the Otter, others that 
the move was forced by the scrapping of the Otter as there was no longer a link with 
the mainland. It was also suggested that the asylum was moved so that a holiday resort 
could be built or sand mining companies could start work on the island. Many of those 
with emotional attachments to Dunwich can still see no reason for moving the 
institution unless there was a sinister govemment plot.'* 
An analysis of the reasons for the move must separate cause from motivation. 
The cause was that the asylum was wom out in every sense and would have to be 
replaced. The reason the move occurred in 1946 rather than 1936, 1956 or even 1966 
lay in political motivation. In terms of the model for an institutional study, this chapter 
looks at the effect of the political environment on parliament's decision to closing the 
benevolent asylum at Dunwich. 
Whatever the immediate circumstances of the move may have been, the idea was 
hardly new. Suggestions that the asylum be relocated away from Stradbroke Island 
dated from 1871, when inspector of public institutions A.W. Manning had proposed 
altemative locations in an effort to have the institution placed somewhere permanentiy. 
For another seventy years, moves either in whole or in part were suggested. 
Recommendations that specific groups should be taken into their own institutions in 
order to have more effective care were common. Dunwich as a site for an institution 
was criticised on the grounds of remoteness, sometimes from the inmates' homes, 
sometimes from a population centre which could provide support services. 
** Gilbert Levinge, Interview, 17 September 1990; Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 
1990; Edna Duncan, Interview, 13 April, 1987. 
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In 1889 and 1892 medical superintendent Dr Smith suggested that the 
benevolent wards be put under the hospital committees as they had been before 1866, 
so the chronic cases would not have to be sent to Dunwich: 
Unless provision for such cases be made elsewhere, the working of this 
institution must, within a short time, become cumbrous from mere numbers. 
In the annual report for 1889 I suggested, as a remedy for the over-
concentration of inmates at Dunwich, the establishment of Benevolent wards 
in various inland and coastal centres.^ 
In 1897 Thomas Glassey MLA commented to parliament that he "had last year 
and the year before suggested the advisableness of erecting a new building on the 
mainland for the inmates of that institution, so they should not be banished to the island 
as they were at present". Glassey thought that it would be possible to build the 
institution fairly cheaply close to Brisbane where people could visit. Others disagreed 
with Glassey's estimates, including the home secretary who said that it would cost in 
the order of £50000. In Dunwich's defence the home secretary said that visitors from 
the other colonies praised the site. He also pointed out that its chief defect was the 
many purposes to which it was put, but 
With a view of meeting that objection the old Diamantina Orphanage, which 
would hold about 200 persons, was being renovated, and as soon as the work 
was finished those who were suffering from diseases which were offensive to 
others - incurable diseases of a contagious or infectious character, and 
especially the young who came under the category of epileptics - would be 
removed from Dunwich.^ 
Like all benevolent asylum decisions, this took a long time to implement. In 
1895 parliament had been told that, "Arrangements were being made to get back the 
Diamantina Orphanage from the Asylum authorities, and when that was done, it would 
5 DBA 1889 in QVP 1890, vol. 1, p. 1173; DBA 1891 in QVP 1892, vol. 1, p. 943. 
<• QPD 1897, p. 975. 
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be used as a hospital for the incurables, Dunwich being kept as a home for the aged".^ 
The hospital did not take patients until 1901. Even then, it had little effect on the 
numbers at Dunwich. 
In 1898, Glassey tried again, suggesting that in view of the social aspects of tife 
at Dunwich, the cottage system used in Britain be introduced, and pointing out that the 
only advantage of Dunwich was in keeping the inmates off the streets. He received no 
response.* Glassey was using the suggestions of Dr Smith, who once again was 
recommending a retum to the system of benevolent wards attached to hospitals, which 
Smith supported by referring to their use in Victoria.^ 
Married couples were among the specific groups which were suggested to be 
moved out of the benevolent asylum. In 1890 John Macrossan 
Wished to draw the hon. member's attention to the fact that there was a 
number of old married people there; and it would be far better for them to 
have separate cottages built for them than to keep them separate under the 
workhouse system. The cost of those cottages would not amount to very 
much. 
The suggestion was buried in what was to parliament the more serious matter of 
ensuring that the maximum number of inmates were made to work to pay for their 
keep.'° 
Separate institutions were proposed for the consumptives, whose medical 
treatment in the Stradbroke Island climate was the subject of continual debate. Sanatoria 
accepted only those numbers which they could handle or cases they wished to treat. 
•'QPD 1895, p. 910. 
8 QPD 1898, p. 740. 
' DBA 1898 in QVP 1899, vol. 4, p. 791. 
• O Q P D 1890, p. 1300. 
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leaving to stay at Dunwich those who missed out. In 1904 a sanatorium was considered 
for Ravenswood, but there was not the money to proceed. •• By 1930, tuberculosis had 
died down enough for the Dunwich camp to be closed, taking no new cases from 1930 
and allowing Westwood to accept the main part of the burden.'^ From 1938 to 1943 
when a new sanatorium was planned near Brisbane, tuberculosis units were 
progressively put into all hospitals.'^ Even so, reopening Dunwich to consumptives was 
seriously suggested shortly after the last cases had gone. 
Declaring Dunwich to be an inebriate institution was one of the more obvious 
follies of the administration of the time, but the mistake was never rectified despite the 
frequent mooting of schemes to set up a separate place for alcohol abusers. In 1906 the 
home secretary admitted that: 
The Govemment had several proposals before them at the present time with 
respect to an inebriate asylum. They might either start an asylum under the 
auspices of the State, or they might get the work done for the first year or 
two by some body. In the course of the next few weeks he hoped to be able 
to come to a decision on the matter. He thought it was a great mistake ever 
allowing the inebriates to go to Dunwich, as it had been productive of 
anything but good consequences. (Hear, Hear!)'"* 
An institution was suggested when the inebriates were moved back from Peel 
Island to Dunwich in 1916. Twelve men and six women would cause problems as "To 
mix them up with the ordinary Dunwich inmates would inevitably lead to serious 
trouble, as it did years ago when they were accommodated at Dunwich in this manner". 
Grandiose plans were made for the erection of an inebriate institution to avoid these 
problems, which got as far as suggesting that the wood in the buildings should be oiled 
1' QPD 1904, p. 1087. 
12 DBA 1930 in QPP 1931, vol. 1, p. 899. 
13 QPD 1938, p. 1119; QPD 1943, p. 857. 
•^QPD 1906, p. 1591. 
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rather than painted to keep costs down. Finally it was decided that it would be cheaper 
to remove the buildings from Peel Island. Between January and March 1917 a barge 
was borrowed from the harbours and marine department and the buildings were loaded 
up and shifted across to Dunwich where they were re-erected as part of the benevolent 
asylum complex.'* 
In 1926 a scheme was proposed to acquire A.J. Cumming's property 
"Rochedale" south of Brisbane, where a home could be erected "for inebriates and 
other unsuitable cases".'^ Once again, the plan lapsed, although it was raised again the 
following year when Dunwich's usefulness as an inebriate institution was questioned in 
parliament.'^ The inebriates were only relocated when the benevolent asylum closed. 
Vemon Winstanley used the information contained in the 1924 annual report to 
suggest unsuccessfully to parliament that people suffering from bronchitis, enteritis and 
diarrhoea should be housed where the climate would be more conductive to recovery, 
and those suffering from cancer and similar diseases should stay in their home 
districts.'* 
In 1930, medical superintendent Dr Challands continued the agitation for a 
reappraisal of Dunwich: 
Among the new inmates I notice that many are very debilitated and a great 
proportion mentally affected, and it looks as if this condition will increase, as 
we take over chronic cases from the Diamantina Hospital and the Brisbane 
General Hospital. This further emphasises the need of an intermediate 
'* Letter of medical superintendent Dr Row to under secretary, 29 August 1916, QSA WOR/A 
1017, letter 11721 of 1916. 
'^ Memorandum of under secretary William Gall, 30 March 1926, QSA HOM/B 69, letter 3100 
of 1926. 
'•'QPD 1927, p. 1311. 
•8 QPD 1925, p. 947. 
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hospital for mental cases. We are constantiy being asked if we would accept 
inmates who cannot be signed up but yet cannot be managed at home. Until 
fresh accommodation is provided we realise that we must take many of these 
cases, especially as other institutions are over-crowded." 
James Peterson MLA used Dr Challands' references to mental defectives in the 
1931 annual report to request that they be moved out, as they should not be allowed to 
mingle with the old but otherwise healthy majority of inmates.^ ^ 
A continual lack of concem for the needs of the people at Dunwich was 
reflected in unwillingness to spend money on their physical environment, while limited 
foresight in planning exacerbated the problem. The first wards, built before the 
benevolent asylum had moved to Dunwich and exposed to sea air, were in need of 
repair as early as 1874 but were allowed to deteriorate further before action was 
taken.^' From then on, there was a constant stmggle to find accommodation in 
decaying, drafty, leaking buildings which resulted in tents becoming a permanent 
feature.22 Special function buildings were provided gmdgingly. The cookhouse, built in 
1880, was already too small for the number of inmates by 1884.^ By 1898 the 
benevolent asylum needed even more wards, a better kitchen, laundry, and a new mess 
room for the men.^ ^ Work on the laundry and kitchen was commenced in 1908 and on 
the mess room in 1913, ten and fifteen years respectively after the first requests.^* 
'9 DBA 1929 in QPP 1930, vol. 1, p. 961. 
20 QPD 1932, p. 1216. 
2' DBA 1874, QSA COL/A 209, enclosed in letter 1487 of 1875; Letter of superintendent James 
Hamilton to under secretary, 6 August 1878, QSA WOR/A 221 of 1890, letter 2978 of 1878. 
22 DBA 1894 in QVP 1895, vol. 2, p. 141; Letter of inspector of works George Cryle to under 
secretary, 30 June 1913, QSA works department batches WOR/A 9050 of 1913, letter 7017 of 1913. 
23 DBA 1880 in QVP 1881, vol. 1, p. 415; DBA 1884 in QVP 1885, vol. 1, p. 645. 
2-* DBA 1898 in QVP 1899, vol 4, p. 791. 
25 DBA 1912 in QPP 1913, vol. 3, p. 40. 
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In 1902, Dr Stockwell stated just after he took up his position as medical 
superintendent: 
The unsatisfactory state of many of die buildings of the institution, 
particularly the offices of the Medical Superintendent, Assistant 
Superintendent, and dispenser, is a source of danger from which serious 
consequences might result.2* 
In 1917 Dr Macarthur requested: Electric light and power plant, hospital, hot 
water system, showers, sewerage, telephonette, staff residences, poultry yards, small 
launch, forage shed, brick store, administration block, tree planting and fish in the 
waterways. The artisans' quarters and jetty shed were under constmction at the time.27 
When Dr Booth-Clarkson made out his list in 1922, sewerage, lighting, the hot water 
system and a number of lesser jobs were still not started. He added to the list a new 
jetty attendant's hut and painting of the entire institution.2* 
By the time Dr Tumbull took up duty in 1935, the buildings were suffering 
from the ravages of time and exposure to salt air as well as the activity of borers in the 
wood. Staff houses had major defects or were too old to be habitable.29 The floor 
boards in the wards had been scmbbed so thin over the years that people tripped over 
the protmding nails.^^ xhe electricity plant was relatively new but inadequate. From an 
inexplicable break-down in October 1944 to the closing of the benevolent asylum in 
1946, the govemment attempted to buy a new system as cheaply as possible, but 
without success. In 1945 a new engine was obtained but not installed as it was too small 
26 DBA 1901 in QPP 1902, vol. 1, p. 772. 
27 DBA 1917 in QPP 1918, vol. 1, p. 1252. 
28 DBA 1922 in QPP 1923, vol. 1, p. 1077; Dickson, "Address on the Dunwich benevolent 
institution", p. 5. 
29 Notes on quarters at Dunwich, 1946, QSA Dunwich batch A/4687, letters 3546 of 1946 & 
12710 of 1938. 
•^^ Dickson, "Address on the Dunwich benevolent institution", pp. 5-7. 
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to match the generator.^' The water supply failed regularly when the pumps broke 
down. Cooked food had to be taken from the kitchen on one side of Dunwich to the 
female division on the other, condemning the women to an unending succession of cold 
meals. The cemetery was full.^ 2 
Neither the Otter nor the Karboora, the service vessels, were in good shape. 
The Karboora needed frequent overhauls or repairs which were performed in 1938, 
1940, 1941, 1942 and 1944." Bonty Dickson described die night Dr Tumbull took up 
duty in 1935, with rain squalls coming across from the south-east as, "His clothes were 
soaked as he boarded the boat, where the only light (an old issue kerosene lamp) was 
swinging from side to side as the launch rolled against the jetty". After sitting for some 
time huddled against the spray in the rolling cockpit, Tumbull asked for the toilet. 
Dickson handed him a "two gallon galvanized bucket".^^ 
Inclement weather during transit was not the only problem for a benevolent 
asylum situated on Stradbroke Island. William Walsh MLC recognised the 
administrative difficulties as early as 1884. Moving the establishment of the committee 
of inquiry in the legislative council he referred to Dunwich as "a more or less neglected 
institution" by the public and the govemment. He criticised remote locations of the 
benevolent and lunatic asylums, pointing out that the Dunwich inmates could not come 
^' Letter of manager state stores P.J. Ross to secretary main roads commission, 25 October 
1944; Letter of supervising mechanical engineer C. Douglas to medical superintendent, 11 December 
1945; Letter of manager Toowoomba Foundry to department of health and home affairs, 20 March 1946, 
File on generator, no letter numbers, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686. 
•'2 "Rejjort on Dunwich benevolent asylum by F.C. Tumbull acting medical superintendent 9th 
February 1935", QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 1605 of 1935, pp. 3, 15 A, 11; DBA 1915 in QPP 
1916, vol. 3, p. 1606; DBA 1929 in QPP 1928, vol. 1, p. 1226; Letter of medical superintendent Dr 
Tumbull to under secretory, 26 June 1939, QSA A/4754, letter 6579 of 1939. 
^^ Memorandum of assistant under secretory Roy Mackay, 25 May 1938, QSA A/4752, letter 
4928 of 1938; Letters of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretory: 24 June 1940, QSA 
B/572, letter 6123 of 1940: 31 July 1941, QSA B/573, letter 7716 of 1941: 23 September 1942, QSA 
B/574, letter 7629 of 1942: 10 February 1944, QSA B/576, letter 1554 of 1944. 
^^ Dickson, "Address on the Dunwich benevolent institution", p. 10. 
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and go easily, so a receiving depot and other place for handing out relief were still 
needed in Brisbane.^ ^ 
The inconvenience of having two institutions for the indigents instead of one 
was negligible compared with the problems experienced by the indigents and their 
attendants, who lived in exile from their homes, friends and relations. Inmates found 
themselves in barracks accommodation, bereft of privacy and stripped of their 
individuality. Conditions were littie better for the staff. Because standards of housing, 
sanitation, water supply and power remained largely unchanged, they declined against 
the rising community standards. 
Staff officers began to press their claim that they were not "on duty" day and 
night, and that they had private lives in which the benevolent asylum had no right to 
interfere. This was hard to reconcile with an institution in which most of its employees 
lived as well as worked, especially in the artificial social environment of Dunwich. 
When strict boundaries were defined for the asylum in a reaction to the encroachments 
of other people who wished to use Stradbroke Island for their own purposes - farmers, 
fishermen and holiday makers - the staff was further isolated. 
Even a visit to the dentist, for most people a routine affair, was made almost 
impossible because the benevolent asylum was so remote. While hospitals were 
unwilling to treat "charity cases" (the inmates), dentists were more interested in private 
practice than govemment employment. Staff needed to take two days to go to Brisbane 
for one appointment, made weeks in advance as they were not considered "regular 
clients".36 
35 QPD 1884, p. 9. 
36 Letters of medical superintendent Dr Tumbull to under secretory: 1 June 1938, 22 August 
1936; Letter of under secretory to manager of the Brisbane and South Coast Hospitols Board, 16 April 
1946; Minutes of meeting between Dunwich stoff welfare club and minister for health & home affairs, 15 
March 1945; Letter of minister for health &. home affairs to stoff member W.R. Coultas, 3 July 1946, 
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However time was mnning out for Queensland's whole system of institutional 
care. In England the workhouse system tottered and fell. A committee on post-war 
reconstmction agreed in 1918 that the poor law had outiived its usefulness. Serious 
defects were exposed in the early 1920s, leading to the Board of Guardians (Default) 
Act of 1926 in which the ministry of health was empowered to take over the 
management of badly mn workhouses. In March 1930 workhouses were abolished, 
although the practical effect of the new legislation on the paupers themselves is 
doubtful.37 In the United States protests began to be mounted over poorhouses during 
the 1920s, until the Social Security Act of 1935 guaranteed aged pensions. Further 
seemingly minor alterations took place, but they laid the foundations of post-war 
change. The Hospital Survey and Constmction (Hill-Burton) Act of 1946 was amended 
in 1954 to finance the constmction of nursing homes, determining their physical 
stmcture, staffing and quality of care, and setting minimum standards for the first 
time.38 
In Queensland the situation was much the same. Although the first Labor 
govemment was elected in 1915 on a platform of social benefits, most elements of 
reform remained inactive over the forty years (with the exception of Arthur Moore's 
brief term, 1929 to 1932) that Labor held power. 
P.K. Jordon has pointed out: 
The Labor Party took some thirty years to implement a programme of free 
hospital care despite the clear desire of the Party generally to achieve this 
much earlier and whilst Hanlon, as Minister for Health and Home Affairs and 
then Premier, had been outstanding in the welfare area, the idealism of the 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4686; Minutes of meeting between Dunwich stoff welfare club and minister for 
health & home affairs, 15 March 1945, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686 under letter 3396 of 1946. 
37 Longmate, The workhouse, pp. 276-285. 
38 Vladeck, Unloving care, pp. 30-44. 
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Labor Party was not fully translated into comprehensive humanitarian policies 
and actions during its years in power.39 
Premier T.J. Ryan announced during the 1915 campaign that health care and 
free hospitalisation was part of the party policy, which was reaffirmed by the 1916 
party conference. However, it was another five years before the govemment got around 
to doing anything substantial, in a bill which was rejected by the legislative council.'^ ^ 
Three key pieces of legislation relating to hospitals were passed. Tom Stopford's 
Hospitals Act of 1923 set up hospital districts controlled by bozu-ds, and was 
strengthened by several amendments. Ned Hanlon introduced the Hospitals Act of 1936 
with "The people who pay for the hospitals must have control of them".'" Free 
hospitals finally became a reality on 1 July 1946, due to the Hospitals Act of 1944 and 
commonwealth legislation in 1945, allowing payments of 6 shillings a day to the states 
for each patient. ^ 2 
During the 1930s and 1940s unprecedented numbers of health acts were passed 
through the Queensland parliament. Forty-five of the sixty-three of the acts listed by 
Ross Patrick as being passed between 1860 and 1969 belong to those twenty years.'*3 As 
high priority items fell into place, forward planning was begun on lesser areas as 
opposed to the reactive decision making which had so far dominated policy. In 1937 the 
first of the dental clinics was opened for those unable to afford the dentist. Despite this 
being affirmed to be part of Labor Party policy, only four more clinics had been started 
3 ' P.K. Jordan, "Health and social welfare", in Labor in power, ed. D. Murphy, R. Joyce & 
Colin Hughes (Brisbane: UQP, 1980), p. 313. 
^ Patrick, Health and medicine in Queensland, pp. 97-110. 
'»' QPD 1936, p. 1752. 
'*2 Patrick, Health and medicine in Queensland, pp. 75-8. 
^3 Patrick, Health and medicine in Queensland, p. 543-4. 
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by 1945.'*'* In 1938 the Mental Hygiene Bill was introduced into parliament. During this 
time, a vigorous building programme advertised the government's commitment to 
reform. In places away from public view such as Dunwich littie happened.^ ^ 
The minister responsible for many of these initiatives was Edward Michael 
("Ned") Hanlon, who became home secretary in 1932. He reorganised the home office 
to become the department of health and home affairs in 1935, and as the department's 
first minister instituted reforms to Queensland's health care and hospital programme. 
He is more remembered for this than for his later terms as treasurer from 1944 to 1946 
and premier from 1946 to 1952, when the benevolent asylum was moved.^ 
Hanlon was noted for his short temper and mthless determination, especially 
when confronted by strikes. Two of his major principles were to fight people he 
believed to be communists and to uphold court-supervised conciliation and arbitration.'*^ 
Kenneth Knight claims that Hanlon's "hot temper and assertive nature" made him 
enemies.'** The authoritarian premier believed that "To relent even a fraction was 
unbecoming weakness", carrying his autocratic and belligerent style even to cabinet 
meetings.'" Opponent Sir Thomas Hiley said that he 
^ Department of health and home affairs. At your service (Brisbane: Government Printer, 1938), 
p. 15; Patrick, Health and medicine in Queensland, p. 116. 
^^  Leggett, The organisation and development of Queensland hospitols in the twentieth century, 
p. 118. 
^ Jordan ("Health and Social Welfare", p. 319) shows credit given to Hanlon for introducing 
free public hospitols to be undeserved. In the public mind, the response is still, "Hanlon? Didn't he have 
something to do with the hospitols?" 
^^ J.D. Blackmur, "Industrial relations under an Australian stote Labor govemment: The Hanlon 
govemment in Queensland, 1946 1952", PhD thesis. University of Queensland, 1986, pp. 3-4. 
^* Kenneth W. Knight, "A city bushman: Edward Michael Hanlon" in The premiers of 
Queensland, ed. Murphy, Joyce & Cribb (St Lucia: UQP, 1990), p. 442. 
*' Frank Nolan, You pass this way only once: Reflections of a trade union leader (Queensland: 
Colonial Press, 1974), p. 149; Fitzgerald, Queensland: 1915 to the 1980s, p. 124. 
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Knew every trick in the parliamentary book and a few that weren't in the 
book... He was a master in the House. He was most astute and when he 
wanted to he could be as smooth as silk. When he wanted to he could be as 
dirty as you wish.^° 
These characteristics were evident when he used the declaration of a state of 
emergency to end the meat industry strike of 1946 and railway strike of 1948. People 
who remembered that Hanlon himself had been victimised because he was a union 
leader in 1912, saw him as a tumcoat who had allowed his earlier principles to succumb 
to the expediencies of office. Hanlon claimed that he simply did not believe that general 
strikes were an effective means to achieving the goal.^' 
Hanlon was succeeded as minister for health and home affairs by Tom ("Fine 
Cut") Foley, whose continuation of health services improvement included the transfer 
of the benevolent asylum to Sandgate, He held the record as the longest-serving 
politician before two scandals brought his political career to a close in 1960.^ 2 j ^ 1946 
contraband tobacco was discovered in his garage.^ 3 i^ , October 1956 he was expelled 
from the Labor Party for soliciting party funds from graziers in retum for offers of a 
stud lease.^ ^ This shabby end overshadowed his achievements, especially in those areas 
such as the benevolent asylum which were of littie public interest. 
The first significant innovation in Queensland's institutional care system came in 
1929, just before Hanlon became home secretary, with the opening of the long awaited 
"northem benevolent asylum". According to a memorandum written in 1932, a move 
from the central north to the coastal south was seen as "transportation", a punishment 
0^ Knight, "A city bushman", p. 457. 
5' Ibid., pp. 438-453; Fitzgerald, Queensland 1915 to the 1980s, p. 129. 
52 Ibid, p. 77. 
53 Ibid., p. 145. 
5" Ibid., p. 191. 
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for disability.55 The idea of catering for the northem indigents had been mooted in 
parliament as early as 1902, but nothing was done apart from inspecting the quarantine 
station on Magnetic Island and declaring water there to be inadequate for the purpose. 5^  
Two years later, the govemment was questioned about its plans for a northem 
institution, but there was no response.57 The question was avoided also in 1905, when 
Magnetic Island was once again brought up.58 In 1906 the home secretary "Hoped to be 
able, in the course of a few months, to get a scheme formulated, and to get the Cabinet 
to agree to it, for the establishment of a benevolent asylum in the Northem part of the 
State".5^ With the introduction of the commonwealth pension scheme in 1909, the state 
govemment anticipated decreasing numbers in the benevolent asylum and dropped the 
idea. Agitation for a benevolent asylum in the north resumed when the first Labor 
govemment was elected. Townsville hospital was deemed to be a good choice as many 
pioneers stayed there, but Charleville was also suggested by William Vowles.^° 
In 1925 Vemon Winstanley tabled a promise that the home secretary would 
investigate the possibility of a benevolent asylum at Charters Towers. "A very large 
number of old people residing in North Queensland have recently been asking when this 
home is likely to be established in the northem part of the State".^' Four years later, he 
got his way, by which time hospitals throughout northem and westem Queensland were 
complaining that they were crowded with benevolent cases. 
55 Memo of under secretory William Gall, 25 October 1932, QSA Gall collection A/8725, no 
letter number. 
56 QPD 1902, p. 848. 
5'' QPD 1904, p. 1086. 
5» QPD 1905, p. 1239. 
59 QPD 1906, p. 1591. 
^ QPD 1915-16, pp. 2413-14. 
<•' QPD 1925, p. 947. 
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The Charters Towers institution which opened on 19 September 1929 was called 
"Eventide".62 n vvas planned to have semi-independent cottages rather than wards, 
although wards were found to be necessary for inmates who were bedridden. 
Administration was in the hands of a lay superintendent or manager, who could call on 
the nearby hospital in an emergency. These principles had been suggested for Dunwich 
since 1898 and were unofficially partiy in place there in the form of the "top tents". 
Nevertheless there was no suggestion that Dunwich be either moved or redesigned 
along the lines of Eventide.63 As long as the existing buildings could be patched or 
reused, the benevolent asylum would remain at Dunwich unchanged. 
During the 1930s, Dunwich continued to attract minimal attention from the 
govemment and home office. When Dr Tumbull took over the institution as acting 
medical superintendent in 1935, he was so unimpressed that he applied immediately to 
be retumed to his previous position, but was refused. Stuck there, he spent his spare 
moments preparing to transfer the institution to the mainland. In June of 1935, the 
Telegraph got wind of the stirrings, reporting the question, "Should Dunwich be 
moved?"6^ One time MLA and Dunwich inmate Jack Fihelly replied with an article 
condemning Dunwich.^ 5 Then, in October, Hanlon himself hinted that Dunwich might 
be better off elsewhere. ^ ^ 
In 1938 Tumbull submitted detailed plans for an asylum at Lota, where he had 
found a real estate company which offered land for £1 500, but there was no reaction 
62 "Eventide Home, Charters Towers - Report for year ended 30th June 1930" in QPP 1930, 
vol. l ,pp . 1011-1012. 
63 QPD 1929, p. 1081. 
6^  "Should Dunwich be shifted?" Telegraph, 3 June 1935 (Dunwich cuttings book, JOL). 
65 J.A. Fihelly, "Dunwich home should be on mainland", Courier-mail, 26 July 1935, p. 12. 
66 E.M. Hanlon, "The old folks at home". Telegraph, 3 October 1935 (Dunwich cuttings book, 
JOL). 
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from the department.6'' He tried again in 1941 by including with his proposal a costs 
comparison, but his suggestions were stored away, to be resubmitted when Tom Foley 
had replaced Ned Hanlon as minister for health and home affairs in 1944.68 
In seeking to explain the closing of the benevolent asylum at Dunwich, it is 
necessary to go no further than these issues: the benevolent asylum, wom out physically 
and philosophically, was facing major changes. The buildings were past their prime, 
facilities were inadequate and the principles on which the asylum was mn were 
antiquated. Changes were taking place, albeit slowly, in the department of health and 
home affairs, putting into place new policies. At Dunwich the medical superintendent 
had not only recommended a move but had put forward detailed plans for a new 
facility. 
By 1944, plans had been made for alterations, not to Dunwich, but to the 
provision of institutional care in general. The days of the Diamantina hospital were 
numbered. By 1956 the new South Brisbane hospital would stand on the site, soon to be 
renamed Princess Alexandra hospital. The Peel Island lazaret would be closed in 1959 
and the last patients transferred to South Brisbane.6' The fate of the Dunwich 
benevolent asylum was part and parcel of this general process. 
The Courier-mail was told in July 1944, less than three months after Foley 
became minister, that Dunwich was under consideration to be replaced after the war, 
with an additional home at Rockhampton already on the agenda.^° The govemment had 
6^  Letter of Isles Love and company to under secretory, 29 January 1938, QSA A/4752, letter 
1077 of 1938; Dickson, "Address on the Dunwich benevolent institution", p. 11. 
68 Memorandum of under secretory Charles Chuter, 23 October 1941, QSA B/573, letter 11061 
of 1941; Letter of manager C.S. Keen to under secretory, 12 November 1941, QSA B/573, letter 11966 
of 1941; File 21 July 1944, QSA B/576, letter 6339 of 1944. 
6^  Patrick, Health and medicine in Queensland, pp. 111 & 246. 
'^ "Minister to inquire on Dunwich conditions". Courier-mail, 10 July 1944, p. 3. 
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hit on a scheme which would acquire cheap properties - the purchase of surplus military 
facilities."" In late March or early April 1945, Foley's interest in acquiring the RAAF 
base at Sandgate was revealed when he visited it.''2 
On 23 October 1945 he announced in parliament: 
A question that has engaged the attention of many people is: what of the 
future of Dunwich? All supplies for Dunwich have to be conveyed from 
Brisbane by the steamer "Otter". The "Otter" has served a useful purpose for 
years but the officers of the department estimate that if the institution were on 
the mainland and served by reasonable transport facilities a saving of roughly 
£4,000 to £5,000 a year could be effected on present costs. Naturally Cabinet 
has approved of a proposal, when a site is available, to remove the institution 
to a more suitable site on the mainland. Much has been said about Sandgate. 
There is a reason for that. As the Committee is aware, there are many fine 
buildings there belonging to the Royal Australian Air Force. If the R.A.A.F. 
resolves to vacate that depot we should be in a position to move Dunwich 
immediately into the quarters now existing and by the adoption of a building 
programme extending over a period of years erect a modem up-to-date 
institution... There are objections of course to the site as a home for the aged 
and other sites are under investigation.''3 
Foley went on to describe ideas for the new benevolent asylum. Smaller 
institutions for 200 to 300 people would be scattered throughout the state, which could 
have cottages, like Eventide at Charters Towers, or flats with community dining and 
bathing facilities for about two dozen people. District based institutions would replace a 
centralised asylum.'''* In addition to a Brisbane site, plans were initiated for the 
establishment of new homes at Mareeba, Maryborough and Townsville. A location at 
Charleville had already been chosen by 18 July.''5 
^' "R.A.A.F huts as temporary home". Courier-mail, 11 October 1946, p. 3. 
^2 Memorandum of under secretory, 27 March 1945, QSA Dunwich batch A/31721, under letter 
6865 of 1948. 
•^ 3 QPD 1945, p. 1036. 
•'^  QPD 1945, p. 1036. 
5^ Letter of under secretory Robert Robinson to under secretory works, 8 July 1945, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/31721, under letter 6865 of 1948. 
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Thus the benevolent asylum would have moved quietiy and in the fullness of 
time to Sandgate, as part of the overdue post-war reconstmction which was dominating 
Australian govemment and commerce. What transpired was a series of events which, 
while they had nothing to do with causing the move, were more or less contingent to it. 
The first was the Otter dispute. 
The strike on the Otter originated in a request by the crew early in 1943 for 
extra concessions to their working conditions, similar to those of crews of other 
govemment vessels which did not retum home at night. Before the war the Otter had 
been able to dock before dark, but while the vessel was covering the mns of other boats 
which had been taken by the Australian navy, working hours were considerably 
extended, making late night trips unavoidable. War-time precautions such as anti-
submarine defences slowed the timetable even further.''6 The claims for a 13 shilling a 
week meal allowance and bedding were agreed to but an extra fireman was rejected.^ ^ 
Late in 1944 the seamen's union sought to have the meal allowance legitimised 
by inclusion as a pay increase in the industrial award. Apparentiy unaware that the 
govemment had since decided that the meal allowance was unreasonable, union 
secretary William Casey claimed that since both parties had already agreed to the 
allowance, including it in the award was only a formality. Whether the govemment 
agreed to the change or not, it was Labor Party policy that any change of award had to 
go through the industrial court. ^ * 
6^ John Curtis, Interview, 19 September 1990. 
^^  Letter of seaman's union secretory William Casey to minister for health and home affairs, 22 
January 1943; Letter of minister for health and home affairs to seaman's union secretory William Casey, 
4 February 1943, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 7395 of 1946. 
^* Letter of seaman's union secretory William Casey to minister for health and home affairs, 22 
November 1944; Letter of public service commissioner to minister for health and home affairs, 22 
December 1944; Letter of seaman's union secretory William Casey to minister for health and home 
affairs, 16 January 1945; Letter of deputy public service commissioner to seaman's union secretory 
William Casey, 19 January 1945, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 7395 of 1946. 
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Angered by the govemment reaction, the firemen left the job, and as no 
replacements could be found the Otter had to stop mnning. Other crew members went 
on strike in sympathy for the resignations and to keep their allowances.''^ Nevertheless 
Tom Foley was adamant that the policy of conciliation and arbitration through the court 
system would be upheld, and confident that if the issue was taken to court the union 
would still not win its case. He made arrangements to do without the Otter for as long 
as the strike would last and settied in for a protracted battle; but the public service 
commissioner broke the deadlock, by recommending that the meal allowance be paid.*° 
While continuing to demand that award changes go to the courts, Foley gave way. Still 
complaining that there had been no conciliation from the govemment and only 
arbitration, the union accepted both the allowance and the court hearing. On 23 January 
1945 normal service was resumed.*' 
The strike may have been over, but problems with the vessel were not. There 
was more wrong with the Otter than water leaking onto bunks. Built in Scotiand in 
1884, she had been used as an armed tug and tender by the Queensland marine defence 
force from 1885 and kept by the Queensland govemment after federation, being lent to 
the Australian navy during the first world war and again in September 1939. In 
December 1940 she resumed pre-war duties and took on extra mns necessitated by the 
shortage of vessels available for civilian purposes.*2 The increased use of the Otter, 
already an old vessel, could well have contributed to the escalating list of repairs which 
she underwent annually. Of £5 273 paid out on repairs between 1938 and 1945, almost 
^' Memorandum of master of Otter, 8 November 1944; Letter of public service conunissioner to 
minister for health and home affairs, 22 December 1944, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 7395 
of 1946. 
*^  Memorandum of under secretory, 28 December 1944, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under 
letter 7395 of 1946. 
*' Circular of under secretory, 22 January 1945, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 7395 
of 1946. 
*2 Queensland ships (Eventide library file), pp. 11 & 12. 
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£2000 had been spent in the last eighteen months.*3 Ordinary operating costs due to 
wartime shortages of coal and supplies were of even greater concem. A total of £3787 
in the 1935/36 financial year had swollen to £9152 in 1945/46, including a £3 000 
jump over the last year.*^ 
Recommendations had been made by the public service commissioner in his 
December 1944 minute during the strike: 
I think every avenue should be explored with a view to laying up the Steamer 
"Otter"; calling for tenders for the transport of supplies for Dunwich; and 
licensing a passenger service from Brisbane and/or Cleveland to Dunwich on 
approved days for visiting.*5 
The portmaster's examination of the Otter in January 1946 found the condition 
of this vessel was poor: 
The hull has been sheathed in many places, and the plates and frames round 
the Port and Starboard stem tubes have been filled with cement which makes 
it impossible to examine it thoroughly. The decks and deck fastenings are in 
bad condition. The bulwarks in many places require renewing. There is 
wastage on the frames in the forward accommodation and in the engine and 
stokehold. The shoring on the keel requires renewing next time. 
This vessel wants the cement cleaned out from forward to aft in the hull to 
make sure every plate is properly examined as I feel sure the hull is about 
finished. *6 
*3 "Docking repairs etc. on account of Q.G.S. 'Otter' from 1st July, 1938 to 31st December, 
1945," QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 1628 of 1946. 
*'• "'Otter' expendinire 1935/36-1945/46", QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 1628 of 
1946. 
*5 Letter of public service commissioner to minister for health and home affairs, 22 December 
1944, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 7395 of 1946. 
*6 Letter of mechanical engineer and portmaster John Kyle to engineer, department of harbours 
and marine, 22 January 1946, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, letter 1628 of 1946. 
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Since the decision had been made two years previously to move the benevolent 
asylum to the mainland, the scrapping of the Otter should not have caused a great 
problem; but there had been an unexpected difficulty with the commonwealth disposals 
commission. Foley found out a week after he had made his announcement in parliament 
in 1945, that it would be eighteen months to two years before the RAAF base would be 
released for civilian occupation.*^ 
A suggestion that the Otter could be replaced by one of the ex-naval vessels 
currently available was offered with some diffidence and was never seriously 
considered against the proposal to call for a commercial tender.** As Foley confirmed 
in Febmary that the base would not be released any sooner than was originally planned, 
tenders went ahead. 
Three months later Foley suddenly sprang into action. On 7 June he wrote 
privately to the federal minister for defence Frank Forde to see if he could arrange for 
the Sandgate base to be disposed of more rapidly than in 1947. As a result of Forde's 
efforts the RAAF accelerated its evacuation to be able to leave around the end of 
September. 
In July, just as the winning tender for the boat mn was due to be announced, the 
commonwealth disposals commission commenced negotiations for the sale of the site 
and equipment. Foley held up the announcement to see if the valuation would come up 
with an affordable price.*^ If the Otter could last long enough, this would render the 
*^  Letter of Commonwealth disposals commission to under secretory, 29 October 1945, QSA 
Eventide batch A/31727, under letter 6865 of 1948. 
** Letter of engineer to under secretory, 22 February 1946, QSA Eventide batch A/31728, letter 
1033 of 1946. 
*' Letter of minister for health & home affairs Tom Foley to MHR F.M. Forde, 7 June 1946, 
QSA B/578, letter 6999 of 1946; Letter of MHR F.M. Forde to minister for health & home affairs Tom 
Foley, 18 June 1946, QSA A/31727, under letter 6865 of 1948; Letter of Commonwealth disposals 
commission to under secretory, I July 1946, QSA B/579, letter 8475 of 1946. 
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short term commercial mn unnecessary. Unfortunately the Otter was unseaworthy. The 
chief engineer would not allow the vessel be used after the end of July, and only if the 
weather was fair and the normal mn was followed.'^ The contract with Hayles for the 
Mirimar had to go ahead, even though Foley knew that the institution would move as 
soon as it was able." A three year contract was announced on 19 July 1946, and the 
Otter was taken out of service.'2 
Contrary to popular belief the move was not sudden, but for political reasons, it 
was kept secret. Foley's speech in 1945 stirred up an angry reaction from Sandgate 
residents who did not want the benevolent asylum there. They believed that the RAAF 
base could be used to relieve a housing shortage for which the govemment was 
attracting strong criticism.^3 
Foley found himself under attack from Harry Walker MLA who spoke 
vehementiy against removal of the benevolent asylum, raising several arguments in 
favour of its remaining at Dunwich.^ ^ Over the next few months Walker and Eric 
Decker, member for Sandgate, continued to oppose the move which was now adding to 
the list of grievances which were in danger of becoming election issues. If Sandgate 
became available in the middle of 1947, the transfer would take place either at the same 
time as or just after a state election. Foley needed to have the institution shifted as 
^° Letter of secretory harbours and marine Eric Coulter to under secretory, 18 July 1946, QSA 
A/31728, letter 5087 of 1946 under letter 7395 of 1946. 
^' Memorandum of under secretory to public service commissioner, 9 July 1946, A/31728, letter 
1033 under letter 1628 of 1946. 
'2 Letter of under secretory to Hayles manager A. Emmett, 19 July 1946, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4686, under letter 7395 of 1946; Letter of under secretory to secretory for harbours and marine, 12 
July 1946, QSA Dunwich batch A/4686, under letter 7395 of 1946; Queensland Ships (Eventide library 
file) pp. 11 & 12; "Last trip". Telegraph, 25 July 1946, p. 6. 
^3 "Serious lag in war homes plan". Courier-mail, 1 October 1946 p. 3; "Decker attocks 
Dunwich move". Courier-mail, 1 October 1946, p. 3; "More families move in at Ekibm", Telegraph, 29 
July 1946, p. 1. 
94 QPD 1945, p. 1038. 
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quickly as possible, allowing the protests to die down before the start of the campaign 
so that an imminent or just completed move could not damage the government's already 
decreased popularity. 
Hanlon's fears of losing the state election were well founded as electoral 
reactions against war-time govemments were being experienced in Australia and 
overseas. The Labor party was retumed in the September 1946 federal election, but 
with a reduced majority and an anti-Labor swing in Queensland that reduced the 
number of seats in the house of representatives from forty-nine to forty-three and lost 
the state its senate Labor team. The Country Party and Queensland People's Party took 
advantage of the swing by joining forces against the Labor Party in the next Queensland 
elections.95 j ^ May 1947 they reduced the Labor Party from thirty-eight to thirty-two 
out of the sixty-two seats, leaving them with a majority of one. With the vote for Labor 
across the state at only 43.6%, a swing of another thousand votes could have seen the 
party defeated. Deputy premier Edward Walsh was voted out and Hanlon himself only 
won by 143 votes, his 56% in the 1944 election dropping to 53% in 1947. In Sandgate, 
sitting opposition member Eric Decker increased his margin from 57.5% in 1944 to 
58.7% in 1947. Industrial strikes and communism were both contentious issues. 
Govemment housing policies were undergoing criticism, and Decker was exploiting the 
benevolent asylum's move from Dunwich for all it was worth. Hanlon did not need this 
additional problem to be aired at the election, even if it was minor, particularly in 
Sandgate where the housing shortage had made the govemment particularly 
unpopular.96 Qn the other hand, defence minister Frank Forde could not afford a bad 
95 "Labour faces defeat in senate here". Courier-mail, 2 October 1946, p. 2; "Labour will have 
43 seats in new house". Courier-mail, 15 October 1946, p. 3; "Declaration of federal polls", Courier-
mail, 17 October 1946, p. 4; "Q.P.P.-C.P. plan on seats". Courier-mail, 19 October 1946, p. 1. 
96 Clem Lack, Three decades of Queensland political history 1929-1960 (Brisbane: S.G. Reid 
Govemment Printer, 1962), p. 307; QGG vol. 162, no. 89, 13 May 1944, p. 892; QGG vol. 162, no. 
98, 20 May 1944, p. 1083; QGG vol. 168, no. I l l , 17 May 1947, p. 1695; QGG vol. 168, no. 130, 31 
May 1947, p. 1875. 
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press either, but was also facing criticism for providing insufficient housing in 
Queensland. 97 
Therefore the timing of the move had to be fitted around three things. The 
announcement had to follow the federal election to protect the federal Labor Party from 
criticism, but the transfer had to be completed as soon as possible before the state 
election, allowing the protests to mn their course. Finally, the RAAF, concemed that 
squatters would move in, demanded that the site not be left vacant. It was a delicate 
operation needing secrecy, careful planning and swift action. 
Rumours persisted. As word spread that the base was due to be evacuated at the 
end of September 1946 and public opposition to moving the benevolent asylum there 
mounted, the govemment kept protest to a minimum by not making any definite 
announcement. The Sandgate Progress Association held a public meeting which sent a 
delegation to Hanlon, requesting that the base be used for low-cost housing and 
objecting to the dmnkenness and other social problems the benevolent asylum would 
bring.9* On 17 September 1946, Eric Decker asked Henry Bmce the secretary for 
public works whether the govemment had acquired the RAAF base. Bmce gave a 
straight "no" as an answer. Tom Foley was more cautious on 18 September, not willing 
to mislead parliament but stUl not willing to reveal cabinet's plans.99 On that day, a 
telegram was received accepting in principle the Queensland government's offer of 
£27540 for the base. ' ^ This was an enormous reduction on the original price asked in 
July of £54868, but it came with a condition of continuous occupancy, with the 
97 "'Few homes built here'". Courier-mail, 15 June 1946, p.3. 
9* Notes of meeting with premier E. Hanlon, 4 September 1946, QSA A/31727, under letter 
8475 of 1947. 
99 QPD 1945, pp. 424 & 448. 
'00 Telegram of Commonwealth disposals commission to under secretory, 18 September 1946, 
QSA A/31727, under letter 8475 of 1947. 
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benevolent asylum being moved into the base while the air force was still moving 
out.'01 
On 19 September the Retumed Servicemen's League wrote to Hanlon, trying to 
forestall the decision which had, unknown to them, already been made. '02 On 25 
September senior officials from Dunwich and other govemment officers were called to 
a meeting in order to plan a transfer. The "permissive occupancy" clause was discussed 
and Tumbull expressed a preference for moving the entire institution in as short a 
period as possible, rather than "piecemeal".'03 
The only thing missing was cabinet approval: a formality, but one which could 
open floodgates of criticism against anyone involved in the deal. The decision was 
made on Monday 30 September, the first working day after the federal election. The 
news was in the papers by Monday aftemoon, even before the official memorandum 
was circulated, announcing that the benevolent asylum would be moved immediately.'o^ 
The people at the benevolent asylum had heard mmours that the institution 
would be transferred, but they were not believed.'^ 5 Many of the staff were not even 
aware of the little information which had been made public.'06 in view of the long 
history of ineffectual criticism of Dunwich, it was reasonable to presume that nothing 
'0 ' Letter of Commonwealth disposals commission to under secretory, 1 July 1946, QSA B/579, 
letter 8475 of 1946. 
'02 Letter of R.S.S.A.I.L.A. secretory G. Ansell to premier E. Hanlon, 19 September 1946, 
QSA A/31727, under letter 11814 of 1946. 
'03 Memorandum of under secretory, "Proposal to purchase R.A.A.F personnel depot", 27 
September 1946, QSA Dunwich batch A/31721, under letter 13863 of 1946. 
'04 "Dunwich closes: Sandgate move". Telegraph, 30 September 1946, p . l ; Memorandum of 
under secretory, 1 October 1946, QSA Dunwich batch A/31721, under letter 13863 of 1946. "They were 
waiting for the election", recalled a former Dunwich employee (Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 
1990). 
'05 John Curtis, Interview, 19 September 1990. 
106 Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 1990. 
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would come of Dr Tumbull's eleven year campaign, especially as a massive post-war 
facelift had begun. The 1946 annual report contained references to a more 
comprehensive maintenance programme than had been seen in recent years. These 
included the installation of two food presses to keep food hot, electric refrigerators, 
stainless steel fittings, building repairs, a thirty line telephone switchboard and more 
than £4000 worth of fittings, utensils and fumiture. Extensive plans were drawn up for 
additions to wards, new buildings and sewerage. A new tmck was bought and a launch, 
the Dawn, began a mn from Cleveland.'o^ 
Consequendy, the announcement on 30 September that the move would actually 
happen shocked many of the staff. That the benevolent asylum would be anywhere but 
Dunwich, or that Dunwich would be anything but the benevolent asylum, was 
inconceivable. Several who had married into island families suddenly faced having to 
take their wives and children back to the mainland, when it had been their intention to 
stay.'08 Others who had succumbed to the charm of the island had decided to spend the 
rest of their working lives and their retirement there. Many faced dismissal - a total of 
thirty-one were redundant, although thirteen of these were given temporary work. The 
Aboriginal gang was left, as one old staff member recalls, "like shags on a rock".'09 
Length of service of the dismissed staff was from two to twenty-five years. "^ 
The manager Edgar Cramb was told of the move on the day the purchase was 
approved and on the next day was at Sandgate to put into action the plan which had 
been mapped out. Approximately twenty attendants and other staff including tradesmen 
'07 DBA July 1945-June 1946 in QPP 1946, vol. 2, pp. 1048-9. 
'08 Bryan Adams, Interview, 28 June 1990. 
'09 Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 1990. 
" O Q P D 1947, p. 231. 
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went to Sandgate with him to prepare the site to receive inmates. The cook transferred 
on the next day.'" 
The Mirabel and the Miramar were chartered from Hayle's to ferry the 768 
inmates across to the mainland, on 3 and 4 October, both vessels doing two trips a day. 
From there two buses from the Homibrook company would take them on to Sandgate. 
The QATB stood by with ambulances in case of emergency, and was asked to take the 
bedridden cases on 7 and 8 October. More vehicles were requested from the army and 
RAAF. The Red Cross was recmited to assist, by helping with transport and attending 
to inmates who were "distressed". Private vehicles belonging to volunteer Red Cross 
workers were used, as well as those belonging to ministers of religion who were in 
attendance. The police force was asked to help and the civil aviation department and 
even the Dutch army were approached to obtain wharf space. "^ 
The arrangements for the transport of people were only one set of problems. 
The postal department had to set up a switchboard at Sandgate and give priority to calls 
between there and Dunwich. The railways department moved the dispensary. Bryce's 
transport firm was to carry asylum equipment. Electricity and water sufficient for the 
institution's needs had to be on site. Milk, bread, meat, fmit, vegetables, groceries and 
fuel were prepared so that there would be no intermption to meals either at Dunwich or 
Sandgate. It was necessary that bedding, towels, soap, clothing, cutiery and crockery 
were available at Sandgate, ready for instant use. Laundry had to be seen to, as the 
' ' ' Memorandum, "Tentotive arrangements for the removal of the Dunwich benevolent asylum 
to Sandgate", 27 September 1946; QSA Dunwich batch A/31721, under letter 13863 of 1946. 
"2 Letter of under secretory to Red Cross secretory Miss J. Bird, 2 October 1946, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/31721, under letter 13863 of 1946; Elizabeth Worsell, Interview, 1989. 
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Dunwich laundry had been handling 7 000 pieces a week. The local funeral director 
was notified as deaths at the benevolent asylum averaged two or three a week. "3 
Despite protests at the "indecent haste" and the immense logistical problems 
associated with moving such a number of people, many of whom were unable to do 
much more than "carry their own essential clothing", the initial object of transferring 
the institution was successful."^ As auditors later pointed out, "Mattresses were 
brought from Dunwich - slept on there one night and at" Eventide' on the next".' '5 
Bewildered and dispossessed, the inmates slowly adapted to a new life away 
from the scmb-covered hills of Stradbroke Island. Some failed to make the adjustment. 
They could not take long walks through the bush or roam at will where they pleased. 
Those who had enjoyed the independence of the top tents were retumed to dormitory 
conditions. The delights of the local Sandgate hotels attracted several, who were 
brought back by the police or collected by the staff. Even the road was a danger to 
inmates who were not used to having to look out for cars at Dunwich."^ Blind inmates 
who had memorised every inch of their environment at the old benevolent asylum were 
completely lost and had to releam their surroundings. Bonty Dickson the boatman 
reported that there were several suicides by those for whom the novelty was too much. 
If studies conducted on the effect of changing the place of residence of elderly people 
"3 Memorandum, "Arrangement for the proposed removal of Dunwich to Sandgate", n.d.; 
Letter of under secretory to Red Cross secretory Miss J. Bird, 2 October 1946, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/31721, under letter 13863 of 1946. 
"4 Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 1990; John Curtis, Interview, 19 September 1990. 
The expression "indecent haste" was used in a protest by the Reverend Trudgian of the Brisbane City 
Mission, a frequent visitor to the benevolent asylum, who photographed the inmates as they arrived on 
the mainland. 
"5 Memorandum, "Tentotive arrangements for the removal of the Dunwich benevolent asylum 
to Sandgate", 27 September 1946; QSA Dunwich batch A/31721, under letter 13863 of 1946; Report of 
acting public service inspectors G.A. Cameron and E.A. Crellin 4 March 1948, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/4687, under letter 4679 of 1948. 
"^ Bryan Adams, Interview, 28 June 1990; "Old man dead; another hurt". Truth, 6 October 
1946, p. 18. 
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are to be believed, some of the "natural" deaths at the end of 1946 and during 1947 
were also due to the move, as well as general depression and illnesses which were 
seemingly unrelated to changes in the physical environment."'' 
Other problems with the move began to surface as things settled down. In order 
to keep normal services up to the inmates, the staff had issued large quantities of items 
hurriedly, without the usual formalities. The manager later recalled that "hundreds" of 
blankets and mattresses were distributed and food had to be sent to the kitchens without 
following normal procedures for its issue. Some goods were unable to be found for 
months. An audit conducted at the beginning of 1948 was highly critical of the 
accounting and stock procedures, listing four pages of irregularities."* 
In his defence Cramb described the conditions: 
There followed weeks of unremitting labour for the whole staff, in hurried 
adaption of buildings, provision of urgent equipment and comforts, receiving 
and stacking out of the weather mountains of goods, and many emergent 
matters, while surrounded by the hindrance of military control of most of the 
premises. 
Working hours for all staff averaged 6 a.m. to II p.m. and midnight of 
unflagging manual toil... Later, followed months of further difficulties and 
trials, less strenuous, but nevertheless, crowded with work for all and with 
unexpected problems. "9 
The benevolent asylum had been moved to a cheap convenient location which 
could, sometime in the future, be refurbished with a minimum of difficulty for the 
govemment. It was ironic that the attraction of Sandgate - its cheapness - was an 
" ^ Addrich and Mendkoff, "Relocation of the aged and disabled: a mortality study", pp. 401-8. 
" * Memorandum of Eventide manager Edgar Cramb to under secretory, 7 June 1948, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4687, letter 4679 of 1948; Report of acting public service inspectors G.A. Cameron 
and E.A. Crellin, 4 March 1948, QSA Dunwich batch A/4687, under letter 4679 of 1948. 
"9 Memorandum of Eventide manager Edgar Cramb to under secretory, 7 June 1948, QSA 
Dunwich batch A/4687, letter 4679 of 1948. 
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illusion. The cost of keeping an inmate for a year rose from £103/12/8 in 1946 to 
£157/17/7 by 1950, although the net cost was more modest, with a rise from £62/6/8 to 
£71/17/7, which represented a drop from paying 60% of the maintenance to 45%. 
Furthermore the govemment had been so eager to get into Sandgate that it had 
neglected to finalise the price, which at £47 548 was closer to the disposal 
commission's original £54 868 than the state's offer of £27542. As usual the needs and 
wishes of neither the inmates nor the staff were considered. The huts were unlined, 
with cold winds blowing through them in winter and oppressive heat in summer. A 
great deal of work had to be done to bring conditions at Sandgate even up to those at 
Dunwich before the manifestations of modem thinking could be introduced. There 
would be no cottages, small institutions or flats with community facilities, simply the 
huts left by the RAAF and barbed wire to keep the inmates from straying, a sop to 
protesters against the institution.'^o 
Another sop was the affirmation which surfaced during the move that Sandgate 
was only a temporary location.'2' A few days later, it would be "some years" before 
Eventide would go to a permanent site because housing had to take priority. In 
benevolent asylum tradition, the move never came. Altematives were probably never 
considered. Since Foley's announcement in 1944, he had pushed steaddy towards 
Sandgate while saying almost anything to minimise public opposition.'^^ 
His ploy was successful as the main body of protests was confined to early 
October and then evaporated. Eric Decker went as far as claiming that the benevolent 
asylum was moved from one electorate to another to give the Labor Party a chance to 
win a seat in the federal elections. Within a few days he accused the govemment of 
'^0 "More barb-wire around home". Courier-mail, 9 October 1946, p. 2. 
'^' "Dunwich closes: Sandgate move". Telegraph, 30 September 1946, p. 1. 
'^^ "'Don't fence us' is old folks' chant". Courier-mail, 4 October 1946, p. 3; "Delay in old 
folks home". Courier-mail, 10 October 1946, p. 3. 
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wanting to tum Dunwich into a holiday resort, calling for a royal commission. The 
claim was given some justification by minister for lands Arthur Jones, who asserted that 
the future of Stradbroke Island lay with the tourist development commission. Later 
Decker suggested that the benevolent asylum had been moved to make way for the 
sandmining companies. When three inmates were mn down by cars before the 
relocation was completed. Decker and others castigated the govemment for allowing 
them to wander onto the roads. The inmates who visited the hotels for a drink attracted 
criticism which was fuelled by a story that one man who was found unconscious next to 
a methylated spirits bottle had to be taken away in an ambulance. The official response 
was that he was tired, lay down for a rest next to the bottle and was whisked away by 
"do-gooders". The Retumed Serviceman's League continued to press their belief that 
the RAAF base should have been used for housing.'^ 
The Courier-mail published stories on the benefits and the criticisms of Sandgate 
indiscriminately. The inmates' welfare was still less important than problems of 
housing, political intrigue, and selling of newspapers.'^^ 
The transfer having been completed, Dr Tumbull retired. The administration of 
Eventide was left in the hands of the manager, Edgar Cramb, who could call on a 
visiting medical officer. 
A working gang stayed at Dunwich to dismantle the asylum which was by then 
an empty shell, eerily quiet except for the banging of doors blowing in the wind.'^5 x^g 
'^3 "Protest over transfer of aged people". Courier-mail, 5 October 1946, p. 3; "'Metho' 
drinking by 'home' people asserts M.L.A.", Courier-mail, 1 October 1946, p. 3; "Must protect age 
home inmates - man run down Saturday", Courier-mail, 8 October 1946, p. 3; "Says govt, wanted 
Dunwich for private ventures". Courier-mail, 9 October 1946, p. 2; Letter of anonymous to Eric Decker, 
n.d., QSA Al3im, under letter 11814 of 1946. 
'24 "'Don't fence us in' old folks chant". Courier-mail, 4 October 1946, p. 3; Editorial, 
Courier-mail, 5 October 1946, p.2; "Eventide 'boys' make history live". Courier-mail, 9 October 1946, 
p. 2. 
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projection plant, vehicles, usable buildings and equipment not needed at Sandgate were 
given to the department of native affairs. Some buildings, principally the laundry, 
kitchen, men's mess room and some wards, stayed on site. A part of a ward was used 
for shops. The mess room (still almost in its original state) later became the Dunwich 
public hall. After use by sand mining companies the laundry and kitchen were 
demolished in 1988 by the mining company Consolidated Rutile which had earlier 
refurbished half of ward 13 as a conference centre.'^^ 
There were no farming activities at Eventide. The livestock left behind at 
Dunwich were dispersed to other govemment institutions, either the department of 
native affairs or the Brisbane mental hospital, although some offers were made by 
farmers to buy the animals.'^^ Since complaints were received about stray bulls around 
Dunwich in 1948, some apparentiy remained.'^^ 
By June 1947 there was littie more left to be disposed of than the "electric 
power plant, boiler house [and] laundry machinery". The remaining members of staff 
officers' families moved out by 30 June, leaving only a caretaker. An order-in-council 
officially declared that Dunwich was no longer a benevolent asylum.'^9 in September 
Dunwich was surveyed to be opened up to public sale as a town in the following 
year.'30 
125 Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 1990. 
'26 George Khan, Interview, 24 September 1990; Billo Perry, Interview, April 1987. 
'2^ Letter of Oliver Litherlund to under secretory, 18 October 1946, QSA Dunwich batch 
A/31722, letter 12450 of 1946. 
'28 Letter of G.F. Doyle to under secretory, 29 November 1948, QSA B/580, letter 14986 of 
1948. 
'29 "Eventide" Sandgate-First annual report for the year ended 30th June 1947, QPP 1948-9, 
vol. 2, p. 1110. 
'30 Map of Dunwich 1948, QSA map file A1/41. 
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Auctions were held for some of the remaining bits. Offers were made for some houses 
and equipment by local people, the sanitary wagon and horses by Robert Wainwright, a 
house by Edward Ruska. The medical superintendent's residence was bought for the 
galvanised iron roof which was removed, but the sandstone blocks of the walls were 
destroyed. Bits and pieces continued to be sold off in the following years - some 
galvanised iron to the Manly-Lota Presbyterian Church, specific items to individual 
bidders, but according to some Dunwich people, a few remaining relics of the 
benevolent asylum also vanished quietiy into the houses of Stradbroke Islanders.'3' 
The mining company Titanium and Zirconium Limited (TAZI), a subsidiary of 
Zinc Corporation Limited, acquired prospecting rights for mtile and zirconium in 1947 
and subsequentiy was granted mining leases. There had been exploration beginning in 
1942, and "unofficial" prospecting going on for several years.'32 The company 
belatedly asked that the institution buildings be left at Dunwich for its use, a suggestion 
endorsed by the Eventide manager to stop "squatting", but even by January 1947 most 
had been sold. It received the laundry and kitchen complex, at least one ward, and 
some houses.'33 As a result of the boom in mtile prices during the 1950s, three other 
companies took leases, but TAZI was the only one which was active, recovering £2335 
700 worth of minerals between its first year of profitable mining (1950) and 1957, 
' 3 ' Letter of mines department to under secretory, 11 July 1947, QSA B/579, letter 9040 of 
1947; John Curtis, Interview, 19 September 1990; Letter of Robert Wainwright to under secretory, 7 July 
1947, QSA B/579, letter 8748 of 1947; Letter of E.V. Ruska to under secretory, 13 January 1947, QSA 
B/579, letter 859 of 1947; Letter of Manly-Loto Presbyterian Church to under secretory, 17 March 1948, 
QSA B/580, letter 3286 of 1948; Letter of senior mechanical engineer Kruse to under secretory, 24 May 
1948, QSA B/580, letter 5802 of 1948; Billo Perry, Interview, April 1987; Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 
September 1990. 
'32 R. McMillan, J. Scott & D.E. Moore, "Mining on North Stradbroke Island - past, present 
and future", in Stradbroke Island Management Organization, Focus on Stradbroke: New information on 
North Stradbroke Island and surrounding areas 1974-1988 (Brisbane: Boolarong, 1984) p. 108; Neville 
Quaill, Interview, 20 September 1990. 
'33 Letter of manager Edgar Cramb to under secretory, 29 January 1947, QSA B/579, letter 
1344 of 1947; George Kahn, Interview, 24 September 1990. 
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when questions began to be asked about the future development of North Stradbroke 
Island.'34 
The staff who had gone with the benevolent asylum to Eventide retired or 
resigned one by one. By 1950 only 254 of the 768 former Dunwich inmates 
remained.'35 According to an article in the Telegraph, the records of the old benevolent 
asylum were seen blowing about on the beach at Dunwich in 1950.'3^ Graves started to 
collapse in the neglected and overgrown cemetery while the shire council and land 
administration board debated its future.'3'' The remaining trefoil markers which 
distinguished pauper's graves by number were pulled out. Finally there was enough of 
an outcry for the cemetery to be repaired. Until then the solitary figure of old Dr 
Tumbull was seen tending the graves.'3* 
* * * 
The closing of the benevolent asylum remains a shadowy affair, overlaid with 
myth and misunderstanding, but symbolically, the myths ignore the benevolent asylum 
and concentrate on political intrigue, the influence of public figures, and issues of 
popular interest. 
One story appeared in 1990 as a simplified, spectacular and totally inaccurate 
Sunday newspaper feature article: 
'34 Letter of under secretory mines to co-ordinator general, 27 February 1959, QSA A/8522, 
under letter 1148 of 1959; Cabinet minute decision 411, 24 March 1958, QSA A/8522, under letter 1148 
of 1959. 
'35 Letter of manager Eventide home to under secretory, 11 August 1950 QSA B/581, letter 
1845 [?] of 1950 [number imdecipherable]. 
136 "Dunwich records on beach at Stradbroke", Dunwich and district RHSQ vertical file. 
'37 Dunwich and district vertical file, RHSQ. 
'38 "Old Bill's column", Telegraph, 12 September 1952, p. I. 
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If it hadn't been for one of Queensland's silliest strikes, Brisbane's principal 
home for needy old people might still have been on the tranquil shores of 
Stradbroke instead of at Sandgate... 
One day in 1947...the Otter's crew decided they would not work because 
water was coming into the ship and wetting their bunks... 
The Labor Premier of the day, Ned Hanlon, was furious. The Bay-going 
sailors were ashore every night and hadn't used the bunks for years... 
Premier Hanlon was told that the cost of restoring the old Otter was about 
$400 000. 
But the site where Eventide now stands was for sale for $50 (XX)... 
Hanlon made a swift decision. The Dunwich home's 768 people were 
transferred to Brighton forthwith.'3' 
The altemative story, circulated on Stradbroke Island, is a conspiracy theory 
reminiscent of Tom Foley's land scandal. According to this version the real reason for 
the move was that the benevolent asylum had to make way for a sandmining company 
which was negotiating a lease with the govemment. ' ^ 
The institution was ignored just as thoroughly in 1946. It has been 
acknowledged recently that Dunwich "was costiy and difficult to administer".''*' This 
was tme, and it was also tme that the costs and difficulties were increasing. These were 
the factors which attracted a response from the govemment and public service, rather 
than the difficulties faced by the medical superintendents, staff, or the inmates. The 
closing was caught up in a political morass. The timing, when it finally came, was 
' 3 ' Ken Blanch, "Home of tranquillity", Sunday mail magazine, 16 September 1990, p. 35. 
Blanch was mislead by factual errors in his sources. 
' ^ Edna Duncan Interview, 13 April 1987; Neville Quaill, Interview, 20 September 1990; 
Lindsay Duncan, Dunwich note book (Retoined by Edna Duncan); Letter of anonymous to Eric Decker, 
n.d., QSA A/31727, under letter 11814 of 1946. 
'^' Durbidge & Covacevich, North Stradbroke Island, pp. 6 & 7, gives more detoils. 
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dictated by the Labor Party's chances in the federal and state elections and the 
schedules of the defence department.'^2 
Although the poor condition of the benevolent asylum along with new ideas on 
institutionalisation and geriatric care made the closing of the benevolent asylum 
inevitable sooner or later, Tom Foley's determination provided the immediate stimulus. 
He announced within three months of taking over his portfolio that the asylum would be 
relocated as part of a programme to improve the quality of the state's institutional care. 
New homes were opened, other institutions were closed or moved, and the Dunwich 
inebriates were sent to their own place at Marburg. Even Hanlon, despite his 
reputation, had little to do with Dunwich. Eventide at Charters Towers had been 
established before his time, and he ignored Dr Tumbull's recommendations for 
reforms. He was neither minister for health and home affairs nor premier at the time of 
the strike. W|ien the move came, his only intervention was to veto the spending of 
some extra money on prefabricated huts which would have been used to provide private 
accommodation to the men from the "top tents".'''3 He was not sufficientiy aware of the 
move to reply to a protest about using Sandgate without asking Foley for a suitable 
response. ^ ^ 
Foley's personal involvement was further evidenced by events after Eventide 
had been established. The drive to improve the new institution lasted no longer than his 
transfer to the ministry for lands in 1947. There was no planning apart from actually 
'^2 For a discussion on historical inevitobility and the "Cleopatra's nose" interpretotion of 
chance, see E.H. Carr, Wiat is historyl (Harmondsworth, England: Penguin, 1964), p. 100 and Robert 
Jones Shafer, David Bennett et al., A guide to historical method (Homewood, Illinois: Dorsey Press, 
1974), pp. 31-3. 
'^3 Memorandum of under secretory, 6 December 1946, QSA A/31727, under letter 12186 of 
1946. 
'"^ ^ Letter of nunister for health and home affairs T. Foley to premier E. Hanlon, 11 October 
1946, QSA A/31727, under letter 11814 of 1946. 
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getting the asylum to the new site and still no importance attached to the needs of the 
inmates. Another twenty-five years elapsed before real changes began. 
If anything was to symbolise the public attitude towards the inmates of the 
benevolent asylum, it was tmly revealed when the institution retumed from its exile on 
Stradbroke Island. Sympathy for the "poor old folks who deserve the best" vanished in 
a howl of protest that derelicts and dmnks would be wandering the streets of Sandgate. 
For the health department, it was a logistical problem, and for parliament, an electoral 
and financial concem. People remained as genuinely confused and comfortably ignorant 
about what went on in Eventide as they had about Dunwich throughout its history. 
For eighty years Queensland had quietiy allowed its unwanted surplus 
population to be exiled to Stradbroke Island, where they were safely tucked away out of 
sight and out of mind. With the passing of the benevolent asylum, there was almost a 
concerted effort to ensure that all traces and reminders vanished. The name of the 
institution was altered, the people were dispersed and the buildings were taken away, 
tom down or reconstmcted unrecognisably. The graves of the dead were hidden and 
records were lost. A new town grew over the remaining skeleton, based on tourism and 
sand mining. No town square or even a monument served as a memorial to the 
benevolent asylum. No street names commemorated the superintendents, staff members 
or inmates, either the notable handful or the anonymous majority.'^ 5 gven the memories 
twisted, faded or vanished. 
After eighty years of neglect, indecision, misunderstanding and fear, the 
Dunwich benevolent asylum had gone. 
'^5 In 1989, a memorial was finally erected in the Dunwich cemetery. Not only does it lack 
aesthetic appeal, but the information on the accompanying plaque is inaccurate. 
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CONCLUSION: 
WHOM NOBODY OWNS. 
Govemment policies often work at cross purposes because interests in society 
are often at cross purposes... In response to such conflicting signals, the 
classic bureaucratic response may well be to do nothing, and that is often 
what nursing home regulators have done. Those dedicated to doing something 
more have tried to do the best they could within those difficult constraints. 
There are many instances of inefficiency, stupidity, and irrationality in the 
regulatory process. But, on the whole, govemments have gotten just what 
they have asked for.' 
It is more common for academic historical studies to draw on the records of an 
institution than to feature the institution itself. Interest lies chiefly either with a 
particular group of people or with more general societal questions, so that the institution 
is used as a stepping-stone to gain access to them. This dissertation has avoided these 
approaches to concentrate on the institution as a focus of study by using an holistic 
stmctural model. 
The application of such a model to the history of the Dunwich benevolent 
asylum shows its component parts in a very different light than if they were studied 
individually. There is a world of difference between the "view from the top" 
commending "the state's provision for its aged poor" and the perspective of individuals 
facing the humiliation of failure as demonstrated by their admission to Dunwich. A rosy 
view of life on Stradbroke Island, so easy to gather from the memories of staff and 
visitors, is contradicted by the accounts of inmates who were unable to find a measure 
of happiness there. Taken out of the context provided by the model for an institutional 
study, any of these views could be accepted as the tmth, but the conflict between each 
of them is testimony to the fact that the tmth is still a littie further on. 
' Vladeck, Unloving care, p. 173. 
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It is through the use of a model that sufficient weight can be given during 
research to all elements in and influences on the institution. In particular it concentrates 
on the relationships among the component parts: the sponsoring body (the govemment), 
the institution (benevolent asylum) and clients (inmates), and the way in which 
environment and org<misational culture influenced, or failed to influence, these 
elements. 
Thus the research model effects a reconciliation of the conflict in the evidence 
by accepting the separate tmths of the elements while still relating each part to the 
whole. In the process the evidence becomes more complicated and the issues less 
simple. The causes for the poor treatment of the inmates did not stop with the staff, 
whose attitudes reflected those of the community at large and were engendered by the 
organisational stmcture of the home office. The search is a sort of detective story, 
where the trail of clues leads ultimately to the society to which all belonged. In doing 
so, it reveals something of that society. 
Mark Billinge has suggested that an institution can be the key to understanding 
the community, but there are differences between the benevolent asylum and the 
institutions with which he was most concemed. Dunwich was not a voluntary 
organisation, but much more in keeping with his "carefully designed apparatus of other 
(hegemonic) groups mobilized in an anxious attempt to control and deradicalize the 
numerous subordinate community factions". Even so, it was neither "carefully 
designed" nor its inmates "radical", but simply a manifestation of common belief in the 
existing social order. The object was not to "transform" but "maintain", and the 
membership did not join to achieve any other objective than to stay alive.^ 
2 Billinge, "Reconstructing societies in the past", p. 25. 
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Despite these reservations, this dissertation supports Billinge's basic thesis. The 
benevolent asylum gives insights into both the institution of which it was a part - the 
govemment, including parliament and the public service - and ultimately Queensland 
society. 
Ross Fitzgerald has commented on Queensland's conservative, conformist 
outiook that "The most significant political feature to emerge in the state's early history 
was not its radicalism but the strong authoritarian backlash which displays of dissent 
incurred".3 Society's preoccupation with "normality" was evident in the extent to which 
the benevolent asylum inmates, already branded as different, were regimented. The 
asylum was both a social control whose presence encouraged industry and a receptacle 
for those who, by wilful obstinacy or unavoidable frailty, failed to respond to the 
waming. 
Fitzgerald also expressed the view that the "unproductive" have been pushed to 
one side in Queensland's msh for material progress. As economic drains on the 
community, benevolent asylum inmates received treatment based on mistmst and 
suspicion. Any provision of charity was seen as generosity on the part of the giver 
rather than a right of the recipient, and fraught with peril for the well-being of all 
concemed. There was a fear that the charity cases would have no motivation to work 
and the givers might shirk their social responsibility. In the beginning it was believed 
that the "present difficulties" would right themselves soon, if a littie govemment help 
would see the various churches, local groups and prominent community members 
through the current crisis. Therefore the govemment entered the welfare field, but 
unwillingly and holding back from direct involvement. Private benevolent societies 
were encouraged and supported, the hospitals were given the funds to distribute relief, 
but further intervention flew against the current beliefs in laissez-faire govemment. 
3 Fitzgerald, Queensland to 1915, p. 335. 
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The solution was not going to work, if only because it was based on a false 
premise. There had been no golden age of benevolence when grateful paupers were all 
fed by well-dressed ladies tripping through their doors with scriptural readings and pots 
of soup. Govemmental involvement at one level or another had always been necessary, 
and even then was not always effective. 
Furthermore, littie interest in those members of society who were in greatest 
need was actually shown by the churches and voluntary agencies. Friendly societies 
which provided for their contributing members became increasingly popular until the 
change in attitudes which accompanied the commonwealth pension saw their decline. 
This did not help indigents as these funds were for the members and litde was done for 
people who could not contribute.^ Some hard work was done in limited areas on a 
limited scale by specific organisations but it was never adequate, and confined to the 
area of the donor's interest rather than the recipient's need. The Magdalene Asylum at 
Wooloowin was part of a Roman Catholic system which included hospitals and an 
orphanage. Most provincial centres had their own benevolent societies, with or without 
accommodation. The Blind Deaf and Dumb Institution at South Brisbane was 
commenced by private contribution. In addition charity was handed out with strong 
moral overtones, whether to the dmnk, the unemployed or the fallen women. Ministers 
of religion were often conspicuous by their absence, groups like the Salvation Army 
being formed to provide Christian service in areas where traditional churches had no 
interest.5 
'• In 1886, 134 lodges totolling 10000 members held £40000 rising in 1911 to a peak of 505 
lodges of 45 190 members, worth £170633 (Pearson, The growth and development of social services in 
Queensland, p. 49); Fitzgerald, Queensland to 1915, p. 325. 
5 Arnold Rattenbury showed a denomination which, by 1850, had deliberately shifted its appeal 
to attract adherents from the middle rather than the lower class (Arnold Rattenbury, "Methodism and the 
Tatterdemalions", in Popular culture and class conflict, 1590-1914: Explorations in the history of labour 
and leisure, ed. Eileen & Stephen Yeo (Sussex: Harvester Press, 1981), pp. 28-61). 
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Pearson used the introduction of pensions and other social service provisions to 
show that govemment policies in the area were changing between the time of the 1890s 
depression and the first world war.* It is tme that distinctions were made between those 
who had eamed help and those who were outright charity cases, but the practical effects 
of the change were minimal. The old Elizabethan "sturdy beggar" still haunted the 
thinking of govemment and society, including the Queensland Labor govemments 
following 1915. The strong moral undertone was continued, by continually reminding 
pensioners that they were receiving benevolence because they had eamed it and 
reinforcing to the "undeserving poor" that they were receiving charity by the goodwill 
of their social and political betters. 
The history of Dunwich viewed in this light ceases to be an indictment of the 
institution and becomes a rather sad comment on the society which benefited by and 
supported it. The idea is not new. In 1980 Bmce Vladeck claimed that the reason for 
the poor conditions of nursing homes in the United States was that citizens were 
unwilling to confront the tough issue of what was happening to thousands of people 
who had become an embarrassment and were unwilling to pay the money to do 
anything about it. Nursing homes were regarded as such a low priority that money 
would not be spent on respectable facilities, skilled staff, decent working conditions to 
attract the staff, and systems of control to ensure abuses would be detected. As a result, 
Vladeck wrote, "Govemments have gotten just what they have asked for."^ The 
parallels with Dunwich are remarkable. 
From beginning to end the benevolent asylum was ignored as much as possible 
by Queensland's govemment and society. The first superintendent, James Hamilton, did 
not have his duties fully explained to him and was not even aware of the details of the 
* Pearson, The growth and development of social services in Queensland, p. 5. 
' Vladeck, Unloving care, p. 173. 
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administrative relationship between the benevolent asylum and the colonial secretary's 
office. It was inevitable that problems should arise, but replacing the man rather than 
the system was the only solution applied. Hamilton's successor Dr Smith had already 
been accused (although cleared) of neglect of his duty in a similar post, but at Dunwich 
was subjected to no greater controls than Hamilton had been. The result was 
compounding neglect and abuse which finally collapsed with Dr Stockwell's dismissal 
in 1905; but still there was no attempt to ensure that similar problems would not recur. 
Dismissal of the man put the blame on him, while reforms to the system were an 
admission of error by the civil service. So sensitive to criticism was the home office 
that the suggested resolution was the appointment of a non-medical superintendent who 
would refrain from questioning his betters. This thought was seriously entertained when 
Dr Macarthur was dismissed after his dispute with the under secretary in 1918. The 
problems of having a thousand frail or ill people and no doctor to care for them was 
less important than the necessity of eradicating criticism. 
Physical neglect was a further demonstration of the low priority given to the 
institution. Staff and inmates lived in accommodation which was substandard, 
inadequate and replaced or repaired tardily. Basic services such as water, light and 
power were insufficient. Entertainment facilities were almost non-existent except when 
provided by the benevolence of staff or community members. Not surprisingly, the 
govemment finally found that the benevolent asylum could only be upgraded by 
unacceptably high expenditure. Eighty years of repairs which did not quite keep up with 
the deterioration had taken their toll. 
Nor was there any respect for the inmates of the benevolent asylum. References 
to "derelicts", "the scrapings of hell", infantilisation and the discounting of inmate's 
opinions, show lack of respect from the home office, parliament and the community at 
large. Such an attitude can be understood in the light of the traditional "poorhouse 
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mentality", punishing the poor for their poverty to discourage idleness in others, and 
the belief that dependency was due to personal faults rather than misfortune or the 
priorities of society. 
The reason that this attitude also existed towards the staff is less understandable. 
The nurses were flatiy refused training and conditions for all staff were neglected. The 
unions were unwilling to give assistance. Even the medical superintendent was not 
immune. If his opinions did not fit other plans made at the more exalted level of the 
home office, they were often either not sought or ignored. Paradoxically, a man such as 
Dr Row who was given no supervision in the more general aspects of his job could 
apparentiy not be tmsted to entertain ministers of religion without undue expenditure or 
dishonesty. Only the energetic and persistent Dr Booth-Clarkson, who had won a 
degree of personal respect in his earlier public service career, was treated with decency 
when his opinions conflicted with the home office, but the decisions still went against 
him. 
Specific incidents reveal particular reasons for this lack of respect. The 
Aboriginal gang suffered from the prejudices expressed towards all Aborigines. The 
reaction to the Otter grievances in 1944 was an anti-union response in a pattem typical 
of the Queensland govemment no matter which political party was in power. In more 
general terms, untrained staff who were at times not much different to the inmates had 
little to recommend them. Even qualified staff engendered littie respect for themselves 
when they were found to suffer from drinking or personality problems. 
It is too great a coincidence, however, that so many incidents were engendered 
in the one institution. Nor were all people the misfits of Queensland society. The 
number of inmates who were simply unfortunate - unfortunate to be alone, sick and 
poor - was not small. Some staff went to Dunwich because they wanted to live on 
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Stradbroke Island, others because they were sent there to fill a public service position 
and a few had a genuine sense of mission. These people had to contend with a strong 
hierarchal attitude in which personal worth was perceived in relation to position, and 
deference to authority was expected behaviour. 
The position of the entire institution was low in the hierarchy because of the 
role it played. The inmates had the reputation of being society's rejects, sent to 
Dunwich so as not to offend the sensibilities of a more productive and useful 
population. Those connected with such people were by association flotsam and jetsam 
themselves. The staff responded by closing ranks against the "ignorance" of outsiders. 
A reaction observed in other institutions, the development of a defensive organisational 
culture was particularly strong in Dunwich, where physical isolation further emphasised 
the social isolation of the institution. 
There was no overall policy guiding the operation of the benevolent asylum. 
Even inmates dismissed for misbehaviour retumed eventually, as there was nowhere 
else for them to go. Directing inmates to more specialised institutions or restricting the 
intake of inmates to prevent the growth of a monster institution would have made life 
much better for the Dunwich people but would have created problems for the 
govemment. Because the asylum was not bound by defined policies it could get by on 
decisions based on expediency and low cost. As firm as they were at the time, these 
decisions lasted only as long as they remained convenient. 
The govemment was largely unconcerned with the effect of its regulations on 
the people of Dunwich. It was for the medical superintendent to put the regulations into 
practice, as it was for the home office to make the policies of parliament work. The 
long battle against alcohol typified the result of decision-makers removed from the 
implementation of their commands. Successive medical superintendents pointed out that 
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mixing inebriates and other inmates caused problems. Over and over again, when the 
total ban on alcohol was shown to be unrealistic, moving the inebriates, opening a wet 
canteen or rationing alcohol were proposed. Nothing happened. This was no theory of 
"management from arm's length" in order to maintain objectivity. It was sheer neglect, 
saddling the benevolent asylum with having to carry out decisions based on unrealistic 
expectations. 
Any failing to obey the mlings set by the home office, by medical 
superintendent, staff member or inmate, was seen as a case of blatant disobedience. 
Reason or motivation were not considered factors, only the act itself. Legitimate 
protest, deliberate lawbreaking, inability to adjust to the institution, all were perceived 
within the hierarchal mentality as a challenge to govemmental authority. The medical 
superintendent, modelling his behaviour on the way his superior acted, saw the 
incidents as a challenge to his authority and dealt with them accordingly. His actions 
rarely came to the attention of the home office, which reacted more with displeasure at 
the medical superintendent causing the under secretary to be disturbed than concem at 
the problem. 
These conditions were easier to impose on the people who belonged to the 
institutional culture than those who did not. By 1946 an increasing number of 
"outsiders" - farmers, fishermen and holiday makers - had arrived on the island, while 
the local Aboriginal population became more aware of their rights in society. None of 
these people was prepared to accept the institution's arbitrary mle, especially when they 
were not on the institution's grounds. By not defining the benevolent asylum's limits 
the home office created problems for the institution which were compounded by the 
expectation that the medical superintendent would be the govemment's unofficial 
guardian of the island. The asylum's unstable relations with its neighbours was another 
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example of the results of the lack of planning combined with the desire to get as much 
as possible out of the institution for a minimum investment in it. 
The necessities for survival may have been provided gmdgingly, but they were 
provided nonetheless. The inmates were physically better off in the benevolent asylum 
than left to their own devices. At Dunwich their meals were provided regularly, they 
were clothed and they were assured of a bed. Inmates who wrote to the papers in 
defence of the asylum listed physical benefits to support their claims. Staff and 
govemment were puzzled by people who were not grateful for trading their 
independence and individuality for the meagre satisfaction of physical wants. 
The inmates who complained, especially those who had not yet developed an 
institutional dependency, were looking at the services of the benevolent asylum from a 
different perspective. They did not think about the efficiency required to cook meals for 
the entire benevolent asylum but the quality of the food put on their plate. They were 
less impressed with the money spent on ward improvements than with the fact that they 
had no privacy. As their complaints were directed at the quality of life, they would 
have preferred to have had less certain physical benefits and greater freedom. For those 
who were institutionally dependent, the position was reversed. They were frightened of 
having to make decisions for themselves and welcomed the security of routine which 
demanded no decision making from them. 
This was the reason for the lack of dissent within the institution - not because 
the inmates were grateful for what was given to them, or because they were deliberately 
muzzled. They were simply kept until they stopped resisting and became dependent. 
Some were already dependent when they were admitted, others never stopped resisting 
and were discharged along with the minority who were genuinely criminal. Most 
adjusted, became "good inmates" and lived out their time waiting for relatives who 
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never came, complaining about the lack of cabbage and setting the tables at meal times 
in retum for pocket money. 
The benevolent asylum was a "commonweal organisation" as described by 
Pauline Morris, in that its main function was to protect society from the inmates. The 
qualification that such organisations also served to rehabilitate or cure their inmates was 
not applicable to Dunwich.* There was little effort to cure that which was incurable, or 
to equip the inmates so that they could retum to the world. Some did, but not because 
of anything the institution gave them apart from a desire to get out. The purpose of the 
benevolent asylum was solely that of keeping off the street and away from people's eyes 
the members of society whose afflictions made them undesirable. 
No fancy facilities were needed to fulfil that purpose. Comfortable 
accommodation, specialist care, re-education programmes and trained staff would be 
wasted. The benevolent asylum came into govemment hands because the hospital no 
longer wanted it, was housed in a series of temporary locations which were not 
otherwise in use at the time, and stayed at Dunwich by default. It was neglected and 
ignored for eighty years by the govemment and public who were well aware of its 
function, but who were not particularly concemed. When, finally wom out to the point 
of being irreparable, the benevolent asylum was one of the last responsibilities which 
the department of health and home affairs tackled. Even then, "reforms" were no more 
than relocation to Sandgate where the public mounted protests at having the inmates 
wandering the streets. As soon as Tom Foley, the minister who had steered the move 
through parliament and the public service left, administration and funding of Eventide 
slipped back to the same level as the administration of the benevolent asylum -
maintenance, not adaption.^ 
* Morris, Put away, p. 293. 
' Handy, Understanding organisations, p. 323. 
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The children of Hampshire, where the infamous Andover workhouse is now part 
of local legend, sang a rhyme: 
Rattie his bones 
Over the stones 
He's only a pauper 
Whom nobody owns.'° 
In 1846 public and parliamentary opinion had forced an inquiry and eventually 
changes to the act under which the English workhouse system operated. There was to 
be no equivalent event in Queensland. The situation was satisfactory so long as the 
benevolent asylum stayed out of sight and out of mind. It was not the paujier "whom 
nobody owned", but the entire Dunwich benevolent asylum. 
* * * 
Since the benevolent asylum moved to Sandgate, there have been enormous 
changes in Queensland's institutional care system. Eventide after refurbishment bears 
no resemblance to the institution that moved there. A massive reaction is still in 
progress against institutionalising people in all but the most extreme cases, whether they 
are orphans, old, handicapped, mentally ill or prisoners. Support is increasingly being 
provided to enable people to continue to live in their own homes, or at least to live in 
home-like surroundings. 
This does not mean that the spectre of the poorhouse has been legislated away. 
Deinstitutionalisation is opposed by a significant number of members of the public and 
professional people, including care-givers, either on the grounds that the institution is 
the "best place" or that adequate support for the individual and care-giver is not 
'^ Children's rhyme, quoted in Anstruther, The scandal of the Arulover workhouse, p. 22. 
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provided." James Gardner and Art Veno condemned Queensland mental asylums in 
1979 as lacking in compassion and care, while Deborah Setterlund repeated their 
criticism in the context of the aged.'2 A series of inquiries during the 1980s on behalf 
of the commonwealth govemment concurred with each other on areas of concem, 
including inadequate classifications and poor treatment of residents, inappropriate 
locations of nursing homes, poor physical conditions and lack of professional training 
for staff.'3 They were the same criticisms that had been directed at Dunwich. 
In terms of money spent on clean rooms, support staff, green lawns, 
nutritionally balanced steam cooked meals and other quantifiable physical benefits, the 
benevolent asylum has now become a dim, nineteenth century echo. In spiritual terms 
of tolerance, care and compassion, real progress depends on the general acceptance of 
an unpleasant fact of life: that society must care for its cripples as well as the healthy. 
The question is not whether certain people can cope with life, but what will be 
done for those who cannot. The attempt to hide an individual's imperfections, not the 
imperfections themselves, created "A fit subject for admission to the Dunwich 
benevolent asylum." 
' ' Newspapers have provided a great deal of publicity for the critics of Deinstitutionalisation, 
whether they are justified or not. Typical articles include "Family angry over govt work policy". 
Courier-mail, 7 October 1991, p. 12; "Disabled stuck due to fund cuts". Courier-mail, 1 October 1991, 
p. 12; "It won't work" [letter of Lyall Cowell, executive director, Keystone project, Woodridge,] 
Courier-mail, 9 October 1991, p. 8. 
'2 Gardner & Veno, The disposable people, pp. 45-67; Deborah Setterlund, Marking time or 
living time: A study of social work practice and research in a home for aged people, M.Social Work 
thesis. University of Queensland, 1988. 
'3 The Heam Report, p. viii; Ronalds, Residents' rights in nursing homes arui hostels, p. 56; 
Giles Report, p. 120. In a minority dissenting report, senators Florence Bjelke-Petersen and Shirley 
Walters protested about the use of case studies and photographs on the grounds that the more responsible 
nursing homes would be indicted. They conunented, "The danger is that it will attract govemment, media 
and community attention quite out of proportion to the total scene." It was a familiar excuse for 
concealment of abuses, but was not necessary. There was no public reaction, "emotional" or otherwise 
(Giles Report, p. 171). 
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APPENDICES 
INTRODUCTION: 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA ON THE DUNWICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM 
This is not a statistical history. Nevertheless, the large number of inmates who 
passed through the benevolent asylum begs some statistical analysis, if only to verify 
the information gained by using non-statistical approaches. 
There are two possible sources for the data on inmates. The most detailed (and 
historiographically the most reliable) are the application for admission of each inmate 
and the summary in the admission register. Both usually gave a brief profile of an 
inmate's life. Subsequent correspondence was filed with the application for admission, 
while periods of leave, doctor's visits and discharge or death were entered in the 
register. 
However, many of the applications after 1890 are lost, as are the registers after 
1907. This invalidates any kind of analysis of the entire history of the benevolent 
asylum based on these sources, although a work confining itself to the nineteenth 
century would have valuable and detailed insights into the inmates. 
The second source of data, and the one used in this work, is the annual report 
prepared by the superintendent and published in the parliamentary papers. The reports 
were printed irregularly from 1871 until 1883, covering the years 1870, 1871, 1877 
and 1880. A report for 1874 was kept with the colonial secretary's incoming letters but 
never published. From 1884 reports appeared regularly until the benevolent asylum 
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was closed in 1946. Its successor. Eventide Home at Sandgate, continued to submit 
annual reports. Much of the information given on the applications and in the registers 
was repeated in summary form, thus simplifying its compdation. 
The reports covered calendar years until 1943, when they were adjusted to a 
year starting on 1 July. Therefore the data are for 1943, the first half of 1944, July 
1944 to June 1945, July 1945 to June 1946 and July 1946 to July 1947. The principal 
effect is for totals during "1944" to be extremely low as they only cover six months. 
While the annual reports have the advantage of regularity, there are several 
problems with their use. The information contained in them is not necessarily the same 
from year to year. Some categories, such as causes of death, religious denomination, 
numbers on leave, numbers sent to various other institutions, places of birth of inmates 
and quantity of meat produced, vanish or appear. Others are deleted, only to reappear 
in a different form. Over almost forty years, until 1926, the ages of all inmates were 
shown. In 1933, the information was included again, but only for people being 
admitted. For one year only, 1884, the average age of the inmates was recorded. 
Some of the data required processing before they could be used. The cost of 
supporting an inmate was shown as net and gross cost for a year, a month, a week, a 
day or any combination of those figures. To have any meaning for comparative 
purposes from year to year, all costs had to be reinterpreted for one inmate annually. 
Country of birth, last place of residence before admission and similar statistics had to 
be reduced to several broad groupings to avoid creating a meaningless mass of figures. 
There is a possibility for misinterpretation arising from the original collection of 
the data. The modem statistician's ability to generate figures is likely to exceed the 
sophistication of the data on which the figures were based. At times, the data may not 
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have been particularly precise. More frequentiy, there is the possibility of error. Causes 
of death and illness have been particularly susceptible to advances in knowledge which 
show previous beliefs to be incorrect. "Insanity" is now known to be neurological or 
psychological, and diseases have been uncovered which give the appearance of 
"insanity" but which are physical. Similar changes in looking to causes rather than 
symptoms have shown that deaths were not due to diarrhoea and enteritis but a large 
range of diseases of which they were symptoms.' 
Shown below are jdl graphs, figures and tables which were used as evidence in 
the dissertation. Much more information culled from the annual reports during research 
was discarded as having no significant impact on the argument. 
Information based on the reports is shown as a graph because a visual 
presentation shows the overall view most clearly, and then in tabular form if detail is 
required. With the table are the statistical calculations, usually the arithmetic mean 
(referred to in the text as the average for readability), and standard deviation with other 
relevant figures. 
' Patrick, Health and medicine in Queensland, p. 224. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Figure 1.1 
GENERAL STRUCTURAL MODEL FOR AN INSTITUTIONAL STUDY 
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Figure 1.2 
SPECIFIC STRUCTURAL MODEL FOR THE DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM 
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Figure 1.3 
BRISBANE AND ENVIRONS 
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F i g u r e 1.5 
MAP OF DUNWICH, 1885 
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Figure 1.7 
SIGNIFICANT DATES IN THE HISTORY 
OF THE DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1884-1946 
1884 Inquiry by committee of legislative council finds 
benevolent asylum mismanaged 
1885 First regulations issued 
1885 Patrick Smith first medical superintendent on 
departure of superintendent James Hamilton 
1886 New water supply from Yerrol Creek installed 
1887 Female Division opened 
1892 Lazaret at Adam's Beach 
1893 Immigration Depot closed 
1894 Married couple's allowances 
1896 Inebriates' Act 
1897 Victoria Hall for concerts and recreation opened 
at Dunwich 
1900 James Hunt medical superintendent 
1901 James Stockwell medical superintendent 
1901 Diamantina hospital starts to accept patients 
1902 Water reserve under control of medical 
superintendent 
1903 Peel Island used 
1904 Consumptives moved to camp at Polka Point 
1906 Inquiry into conduct of medical superintendent 
Dr Stockwell 
1906 Classification of illnesses for ward allocations 
1906 Linford Row medical superintendent 
1906 Regulations revised 
1907 St Mark's Church built 
1907 Lazaret moved to Peel Island 
1909 Commonwealth pensions 
1910 Inebriates sent to Peel Island 
1911 New laundry & kitchen completed 
1913 Men's mess room completed 
1916 John MacArthur medical superintendent 
1916 Inebriates moved back from Peel Island 
1918 MacArthur dismissed after dispute with under 
secretary 
1919 James Booth-Clarkson medical superintendent 
1928 Frederick Challands medical superintendent 
1928 Electrification at Dunwich 
1929 "Eventide Home" Charters Towers opened 
1930 Consumptive camp "closed" 
1932 Regulations revised 
1932 Police Station at Dunwich 
1935 Department of Health and Home Affairs established 
1935 Consumptive camp no longer in use 
1935 Frederick Turnbull medical superintendent 
194 1 Myora settlement moved to One-Mile 
1941 Regulations revised 
1946 Benevolent asylum moved to Sandgate as Eventide 
Home, occupying old RAAF base 
Sources: Colonial secretary's letters, Dunwich batches. 
Works department batches, QSA; Annual reports of tne 
Dunwich Benevolent Asylum 1870-1946. 
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APPENDIX 2 . 
F i g u r e 2 . 1 
ANNUAL COST OF RELIEVING ONE INMATE AT THE DUNWICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1 8 7 0 - 1 9 4 6 
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Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum 
1870-1946. 
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F i g u r e 2 . 1 ( c o n t . ) 
ANNUAL COST OF RELIEVING ONE INNATE AT THE DUNUICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUH, 1870-1946, 
YEAR 
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Figure 2.2 
CORRELATION OF INMATES DISCHARGED AND ABSCONDING FROM THE 
DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1901-1925 
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Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 
1901-1925. 
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Figure 2.2 (cont.) 
CORRELATION OF INMATES DISCHARGED AND ABSCONDING 
FROM DUNHICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1901-1925 
YEAR TOTAL INMATES PERCENT INMATES PERCENT 
INMATES DISCHARGED DISCHARGED RUN AUAY RUN AUAY 
1901 
1902 
1903 
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1915 
1916 
1917 
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1577 
1589 
1509 
1533 
1573 
1483 
1450 
1412 
1336 
1288 
1341 
1330 
1264 
1346 
1371 
1237 
1271 
1347 
1446 
1465 
1439 
1432 
1342 
1253 
179 
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141 
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96 
104 
134 
127 
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138 
187 
149 
116 
118 
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108 
114 
95 
132 
158 
147 
132 
137 
12.34 
11.54 
11.46 
11.94 
9.19 
9.72 
6.47 
7.17 
9.49 
9.50 
9.62 
10.29 
14.00 
11.78 
8.61 
8.60 
8.64 
8.49 
8.46 
6.56 
9.01 
10.58 
10.26 
9.83 
10,93 
41 
29 
59 
50 
29 
60 
45 
36 
53 
45 
35 
67 
55 
32 
41 
65 
57 
47 
37 
65 
56 
69 
45 
45 
28 
2.82 
1.83 
3.71 
3.31 
1.89 
3.81 
3.03 
2.48 
3.75 
3.36 
2.71 
3.50 
4.13 
4.13 
3.04 
4.74 
4.60 
3.69 
2.74 
4.49 
3.82 
4.79 
3.13 
3.35 
2.23 
Discharges. 
Nuaber: 25 
Total; 244 
Arithmetic lean: 9.7784 
Standard deviation: 1.766 
One standard deviation above lean: 11.544 
One standard deviation below lean: 8.0124 
Runaways. 
Nuabert 25 
Total: 83 
Arithietic aean: 3.336 
Standard deviation: 0.8223 
One standard deviation above lean: 4.1583 
One standard deviation below lean: 2.1537 
Correlation coefficient: -0.12109 
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Figure 2.3 
YOUNG PEOPLE AT DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1891-1925 
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Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 
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Figure 2.3 (cont.) 
YOUNG PEOPLE AT DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUH, 1888-1925 
YEAR NUMBER NUMBER PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE TOTAL 
UNDER 20 20 - 30 UNDER 20 20 - 30 INHATES 
YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
5 
4 
3 
3 
5 
9 
7 
11 
9 
2 
5 
7 
3 
11 
13 
14 
13 
8 
9 
12 
8 
5 
3 
6 
10 
17 
16 
26 
32 
27 
20 
17 
11 
14 
15 
12 
21 
17 
17 
19 
22 
26 
23 
30 
21 
24 
28 
23 
29 
24 
28 
33 
40 
45 
50 
44 
40 
35 
0 
0 
.14 
0.11 
0.98 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.3 
0.34 
3.25 
0.18 
0.19 
0.32 
1.58 
0.47 
0.75 
0.63 
0.14 
0.38 
0.52 
0.22 
0.87 
0.96 
1.13 
1.02 
0.55 
0.61 
0.83 
0.55 
0.37 
0.23 
1.21 
1.84 
2.7 
2.33 
2.92 
3.16 
2.51 
1.81 
1.3 
0.95 
1.17 
1.12 
0.82 
1.33 
1.05 
1.12 
1.23 
1.39 
1.75 
1.58 
2.12 
1.57 
1.86 
2.08 
1.72 
2.29 
1.78 
2.26 
2.59 
2.75 
3.07 
3.47 
3.07 
2.98 
2.79 
494 
542 
618 
685 
889 
1012 
1072 
1101 
1216 
1155 
1188 
1328 
1452 
1577 
1589 
1509 
1533 
1573 
1483 
1450 
1412 
1336 
1288 
1341 
1330 
1264 
1346 
1237 
1271 
1446 
1464 
1429 
1432 
1343 
1253 
Under 20. 
Nuiber: 
Total: 
ArithKtic lean: 
Standard deviation: 
One standard deviation 
One standard deviation 
20-30. 
Nuaber: 
Total: 
Arithietic aean: 
Standard deviation: 
One standard deviation 
One standard deviation 
above 
below 
above 
below 
lean: 
lean: 
•ean: 
•ean: 
34 
176 
5.1764 
4.3822 
9.5587 
0.7942 
34 
856 
25.1764 
9.96 
35.1365 
13.21 
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APPENDIX 3. 
Figure 3.1 
ANNUAL QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE ON DUNWICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL COSTS, 1884-1946 
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Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum 
1884-1946. ' 
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Figure 3.1 (cont.) 
ANNUAL QUEENSLAND 60VERNNENT EXPENDITURE ON DUNUICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL COSTS, 
1884-1946 
i indicates figures calculated froi other coluins. 
YEAR TOTAL ANNUAL COST PAYMENT FOR ONE PERCENTAGE OF COST 
OF ONE INMATE INMATE MADE BY OF ONE INMATE PAID BY 
QUEENSLAND QUEENSLAND 
GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT. 
92.680 
0.000 
0.000 
96.350 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
87.480 
94.510 
92.190 
91.680 
90.850 
91.220 
96.070 
99.670 
99.990 
99.970 
91.640 
97.500 
97.070 
95.400 
97.150 
92.160 
95.690 
98.350 
97.740 
98.440 
92.020 
88.080 
82.080 
82.380 
76.860 
80.890 
68.820 
72.410 
69.380 
60.580 
69.360 
64.740 
65.110 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
118.14.9 
15.17.3 3/4 
20.7.5 
14.16.9 1/2 
16.17.5 
•15.6.0 
•15,13.1 
•13.8.3 
•13.12.11 
•15.3.3 
•14.8.5 
•12.8.4 
•16.12.8 
•17.12.2 
•16.8.5 
•18.16.8 
•14.17.0 
•14.8.2 
14.3.10 
•16.1.10 
•17.0.5 
18.5.10 
19.15.11 
22.2.10 
23.10.6 4/5 
25.3.6 3/4 
29.6.7 
33.11.1 11/2 
36.2.0. 
34.12.2 
39.13.5 
44.2.6 
45.16.0 
44.7.0 1/3 
38.13.8 2/5 
38.13.10 
48.18.8 
46.18.9 
•18.14.9 
14.5.11 1/2 
16.7.6 
15.13.5 
15.4.7 
13.7.8 
13.0.0 
12.7.3 3/4 
12.10.2 1/4 
13.15.6 
13.3.1 
11.18.7 
16.11.7 
17.12.1 3/4 
16.8.4 
17.5.2 
14.9.8 
13.8.9 
13.10.9 
15.12.0 
15.13.9 
17.10.1 
19.9.5 
21.12.10 
23.3.3 
23.3.4 3/4 
25.16.8 
27.11.6 3/4 
29.14.9 
26.12.0 
32.1.10 
30.7.11 3/4 
33.3.3 2/5 
30.15.5 1/3 
23.8.8 7/10 
23.16.9 
31.13.6 3/4 
30.11.3 
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Figure 3.1 (cont.) 
YEAR TOTAL ANNUAL COST PAYMENT FOR ONE PERCENTA6E OF COST 
OF ONE INMATE INMATE MADE BY OF ONE INHATE PAID BY 
QUEENSLAND QUEENSLAND 
GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT. 
68.470 
66.180 
66.570 
60.660 
43.850 
21.420 
38.610 
38.610 
54.100 
61.160 
59.170 
51.400 
59.090 
56.950 
59.230 
64.830 
60.290 
58.530 
52.300 
56.180 
60.150 
60.600 
52.460 
41.660 
45.460 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
52.16.9 
52.16,1 
50.5.11 
53.19,2 
45.7.7 
35.15.10 
41.9.10 
39.0.6 
42.13.9 
49.2.9 
•50.17.1 
•53.13.11 
•55.4.4 
•55.1.8 
•57.8.8 
•68.0.1 
•70.12.2 
1943^ ^^72.6.12 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
•79.14.8 
•89.5.11 
•103.12.8 
150.13.10 
142.17.1 
138,5.4 
157.17.7 
36.3.7 
34.18.11 
33.9.8 
32.14,8 
19.18.0 
•8.6.3 
•14.3.8 
15.1.4 
23.1.11 
30,1.1 
•30.1.9 
•27.11.11 
•32.12,6 
•31,7.5 
•34.0.5 
•44.1.9 
•42.11.4 
••42.7.0 
•41.13.12 
•50.3.5 
•62.6.8 
91.6.4 
77.11.3 
57,11.11 
71.15.5 
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Figure 3.2 
DISTRICT FROM WHICH INMATES CAME TO DUNWICH BENEVOLENT 
ASYLUM, 1887-1938 
OTHER 
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Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 
1887-1938. 
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Figure 3.2 (cont.) 
DISTRICT FROM WHICH INMATES CAME TO DUNWICH BENEVOLENT 
ASYLUH, 1884-1946 
YEAR SOUTH-EAST 
QUEENSLAND 
1887 220 
1888 217 
1889 273 
1890 277 
1891 295 
1892 357 
1893 435 
1894 499 
1895 630 
1896 
1897 477 
1898 499 
1899 507 
1900 489 
1901 525 
1902 544 
1903 564 
1904 548 
1905 
1906 581 
1907 543 
1908 
1909 571 
1910 304 
1911 529 
1912 581 
1913 610 
1914 570 
1915 
1916 635 
1917 566 
1918 560 
1919 
1920 " 732 
1921 721 
1922 754 
1923 745 
1924 717 
1925 655 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 199 34 17 0 250 68 
1934 165 10 32 0 207 52 
1935 233 12 47 0 281 76 
iSTAL 1 WESTERN 
AREA QUEENSLAND 
77 
75 
105 
66 
138 
199 
166 
152 
166 
198 
216 
241 
247 
357 
269 
244 
324 
312 
340 
184 
273 
230 
365 
22S 
181 
285 
230 
252 
251 
211 
197 
221 
228 
218 
149 
160 
164 
250 
227 
308 
411 
440 
305 
541 
440 
440 
592 
670 
656 
781 
637 
680 
645 
657 
559 
329 
395 
495 
513 
736 
4<1 
459 
463 
533 
488 
473 
397 
380 
NOT 
KNOWN 
25 
42 
0 
25 
25 
25 
1 
1 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
TOTAL SENT FROM 
INSTITUTIONS 
(Diaiantina, Goodna, Prison, 
Willowbum, Inebriates, Orphanage 
etc) 
471 
494 
542 
618 
685 
889 
1012 
1072 
1101 
1216 
1155 
1188 
1328 
1452 
1577 
1589 
1509 
1533 
1573 
1483 
1450 
1412 
1336 
1288 
1341 
1330 
1264 
1371 
1237 
1271 
1446 
1465 
1439 
1439 
1342 
1253 
1936 242 26 50 0 318 35 
1937 294 20 73 
1938 271 36 71 
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0
7
1
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Figure 3.3 
DISTRICT FROM WHICH INMATES CAME TO DUNWICH BENEVOLENT 
ASYLUM BY PERCENTAGE, 1887-1938 
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Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 
1887-1938. 
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Figure 3.3 (cont.) 
YEAR 
DISTRICT FROM WHICH INMATES CAHE TO DUNWICH BENEVOLENT 
ASYLUM BY PERCENTAGE, 1887-1938 
PERCENTAGE FROM PERCENTAGE FROM PERCENTAGE FROM PERCENTAGE FROM TOTAL PERCENTAGE FROM 
SOUTH-EAST COASTAL AREAS WESTERN QUEENSLAND UNKNOWN LOCATION INSTITUTIONS 
QUEENSLAND 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
46,71 
43,92 
50.37 
48,82 
43.07 
40.16 
42.98 
46.55 
56.58 
39.23 
43.29 
42.68 
36.82 
36.16 
34.50 
35.49 
36,32 
0.00 
36.94 
36.61 
0,00 
40.44 
37,72 
41,07 
43,33 
45.86 
45.09 
46.32 
45.76 
44.06 
50.62 
49,22 
52,40 
51.77 
53.49 
52.27 
79.60 
79.71 
82,92 
76.10 
75.96 
71.69 • 
16.35 
15.18 
19.37 
10.86 
20.15 
22.38 
16.40 
14.65 
15.08 
16.23 
18.70 
20.29 
18.60 
17.70 
17.06 
15.36 
21.47 
0.00 
17.74 
22.93 
0.00 
13.03 
20.43 
17.86 
27.22 
16.92 
14.32 
20.79 
18.59 
19.83 
17.36 
13.69 
13.69 
15.36 
16.99 
17.40 
13.60 
4.83 
4.72 
8.18 
5.17 
9.52 
31.63 
32.38 
30.26 
40.45 
33.14 
34.65 
40.61 
'41.04 
27.70 
44.49 
38.10 
37.04 
44.58 
46.14 
41.60 
49.15 
42.21 
0.00 
43.23 
43.49 
0.00 
46.53 
41.84 
41.07 
29.46 
37.22 
40.59 
53.68 
35.65 
36.11 
32.02 
33.91 
33.91 
32.87 
29.66 
30.33 
6.80 
22.71 
16.73 
15.72 
18.86 
18.78 
5.31 
8.50 
0.00 
4.05 
3.65 
2.81 
0.10 
0.09 
0.64 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
471 
494 
542 
618 
685 
889 
1012 
1072 
1101 
1216 
1155 
1188 
1328 
1452 
1577 
1589 
1509 
1533 
1573 
1483 
1450 
1412 
1336 
1288 
1341 
1330 
1264 
1371 
1237 
1271 
1446 
1465 
1439 
1439 
1342 
1253 
\ 
250 
207 
281 
318 
387 
378 
27.20 
i5.i2 
27.05 
11.01 
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Figure 3 . 4 
BIRTHPLACES OF DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM INMATES, 1884-1938 
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Figure 3.4 (cont.) 
BIRTHPLACES OF DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUH INHATES, 1884-1938 
YEAR BRITAIN EUROPE ASIA OTHER QUEENSLAND OTHER 
COLONIES CONTINENTS 
l UNKNOWN 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
321 
391 
401 
435 
493 
540 
720 
814 
873 
877 
957 
905 
929 
1053 
1142 
1218 
1245 
1184 
1195 
1211 
1147 
1105 
1151 
1002 
942 
960 
962 
911 
932 
843 
860 
918 
919 
890 
875 
791 
737 
122 
108 
136 
135 
160 
150 
38 
44 
54 
71 
79 
90 
107 
120 
133 
140 
160 
141 
142 
138 
143 
174 
171 
171 
179 
182 
168 
158 
162 
145 
139 
143 
145 
120 
145 
123 
120 
156 
157 
141 
146 
123 
119 
17 
8 
9 
21 
19 
20 
13 
11 
11 
10 
14 
20 
13 
24 
21 
17 
29 
35 
27 
22 
38 
43 
36 
24 
27 
24 
25 
32 
34 
30 
36 
39 
33 
36 
43 
38 
32 
37 
37 
40 
40 
39 
30 
4 
4 
6 
5 
8 
7 
^ 
12 
9 
9 
12 
17 
26 
24 
21 
28 
36 
41 
52 
61 
79 
80 
84 
80 
72 
79 
68 
66 
76 
87 
86 
97 
93 
81 
109 
103 
105 
136 
152 
159 
156 
169 
151 
46 
34 
59 
70 
85 
88 
0 
1 
1 
2 
5 
2 
5 
9 
5 
12 
9 
12 
16 
32 
22 
27 
28 
21 
33 
49 
47 
57 
63 
53 
59 
71 
67 
82 
103 
99 
122 
150 
159 
173 
182 
182 
180 
63 
47 
64 
86 
107 
100 
J 
12 
0 
15 
17 
16 
18 
23 
19 
27 
26 
21 
22 
22 
28 
35 
29 
29 
27 
29 
30 
32 
16 
25 
27 
31 
31 
34 
39 
35 
32 
40 
41 
36 
45 
39 
34 
7 
6 
7 
1 
8 
13 
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Figure 3.5 
BIRTHPLACES OF DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM INMATES BY 
PERCENTAGE, 1884-1938 
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Figure 3.5 (cont.) 
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Figure 3.5 (cont.) 
BIRTHPLACES OF DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUN INMATES 
BY PERCENTAGE, 1884-1938 
YEAR TOTAL PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE 
FROH FROH FROH FROH FROM FROM 
BRITAIN EUROPE ASIA COLONIES QUEENSLAND REST 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
390 
471 
494 
542 
618 
685 
889 
1012 
1072 
1101 
1216 
1155 
1188 
1328 
1452 
1577 
1589 
1509 
1533 
1573 
1483 
1450 
1412 
1336 
1288 
1341 
1330 
1264 
1371 
1237 
1271 
1446 
1465 
1439 
1439 
1342 
1253 
250 
207 
281 
318 
387 
378 
82,30 
83.00 
81.17 
80.25 
79.77 
78.80 
80.98 
80.63 
81.43 
79.65 
79.52 
78.35 
78.19 
79.29 
78.65 
77.23 
78.35 
78.46 
77.95 
76.98 
77.34 
76.20 
81.51 
75.00 
73.13 
71.58 
72.33 
72.02 
67.97 
68.14 
67.66 
63.48 
62.73 
61.84 
60.80 
58.94 
57.89 
48.80 
52.17 
36.70 
42,45 
41.34 
39,68 
9.74 
9.74 
10.93 
13.09 
12.78 
13.13 
12.03 
11.85 
12.40 
12.71 
13.15 
12.20 
11.95 
10.39 
9.84 
11.03 
10.76 
11.33 
11.67 
11.57 
11.32 
10.89 
11.47 
10.85 
10.79 
10.66 
10.90 
9.49 
10.57 
9.94 
9.44 
10.78 
10.71 
9.79 
10.14 
9.16 
9.34 
6.80 
3.86 
4.12 
6.60 
4.90 
5.29 
3.30 
2.30 
2.22 
1.84 
2.26 
2.91 
1.46 
2.37 
1.95 
1.54 
2.38 
3.03 
2.27 
1.65 
2.61 
2.73 
2.26 
1.59 
1.76 
1.52 
1.68 
2.20 
2.40 
2.24 
2.79 
2.90 
2.48 
2.84 
3.13 
3.07 
2.51 
2.55 
2.52 
2.77 
2.77 
2.90 
2.35 
1.60 
1.93 
2.75 
1.57 
2.06 
1.85 
2.30 
2.54 
1.82 
1.66 
1.94 
2.48 
2.92 
2.37 
1.95 
2.54 
2.06 
3.54 
4.37 
4.59 
5.44 
2.72 
5.28 
5.38 
4.69 
5.02 
4.58 
4.55 
5.38 
6.51 
6.67 
7.23 
6.99 
6.40 
7.95 
8.32 
8.26 
9.40 
10.37 
11.04 
10.80 
12.59 
11.86 
18.40 
16.42 
27.06 
22.01 
21.96 
23.28 
1.57 
0.21 
0.20 
0.36 
0.80 
0.29 
0.56 
0.88 
0.46 
1.08 
0.74 
1.03 
1.34 
2.40 
1.51 
1.71 
1.76 
1.39 
2.15 
3.11 
3.16 
3.93 
4.46 
3.96 
4.58 
5.29 
5.03 
6.48 
7.51 
8.00 
9.59 
10.37 
10.85 
12.02 
12.64 
13.56 
14.13 
25.20 
22.70 
29.35 
27.04 
27.64 
26.45 
0.76 
2.54 
0.00 
2.75 
2.75 
2.33 
2.02 
2.27 
1.77 
2.45 
2.13 
1.81 
1.85 
1.65 
1.92 
2.21 
1.82 
1.92 
1.76 
1.84 
2.02 
2.20 
1.84 
1.87 
2.09 
2.31 
2.25 
2.68 
2.84 
2.82 
2.51 
2.76 
2.79 
2.50 
2.85 
2.90 
2.67 
2.80 
2.89 
3.21 
0.31 
2.06 
3.43 
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Figure 3.6 
PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION OF DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM 
INMATES ADMITTED DURING EACH YEAR, 1870-1946 
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Figure 3.6 (cont.) 
PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION OF DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM 
INHATES ADHITTED DURING EACH YEAR, 1870-1946 
YEAR MALES MALES FEMALES FEMALE ADMITS TOTAL 
ADMITS TOTAL ADMITS TOTAL 
PERCENTAGE 
HALES 
ENTERING 
PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE 
FEMALES TOTAL 
ENTERING ENTERING 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
35 
52 
87 
127 
4 
10 
55 141 
77 180 
157 345 
217 
269 
239 
195 
236 
173 
224 
287 
236 
176 
240 
242 
495 
582 
568 
538 
612 
407 
652 
762 
775 
768 
258 861 
238 912 
937 
989 
221 1024 
191 966 
269 996 
351 1116 
375 1220 
472 1335 
348 1353 
333 1300 
345 1322 
330 1346 
227 1237 
245 1215 
13 
24 
32 
21 
13 
18 
25 
18 
29 
26 
49 
28 
54 
42 
37 
49 
55 
36 
55 
66 
69 
79 
56 
36 
56 
51 
77 
49 
15 
20 
18 
31 
85 
81 
74 
82 
88 
64 
95 
93 
128 
121 
151 
160 
154 
179 
192 
189 
192 
212 
232 
242 
236 
209 
211 
227 
246 
235 
39 126 
62 147 
62 159 
90 211 
44 191 389 
249 
290 
252 
213 
262 
191 
253 
313 
285 
204 
580 
563 
642 
620 
705 
662 
747 
855 
903 
889 
312 1012 
280 1072 
277 1101 
291 1168 
276 1216 
227 1155 
324 1188 
417 1328 
444 1452 
551 1577 
404 1589 
369 1509 
401 1533 
381 1573 
304 1483 
295 1450 
40.2 
40.9 
39.0 
42.0 
48.4 
43.8 
46.2 
42.0 
36.2 
38.5 
42.5 
34.3 
37.7 
30.5 
22.9 
30.0 
26.1 
25.6 
24.5 
21.6 
19.8 
26.9 
31.5 
30.7 
35.4 
25.7 
25.2 
26.3 
24.5 
18.4 
20.2 
26.2 
50.0 
38.9 
41.9 
54.5 
31.0 
42.2 
39.0 
42.3 
41.9 
37.6 
25.9 
54.2 
22.0 
29.5 
28.1 
30.5 
27.4 
38.3 
23.1 
35.8 
26.3 
22.6 
27.4 
28.6 
19.0 
28.6 
31.1 
29.4 
32.6 
23.7 
17.2 
26.5 
24.2 
31.3 
20.9 
42.9 
43.7 
39.3 
34.4 
37.2 
31.7 
33.9 
35.3 
31.6 
22.9 
30.8 
26.1 
25.2 
24.9 
22.7 
19.7 
27.3 
31.4 
30.6 
43.9 
25.4 
24.5 
26.2 
24.2 
20.5 
20.3 
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Figure 3.6 (cont.) 
YEAR 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943* 
1944-
1945-
1945-
MALES MALES FEMALES FEMALE ADMITS TOTAL 
ADMITS TOTAL 
264 
261 
270 
333 
320 
292 
374 
326 
254 
313 
360 
358 
350 
320 
334 
256 
233 
291 
287 
259 
265 
270 
215 
247 
223 
182 
253 
288 
328 
338 
342 
303 
395 
318 
152 
342 
240 
289 
1195 
1153 
1114 
1144 
1136 
1075 
1159 
1176 
1071 
1095 
1163 
1259 
1285 
1247 
1253 
1182 
1104 
1129 
1123 
1062 
1107 
1100 
991 
999 
961 
847 
882 
918 
975 
950 
968 
935 
1030 
970 
781 
950 
880 
903 
ADMITS 
50 
35 
40 
65 
51 
57 
55 
48 
33 
52 
42 
41 
56 
62 
44 
31 
36 
35 
28 
41 
33 
40 
30 
35 
36 
25 
28 
30 
59 
40 
35 
39 
49 
38 
31 
57 
41 
55 
TOTAL 
217 
183 
174 
197 
194 
189 
187 
195 
166 
176 
184 
177 
179 
192 
179 
160 
149 
142 
139 
145 
160 
163 
158 
161 
161 
136 
133 
134 
165 
162 
145 
146 
160 
159 
155 
183 
181 
196 
314 
296 
310 
398 
371 
349 
429 
374 
287 
365 
402 
399 
406 
382 
379 
297 
269 
326 
315 
300 
298 
310 
246 
282 
259 
207 
281 
318 
387 
378 
377 
342 
444 
356 
183 
399 
281 
344 
1412 
1336 
1288 
1341 
1330 
1264 
1346 
1371 
1237 
1271 
1347 
1446 
1465 
1439 
1432 
1342 
1253 
1271 
1262 
1207 
1267 
1263 
1149 
1160 
1122 
983 
1015 
1052 
1140 
1112 
1113 
1082 
1190 
1129 
936 
1143 
1061 
1099 
PERCENTAGE 
MALES 
ENTERING 
22.1 
22.6 
24.2 
29.1 
28.2 
27.2 
32.3 
27.2 
23.7 
28.6 
31.0 
28.2 
27.2 
25.7 
26.7 
22.5 
21.1 
25.8 
25.0 
24.4 
23.9 
24.5 
21.8 
24.7 
23.2 
21.5 
28.7 
31.4 
33.6 
35.6 
35.3 
32.4 
38.3 
32.8 
19.5 
35.6 
27.3 
32.0 
PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE 
FEMALES TOTAL 
ENTERING ENTERING 
23.0 
19.1 
23.0 
33,0 
26.3 
30.2 
29.4 
24.6 
19.9 
29.3 
22.8 
23,2 
31.3 
32,3 
24,6 
19.4 
24.2 
24.6 
20.1 
28.3 
29.6 
24.5 
19.0 
21.7 
22.4 
18.4 
21.1 
22.4 
35.8 
24.7 
24.1 
26.7 
30.6 
23.9 
20.0 
31.1 
22.7 
28.1 
22.2 
22.2 
24.1 
29.7 
27.9 
27,5 
31.9 
27.3 
23.2 
28.7 
29.8 
27.6 
27.7 
25,5 
26.3 
22,1 
21,5 
25.6 
25.0 
24,9 
23.5 
24.5 
21.4 
24.3 
23.1 
21,1 
26.7 
30.2 
33.9 
34.0 
33.9 
31.6 
37.3 
31.5 
19.6 
34.9 
25.5 
31.3 
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Figure 3.7 
ANNUAL TOTAL AND WEEKLY AVERAGE OF INMATES RELIEVED IN 
DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1870-1946 
1600 
1500 
1400 
1300 
1200 
1100 
1000 
u 
m 
I860 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 1900 OS 10 15 20 25 30 3 0 45 50 
YEAR 
Source: Annual reports of the 
1870-1946. 
Dunwich benevolent asylum. 
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Figure 3.7 (cont.) 
ANNUAL TOTAL AND WEEKLY AVERAGE OF INHATES RELIEVED IN THE 
DUNUICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1870-1946 
YEAR TOTAL 
RELIEVED 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
18B9 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
Weekly Average. 
Nuiber: 
Total: 
Arithietic lean 
Standard deviati 
126 
147 
159 
211 
0 
0 
389 
580 
663 
642 
620 
705 
662 
747 
855 
903 
889 
1012 
1072 
1101 
1168 
1216 
1155 
1188 
1328 
1452 
1577 
1589 
1509 
1533 
1573 
1483 
1450 
1412 
on: 
One standard deviation above 
One standard deviation below 
AVERAGE 
RELIEVED 
84.00 
87.00 
86.00 
99.00 
136.00 
0.00 
0.00 
228.00 
340.00 
381.00 
412.00 
465.00 
472.00 
531.00 
617.00 
654.00 
0.00 
746.00 
792.00 
822.00 
879.00 
899.00 
867.00 
868.00 
952.00 
1021.00 
1075.00 
1151.00 
1133.00 
1168.00 
1205.00 
1143.00 
1105.00 
1052.00 
YEAR 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943* 
1944-
1945-
1946-
60 
47808 
796.81 
295.549 
•ean: 1091.404 
•ean: 500.216 
TOTAL 
RELIEVED 
Total. 
Nuiber: 
Total: 
1336 
1288 
1341 
1330 
1264 
1346 
1371 
1237 
1271 
1347 
1446 
1465 
1439 
1432 
1342 
1253 
1271 
1262 
1207 
1267 
1263 
1149 
1160 
1122 
983 
1015 
1052 
1140 
1112 
1113 
1082 
1190 
1129 
936 
1143 
1061 
1099 
Arithmetic mean: 
Standard deviation: 
One standard deviat 
One standard deviat 
Correlation coeffic 
AVERAGE 
RELIEVED 
980.00 
932.00 
925.00 
906.00 
882.00 
923.00 
948.00 
903.00 
897.00 
960.00 
1051.00 
1043.50 
1039.12 
1036.36 
993.80 
939.00 
942.13 
932,00 
929.00 
958.70 
929.00 
876.00 
861.00 
810.46 
748.68 
723.90 
740.70 
753.10 
737.80 
744.70 
754.90 
on above lean: 
ion below lean: 
lent; 
60 
67627 
1127.11 
362.25 
1489.25 
764.75 
0.90258 
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Figure 3 . 8 
ANNUAL TOTAL OF MEN AND WOMEN ADMITTED TO DUNWICH BENEVOLENT 
ASYLUM, 1870-1946 
UJ 
m 
X. 
Z3 
Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 
1870-1946. 
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Figure 3.8 (cont. 
ANNUAL TOTAL OF HEN AND WOMEN ADMITTED TO 
DUNWICH BEftVOLENT ASYLUN, 1870-1946 
YEAR 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
HEN 
ADMITTED 
35 
52 
55 
77 
167 
^ 
217 
269 
239 
195 
236 
173 
224 
287 
236 
176 
258 
238 
240 
242 
221 
191 
269 
351 
375 
472 
348 
333 
345 
330 
227 
246 
264 
WOMEN 
ADMITTED 
4 
10 
7 
13 
24 
32 
21 
13 
18 
26 
18 
29 
26 
49 
28 
54 
42 
37 
49 
55 
36 
55 
66 
69 
79 
56 
36 
56 
51 
77 
49 
50 
YEAR 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943* 
1944-
1945-
1946-
MEN 
ADMITTED 
261 
270 
333 
320 
292 
374 
326 
254 
313 
360 
358 
350 
320 
334 
266 
233 
291 
287 
259 
265 
270 
216 
247 
223 
182 
253 
288 
328 
338 
342 
303 
395 
318 
152 
342 
240 
289 
WOMEN 
ADMITTED 
35 
40 
65 
51 
57 
55 
48 
33 
52 
42 
41 
56 
62 
44 
31 
36 
35 
28 
41 
33 
40 
30 
35 
36 
25 
28 
30 
59 
40 
35 
39 
49 
38 
31 
57 
41 
55 
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Figure 3.9 
INDEX OF SELECTED PRODUCE AT DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 
1 8 8 4 - 1 9 4 0 
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Figure 3.9 (cont.) 
INDEI OF SELECTED PRODUCE AT DUNWICH BENEVOLENT 
ASYLUM, 1884-1940 
Pork in pounds, including bacon and hai. Beef including veal 
in pounds, Milk in gallons 
YEAR 
1884 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
PORK 
4242 
5921 
4727 
1963 
12067 
19107 
21839 
21196 
9249 
9823 
6683 
2840 
4843 
5808 
2297 
3962 
4186 
1939 
" 
6256 
8186 
5705 
5912 
4290 
2362 
2348 
1855 
5065 
3481 
2523 
6325 
9985 
8369 
8702 
9555 
12632 
12462 
8406 
8376 
12236 
12574 
BEEF 
402 
1047 
945 
404 
423 
\. 
589 
940 
2920 
460 
527 
982 
1784 
383 
811 
921 
3714 
2352 
3519 
948 
1842 
844 
MILK 
12969 
18036 
20141 
20637 
24573 
26509 
27825 
16716 
15537 
22227 
24667 
26234 
31392 
35292 
33230 
30369 
33628 
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35565 
32667 
29201 
27227 
26139 
29486 
26965 
37230 
36500 
36500 
36500 
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Figure 3.10 
RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS OF INMATES AT DUNWICH BENEVOLENT 
ASYLUM, 1887-1938 
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Figure 3.10 (cont.) 
RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS OF DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM 
INMATES, 1887-1938 
YEAR NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF TOTAL 
ANGLICANS ROMAN CATHOLICS OTHER OTHER RELIGIONS, 
CHRISTIANS NONE AND NOT KNOWN 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1895 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
215 
223 
238 
236 
285 
3B3 
426 
489 
486 
511 
482 
490 
563 
621 
676 
668 
624 
647 
640 
616 
566 
527 
520 
513 
496 
493 
518 
481 
498 
602 
603 
573 
528 
504 
U2 
80 
123 
155 
147 
134 
141 
164 
191 
181 
236 
273 
294 
310 
365 
360 
386 
425 
475 
509 
526 
519 
530 
540 
498 
504 
483 
459 
486 
499 
469 
510 
436 
432 
501 
509 
545 
_ 
491 
455 
84 
76 
100 
138 
151 
95 
103 
120 
167 
182 
256 
299 
207 
285 
322 
291 
310 
315 
324 
353 
361 
337 
327 
360 
337 
309 
292 
278 
304 
294 
257 
292 
268 
296 
286 
302 
276 
279 
258 
55 
42 
50 
83 
71 
27 
1 
20 
24 
12 
14 
14 
13 
20 
18 
22 
2 
25 
32 
39 
36 
29 
29 
25 
32 
33 
32 
32 
38 
46 
45 
51 
48 
45 
57 
51 
45 
44 
36 
8 
9 
8 
11 
9 
471 
494 
542 
618 
685 
889 
1012 
1072 
1101 
1216 
1155 
1188 
1328 
1452 
1577 
1589 
1509 
1533 
1573 
1483 
1450 
1412 
1336 
1288 
1341 
1330 
1264 
1371 
1237 
1271 
1446 
1465 
1439 
1439 
1342 
1253 
250 
207 
281 
318 
587 
378 
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Figure 3.11 
RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS OF INMATES AT DUNWICH BENEVOLENT 
ASYLUM BY PERCENTAGE, 1887-1938 
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Figure 3.11 (cont.) 
RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS OF INMATES AT DUNWICH BENEVOLENT 
ASYLUM BY PERCENTAGE, 1887-1938 
YEAR PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
OF OF OF 
PERCENTAGE 
OF 
ANGLICANS ROMAN PROTESTANTS NON CHRISTIANS 
CATHOLIC 
45.64 
45.14 
43.91 
38.18 
41.60 
43.08 
42.09 
45.61 
44.14 
42.02 
41.73 
41.25 
42.39 
42.77 
42.87 
42.04 
41.35 
42.20 
40.69 
39.16 
40.08 
39.45 
40.37 
39.00 
37.29 
39.00 
37.78 
38.86 
39.18 
41.63 
41.16 
37.82 
39.34 
40.22 
44.80 
38.65 
43.77 
40.05 
38.89 
28.48 
28.54 
30.25 
30.90 
26.42 
26.54 
26.97 
27.42 
28.15 
30.01 
31.17 
32.49 
32.00 
32.71 
32.38 
33.10 
34.39 
34.57 
34.33 
31.66 
35,69 
36.15 
35.64 
36.24 
37.52 
37.10 
37.20 
35.24 
33.99 
34.55 
34.74 
37.87 
36.59 
35.31 
33.60 
36.71 
35.59 
35.65 
39.95 
20.16 
20.85 
22.14 
27.02 
26.56 
28.79 
29.54 
19.30 
25.88 
26.48 
25.19 
26.09 
23.72 
22.31 
22.38 
22.72 
22.33 
21.33 
22.89 
21.42 
21.88 
21.86 
21.58 
22.67 
22.11 
20.33 
21.30 
21.67 
23.29 
19.76 
20.61 
19.18 
20.79 
20.59 
22.00 
20.29 
17.79 
21.45 
18.78 
AND UNKNOWN 
5.73 
0.20 
3.69 
3.88 
1.75 
1.57 
1.38 
1.21 
1.81 
1.48 
1.90 
0.17 
1.88 
2.20 
2.47 
2.27 
1.98 
1.89 
1.59 
2.03 
2.34 
2.40 
2.48 
2.83 
3.38 
3.50 
2.72 
3.88 
3.54 
3.94 
3.48 
3.13 
3.28 
2.87 
3.20 
4.35 
2.85 
2.84 
2.38 
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Figure 3.12 
INMATES ABSCONDING FROM DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 
1 9 0 1 - 1 9 2 5 
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Figure 3.12 (cont.) 
INHATES ABSCONDING FROM DUNWICH BENEVOLENT 
ASYLUH, 1901-1925 
YEAR FAILED TO RETURN 
FROM LEAVE 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
Number: 
41 
29 
59 
50 
29 
60 
45 
36 
53 
45 
34 
47 
55 
31 
33 
63 
56 
46 
37 
65 
54 
69 
45 
43 
26 
Total: 
Arithmetic aean: 
Standard deviation: 
One standard deviation 
One standard deviation 
RUN AUAY TOTAL 
FROH DUNWICH ABSCONDED 
above 
below 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 
2 
1 
I 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
2 
2 
•ean: 
•ean: 
41 
29 
59 
50 
2f 
60 
45 
36 
53 
45 
35 
67 
55 
32 
41 
65 
57 
47 
37 
65 
% 
69 
45 
41 
28 
9 
33.97 
3.7744 
0.6725 
4.4469 
3.1019 
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Figure 3.13 
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL INMATES ABSCONDING FROM DUNWICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1901-1925 
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Source: Annual 
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reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 
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Figure 3.13 (cont.) 
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL INMATES ABSCONDING FROM DUNWICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUH, 1901-1925 
YEAR PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE 
FAILING TO RUNNING AWAY ABSCONDED 
RETURN FROM FROM DUNWICH 
LEAVE 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
2.82 
3.71 
3.31 
1.89 
3.81 
3.03 
2.48 
3.75 
3.36 
2.63 
3.50 
4.13 
2.45 
2.89 
4.59 
4.52 
3.61 
2.74 
4.49 
3.68 
4.79 
3.13 
3.20 
2.07 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.07 
0.00 
0.00 
0.07 
0.14 
0.14 
0.08 
0.07 
0.00 
0.00 
0.13 
0.00 
0.00 
0.14 
0.16 
2.82 
1.83 
3.71 
3.31 
1.89 
3.81 
3.03 
2.48 
3.75 
3.36 
2.71 
3.50 
4.13 
4.13 
3.04 
4.74 
4.60 
3.69 
2.74 
4.49 
3.82 
4.79 
3.13 
3.35 
2.23 
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Figure 3.14 
MALE AND FEMALE INMATES ABSCONDING FROM DUNWICH BENEVOLENT 
ASYLUM, 1901-1925 
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Figure 3.14 (cont.) 
MALE AND FEMALE INMATES ABSCONDING FROM DUNWICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1901-1925 
YEAR MALES MALES FEMALES FEMALES PERCENT PERCENT 
ABSCONDING TOTAL ABSCONDING TOTAL HALES FEMALES 
ABSCONDING ABSCONDING 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
34 
32 
53 
39 
42 
50 
33 
22 
37 
32 
27 
43 
44 
26 
34 
54 
42 
42 
29 
55 
48 
57 
33 
36 
23 
1220 
1335 
1353 
1300 
1322 
1346 
1237 
1215 
1195 
1153 
1114 
1144 
1136 
1075 
1159 
1176 
1071 
1095 
1163 
1269 
1286 
1247 
1253 
1182 
1104 
7 
7 
6 
11 
5 
10 
12 
14 
16 
13 
7 
4 
12 
5 
5 
39 
14 
4 
8 
10 
6 
12 
12 
7 
3 
232 
242 
236 
209 
211 
227 
246 
235 
217 
183 
174 
197 
194 
189 
187 
195 
166 
176 
184 
177 
179 
192 
179 
160 
149 
2.78 
2.39 
3.91 
3.00 
1.81 
3.71 
2.66 
1.81 
3.01 
2.77 
2.42 
3.75 
3.87 
2.41 
2.93 
4.59 
3.92 
3.83 
2.49 
4.33 
3.73 
4.57 
2.63 
3.04 
2.08 
3.01 
2.89 
2.54 
5.26 
2.36 
4.40 
4.87 
5.95 
7.37 
7.10 
4.02 
2.03 
6.18 
2.64 
2.67 
20.00 
8.43 
2.27 
4.34 
5.64 
3.35 
6.25 
6.70 
3.31 
2.01 
Male. 
Number: 
Total: 
Arithmetic mean: 
Standard deviation: 
One standard deviation above 
One standard deviation below 
Female. 
Nuaber: 
Total: 
Arithietic lean: 
Standard deviation: 
One standard deviation above 
One standard deviation below 
Correlation coefficient: 
•ean: 
•ean: 
•ean: 
•ean: 
25 
78.45 
3.138 
0.8086 
3.9466 
2.3294 
25 
126.59 
5.0636 
3.5582 
8.6218 
1.5053 
0.4188 
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F i g u r e 3 . 1 5 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE OF INMATES DISCHARGED FROM DUNWICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1 8 7 0 - 1 9 4 6 
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Figure 3.15 (cont.) 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE OF INMATES DISCHARGED FROM THE DUNUICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUH, 1870-1946 
YEAR MALES FEMALES TOTAL TOTAL PERCENT 
DISCHARGED DISCHARGED DISCHARGED RELIEVED DISCHARGED 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1885 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
31 
37 
40 
32 
98 
135 
179 
171 
95 
128 
87 
97 
131 
96 
75 
112 
107 
88 
98 
127 
110 
117 
164 
143 
151 
159 
158 
127 
136 
80 
98 
116 
4 
8 
4 
6 
9 
19 
13 
17 
4 
9 
10 
17 
8 
20 
10 
15 
21 
46 
23 
21 
25 
27 
38 
36 
31 
29 
20 
14 
17 
16 
6 
18 
35 
45 
> 
44 
38 
107 
154 
192 
188 
99 
137 
97 
114 
139 
116 
85 
127 
128 
104 
121 
148 
135 
114 
202 
179 
182 
182 
178 
141 
153 
96 
104 
134 
126 
147 
159 
211 
389 
580 
663 
642 
620 
705 
662 
747 
855 
903 
889 
1012 
1072 
1101 
1168 
1216 
1155 
1188 
1328 
1452 
1577 
1589 
1509 
1533 
1573 
1483 
1450 
1412 
27.78 
30.61 
27.67 
18.01 
27.51 
26.55 
28.96 
29.28 
15.97 
19.43 
19.64 
15.26 
16.26 
12.85 
9.56 
12.55 
11.94 
9.45 
10.36 
12.17 
11.69 
9.60 
15.71 
12.34 
11.54 
11.46 
11.94 
9.19 
9.72 
6.47 
7.17 
9.49 
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Figure 3.15 (cont.) 
YEAR MALES FEMALES TOTAL TOTAL PERCENT 
DISCHARGED DISCHARGED DISCHARGED RELIEVED DISCHARGED 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943* 
1944-
1945-
1946-
Nu^ber: 
Total: 
110 
110 
118 
167 
130 
104 
107 
97 
97 
106 
88 
116 
141 
133 
113 
117 
146 
138 
169 
246 
232 
210 
200 
256 
207 
91 
172 
153 
148 
Arithietic aean: 
Standar d deviation: 
One standard deviat 
One standard deviat 
17 
14 
20 
20 
19 
12 
11 
10 
11 
8 
7 
16 
17 
14 
19 
15 
27 
14 
15 
31 
27 
18 
17 
21 
15 
19 
21 
15 
20 
ion above 
ion below 
127 
124 
138 
187 
149 
116 
118 
107 
108 
114 
95 
132 
158 
147 
132 
137 
173 
152 
184 
277 
259 
228 
217 
277 
222 
110 
193 
168 
158 
•ean: 
•ean: 
1336 
1288 
1341 1 
1330 1 
1264 1 
1346 
1371 
1237 
1271 
1347 
1446 
1465 
9.50 
9.62 
0.29 
4.00 
1.78 
8.61 
8.60 
8.64 
8.49 
8.46 
6.56 
9.01 
1439 10.58 
1432 10.26 
1342 9.83 
1253 10.93 
1271 
1262 
1207 
1267 
1263 
1149 
1160 
1122 15.42 
983 15.46 
1015 
1052 
0.00 
1140 24.30 
1112 23.29 
1113 20.49 
1082 20.06 
1190 23.28 
1129 19.66 
936 11.75 
1143 16.89 
1061 15.83 
1099 15.29 
57 
854.42 
14.9898 
6.7021 
21.6919 
8.2877 
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Figure 3.16 
ANNUAL NUMBER OF INMATES ON LEAVE FROM DUNWICH BENEVOLENT 
ASYLUM ON 31 DECEMBER, 1910-1946 
W 
CQ 
1 9 0 0 0: 1 0 1 5 2 0 2 5 3 0 45 50 
YEAR 
Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 
1909-1946. 
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Figure 3.16 (cont.) 
ANNUAL NUMBER OF INMATES ON LEAVE FROM DUNWICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM ON 31 DECEMBER, 1910-1946 
YEAR MALES FEMALES NUMBER 
ON LEAVE. ON LEAVE. ON LEAVE. 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943» 
1944-
1945-
1946-
30 
40 
38 
25 
25 
40 
32 
28 
27 
40 
33 
28 
24 
17 
6 
13 
20 
8 
3 
8 
9 
9 
10 
6 
10 
4 
4 
« 
3 
2 
1 
1 
4 
1 
38 
43 
46 
40 
42 
42 
48 
32 
36 
34 
34 
50 
38 
38 
31 
44 
41 
31 
26 
18 
7 
17 
21 
Number: 
Total: 
Arithmetic mean: 
Standard deviation: 
One standard deviation 
One standard deviation 
- •> 
above 
below 
•ean: 
•ean: 
, 
3.8562 
1.2465 
5.1027 
2.6097 
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Figure 3.17 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE OF INMATES ON LEAVE FROM DUNWICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM ON 31 DECEMBER, 1917-1946 
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Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 
1917-1947. 
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Figure 3.17 (cont.) 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE OF INMATES ON LEAVE FROM DUNWICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM ON 31 DECEMBER, 1910-1946 
YEAR INMATES NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
REGISTERED ON LEAVE. ON LEAVE. 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1925 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943* 
1944-
1945-
1946-
978 
943 
959 
915 
917 
997 
949 
906 
945 
1046 
1059 
1057 
1054 
1045 
984 
945 
947 
907 
969 
953 
903 
878 
853 
776 
734 
734 
753 
734 
736 
740 
746 
773 
727 
744 
780 
753 
759 
38 
43 
46 
40 
42 
42 
48 
32 
36 
34 
34 
50 
38 
38 
31 
44 
41 
31 
26 
18 
7 
17 
21 
3.70 
4.53 
4.64 
3.67 
3.67 
3.81 
3.82 
4.35 
2.97 
3.52 
3.98 
4.48 
6.37 
4.80 
4.92 
4.04 
5.61 
5.20 
4.01 
3.33 
2.36 
0.88 
2.13 
1.70 
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Figure 3.18 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE OF INMATES SENT TO OTHER INSTITUTIONS FROM 
DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1883-1925 
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Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 
1883-1925. 
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Figure 3.18 (cont.) 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE OF INMATES SENT TO OTHER INSTITUTIONS 
FROM DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1883-1925 
YEAR TRANSFERRED TO REMOVED 
HOSPITAL TO MENTAL ASYLUM 
OR SPECIFICALLY 
TO GOODNA 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
19 
2 
8 
0 
0 
9 
0 
7 
5 
8 
8 
9 
8 
19 
6 
9 
23 
0 
0 
31 
26 
28 
15 
12 
34 
11 
YEAR 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
TRANSFERRED TO REMOVED 
HOSPITAL TO HENTAL ASYLUM 
9 
9 
4 
6 
15 
5 
9 
8 
16 
t 
14 
25 
5 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
OR SPECIFICALLY 
TO GOODNA 
16 
20 
9 
20 
15 
21 
12 
15 
18 
10 
4 
14 
15 
18 
16 
15 
7 
I 
Nuaber: 
Total: 
Arithaetic aean: 
Standard deviation: 
One standard deviation above •ean: 
One standard deviation below •ean: 
38 
53.63 
1.4113 
.6148 
2.034 
0.788 
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Figure 3.19 
LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM OF INMATES 
WHO DIED DURING 1917 
TIME PERCENT 
Under 1 month after acimission .. .. .. 7.4 
Between 1 and 3 months after admission .. 6.8 
Between 3 months and 1 year after admission 22.2 
Between 1 and 5 years after admission .. 37.8 
Over 5 and under 10 years' residence .. 12.8 
Over 10 and under 15 years' residence .. 6.8 
Over 15 and under 20 years' residence .. 2.7 
Over 20 and under 30 years' residence .. 2.7 
Over 30 years' residence .. .. .. .7 
Total 100 
Source: Annual report of the Dunwich benevolent asylum 
for 1917 in QPP 1918, vol. 1, p. 1251. 
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F i g u r e 3 . 2 0 
ANNUAL DEATH RATE AT DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM AS A 
PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INMATES RELIEVED, 
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Figure 3.20 (cont.) 
ANNUAL DEATH RATE AT DUNUICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUH AS A 
PERCENTAGE Of THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INHATES RELIEVED, 
1870-1946 
YEAR 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1878^ 
1879 
1880 
18B1 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
MALES 1 
DIED 
5 
10 
16 
12 
18 
46 
70 
53 
63 
75 
62 
75 
89 
82 
83 
68 
102 
88 
83 
115 
110 
114 
107 
155 
128 
150 
116 
143 
118 
134 
1ALES FI 
lOTAL 
87 
127 
141 
180 
345 
495 
582 
568 
538 
612 
407 
552 
762 
775 
768 
861 
912 
937 
989 
1024 
966 
996 
1116 
1220 
1335 
1353 
1300 
1322 
1346 
1237 
IHALES F 
DIED 
1 
0 
2 
3 
1 
5 
3 
3 
6 
13 
5 
9 
4 
12 
13 
16 
10 
13 
18 
16 
23 
19 
11 
20 
17 
24 
18 
16 
23 
23 
EHALES I 
TOTAL 
15 
20 
18 
31 
44 
85 
81 
74 
82 
88 
64 
95 
93 
128 
121 
151 
160 
164 
179 
192 
189 
192 
212 
232 
242 
236 
209 
211 
227 
246 
)IED 1 
6 
10 
18 
15 
19 
51 
73 
56 
69 
88 
67 
84 
93 
94 
96 
84 
112 
101 
101 
131 
133 
133 
118 
175 
145 
174 
134 
159 
141 
157 
[OTAL 
( 
126 
147 
159 
211 
389 
580 
663 
642 
620 
705 
662 
747 
855 
903 
889 
1012 
1072 
1101 
1168 
1216 
1155 
1188 
1328 
1452 
1577 
1589 
1509 
1533 
1573 
1483 
DEATH 
RATE 
:PERCENTAGE) 
4.76 
6.80 
11.32 
7.11 
8.33 
8.79 
11.01 
8.72 
11.12 
11.12 
0.00 
11.24 
10.87 
10.40 
10.79 
8.30 
10.44 
9.17 
8.64 
10.77 
11.51 
11.19 
8.88 
12.05 
9.19 
10.95 
8.88 
10.37 
8.96 
10.58 
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Figure 3.20 (cont.) 
YEAR MALES HALES FEMALES FEMALES DIED TOTAL DEATH 
DIED TOTAL DIED TOTAL RATE 
(PERCENTAGE) 
1908 145 
1909 127 
1910 155 
1911 143 
1912 146 
1913 123 
1914 120 
1915 147 
1916 166 
1917 134 
1918 136 
1919 < )7 
1920 175 
1921 170 
1922 120 
1923 157 
1924 152 
1925 115 
1926 138 
1927 123 
1928 135 
1929 128 
1930 0 
1931 123 
1932 109 
1933 150 
1934 
1935 
1936 
80 
33 
77 
1937 117 
1938 92 
1939 125 
1940 101 
1941 122 
1942 134 
1943* 72 
1944- 148 
1945- 114 
1946- 138 
1215 
1195 
1153 
1114 
1144 
1136 
1075 
1159 
1176 
1071 
1095 
1163 
1269 
1286 
1247 
1253 
1182 
1104 
1129 
1123 
1062 
1107 
1100 
991 
999 
961 
847 
882 
918 
975 
950 
968 
936 
1030 
970 
781 
960 
880 
903 
Nuaber: 
Total: 
A rithaetic 
36 
27 
16 
14 
18 
20 
23 
19 
39 
14 
17 
13 
31 
24 
21 
23 
19 
21 
11 
11 
12 
14 
0 
10 
13 
23 
17 
14 
11 
12 
25 
20 
18 
18 
20 
10 
22 
25 
34 
•ean: 
235 
217 
183 
174 
197 
194 
189 
187 
195 
166 
176 
184 
177 
179 
192 
179 
160 
149 
142 
139 
145 
160 
163 
158 
161 
161 
136 
133 
134 
165 
162 
145 
146 
160 
159 
155 
183 
181 
196 
Standard deviation: 
One standard dev 
One standard dev 
at ion 
ation 
181 
154 
171 
157 
164 
143 
143 
166 
205 
148 
153 
110 
206 
194 
141 
180 
171 
136 
149 
134 
147 
142 
151 
133 
121 
173 
97 
97 
88 
129 
117 
145 
119 
140 
154 
82 
170 
139 
172 
aiibve 
lelow 
1450 
1412 
1336 
1288 
1341 
1330 
1264 
1346 
1371 
1237 
1271 
1347 
1446 
1465 
1439 
1432 
1342 
1253 
1271 
1262 
1207 
1267 
1263 
1149 
1160 
1122 
983 
1015 
1052 
1140 
1112 
1113 
1082 
1190 
1129 
936 
1143 
1061 
1099 
•ean: 
•ean: 
12.48 
10.90 
12.79 
12.18 
12.22 
10.75 
11.31 
12.33 
14.95 
11.96 
12.03 
8.16 
14.24 
13.24 
9.79 
12.56 
12.74 
10.85 
11.72 
10.61 
12.17 
11.20 
11.95 
11.57 
10.43 
15.41 
9.86 
9.55 
8.36 
11.31 
10.52 
13.02 
11.00 
8.76 
13.64 
8.76 
14.87 
13.10 
15.65 
68 
741.42 
10.9 
2.02 
12.92 
8.88 
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Figure 3.21 
ARITHMETIC MEAN OF AGES OF ADMISSIONS TO DUNWICH BENEVOLENT 
ASYLUM, 1884-1925 
W 
O 
1 ^ 
1880 85 90 95 1900 05 10 15 20 25 30 
YEAR 
Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 
1884-1925. 
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Figure 3.21 (cont .) 
ARITHHETIC MEAN OF AGES OF ADMISSIONS TO DUNUICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUH, 1884-1925 
YEAR 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
AVERAGE AGE 
62 
60.42 
53.13 
60.16 
62.12 
63.31 
61.16 
64.96 
63.09 
65.93 
65.5 
66.42 
66.05 
66.44 
67.98 
66.81 
66.71 
67,06 
66.75 
66.2 
65.68 
66.42 
66.24 
65.99 
67.31 
65.04 
65.81 
65.8 
66.35 
67.91 
65.99 
66.16 
66.5 
66.42 
Number: 
Total: 
Arithmetic •ean: 
Standard deviation: 
One standard deviation 
One standard deviation 
above 
below 
•ean: 
•ean; 
25 
2265.87 
64.7391 
3.2174 
67.95 
61.5217 
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Figure 3.22 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE OF INMATES IN DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM BY 
AGE BRACKETS, 1888-1925 
PERCENTAGE 80 
I I I ' 
PERCENTAGE 70 - 80 
40%: 
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F i g u r e 3 .22 ( c o n t . ) 
PERCENTAGE 5 
15% 
\0'< 
PERCENTAGE 40 ^ 50 
rr 
Admissiqns 
on1yh+++m 
PERCENTAGE - 40 
1880 85 90 95 1900 05 10 15 20 25 30 
YEAR 
Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 
1888-1925. 
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Figure 3.22 (cont.) 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE OF INHATES IN DUNUICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUH BY 
AGE BRACKETS, 1888-1925 
YEAR UP TO 40 - 50 50 - 60 60 - 70 70 - 80 MORE THAN 
40 YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS 80 YEARS 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
4.65 
6.27 
8.52 
8.01 
8.65 
9.37 
7.08 
6.44 
5.08 
5.19 
5.88 
5.33 
4.01 
5.07 
3.74 
2.43 
3.44 
5.13 
3.77 
4.33 
4.94 
3.73 
4.95 
5.5 
5.39 
6.24 
5.78 
7.35 
7.62 
5.93 
6.13 
7.42 
6.62 
6.7 
7.4 
12.14 
10.14 
9.54 
9.34 
10.68 
11.26 
7.83 
7.17 
6.82 
6.23 
6.5 
7.45 
6.81 
6.85 
6.60 
6.75 
6.71 
6.54 
5.86 
6.55 
7.5 
7.18 
6.44 
6.63 
6.76 
7.27 
8.17 
6.54 
5.82 
5.87 
6.21 
5.83 
4.95 
5.5 
5.5 
21.05 
20.66 
20.22 
20.87 
21.03 
22.03 
19.86 
19.07 
16.61 
13.93 
13.5 
12.87 
12.67 
11.86 
12.39 
11.92 
12.19 
9.79 
12 
11.86 
13.73 
15.11 
16.30 
14.83 
16.16 
15.9 
14.85 
15.6 
14.71 
14.03 
13.86 
12.64 
13.95 
13.8 
14.36 
30.56 
26.56 
27.18 
30.51 
29.8 
30.43 
31.15 
30.79 
33.71 
32.46 
31.22 
34.78 
35.53 
36.14 
36.3 
35.5 
33.33 
33.31 
35.88 
31.1 
27.76 
25.59 
25.15 
26.02 
27.59 
26 
29.56 
25.86 
26.27 
27.11 
28.14 
30.29 
27.79 
27.04 
25.69 
27.12 
27.30 
25.4 
23.94 
23.39 
22.03 
25.93 
29.06 
29.19 
31.86 
31.64 
29.14 
30.02 
30.50 
30.89 
32 
31.5 
33.88 
35.8 
34.41 
34.06 
36 
35.47 
33.48 
31.5 
31.32 
28.82 
30.15 
30.68 
31.12 
30.25 
28.42 
31.28 
29.8 
31.12 
4.45 
9.04 
9.06 
9.06 
6.41 
5.73 
8.11 
8.44 
8.47 
10.64 
11.11 
10.39 
10.39 
10.53 
10.08 
10.27 
10.95 
10.8 
11.53 
11.72 
11.96 
12.36 
12.65 
12.9 
12.55 
13.05 
13.2 
14.47 
14.87 
15.76 
14.87 
15.09 
15.78 
16.15 
15.88 
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Figure 3.23 
ANNUAL NUMBER OF INMATES IN DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM BY AGE 
BRACKETS, 1888-1925 
NUMBER 80 + 
418 
F i g u r e 3 . 2 3 ( c o n t . ) 
NUMBER 60 - 7 
250 
200 
150 
100 
50 
150 
100 
50 
NUMBER 50 - 60 
•i-4-i-
• - / . 
i m 
NUMBER 40 - 50 
11 I: p;l^ ;|i|p; h'.-s 
NUMBER - 40 
100 
1880 85 90 95 1900 05 10 15 20 25 30 
YEAR 
Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 
1888-1925. 
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Figure 3.23 (cont.) 
ANNUAL NUMBER OF INMATES IN DUNUICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM BY AGE 
BRACKETS, 1888-1925 
YEAR UP TO 40 - 50 50 - 60 60 - 70 70 - 80 MORE THAN UNKNOUN TOTAL 
40 YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS 80 YEARS 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
23 
34 
53 
55 
77 
86 
76 
71 
63 
56 
70 
61 
63 
72 
60 
49 
53 
65 
56 
53 
70 
50 
64 
74 
72 
79 
78 
91 
97 
88 
98 
107 
95 
90 
93 
60 
55 
59 
64 
95 
114 
84 
79 
83 
72 
78 
99 
99 
108 
105 
105 
103 
103 
87 
95 
106 
96 
83 
89 
90 
92 
110 
81 
74 
85 
91 
84 
71 
74 
69 
104 
112 
125 
143 
187 
223 
213 
210 
202 
161 
161 
171 
184 
187 
197 
180 
187 
178 
188 
172 
194 
202 
210 
199 
215 
202 
200 
193 
187 
203 
203 
182 
194 
186 
180 
151 
144 
168 
209 
265 
308 
334 
339 
410 
375 
371 
462 
516 
570 
573 
537 
511 
524 
450 
451 
392 
342 
324 
357 
367 
329 
393 
320 
334 
392 
412 
436 
398 
375 
322 
134 
148 
157 
164 
208 
223 
278 
309 
355 
368 
376 
387 
436 
481 
485 
483 
510 
533 
531 
499 
481 
481 
444 
449 
419 
396 
388 
373 
390 
450 
443 
409 
448 
400 
390 
22 
49 
56 
50 
57 
58 
87 
93 
103 
123 
132 
138 
153 1 
159 
169 
155 
168 1 
170 
171 
170 
169 
165 
163 
172 1 
167 
165 1 
177 
179 
189 
225 ; 
217 1 
221 
226 
217 
199 
494 
542 
618 
685 
889 
1012 
1072 
1101 
im 
1155 
1188 
1328 
1 1452 
1577 
1589 
1509 
1 1533 
1573 
1483 
1450 
1412 
1336 
1288 
[ 1341 
1330 
1 1264 
1346 
1237 
1271 
I 1446 
1 1464 
1429 
1432 
1343 
1253 
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Figure 3.24 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL NUMBER OF INMATES IN DUNWICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM WHO DIED OR WERE DISCHARGED, 1870-1946 
40% 
1860 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 1900 05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
YEAR 
Source: Annual reports of the Dunwich benevolent asylum, 
1870-1946. 
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Figure 3.24 (cont.) 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL NUHBER OF INMATES IN THE DUNUICH 
BENEVOLENT ASYLUH UNO DIED OR UERE DISCHARGED, 1870-1946 
YEAR 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1805 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
MALES MALES FEMALES FEMALES 
LEFT TOTAL 
31 
37 
40 
32 
98 
135 
179 
171 
95 
128 
97 
131 
96 
75 
112 
107 
88 
98 
127 
110 
117 
164 
177 
183 
212 
197 
151 
190 
113 
123 
87 
127 
141 
180 
345 
495 
582 
568 
538 
612 
407 
652 
762 
775 
768 
861 
912 
937 
989 
1024 
966 
996 
1116 
1220 
1335 
1353 
1300 
1322 
1346 
1237 
1215 
LEFT 
4 
8 
4 
6 
9 
19 
13 
17 
4 
9 
17 
8 
20 
10 
15 
21 
46 
23 
21 
25 
27 
38 
43 
38 
35 
31 
19 
29 
28 
23 
TOTAL 
15 
20 
18 
31 
44 
85 
81 
74 
82 
88 
64 
95 
93 
128 
121 
151 
160 
164 
179 
192 
189 
192 
212 
232 
242 
236 
209 
211 
227 
246 
235 
LEFT 
35 
45 
44 
38 
107 
154 
192 
188 
99 
137 
114 
139 
116 
85 
127 
128 
104 
121 
148 
135 
114 
202 
220 
211 
241 
228 
170 
219 
141 
146 
TOTAL 
126 
147 
159 
211 
389 
580 
663 
642 
620 
705 
662 
747 
855 
903 
889 
1012 
1072 
1101 
1168 
1216 
1155 
1188 
1328 
1452 
1577 
1589 
1509 
1533 
1573 
1483 
1450 
PERCENTAGE 
MALES 
LEFT 
35.5 
21.9 
28.5 
17.8 
20.4 
27.3 
30.8 
30.1 
17.7 
20.9 
14.9 
17.2 
12.5 
9.7 
13.0 
11.7 
9.4 
9.9 
12.4 
11.4 
11.7 
14.7 
14.5 
13.7 •' 
15.7 
15.2 
11.4 
14.1 
9.1 
10.1 
PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE 
FEMALES 
LEFT 
26.7 
40.0 
22.2 
19.4 
20.5 
22.4 
16.0 
23.0 
4.9 
10.2 
17.9 
8.6 
15.6 
8.3 
9.9 
3.1 
28.0 
12.8 
10.9 
13.2 
14.1 
13.2 
18.5 
15.7 
14.8 
14.8 
9.0 
12.8 
11.4 
9.8 
TOTAL 
LEFT 
27.8 
30.6 
27.6 
18.0 
27.5 
26.6 
29.0 
29.3 
16.0 
19.4 
15.3 
16.3 
12.8 
9.6 
12.5 
11.9 
9.2 
10.4 
12.2 
11.7 
9.5 
15.2 
15.2 
13.4 
15.2 
15.1 
11.0 
13.9 
9.5 
10.1 
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F i g u r e 3 .24 ( c o n t . ) 
YEAR 1 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
19431 
1944-
1945-
1946-
Hales 
Nu^bei 
Total 
1ALES MALES FEMALES FEMALES 
LEFT 
155 
144 
141 
164 
214 
159 
217 
163 
141 
140 
136 
144 
167 
194 
166 
154 
145 
146 
138 
169 
246 
232 
210 
200 
256 
207 
91 
172 
153 
148 
't 
Arithietic 
TOTAL 
1195 
1153 
1114 
1144 
1136 
1075 
1159 
1176 
1071 
1095 
1163 
1269 
1286 
1247 
1253 
1182 
1104 
1129 
1123 
1062 
1107 
1100 
991 
999 
961 
847 
882 
918 
975 
950 
968 
936 
1030 
970 
781 
960 
880 
903 
•ean: 
Standard deviation: 
One standard deviat 
One standard deviat 
LEFT 
34 
30 
21 
24 
32 
24 
17 
50 
24 
15 
16 
17 
23 
29 
26 
26 
19 
27 
14 
15 
31 
27 
18 
17 
21 
15 
19 
21 
15 
20 
TOTAL 
217 
183 
174 
197 
194 
189 
187 
195 
166 
176 
184 
177 
179 
192 
179 
160 
149 
142 
139 
145 
160 
163 
158 
161 
161 
136 
133 
134 
165 
162 
145 
146 
160 
159 
155 
183 
181 
196 
ion above aean 
• A.. I . M 1 
ion Del OV lean 
LEFT 1 
189 
174 
162 
188 
245 
183 
160 
183 
165 
155 
152 
161 
190 
228 
192 
180 
164 
173 
152 
184 
277 
259 
228 
217 
277 
222 
110 
193 
168 
168 
66 
rOTAL PERCENTAGE 
MALES 
LEFT 
1412 13.0 
1335 12.5 
1288 12.7 
1341 14.3 
1330 18.8 
1264 14.8 
1346 18.7 
1371 13.9 
1237 13.2 
1271 12.8 
1347 11.7 
1446 11.3 
1465 13.0 
1439 15.6 
1432 13.2 
1342 13.1 
1253 13.1 
1271 
1262 
1207 
1267 
1263 
1149 
1160 
1122 15.2 
983 16.3 
1015 19.2 
1052 
1140 25.2 
1112 24.9 
1113 21.7 
1082 21.4 
1190 24.9 
1129 21.3 
936 11.7 
1143 17.9 
1061 17.4 
1099 
733.5 
11 
4 
.11 
.19 
15.3 
6.92 
16.4 
Females. 
Number: 
Total: 
Arithmetic 
PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE 
FEMALES 
LEFT 
15.7 
16.4 
12.1 
12.2 
16.5 
12.7 
9.1 
25.6 
14.5 
8.5 
8.7 
9.6 
12.8 
15.1 
14.5 
63.3 
12.8 
• 
16.8 
10.3 
11.3 
18.8 
16.7 
11,4 
11.6 
13.1 
19.4 
12.3 
11.5 
8.3 
10.2 
•ean: 
Standard deviation: 
One standard deviation above 
One standard deviation belov 
Correlation coefficient: 
TOTAL 
LEFT 
13.4 
13.0 
12.6 
14.0 
18.4 
14.5 
11.9 
13.3 
13.0 
12.2 
11.3 
11.3 
10.9 
15.8 
13.4 
13.4 
13.1 
15.4 
15.5 
18.1 
24.3 
23.3 
20.5 
20.1 
23.3 
19.7 
11.8 
16.9 
15.8 
15.3 
66 
789.21 
11.95 
2.45 
•ean: 14.4 
•ean: 9.5 
0.5107 
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APPENDIX 4. 
Figure 4.1 
PRINCIPAL SUPERINTENDENTS OF THE DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM 
NAME 
James Hamilton 
Patrick Smith 
James Sydney Hunt 
James Stockwell 
Linford Elfe Row 
John Hardie Macarthur 
James Booth-Clarkson 
Frederick Challands 
Frederick. Charles 
Turnbull 
YEARS 
OFFICE 
1868 
1885 
1900 
1901 
1906 
1916 
1919 
1928 
1935 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
IN 
1885 
1899 
1901 
1906 
1915 
1919 
1927 
1934 
1946 
TIME SERVED 
17 years 
14 years 
9 months 
5 years 
10 years 
3 years 
9 years 
7 years 
12 years and 
further time at 
Eventide 
Sources: Annual reports of the Dunwich 
1870-1946. 
benevolent asylum 
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Figure 4 . 2 
SUPERINTENDENTS OF THE DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM: 
REASONS FOR LEAVING POSITION 
NAME LEFT BECAUSE: TIME SERVED 
James Hamilton Retired, 17 years 
disgraced 
Patrick Smith 
Frederick Charles 
Turnbull 
Linford Elfe Row 
James Booth-Clarkson 
Frederick Challands 
James Stockwell 
John Hardie Macarthur 
James Sydney Hunt 
Died 
Retired 
Resigned, 
and died 
Died 
Died 
Dismissed 
Dismissed 
Retired, i 
ill 
11 
14 years 
12 years and 
further time at 
Eventide 
10 years 
9 years 
7 years 
5 years 
3 years 
9 months 
Source: Dunwich batches, QSA. 
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APPENDIX 5. 
Figure 5.1 
INMATE WORKERS AT THE DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1885 
head wardswoman 
wardsmen 
assistant wardsmen 
chief attendant of messroom 
baker's assistant 
cook's assistant 
butcher 
boot menders 
barber 
painter 
2 washing and scrubbing for sick and infirm 
1 woman cleans office, surgery etc 
1 gravedigger 
2 cattlemen 
1 nightwatchman 
1 nightwatchman 
1 shepherd 
1 gatekeeper 
1 bath attendant 
Source: Letter of visiting justice Colonel Ross to under 
secretary, 31 January 1885, QSA COL/A 235, letter 752 of 
1885. 
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Figure 5.2 
STAFF AND INMATE NUMBERS, DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 
1886-1935 
INMATES 
CD 
g 500 
STAFF 
160 6 
YEAR 
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Figure 5.2 (cont.) 
STAFF/INMATE RATIO 
1: 130 
1860 65 70 5 80 85 90 95 1900 05 10 15 30 35 
YEAR 
Source: Queensland Parliamentary Papers and Queensland 
Government Gazette 1867-1947. 
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Figure 5.2 (cont.) 
STAFF AND INMATE NUMBERS, DUNUICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUN 
1866 - 1935 
JANUARY 
1866 
1867 
1868 
1869 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
INHATES, STAFF, 
CENSUS. OFFICIAL 
87 
85 
92 
97 
97 
121 
158 
198 
263 
331 
373 
390 
397 
443 
471 
494 
542 
618 
685 
700 
792 
824 
977 
940 
928 
864 
911 
1008 
1026 
1185 
1140 
1132 
1192 
1179 
1155 
1098 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
7 
7 
8 
11 
10 
11 
13 
11 
11 
13 
13 
11 
12 
12 
13 
14 
18 
17 
18 
19 
16 
16 
21 
STAFF/INHATE 
RATIO 
29.00 
42.50 
30.66 
32.30 
32.30 
0.00 
40.30 
52.66 
66.00 
87.66 
110.30 
124.30 
130.00 
56.70 
63.28 
58.78 
44.90 
54.20 
56.18 
52.69 
63.63 
72.00 
63.38 
75.15 
85.45 
77.37 
75.90 
77.53 
73.28 
65.83 
67.05 
62.88 
62.73 
72.68 
72.18 
52.28 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
INHATES, 
JANUARY CENSUS, i 
1040 
978 
943 
95? 
915 
917 
99? 
950 
906 
945 
1047 
1059 
1057 
1054 
1045 
984 
945 
947 
907 
169 
953 
903 
878 
B29 
724 
734 
STAFF, 
3FFICIAL 
21 
27 
28 
32 
29 
27 
29 
27 
37 
48 
_ 
55 
54 
57 
14 
49 
STAFF/INMATE 
RATIO 
49.52 
36.22 
33.67 
29.96 
31.55 
33.96 
34.37 
35.18 
28.24 
20.50 
17.21 
16.79 
17.00 
17.16 
, 1 
A 
14.97 
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F i g u r e 5 .3 
EMPLOYEES OF THE DUNWICH BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, 1935 
Non i n m a t e s t a f f shown i n b o l d 
I n m a t e s t a f f u n d e r l i n e d 
1 Medical s u p e r i n t e n d e n t . 
1 Head a t t e n d a n t : " D i r e c t s and s u p e r v i s e s t h e a c t i v i t i e s of t h e 
male s t a f f " . 
1 Charge attendant: Runs laundry 
1 Deputy charge Attendant: In charge of Victoria Hall, swag and 
recreation rooms, sick parade. Relieves charge attendant and head 
attendant. 
8 Attendants: including attendant in charge of tent section. 
3 Inmate wardsmen: in tent section. 
1 Matron: In charge of female division and hospital. 
1 Charge nurse. 
18 Nurses. 
1 Assistant manager: "General management of the Institution". 
1 Cashier. 
1 Assistant steward: "Takes charge in the Assistant Manager's 
absence", responsible for grocery section, reguisitions and 
issues stores, checks cargo from steamer, and much of the 
paperwork. 
1 Store clerk: In charge of accounts, ration and clothing 
ledgers, assistant manager's correspondence. 
1 Medical superintendent's clerk. 
1 Chief cook, 1 second cook, 7 Inmate cooks. 
1 Butcher, 1 Inmate butcher. 
1 Inmate librarian. 
2 Inmate tailors. 
1 Inmate boot repairer. 
1 Inmate saddler: Does all leather work. 
1 Inmate tentmaker. 
8 Inmate laundresses. 
1 Carpenter: In charge of "Care and maintenance of all 
buildings". Responsible to medical superintendent, with 2 Inmate 
carpenters, 1 Inmate painter, 1 Inmate labourer. 
1 Permanent pliimber, 1 Temporary plumber, 1 Boy. 
1 Chemist: Responsible to medical superintendent. 
1 Herdsman: In charge of dairy, with 4 Inmates. 
1 Pig man: "Coloured". 
10 Inmate d r a y m e n : one removes g a r b a g e . 
1 Inmate buggy driver. 
2 Inmate grooms in stables. 
1 Blacksmith, and 1 inmate striker. 
4 Inmate nightsoilmen. 
12 Aboriginal gang. 
1 Engineer in charge. 
1 A s s i s t a n t e n g i n e e r . 
2 Engine d r i v e r s . 
1 Pumper. 
1 Inmate g r e a s e r . 
1 Inmate l a b o u r e r . 
1 L a u n c h m a s t e r , 1 E n g i n e e r : On t h e Karboora. 
1 . P o s t m i s t r e s s : Employed by s t a t e g o v e r n m e n t . 
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Figure 5.3 (cont.) 
SUMMARY. 
CATEGORY 
Medical Superintendent 
Nursing 
Administration 
Artisan 
TOTAL 
STAFF 
1 
31 
5 
31 
68 
INMATE 
-
3 
-
50 
53 
Source: Report on the Dunwich benevolent asylum by F.C. 
Turnbull acting medical superintendent 9 February 1935, 
QSA Dunwich batch A/4684, letter 1605 of 1935. 
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APPENDIX 6. 
Figure 6.1 
ESTIMATIONS OF ABORIGINAL POPULATION, 1843-1898 
YEAR 
1843 
1844 
1844 
1875 
1881 
1887 
1891 
1894 
1898 
ESTIMATE 
400 
300 
150 
100 
47 
65 
Adu 
Chi 
48 
Tot 
Chi 
Its: 30 
Idren: 12 
al: nearly 
Idren: 36 
40 
- 20 
100 
MADE BY 
Backhouse 
Simpson 
Fr Pesciaroli 
Thomas Welsby 
Dunwich Officials 
Curr 
Watkins 
Roth 
Chief Protector 
AREA 
4 tribes on 
Moreton Bay 
Stradbroke Island 
Stradbroke Island 
Amity & Dunwich 
Attended blanket 
distribution at 
Dunwich 
Dunwich, many 
part Aboriginal 
Dunwich & 
environs 
Myora 
Myora 
Source: F.S. Colliver & F.D. Woolston, The Aborigines of 
Stradbroke Island, Table 1. 
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Figure 6.2 
ALIENATION AND RESUMPTION OF CROWN LAND ON STRADBROKE ISLAND 
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